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NOFORN/ORCON SECRET

NOTE

This paper is arranged to serve multiple audiences. The Summary
and Conclusions is designed for those who, in a limited amount of

time, need to grasp the essence of this complex, ancient yet

modernizing, society. The main body of the study is aimed at those

whose professional responsibilities require more intimate knowledge of

the societal structure and the family relationships that provide its

motive power. The main body and the annexes together form a

reference for those in virtual daily contact with Iranian officialdom.

The paper was prepared in the Office of Political Research. It has

been read and commented on by persons in other components. Their

suggestions were most helpful and are gratefully acknowledged, but

there was no attempt to produce a formally coordinated paper;

however, the author wishes to express special appreciation to CRS/
NEA/NESA for its cooperation. Research and analysis was completed in

December 1975. Comments and reactions are welcome; they may be

directed to the author (gray 8252).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

THE IRANIAN EUTE

Iran’s importance need not be stressed. A major oil-producer and

one of the most influential states in OPEC, it aspires to a position of

power and influence. This paper is not focused on its political and
international prospects* but rather attempts to portray and to analyze

the people who run Iran, dominate its politics, control its businesses,

set its cultural and moral standards and even try to change its ways.

Requisites for elite status in Iran are the traditional ones of family

connection, influence in patron-client relationships, wealth and
education, in this century education has become more and more

Western in thrust, bringing on conflicts with values developed over the

centuries by a society which has absorbed, been changed by foreign

influences, but never overwhelmed by them. The contemporary

Western-educated Iranian bureaucrat often finds on return to work in

his homeland that he is facing, and perhaps being frustrated by, an

institution far older than the Harvard Business School. The analysis

below tries to portray the Iranian elite as it now exists and functions,

and to convey some understanding of how it will perform in the years

ahead.

At the top of the elite structure is the Shah, by virtue both of his

position as monarch and of his personal power. The centuries-old

Iranian tradition of kingship has been stronger than any dynasty or of

any individual ruler. Iran without a monarch to rule and protect the

nation against outside enemies, would be, for most of its people, a

contradiction in terms. Acceptance of the monarch, however, has been

coupled with a willingness to accept the elimination of an individual

shah who was unable to defend himself or the nation. The incumbent

Mohammad Reza Shah, acceded to the throne in 1941. The somewhat

insecure son of a tyrannical and domineering father, he has developed

remarkably in the years since. For a third of his reign, he was

dominated by others and frustrated by his lack of power to carry out His

•These are addressed in. inter aha. Nit 34-1-75, "'Iran'' 9 May 1975.
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decisions. For another third he engaged in a successful struggle to

establish his dominance. For the last third he has been clearly in charge

and is now so strong that his word is law.

In Iran’s clearly defined social structure, families count for much;

that is, those families whose members compete to carry out the Shah s

decisions, and who are themselves powerful. There are some 40

national elite families whose members move from government to

political to private pursuits and back again with facility. There are an

additional 150 or so families of major but not national importance.

These numbers are not fixed; families’ fortunes rise and fall according

to luck, connections, and the skill of their representatives. Nearly a

quarter of today’s top families were powerful and influential under the

dynasty that the present Shah’s father overthrew 50 years ago.

The royal court has traditionally been a hotbed of byzantine

scheming. In the Shah’s family are an assortment of licentious and

financially corrupt relatives, notably his twin sister, Ashraf, a lady

possessed of a greedy nature and nymphomaniac tendencies. The

Court’s tone has been much improved since the Shah in 1959 married

a woman from one of the lesser branches of a national elite family.

French-educated Queen Farah takes a personal and constructive

interest in the working of the Shah’s programs of social and economic

reform.

Together with his family, the Shah is also surrounded by a host or

officials and hangers-on. He appears to rely on a small group, perhaps

a dozen persons, in whom he reposes special confidence and on whom

he depends for information and whom he uses as channels to various

groups in the society. While these people have official positions, their

status with the Shah is for the most part independent of job title and

totally dependent on their closeness to him. Of these dozen, three

represent national elite families, although this is not their chief asset.

Long friendship and faithful service are essential attributes. For

example, Minister of Court Alam of a national elite family, has been

close to the Shah for 40 years, and General Fardust whose father had

been a sergeant, has been a friend for 50 years. Although surrounded,

the Shah is alone, to the best of any observer’s knowledge. He seeks

information. He does not seek advice, and few in Iran would dare to

give him^any. He decides Others execute.



'The successful execution of the Shah’s programs requires a

bureaucracy possessing a variety of skills. Lawyers, engineers,

economists and medical doctors predominate; those educated in the

political and social science are scarcer. A prerequisite for the

opportunity to exercise one’s skills is loyalty to the Shah combined with

self-restraint in political ambition—a factor which becomes important

at the higher levels where an official might be in a position to develop

an independent political base. There seems to be a considerable

number of educated, competent individuals who refuse to work for a

regime of which they disapprove or, if they are employed, work at less

than their full potential.

The career of Prime Minister Amir Abbas Hoveyda illustrates the

limitations of ambition and power. Hoveyda ’s unprecedentedly long

tenure in office <11 years) can be attributed to:

—the ability to maneuver among the conflicting personal ambitions

of other officials who are in at least covert competition for his job;

—the ability to avoid any serious errors in interpreting and carrying

out the Shah’s wishes and, perhaps more important;

—the ability to play second fiddle to the Shah.

This last point has been the downfall of previous politicians, for a prime

minister strong enough to be effective has usually ended up believing he

is more competent than the Shah to make important decisions. Hoveyda

has not yet fallen into that trap.

The cabinet of today is a classic example of how an important

Iranian institution, the dowreh, works, in this case to the advantage of

several young politicians, Hassan Ali Mansur, Amir Abbas Hoveyda

and their friends. (The dowreh “circle” is an informal associational

group often cutting across class lines, formed for social reasons, e.g.,

card playing, for literary or professional discussions or simply for

amiability. A well-established dowrth provides a forum for the exchange

of information and opinions and a means of promoting the political and

economic fortunes of its members.) Mansur had already been a cabinet

minister, when he gathered in 1959 a youngish group of middle-level

bureaucrats interested in the problems of Iranian development. Within

two years the group had expanded and became the Progressive Center,

at which point the Shah gave his blessing. The establishment



reformism the group indulged in seemed to dovetail with the plans he

was formulating, and, in 1964, Mansur became Prime Minister and the

Progressive Center transformed itself into the Iran Novin Party.

Mansur was assassinated in 1965 by a religious fanatic. Downh-

member Hoveyda, the Minister of Finance, was appointed Prime

Minister. Two other ministers in the present cabinet were original

members of Mansur’s downh ;
three more have served in Hoveyda s first

cabinet. Several of the cabinet ministers are in competition with each

other and with Hoveyda, seeking a dominant position with the Shah,

within the cabinet or in the various programs. This rivalry is

encouraged by the Shah, who uses it as a mechanism to prevent any

single individual from gaining too much personal influence.

Parliament has its role to play in the Shah’s system of government,

although not as the legislative body that the term parliament implies.

In the absence of an authoritarian ruler, the dominant interest in a

constituency has generally dictated the choice of deputies. Local

landlords, merchants, tribal leaders, religious leaders or their

representatives have usually been selected. In constituencies where

these were weak, the army, the prime minister or the Royal Court

might predominate. Sometimes these forces cooperated; sometimes

they competed. During periods when the parliament was relatively free

from royal control, e.g., 1906-1923 and 1941-1960, it was rent by

factionalism and by the competing interests of those groups who had

manipulated the elections.

During the last 12 years parliament has been a tool of the Shah.An

1961, frustrated in an attempt to get a land reform bill through a

landlord-dominated parliament, he dissolved that body declaring that

it had been elected through rigged elections. That was true, ,but it was

not news, since the same statement could have been made for nearly

every parliament. It served the purpose that the Shah wanted, however.

His land reform bill was enacted by decree and, when parliament was

once more elected nearly two years later, all the deputies—carefully

chosen by the Shah—were enthusiastic supporters of his programs.

This has been the pattern ever since. The public retains its traditional

skepticism toward elections, but membership in parliament is still

sought and prized. It provides an opportunity for personal

advancement, gives one local prestige and does provide a channel by



which grievances can be expressed and through which fnrors can be

sought and granted.

Probably no group is more favored by the Shah than his officer corps.

Special privileges such as pay differential, subsidized housing,

education and low-price stores are designed to make the

military—traditionally not held in high repute—an attractive pro-

fession. Not only professional competence but also skill in military

politics are essential for advancement to the higher ranks. Having the

confidence and the ear of the Shah are keys to success and, as in the

civilian bureaucracy, political ambition or the too enthusiastic

promotion of a policy the monarch has not approved is dangerous to

an officer’s career.

Elite families were once heavily represented in the officer corps; such

representation could help protect the family and its interests. From the

scanty Evidence available, it appears that more and more men from the

middle, and even the lower, classes are coming into the officer corps.

At company and lower field grade, the officers probably still think and

react in much the same way as the non-military in the same class. By

the time a man has reached general’s rank, however, he is likely to have

absorbed the attitudes of the elite in general and, indeed, may have

assured his position in the traditional manner, by accumulating wealth,

making the right marriage—or a less formal liaison—and securing a

circle of friends, acquaintances and family who can help him.

A new elite class with a potential for challenging the traditional

system may be in the process of formation. Described by an academic

investigator as the bureaucratic intelligentsia or the professional middle

class, it is characterized by its members’ rejection of traditional power

relationships and dependence on modern education and skills as means

to establish their own influence. This element is receptive to a wide

range of experience and ideas outside the traditional ones and, for the

most part, rejects Islam as a guide to life. This class includes

professionals of all kinds—doctors, lawyers, teachers and bureaucrats

as well as artists, writers and poets who often serve as its spokesmen.

The more vocal of this group see themselves as opponents of the Shah,

as the vanguard of a modernizing, democratic force which will change

Iranian society by sweeping away the traditional order. It is not yet

evident that this group will emerge as a relatively homogenous, self-

conscious class. It may rather fragment with its more ambitious



number pursuing active opposition on the fnnges of Iran.an society.

Many of the members of this potential elite are «h<person, to .horn

the Shah must turn to carry out h.s programs. The Shah Cleary

recognizes his problem and chooses his people carefully^ A member of

hi group can get ahead only by playing the game, but by domg so by

permitting himself to be co-opted) he supports and istrengthens the

system The Shah has successfully co-opted many who formerly, and

perhaps still secretly, would rather see the monarchy reduced to a

figurehead.

The Shah’s ambitious industrialization plans seem certain to bring a

new element into the elite. The large entrepreneurs, businessmen,

merchants and financiers are the sparkplug ot the private sector w

families, interrelated in many cases, seem to predominate K’r
'

^
part they are not the same as the 40 families and the traditional

political elites, but they do have connections with them which are of

value to both. Even a partial picture of these busmess, professional and

political relationships is difficult to draw on the basis of present

information.

The Shah’s attempt to control inflation and profiteering has resulted

in arrests, imprisonment and fines not only for small shopkeepers

accused of overpricing but also some or Iran s most prestigious i

most honest-businessmen. This campaign, together with a decree

mandating the sale of stock in private concerns to the workers and to

the publPhas created a climate of uncertainty which, if not dispersed,

could have a serious effect on investment in the private sector.

Iran does have some who have resorted to violence to destroy the

Shah and his system. There are not many in this category and, barring

a successful* attempt on his life, the terrortsts do not threaten the

stability of the regime or the Shah’s programs. The present violent

opposition is embodied in an organization, Mujahadin-t-Kkaq, the

“People’s Warriors,” composed of the religious community and

Marxist/Communists who have submerged their antipathy to> each

other ffi the interests of attacking a greater target, the Shah and the

system he represents.
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'Hie monarchy as an essential feature of Iranian existence is a

concept which is likely to be destroyed eventually by more widespread

education and by exposure to other political concepts, systems and

customs. If the monarchy is accepted by the bulk of the population, for

much of the educated minority, the monarchy has already lost its

meaning. If they accept Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi it is for reasons

other than the venerability of the institution he represents—a desire for

personal security and advancement or the lack of any effective

alternative. The clergy would probably not prefer the elimination of

the monarchy but would be happy to see the present Shah go. For them

a secular government would be as dangerous as the present Shah, but

in the eyes of the religious leaders Mohammad Reza has betrayed an

essential element of his role, protection of Islam. The present

generation of religious leaders, moreover, seems to be convinced that

the Shah, as his father before him, is determined to destroy Islam

in Iran. •

At age 56 the Shah seems very aware that he has a limited time to

establish his policies . firmly enough to be irreversible. A return to

landlordism, at least in its old form, is unlikely; industrial development

is likely to go ahead with or without the Shah, and programs of more

widespread educational opportunities would be an imperative for any

government. How effective such programs would be under the Shah’s

designated successor—Oown Prince Reza Cyrus, now 15—can only be

conjectured. The Shah has not lavished great praise on his son’s

potential; the most he has found to say is that a king of the future could

do a great deal if he were willing but on the other hand, “we are fixing

things so he can do no harm.”

This Shah has' dominated Iran so completely that trying to project

the behavior of the elite into a time when he is gone is most difficult.

Lacking a strong authoritarian leader the divisiveness which has always

been a characteristic of Iranian society is likely once more to

predominate. Personal and family loyalties still take precedence over

institutional loyalties and the scramble for political power which has so

long been suppressed will re-emerge as a major factor. Even the Army,

potentially the most powerful institution in Iran is not likely to escape

the personal competition which would reduce its effectiveness as an

instrument of any single individual. The scope of relations between

high-ranking military officers on one hand and the political or

SECRET 15



industrial elites on the other is not known. Such linkages are inherent in

the nature of Iranian society but their effectiveness in any particular

situation would depend on the personalities involved. Even the

professional-bureaucratic intelligentsia, the one new group which

might eventually produce a structural change in Iran’s centunes-old

system remains an uncertain quantity. What does remain more

predictable is a continuation of the traditional competition between

two major factors—an authoritarian leader dominating or sometimes

dominated by a group of competing, power-seeking elites.



A WORD ON ELITES

I have not cast this paper in the mold of any of the several elite

theories which exist but have used the general ideas and approaches

which seem useful. Published academic studies of the Iranian elite

prudently refrain from discussing, in detail, the individuals who
exemplify their broader conclusions.* I have reversed this and discuss

some of 'the specific individuals who make decisions, and otherwise

exert influence in the Iranian milieu believing that this will be more
useful for those dealing with the Iranian system.

A useful definition of elite is that of Ted Gurr in Why Men Rebel.

The elite are,

“Individuals with the acquired or inherited personal characteristics that are

culturally prescribed requisites for high value positions, whether cr not they

have actually attained those positions. In Western societies these

characteristics usually include high degrees of intelligence, technical

training, managerial ability, ambition and skill in interpersonal dealings.**

In Iran the requisites have traditionally been family connections,

influence in a patron-client relationship, education and wealth. There

are some pressures in the direction of the Western model and the

conflict can be se$n frequently in the presentation which follows.

Iran is best understood by understanding the role and functioning

of its traditional elites rather than by examining the formal

bureaucratic structures which prevail. The bureaucracies more often

than not have been the personal tools of the power brokers or the

ground on which personal battles have been fought. Even completely

westernized Iranians have found it necessary to conform to the

prevailing patterns if they are to find a constructive role. Those who
refuse are isolated, often retiring into purely private pursuits, or leaving

the country. This comes about not so much because of anyone’s

•The principal ones are Zonis, Marvin, The Political Elite of Iran and Bill, James, The Politics of Iran:

Groups, Classes and Modernization. Full citations are in. a separate bibliography.



conscious decision but because the structure of power and participation

does not provide for the nonconformist.

The Iranian system, however, is flexible and bends When it must to

avoid shattering. New faces come into the elite and old ones disappear.

When the bases of influence change the elite shift their interests to

maintain their positions; the Court, parliament, banking, commerce,

all have served, are serving or will serve in the future, as primary foci for

maintaining power and position.

The persons appearing in the following pages are to be seen not only

as individuals with whom Americans will work, negotiate and socialize

but also as types who, whatever the names or the faces, will continue to

occupy positions of influence.*

•Two other papers on this genera! subject may be found useful; "Centers of Power in Iran, ’ CIA/OCI,

vNo. 2035/72, May 1972 (SECRET/NOFORN) and •‘Preliminary Observations on the Iranian

Monarchy,” a Research Study produced by CIA/OPR in May 1974 (SECRET).
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DISCUSSION

i. TRADITIONAL IRANIAN SOCIETY

“We have decided that a National Consultative Assembly shall

be formed and constituted in Tehran deputies to be elected by the

following classes of people : The Princes, the clergy, the Qajar

family, the nobles and notables, landowners, merchants and trades-

men.” (Proclam? tion of Mozafar-ad-Din Shah establishing the

first national assembly. 5 August 1906.)

Iran has had from the earliest times a clearly

defined class structure, explicitly recognized by all

participants. The major class categories have

occupied almost the same relative positions through

the centuries; first, the ruling family, then tribal

leaders and warriors, bureaucrats, religious leaders,

businessmen; and finally the peasants and laborers.*

Even major historical events have had little effect on

this structure. Thus, when the Arabs conquered Iran

in the 6th century A.D. and imposed Warn, the

Persian ruling classes quickly went over to the Arabs,

converted to Islam, and preserved their own position

and social structure. In the process, however, they put

a unique Persian stamp on the governmental

institutions that evolved from the Arab conquest. New
Moslem religious leaders, for example, fitted neatly

into the slots vacated by the Zoroastrian priestly class,

and the masses became Islamized without serious

resistance. Again, when the Qajar dynasty was

dethroned by Reza Shah in 192",** most of the nobles

and notables w<int over to the new dynasty, thus

preserving their wealth and status, although in this

case sharing power with new facer brought in by R.r.ea

Shah.

The social structure, as it has existed for the last

two centuries, is summarized in the following chart.

The weight carried by the various groups has

varied with particular historical circumstances. Thus

•A full description of the Iranian social structure is not attempted

here.

•*He gave up his throne in 1941 as a result of British and Soviet

occupation and was sutrerded by his son Mohammad Reza who
still rules.

Figure 1. The Traditional Social Structure

The Ruling Class—The Shah

Families of the reigning dynasty

Tribal nobility

Landlords

System-supporting religious leaders

Military leaders

Traditional Middle Class—Bureaucrats—the civil

services which staffed the state ap-

paratus. The bourgeoisie—merchants,

traders, businessmen, the bazaam.

The clergy and their students.

Lower Class—Workers

Peasants

Tribal nomads

except for a short period of time in the 1950s the

Royal Family under both PahUvis has beer, kept out

of politics. Individual members can affect events

through court intrigue and personal- influence but

none hold executive posts. * \c tribal nobility and the

landlords have all but disappeared as groups, but as

individuals and families may have retained nearly as

much power and wealth as in the past. New groups

have joined the traditional system; the ruling dass

new includes an economic elite composed of upwardly

mobile members of the lower or bourgeois middle

class and former landlords who have turned to

business and industry. A new middle class segment

has emerged, a professional-bureaucratic

intelligentsia, in response to the modern?'- mg
requirements of the country. This class has e 'r.h vl

from but not replaced the traditional middle cl . , s.

Finally, an urban industrial working class drawn n oiit

the traditional lower classes has appeared.

Despite the persistence of the claso's, w wr of

the elite is not unfettered. Even the ii*ve,

had mechanispis by which thev emu:! bcitey i:;ure

for change. Upward social mobih.y has .dv/.-y.: bciifl

possible. I/v.ver and lower-middle class ifflu- j,.'u
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have moved ipto the political elite to become prime

ministers, even shahs, as typified by Reza Shah.

Gardeners, water carriers, stable boys and cobblers

have climbed to positions of power. Channels for this

upward mobility have been few and scattered, but

there are enough examples to provide credibility.

Normally, entry into the ruling class has been con-

trolled by the political elite themselves through spon-

sorship of selected individuals, and the ever-present

possibility of advancement has served to deflect

demands for structural changes. The ability to co-opt

has been an important mechanism for obtaining new

blood without sacrificing the old system. Thus, the

Shah today obtains the technical skills and modern

expertise he needs to carry on his reform program.

Whether the new arrivals in the elite will become part

/>f the traditional establishment as they have in the

past, or become the nucleus of reformers capable of

altering the status quo remains an open question.

Informal contacts provide the real motion in Ira-

nian political life, and two key elements in the func-

tionirg of the Iranian political system are the dowreh,

or circle of associates, and family connections.

A. The Dowreh

The contacts and connections necessary for

political or social status often are made through

membership in one or more dowrehs.* These meet

periodically to promote mutual interests, and- while

the basic reason for the formation of a dowreh may be

professional, family, religious, or intellectual, the

circle’s most important function is the building of a

network of personal tie* to assist the members in their

political and economic endeavors. If, for example, one

member is appointed to a ministerial position, other

member* of the dowreh can expect to move forward

politically. Most active politicians belong to several

'Akhsugh .illy circle) refers primarily to an upper

r.lasr social habit the system it represents is widespread in the

socis.t/ under other npr?es„ falling into three broad categories,

religious, etbirtir and social. Intra-class -contacts are provided by

both elite ?«d l i.Hc-a’iti-iv.e participation in some of these. The
“Khanegah” or ,:*.!! r?;r-cir;> ci-'ces. and the “Zurkhaneh," places

where tradition?’' snhVtfk t.\. . ?tc performed, are examples.

20

dowrehs. Moreover, the dowrehs frequently cut across

class lines, thus serving to relieve inter-class pressures

and animosities. In this function, the dowreh also

serves as a mechanism for the non-elite to move into

the elite status.

A typical dowreh, the “French-doctorate group,”

met weekly for 25 years. In one three-year period its

1 1 members included a prime minister, three cabinet

ministers, two senators, three ambassadors, the direc-

tor of the National Oil Company and the president of

.

the Tehran Chamber of Commerce. Another promi-

nent dowreh, in this case a poker club, included

General Hossein Fardust, then Deputy Chief of the

National Intelligence and Security Organization

(SAVAK); the late General Mohammad Khatami,

Chief of the Air Force, Taqi Alavi-Kia, brother of

a retired SAVAK general, who is a builder with

lucrative contracts for Air Force housing. This dowreh

had direct contact with the Shah through Fardust and

Khatami, and in addition Fardust enjoys the con-

fidence of Princess Ashraf, the Shah’s twin sister.

Alavi-Kia provides a channel to the business and com-

mercial worlds through His own contacts and those of

his brother, who is engaged in the agro-business in-

dustry.

B. The Families

“No man, in spite of his riches, can succeed without his family

and without their backing him by their deeds and their words. They

are the greatest people to protect him, to congregate around him; to

give sympathy when disasters strike ... Do not exchange anything

for blood kinship, and do not be ashamed of it. Whoever holds his

hand away from his tribe will only be holding back the hand of one

individual, while many hands will be held away from him.” (Iman

Ali, founder of Shiah sect of Islam.)

Below the monarchy, Iranian society is dominated

as it always has been by a relatively small group of

elite families, which wield power and influence not

only in politics but also in business, commerce and the

professions. Members of these families move from

government to political jobs to private pursuits and

back again with facility, and indeed their political

influence may be nearly as great when they are in

SECRET'
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private life as in public office.* The large elite families
frequently will have sub-families which fall into one or
another of the middle classes. The latter may profit
from the association, though not becoming part of the

• political elite. So again, the boundaries of the class
system are blurred and the chance of true class
conflict is lessened.

The principal criterion for membership in the elite

of Qajar times was wealth to buy land, office and
political power. At the end of the 19th century the
principal offices, whether for local tax collector or
cabinet minister were, in effect, auctioned ofT at the
annual New Year’s ceremony. Low birth or social
status was no obstacle to high position. In actual

.
practice, most of the peasant population was cut off
from the means of attaining wealth and hence from
political power. Once obtained, however, either by
personal ability or, more likely, by sponsorship of
an already influential person, social acceptance and
political power followed almost automatically.

Land ownership was an essential part of elite

status. An aspiring individual, as for example; a
military officer, could affirm his high position by
becoming a landowner. The national elite,
concentrated mostly in Tehran, buttressed its wealth
and influence by high office, investment and other
opportunities available in the capital. The provincial
elite was more dependent on land for their wealth and
influence and depended on representation in
parliament to protect its interests.

Although new faces often did enter the elite, over
time much of the political power tended to be passed
around within the same group of families. The change
of dynasty in 1925 produced a new crop of elite per-
sonalities, but these quickly became indistinguishable

•In popular literature these families have most often been
described as “the 200 families” but sometimes as the 1,000
families or some other figure. This form of description seems to have
been popularized by European journalists after World War II and
was probably borrowed -from the myth of the 200 families ruling
France which Eduard Deladier popularized at the French Radical
Party Congress at Nantes in 1934. Two years later the muck-
raking journal “Le Crapouillet” described the 200 families in terms
equally applicable to Iran; marriages were made almost exclusively
within the orbit of the group. Its solidarity was preserved aiid
strengthened by social clubs and organizations of varying
exclusiveness. The tentacles of the 200 families reached into the
arts, the academies, the university and the press. Where the
tentacles did not reach “funds for corruption and campaigns of
vindictive scandal-mongering did the rest.” In Persian a popular
and venerable term for these families is “bozorgan,” grandees. It is
first found in a Sassanian inscription some 1,800 years ago.

from the bulk of the influentials who easily trans-
ferred their allegiance from the Qajars to the Pahlavis.

Bill identifies 40 national elite families, Of whom a
dozen have been predominant in the 20th century. An
additional 150-160 families are provincial elites who
exert deep influence in a relatively limited area. As
individuals, some 250 persons are considered the most
politically influential, with a handful near the Shah
the most powerful (see sect. II, C). Bill’s findings
are accepted in this paper. They accord well with the
more impressionistic conclusions of official observers

. oyer a long period of time.

Even today, 50 years after the dynasty disappeared,
perhaps 20 percent of the families, including most of
the top 40, were prominent under the Qajars. The
immediate family of the Qajars lived in political
obscurity under Reza Shah although maintaining a
sort of shadow court among themselves, and a few
served the Pahlavis in minor capacities. Although
many of the Qajar period elite made their peace with
Reza Shah, others, depending on the closeness of their
relationship and loyalty to the Qpjars, barely hung

Figure 2. The Top Forty Families

Adi,*

Aflchami*

Akbar*

Alam*
A ’lam

Amipi

Ardalan*

Ashtiyani

Bakhtiyari

Bayat *

Bushehri

Daftari

Diba*

Dowlatshahi

Ebrahimi

Emami
Emami-Khoy
Eqbal

Esfandiari*

Farmanfarmayan *

These should be considered core families. Besides

interrelationships among those named, nearly every
family has other relatives with different ' names
clustered around it.

•The most influential.

Hakimi

Hedayat

Jahanbani

Khajenuri

Khalatbary

Mahdavi

Mansur
-

Pahlavi*

Panahi

Pirnia

Qaraqozlu*

Qashqa’i

Qavam
Saffari

Sami’i*.

Vakili

Vossuq

Zand

Zanganeh

Zolfaqari



out But i; is worthwhile noting their capacity to

survive; Speaking of the period following the

dispossession of the Qajars by Reza Shah, a British

scholar wrote

"The sons of this aristocracy, which was in danger of

being eclipsed and in perpetual danger of being deprived

of its wealth between 1925 and 1944, survived to take a

leading part in affairs after Reza Shah’s abdication. They
became deputies in parliament and their families names,

Pirnia, Amini. Hedayat, Bushihri, etc., were to reappear

in public affairs along side the new men, the sons of their

former clients and dependents. History has not yet done

with Iran’s old landed aristocracy; nor with those newly

rich creatures of the Paitlavi regime who emulated them

and who have aiso invested in land

C. Monarchy

At the top of the whole political and social structure

is the Shah. His style of ruler—the norm in the

traditional Middle East**—has six dominant
characteristics; 1) Personalism: the ruler governs

through his personal relationships rather than formal

bureaucratic organizations. 2) Proximity: those who
are closest to the person of the leader are the most

influential. 3) Informality, political control and
authority are exerted through informal, often covert,

channels rather than formal institutions such as

political parties or legislature*. 4) Balanced conflict:

the leader, as well as most of his subordinates, governs

through a divide and rule policy, encouraging conflict

among rivals but ready to shift positions in order to

maintain a balance among conflicting groups and
personalities. 5) Military prowess and personal

courage: a military force at the disposal of the leader

is essential in this system. The warriur-hero is an
admired figure in Middle Eastern history and success

(or failure) on the battlefield has important impact on
domestic political position of the leader. 6) Religious

rationalization: traditional Middle Eastern rulers

have attempted to rationalize their rule by linking it in

some manner with the divine.

•Peter Aver/. Undent Iron. New York; Praeger 1965, p. 275.

••Max Weber in The Thee-j of Social end Eccnur.iu Orgtatizstiat

called thb the “patrimonial” system. The sovereign is located at tbs

center and is the source of all important ideas and strategies. He Is

surrounded by advisors, ministers, military leaders, personal

secretaries and confidants. The ruler’s relations with his subject*

are filtered through a huge network of bureaucratic personalities.

Morocco and Jordan are similar "patrimonial” governments. For a

full discussion see James Bill and Carl Leiden, The Middle EoH,

iltlilicx tmtl Ptncrr.
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II. THE MONARCH, HIS FAMIIY AND COURT

“In every time and age God (be He exalted) chooses one

member of the human race and having adorned and

endowed him with kingly virtues, entrusts him with the

interests of the world and the well-being of His servants”

(Nizaro-al-Mulk (d. 109j2))

The Shah of Iran has been on his throne 34

years, far longer than any other leader in the Middle

East. He has not only outlived most ofthese rulers but

has outlasted the many official and unofficial

observers who, two decades ago, were confidently

predicting his imminent downfall.

His longevity can be seen as resulting from a

combination of circumstances, cultural, historical and

political, which not only favored the development of

an authoritarian ruler but also permitted the present

Shah to become that ruler.

The Pahlavi dynasty, of which Mohammad Reza is

the second Shah, does not have a long history. In

1925, the Iranian parliament granted the throne to

Reza Khan, a general who four years earlier had been

one of the leaders of a coup d’etat. But if the dynasty

does not have the weight of years to support its right

SECRET
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to rule it docs have an even more important weight of
national tradition. Even in those periods when Persia*
was in chaos, and this was frequently the case,
somewhere there was a Shah. He was often of foreign
origin but—like the later Caesars—he assumed the
traditional authority associated with the office.

The tradition—the myth—of kingship has been
stronger than any dynasty or any individual ruler.
These could and did disappear as they became unable
to hold the support of important segments of the
population or as they failed to protect themselves and
their territory against riyals. The Shah, however,
remained. A key role in the persistence of the tradition
ofkingship has been played by a classic Persian poem,
the Shahname, the Book of the Kings. Written by
rerdowsi m the 10th century A.D. the Shahname
celebrated the heroic deeds of Iran’s Shahs. Although
both the Shahs and the deeds were mostly mythical,
this mythology became for millions of Persians in later
centuries the true history of Iran. The Shahname also
marked the rebirth of Persian as a language of
literature and culture after being eclipsed for three
centuries by Arabic.

So, throughout the Iranian cultural area the deeds
of mythical kings recited in Persian, even when the
mother language was Turkish, Kurdish, Baluchi or
any one of several other languages, became imbedded
m the consciousnesses of generation after generation.

That there should be a Shah, then, became the
natural order of things; who that Shah might be as an
individual is of less concern.-

Both Pahlavis have been concerned with
establishing the legitimacy of the dynasty and their
right to rule.

Mohammad Keza, perhaps realizing that the
modern education he is pushing will eventually
undermine the monarchical mystique, has devoted a
significant amount of official propaganda to the thesis
that the monarchy is essential, effective and the only
institution capable of developing the country “the
Iranian way” rather than the imported, foreign way.
Such propaganda would have been inconceivable in
an earlier age the Ku.^srch’s position as the
Shadow of God on earth was undisputed. To the
institutional argument the Shah has added the

’In dif mid- 1930s. Reza Shah decreed that the whole world should
call his country Iran—which its inhabitants had always done—rather
than Persia which Europe had done since Alexander. The present Shah
has reversed his father and permits both tom* to be used.
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argument that he as a person has always defended
Iran’s interests froth outside assaults and that he is
uniquely qualified to do so.*

He is also building his own semi-mythological
version of modern Iranian history in which he, from
the very beginning, has struggled against nearly
overwhelming odds, including opposition

; from the
British, Americans and Russians, to secure Iran’s
independence and welfare.**

A. The Pahlavis

The dynasty’s founder, at least in his earlier years,
seemed to feel the lack of a respectable monarchical
tradition and encouraged the creation of a mythical
genealogy which alleged that he was descended from
an early royal family. This was also reflected in the
family name he chose; Pahlavi occurs often in the
Shahname in connection with the deeds and
attributes of the mythical monarchs.

Reza Shah had four wives—although hot all at one
time—m an ascending degree of social prominence
from his first, probably a concubine whom he married
in his early years, to a princess of the previous Qajar
dynasty whom he married just as he was about to be
declared Shah. His second wife, the daughter of a
commanding officer of the Cossack brigade*** in
which he served, is the mother of the present Shah.

Reza Shah, although a man of limited formal
education, was intelligent and well-informed. He
realized that his successor would face a more
complicated world than he did and he attempted to
prepare his Crown Prince for the throne he would
someday ascend. Mohammad Reza received his
primary education in a palace school with his brother
and several other selected boys. At age 12, he was then

•The Shah’* claim that he is under divine protection—for
instance in escaping two attempts at assassination—because he has
a mission for his country is not, I believe, advanced cynically.
••A recent capsule version of this history is seen in the Shah’s

response to a question by Egyptian journalist Haylca), “All forces
tested me in a difficult way. The British tested me in the Mossadeq
crisis. The American* tested me in the Amini crisis. Before that the
Russians iced me in the Jaf.r Pishevari crisis and his attempt to
cede (stc. probably seize) Azerbaijan from Iran.”

•••In 1878 Nasr-ed-Din Shah visited Russia. Hi* cscon there was
composed of Cossacks and their appearance impressed him so
much that he invited the Russians to send officers to organize a
Persian Cossack unit. Until 1921, Russian officers commanded the

’

Persian Cossack Brigade and the unit played an important role in
support of Russian policy in Iran.
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Figure 4. Rezo Shah as a Cossack General

sent to school in Switzerland, with his brothers, two

boyhood friends and a Persian tutor. It was here that

Mohammad Reza received the fundamentals of the

Western education on which he was to build in later

years. Returning to Iran he attended the military

academy and after graduation in 1938 he became, in

effect, an apprentice to his father. Reza Shah was not

a man one bandied words with and it is unlikely that

the son did much more than listen. Reza Shah seems

to have inspired both fear and admiration in his

(Irown Prince and he set an example which, it ap-

pears, the latter has since tried to emulate.

The apprenticeship did not last long. Reza Shah, in

his drive to modernize and to squeeze out traditional

British and Russian influence in Iran had turned to

the Germans in the 1930s. Several thousand Germans

were in Iran when World War II broke out and their

presence provided the excuse for the joint British-

Soviet invasion in the summer of 1941 which secured

Iran as a safe transit route for supplies to the Soviet

Union.

Reza Shah abdicated and the present Shah

ascended the throne with the reluctant agreement of

' Great Britain and the Soviet Union which, it seems,

-hsa'Tmtially intended to elimjnateTfte-'ftthlavi

dynasty.

The opening of Mohammad Reza Shah’s reign was

unpropitious. Although Iran was nominally neutral it

was occupied 45y foreign powers and would soon

become an ally of the occupiers. Inflation, financial

and commodity manipulation, food shortages at times '

verging on starvation and a chaotic political situation

produced a turmoil that would have challenged the

abilities of an experienced monarch- The established

politicians, with Reza Shah’s iron grip finally

removed, were out to promote their own political and

financial fortunes. At an early point the Shah

apparently tried to emulate his father in dominating

the politicians and there was even muttering of a royal

dictatorship. This did not last long, however;

Mohammad Reza was not the commanding figure his

father was and, more importantly, he did not control

any of the levers of power, except for the Army which

was at that time so demoralized by its defeat by the

British and Russians that it was useless in any power

play by the Shah.

For nearly a decade the Shah appeared to be a weak

figure unable and perhaps unwilling to act. He did

sometimes take a decisive action e.g., when he took a

strong stand against the breakaway province of

Azerbaijan and, by military action, expelled its

Soviet-dominated government in 1946. In this action

he had, however, the support of a strong prime

minister with the same aim and the backing of the US.

The Shah—or at least the Court—was said to have

been implicated in the assassination of two powerful

military men who provided a threat to the Shah s

position and the monarch always resisted strongly any

attempt to remove the Army from his direct control.

In retrospect these years may be seen as

formative—the time during which the Shah learned

about his country and its power system. Equally
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Figure 5. Crown Prince Mohammad Reza accompanies his father on an inspection

important, he learned a great deal about the rest of

the world. He read widely and retained much; he

seems to have depended in his early years on two

advisers, Mohammad Ali Forughi and Hossein Ala,

both of whom ultimately served him as prime

minister. Both were generally esteemed for their

learning, their wide experience and, what is more

rare, their lack of personal ambition. Neither,

however, was an outstanding prime minister. The Shah

also tried out his developing ideas in private

conversations with foreign diplomatic representatives,

primarily the American and the British ambassadors.

The general trend of their advice, that the Shah

should try to be a constitutional monarch, that he

should reign and not rule, was a concept that in the

end he found unworkable.

The vacillation and indecisiveness which he

displayed during the first third of his reign can be seen

as a conflict between his Swiss-acquired concepts of

democracy fortified by well-intentioned advice on the

one hand and a desire to emulate his father bolstered

by the realities of Iranian political behaviour on the

other. A prime minister weak enough to present no

danger to the throne was incapable of spurring a

lethargic bureaucracy into action; a prime minister

strong enough to attack Iran’s problems seemed to

consider the Shah the first bastion to be reduced.

The Shah’s apprenticeship ended with the Prime
Ministry of Mohammad Mouadeq (1951-1953).

Mossadeq combined a unique inability to get things

done with a tenacious resolve to reduce the Shah to

the status of a figurehead. His supporters contributed

mightily to both. A heterogeneous collection of

parties, cliques and individuals called the National

Front,* they were united by only two things, a hatred

for the British and an intense dislike of the Pahlavis.

When members of this motley melange were not

inveighing againsF~the British they were attacking

each other with equal enthusiasm. This disunity was

ultimately a key factof in Mossadeq’s downfall. The
Prime Minister’s main accomplishment, however, has

•The National Front coalition ranged the political spectrum from the

moderate .socialism of Alluhyar SuleTTs fran Party to the religious

reaction of Ayatollah "Kashani's Warriors of Islam.
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Figure 6. Major Events in LH« of Mohammad Razo Shah

1919 Born in Tehran

1926 Reza Khan crowned Shah of Iran; Mohammad
Reza declared Crown Prince

1932 Enters Le Rosey School in Switzerland

1936 Returns to Tehran; enrolls in military academy

1939 Marries Princess Fawziah of Egypt, divorced

1948

1941 Reza Shah abdicates; Mohammad Reza takes

oath as Shah of Iran; Tudeh Party established in

Tehran

1946 Russian Army withdraws from Azerbaijan

1950 Announces intention to divide lands among

peasants

I95fl Marries Soraya Esfundiari, divorced 1959

1951 Dr. Muhammad Mossadeq becomes Prime

Minister; nationalization of Anglo- banian Oii

Company

1953 Fall of Dr. Mossadeq*; Shan reassumes power

1959 Marries Farah Diba

1960 Birth of Crown Prince Reza Cyrus

1963 Announces White Revolution; countrywide

riots and demonstrations put down with force

1967 Formal coronation of Mohammad Reza Shah

and Queen Farah

1971 Celebration of 2,500 years of Iranian monarchy

never been undone The nation *“;»*;»* »oi. ot Uio Anglo.

Iranian Oil Company was a move on which every

Iranian cou’d agree. Once done, however, the les#

exciting task of resuming production proved

impossible.* The Shah has since depicted the

nationalization as an act for which he was personally

responsible in spite of obstructionism by the National

Front.

To reduce the Shah to a figurehead, or at least io

the role of a constitutional monarch, it was necessary

to remove the Army from Mohammad Reza’s control.

Mossadeq ’s attempt to do this precipitated his own
downfall and cleared the conditions that permitted •

the Shah to assume the dominant position ne holds

today.

•This was not because j: tec .echuted iauatui^ct/c of .tv has dan

staff who, in spite of British insistence to the contrary, , notably cou-d

have done the job Iranian inflexibility and British maneuvering* m the

iniematkmal oil trade were the major reasons.

Figure 7. Am wtsfy pMur# «f #*• Utah

In August l
l>5d. after months of political

maneuvering that progressively weakened the Shah’s

position he determined on art action, which in the

climate of the time was an act of near

desperation—the removal of Mossadeq by a royal

decree. He entrusted the Fit rpan to the commander of

the Royal Guard for delivery to Mossadeq. The Prime

Minister refused the Firman and1 had the officer

arrested, announcing triumphantly that a coup

against him had been thwarted. The Shah, who had

prudrmly withdrawn to a Caspian resort while this

was going on, decided that he had lost the game and

flew to salety in Rome.

Pro-Mossadeq mobs, buttressed by Communist

Party organizers, poured into the streets tearing down

statues of the Shah and his father, drtacnig public

buildings and demanding that the dynasty by blotted

out in favor of a republic. The violence of the assault

dfcCRET
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on the monarchy and the apparent strength of the
Communists for once drew together the unorganized
and hitherto inarticulate pro-Shah elements and
within two days a reaction set in. Military units loyal
to the Shah spearheaded a move against Mossadeq in
which they were joined by thousands of Tehranis,
some bought, but most participating spontaneously.
Loyalists, whose voices had been muffled by the
overwhelming cacophony of the Mossadeqists ior
three years, had their day. Mossadeq fled to be
captured later, tried and sentenced finally to exile to
his village. General Fazlollah Zahedi was appointed
Prime Minister and the "Shah returned to public
acclaim.

Ever since that time the Shah has believed that the
Iranian people have given him a mandate to act on
their behalf. From that point he was increasingly
confident. In the next decade he would dash with a
few strong men but without exception he
outmaneuvered and neutralized them.

Figure 8. The Shell's Reform Program proposed at a
meeting of Iranian Farm Cooperatives in January 1963.
Subsequently ratified by a popular referendum. Points
7*14 were added in later years.

1. Land Reform
'2. Nationalization of forests

3. Public sale of state-owned factories to finance
land:reform •

4. Amendment of electoral law to include women
5. Profit sharing in industry

6. Creation of a Literacy Corps
7. Creation ol a Health Corps

*8. Creation of a Reconstruction and Development
Corps

9 Creation ol Hous.e of Equity, i.e. rural courts
10. Nationalization of water resources

11. National reconstruction

12. Administrative and educational revolution

13. Sale ofcorporate stock to workers

M Control of inflation

i lie aimuur.cciiittrt of his extensive inform program
in 1963 was the culmination of the process by which
the Shah gathered all power into his own hands and
took a direct responsibility for Iran’s future. In the
years since then his programs, although probably
falling short ot the brilliant achievement portrayed in
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official propaganda have been sufficiently effective

to set Iran on a new course of economic and social

development.

B. The Royal Family

Reza Shah had 11 acknowledged children. Ten Of
them are still alive. They and their wives andlchildrerf/

the Shah’s mother, plus Queen Farah and her mother
comprise the Royal Family. The Shah’s own
household has provided him with one of his major
problems for most of his reign. The Court was at one
time a center of licentiousness and depravity, of
corruption and influence peddling. The image may
have softened somewhat, or is less the subject of

common gossip, but the old picture remains in the

public mind and some of the derelictions continue but
perhaps with more discretion.

Two members of the Shah’s immediate Family seem
to have had the most influence on him in the past. His
mother, now an octogenarian harridan brought up in

the harem, held the Shah in contempt in his earlier

days as unworthy of her husband. She was frequently

reported as plotting against Mohammad Reza to

replace him with her other son Ali.* The Shah’s twin
sister, Aahraf, has a near legendary reputation for

financial corruption and for successfully pursuing
young men. Her more recent role as a supporter of

women’s organizations, rights and activities in Iran

and in international forums has been largely the work
of the Shah who probably not onlv wished to improve
the {mage of ths Royai Family but also to put
Ashraf s considerable energy and abilities to socially

acceptable use. She has occasionally tried to use her
position to build a personal political following, a move
that has brought the Shah’s displeasure. On the
positive side, Ashraf’s devotion to her twin brother has
never been questioned and she was probably
responsible for stiffening his backbone at. critical

junctures in the past. The Shah has been unwilling or
unable to take effective action to curb the shady
activities she and her son Shahram engage in. He may
truly be unaware of the extent of such activities; the

occasional attempt to poirt ou* her manipulations to

hsr;j hevc sent Him Into :s , Fesmp* the natural
v.iuse.-icss of twins creates * b&id spot, although he is

sensitive to her political intrigues. At any rate, the
periodic anti-corruption campaigns which the Shah

•The Shah’s only lull brother, Ali Rezti, was killed ii. a plane crash in

1954.
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Note: Except for Reza Shah aW marriages were serial and not concurrent.

Figure 9. PaWavi Family
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figure 10. fdncw# Athre# figure 11. QuMn Farah

launches would have greater believability if he saw fit

to publicly reproach Ashraf.

The rest of the Royal Family is a mixed bag. None.,

have any abilities or following which could challenge

the Shah, and they appear mostly engaged in private

pursuits. The Shah’s oldest half-brother, Gholam
Reza, has an official military position but it is a

sinecure. Others have semi-official protocol jobs.

Abdol Reza, the one Prince who migfi* have

developed a competence and personality, has

voluntarily withdrawn himself from the family circle

and another one, Hamid Reza, has been drummed
out of the family and is no longer recognized as a

prince. He apparently had been in touch with General

Timur Bakhtiar who in the 1960s was plotting against

the Shah.

Queen Farah and her mother stand in sharp

contrast to the Shah’s family. The Shah married

Farah Diba in 1959 after two previous marriages.*

Both were unsuccessful from a dynastic standpoint;

•The Shah was married to King Farouk's sister Fawzia from 1938 to

1948 and to Soraya, whose mother was German an<J whose father was

an Iranian diplomat of Bakhtiari tribesman origin, from 1951 to 1959.
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The only issue was a daughter Shahnaz, now 35, bom
to Fawzia, the Shah’s first wife. Farah, who was 21

when she married the Shah, promptly fulfilled her

primary duty of providing a Crown Prince Re** Cyrus,
born in 1960. She followed this with another son and

.

two daughters. Of almost equal importance* however,

is the role she has come to play as Queen. More public

spirited than either ofthe Shah’s previous Queens* she

plays a prominent role in promoting the Shah’s

programs and has been able to present a more
constructive image of the monarchy than had
previously been the case. The Shah’s confidence in her

ability was demonstrated when he arranged to have

her designated as Regent if he should die or become

incapacitated before the Crown Prince comes of age.

The Crown Prince is now 15 years old. In the last

three or four years he has beep getting more public

exposure. His activities have been reported in the

newspapers, he has vtsitdd the provinces and has

made trips abroad. Reza Cyrus is being educated

privately and it is not clear how much of a hand the

Shah has in his son’s training! The Shah has been

careful about predicting too much for his son; “A king

of the future will be able to do a great deal of good if
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Rgure 1J. Tfc® Rayd fomRy 19. Crw*r* ******

ht is willing. On the other hand, we are fixing things

so he can do no ham, ”* Whether on the throne

or waiting to ascend it, Reaa Cyrus will have

Mohammad Reaa looking over his shoulder. (For

more detail on Royal Family, see Annex A.

)

The Court Entourage

Wounding the Shah and the Royal Family is a

large coterie of persons either holding official or semi-

official positions on the staff of one or another member

of the family, or simple hangers-on, friends or clients

of the Court or one of its members. These persons

range from the intelligent, capable and competent

to the drones, sycophants and self-servers. Overall the

balance is probably on the mediocre side.

Little is known about the majority of those who

circulate around the princes and the princesses

although a few, by reason of their notoriety, have

come to the attention of official observers. The Shah s

circle is much better known.

Bayne, Person Kingship in Transition, New York: American

Univ. Field Staff, 1968, p. 64.

The Ministry of the Royal Court. This Ministry is the

bureaucratic entity which houses all thosei
officials

serving the Shah and other members of the Royal

Family. It is not considered a cabinet ministry.

Although the precise organization fluctuates the

people remain pretty much the same. As of 19/5, 30

persons headed various units of the Ministry of Courn

Most of them also have staff: under them but, with

few exceptions, there is no information on them.

Under the Qajars and earlier Shahs the entire

governmental apparatus was considered the personal

staff of the Shah. With the modernization of the

government, starting under the Qajars and continuing

to the present, bureaucracy moved out from under the

direct control of the Shah. The need for a persona

staff continued, however, and the Ministry of Court

was the result.

Personal loyalty to the Shah, and reciprocally.

Shah’s trust, has been the principal requirement or

holders of any of these offices. This accounts m part

for the longevity, the mediocre character of many of

the incumbents, and the interrelationships of many ot
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the Court personnel. Many of Reza Shah’s officials

carried over into the present Shah’s reign and served

him for many years. Age has eliminated most of these

but their never replacements show every evidence of

maintaining in turn the same sort of longevity.

Anyone seeking favors or influence is likely to do so

if at all possible through some member of the Ministry
.

of Court as even the lowest ranking person is ?pt to

provide a better access than regular byrcaucrrstJc

char-nrfs.

The average age of the
1

top 10 officials of the Court

is about 58. This is comparatively young compared to

earlier court bureaucracies. The oldest (currently or.

the job) is 79 and the youngest is 40. Eight of the 10

have had some foreign education, two in the U.K., one
in the US and the others scattered, Turkey, France,

Lebanon and Switzerland. Some of the top 10 have

been associated with the Court for more than 30

years.

'fhe head of the Court bureaucracy is the Minister

oj Courts a title which seems to have been first

used in 1941. This post has usually been held by *

senior politician, respected, experienced and trusted,

in the last 35 years ail have been ex-prime ministers.

The present incumbent, Amir AssadoU*.!* AUm is

one of the youngest, he was 48 v'h^n, th#>, Shah

appointed him in 1966. His two immediate

predecessors had been 75 and 68 respectively when
tbev first held this office.

Alam has been associated with the Court and with

the Shah since childhood. Hi? family has been

important in eastern Iran for generations.* It was

subsidized by the British for a long time, a practice

London followed in- much of the area to protect the

approaches to its Indian Empire.

Amir Assadollah was Minister of the Interior in

1952 at the age of 32, the youngest man ever to hold a

cabinet position in Iran. In 1957 he formed, at the

behest of 'he Shah, a loyal opposition party. He served

for 20 months as Prime Minister, then became
Minu ter of Court.

The Chief of the Imperial Special Office. A po-

sition also described as “Chief of the Shah’s personal

•Stc Ar-nex R Tor mw* detail.

fiRwr* *A -idte?’- Atom, Mfcstoftee «£

secretariat’’ and “Frivate Secretary to the Shah,” is

second only to the Minister of Court in importance

arid in some matters may be even more important.

The pr esent incumbent, Nosmta.Oah Moininn has

held the job since the winter of 1966. He was a

newcomer in the Court but not to the Iranian

bureaucracy. He does not seem »o come from an

influential family since he earned a law degree in

night school while working for the Railway
Administration. Soon thereafter he turned to

newspaper writing. During the Shah’s dispute with

,

Mossadcq, Moinian came out for the Shah. After

Mossadeq’s downfall, Moinian was appointed an

assistant to the director of publications and
broadcasting. He had the backing of two influential

pro-Shah publishers and almost certainly the

approval of the Shah. Moinian rose steadily through

the hierarchy becoming a cabinet minister in 1964.

He apparently became close to the Shah while he was

directing the-Shah’s anti-communist press campaign ’

in the late 1950s and early 1960s. When Rahim Hirad

retired after many years in the post, the Shah showed
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his appreciation for Moinian’s efforts' on behalf of the

throne by appointing him to his present post.

There is no reason why Moinian should not hold

this position for the rest of his life providing he re-

mains on good terms with the Shah and the sensitivity

of the position 'suggests that the Shah would not move
him for frivolous reasons.

The Chiefof the Queen ’j Special Office heads the private

secretariat of the Queen, but it appears that Farah
has not been able to choose her own candidate for the

post. Her first secretary was Fazlollah Nabil, a

professional diplomat, son of a diplomat and longtime

friend of elder statesman, Hossein Ala who probably

engineered the appointment.*

Farah’s current secretary is Karim Pasha
Bahadori who owes his position probably to Prime

Minister Amir . Abbas Hoveyda and/or Princess

Ashraf. His major job seems to be to screen any
petitions to the Queen to make sure that she has only

a limited ability to take independent action, a practice

which the Queen is aware of.

Bahadori is from a prominent Azerbaijan family

which has long been influential in politics. He married

into an important merchant-trader family. Neither

family is of the national elite but both have been

important in provincial affairs and their future seems

assured.

The Inner Circle

The Shah’s inner circle at present includes a dozen

people who have official positions but whose standing

with the Shah is totally dependent on his placing trust

and confidence in them. They have the most influence

with the Shah and they provide channels of access to

important segments of the population. They are the

first group in Fig. 15. Others are in the Shah’s entou-

rage but appear to serve a different function. The three

senators in group two are best described as cronies of

•Nabil, now about 80, is currently in the largely ceremonial post of

Steward to the Queen, and in charge of the Personal Bureau of the

Imperial Princes. Nabil started his government career under the

last of the Qajars and rose to several ambassadorships. He “main-
tained an unstained record of general respect and approval simply
because he refrained from involving himself in controversial

matters. ” More succinctly but less elegantly he was described as “a
gutless wonder.” USEMB Tehran A-530, 1 Apr 1964
(S/NOFORN)
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the Shah, and the three officials in group three may
be considered candidates for the inner circle. *

The Shah’s link with the military and security

officials is through one of his oldest friends, Major

General Hossein Fardust. He was one of those chosen

to be educated with Mohammad Reza in the special

elementary school established for that purpose. Little

is known of Fardust ’s family background. His father

was a sergeant—later promoted to captain—who
probably was associated with Reza Shah in his pre-

monarchical days; he might have been Reza Shah’s

orderly. Hossein Fardust accompanied the Shah to Le

Rosey School in Switzerland and to the Military

College in Tehran. Except for a brief period he has

always held important positions and had great

authority even though his military promotions have

been at or near normal rate. Mohammad Reza may
have used him as early as 1941 as a go-between with

the German Embassy. Fardust is the long time chief of

the Shah’s Special Intelligence Office, he was

concurrently deputy chief of SAVAK, and at present

heads the Imperial Inspectorate which functions as

the Shah’s watchdog over government operations. He
is quiet, unassuming and meticulous in carrying out

his duties. Fardust is well-off financially but is

considered, personally honest. In his own words,

“Whatever I have, 1 have through the grace of the

Palace.”**

Dr. Abdol Karim Ayadi, the Shah’s personal

physician, appears to be the major channel through

which the Shah dabbles in commercial affairs. He is

also said to have been a childhood friend of the Shah.

He was chief medical officer of the Imperial Guard
Division and is a Lieutenant General. It is said that

Ayadi even accompanied the Shah on his honeymoon
with his Second wife, Soraya. Ayadi was reported at

one time as fronting for the Shah in the Southern Iran

Fishing Company, an enterprise described by

knowledgeable observers as a mass of inefficiency and

corruption whose board of directors was filled with

retired generals. The scandal involved in this business

•Bill indicates that a "small number of soothsayers and

conjuror-dervishes still attach themselves to the Iranian elite and the

royal court where they are not without influence. ” (Bill, James, "The
Patterns of Elite Politics in Iran,” Political Elites m the Middle East,

ed., George Lencznwski, Washington; American Enterprise

Institute. 1975, p. 25. ) Official reporting does not touch on this at all

and whether any of them have close and continuing contact >vilh the

Shuh is unknown. It is likely that other persons with access and

influence are unidentified.

••USARMA Tehran, 2846053564, 21 July 1964. Conf NFD
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Figur# 15. The Shah's Inner Circle
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Fardust, Major General Hossein
Alam, Amir Assadollah
Ayadi, Dr. Abdoi Karim
Eqbal, Dr. Manuchehr
Hoveyda, Amir Abbas
Emami, Hassan

Sharif-Emami, Jaafar
Zahedi, Ardeshir

Moinian, Nosratollah

Khatami, General Mohammad Amir

Farah

Ashraf

Aalam, Jamshid
Davalu, Amir Hushang
Aqayan, Felix

Ansari, Hushang
Sabeti, Parviz

Nassiri, Nematollah

Chief, Imperial Inspectorate

Minister of Court
Shah’s personal physician

Chairman of the Board, NIOC
Prime Minister

ImamJomeh of Tehran
President of Senate

Ambassador to the US
Private Secretary to the Shah
Brother-in-law of Shah and
Commander of the Air Force

Wife of Shah

Twin sister

Senator

Senator

Senator

Minister of Economics and Finance
Director for Internal Security, SAVAK
Chief, SAVAK

was apparently so great that the whole company was
reorganized and put under different management.
Ayadi, a Bahai, is credited by one observer with being
one of those who protects the sect against persecution
by the more fanatical Iranian Moslems. *

Dr. Manuchehr Eqbal, a physician, is from one of
the 40 national elite families. He provides a link
between the Shah and various business and
professional personalities. For more than a century
the Eqbals have been powerful in the province of
Khorassan. Manuchehr was a protege of Ahmad
Qavam, the most powerful politician of the late 1940s.
Eqbal has been Prime Minister, Minister of Court,
and has held at least six other cabinet posts. He has
been a parliamentary deputy, a senator, an
ambassador, a civil adjutant to the Shah, and
chancellor of the University of Tehran. He is at
present Chairman of the Board of the National
Iranian Oil Company. Eqbal is a competent
administrator but has been described as a “consum-

•Devout orthodox Shiah abhor Bahaism as a dangerous heresy.
In the past, mobs whipped up by preachers have attacked and killed
Bahais. The security forces could prevent this now but in 1955, as a
result of religious exhortations, the Bahai temple in Tehran was
sacked. In the forefront of the attackers were the Chief of Staff and
the Military Governor of Tehran.
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mate demagogue.” When he became Prime Minister
m 1957. he disappointed many of his supporters by
being a complete yes-man for the Shah. From a per-
sonal point of view, however, this was a wise decision!
his subsequent career has been notably successful.
Eqbal’s daughter, Maryam, married and divorced
the Shah s half-brother, Mahmud Reza, and later
married Ashraf’s son, Shahyar.

Amir Abba, Hoveyda achieved his membership in
the Shah's inner circle when he became Prime
Minister. A true measure of the Shah's trust in him
will be to see if he retains his position in the circle after
he is no longer Prime Minister. Since 1955, three of
the four living former prime ministers who preceded
Hoveyda have remained close to the Shah.*

Hoveyda is reported to be from a Bahai family, a
fact which he would understandablv wish to keep
quiet. His grandfather, a tailor from Qazvin, is said to
have been a follower of the founder of Bahaism and his
father a secretary to the Bahai leader in Acre. This
would account for Hoveyda’s early education in
Beirut. Hoveyda’s faiher eventually entered the
diplomatic corps and served in relatively minor posts.

•Only All Amini. 1 062- 1 064, has been excluded
political competitor of the Shah,

he was a
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Figure 16. The Shah s Inner Circle



Figure 17. G«n. Mossain fordust, Chief of the Imperial

Inspectorate

Hoveyda ’s career well illustrates the upward mobility

possible in the Iranian system and one way in which it

can be done.

Hoveyda, now 57, was a professional diplomat from

1944 after he finished military service, until 1958

when he left the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for

greener pastures. Important to the future Prime

Minister’s career was bis friendship with Haasan Ali

Mansur and Abdoll'ah Entczam when all three served

in the Iranian Consulate in Stuttgart immediately

after World War II

Abdollah Entezam, from a family that was
prominent in politics under the Qajars, achieved high

diplomatic rank. When he left the diplomatic service

to become Director of the National Iranian Oil

Company— 1958, he chose Hoveyda as his special

assistant. Two years later in 1960, Hoveyda became a

member of the board of directors of NIOC and was

thus in a strategic position when Hassan Ali Mansur
started forming his cabinet.
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Figure 18. Gan. Abdol Karim Ayodi, Parsond Physician of

tha Shah

Mansur, o member of one of the top 40 families

whose father had been prime minister, served in a

number of increasingly important positions after his

Stuttgart days including Secretary-General of the

High Economic Council and a cabinet ministry. He
finally caught the Shah’s eye as a safe establishment

reformer and when he was appointed Prime Minister

he turned to his old colleague Hoveyda to assume the

post of Minister of Finance. Mansur was assassinated

in 1965 and the Shah appointed Hoveyda Prime

Minister. Thus, in a space of two decades with the

help of two influential friends, Amir Abbas Hoveyda
rose from a vice-consul to the second highest poskion

in the country.*

Hassan Emarai, the Imam Jomeh of Tehran,** is

the major clerical figure in the Shah's retinue. By

•Hoveyda followed another familiar pastern in blM marri%e. In 1966,

he married (and later divo.eed) Leila Emsmi-Khoy, a titter of

Mansur's wife. The Emami-Khov family it another of the top 40

families.

••Imam Jomeh is the government-granted title for the prelate

who officiates at the main mosque in the major cities. There may be

as many as 40 Imam Jomehs In the country. Whan without

further modification the title usually refers to Hassan Emami..
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Figure 19. Manuchehr Eqbal, Chairman of the Board,

National Iranian Oil Co. Figure 20. Prime Minister Amir Abbas Moveyda

politician, with some reputation for venality. He has

extensive business interests, especially in the

construction industry, although a conflict of interest

law forbids this. He was a long time civil servant in the

Railway Administration, at one time a key element in

Reza Shah’s modernization. He was trained as an

engineer in Germany and was jailed during World

War II for pro-German activities. He has held a

variety of subcabinet and cabinet-level jobs. Sharif-

Emami is generally considered responsible for leading

the Soviets in 1958 to believe that Iran would be

receptive to a non-aggression pact, it is possible that

he was acting at the Shah’s behest in an effort to

persuade the US to increase economic and military

aid. At any rate, although the Shah was said to have

been embarrassed by the unexpected arrival of a high-

level Soviet delegation prepared to negotiate a pact,

the incident did not hurt Sharif- Emami’s career; he

was later chosen by the Shah to be Prime Minister.

The circumstances under which he came to the

attention of the Shah are not known. Possibly he

virtue of his position he has some religious and

political influence but as a firm supporter of the

Shah’s regime he swings little weight with most of the

clergy. He has always had extensive political

connections, however, and it is primarily in this field

that he is of most use to the Shah. He is now 72 and

may not play his role much longer, but he is active

and frequently sees the Shah.

Emarrii is a descendant of the Qajar royal family

and both his grandfather and father held the post of

Imam jorneh before Hassan. As far as is known,

Hassan Kmami has no sons to succeed him.

Kmami had a traditional theological education but is

> ,-<}jv - V.
- ed a first rate theologian or Islamic jurist.

Hrj docs* however, have an excellent European

t education,. an LE.J) from Lausanne, and is much

more familiar with European history and philosophy

than the average high-ranking Shiah clergyman.

Fmarai, 65 year-old president of the

fittv c. »j> .'ua - er veteran government official and
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played a role in restoring the Shah to the throne in

1953. He has a long association with the Rashidian

brothers and his sister was married to the late Ahmad
Aramesh. The Rashidian organization was influential

in the anti-Mossadeqist and pro-monarchist

movement in 1953 and Aramesh was part of their

oi^anization.

Ardeshir Zahedi, currently Iran’s Ambassador to

the United States, started at the top. His first

government job, at the age of 33, was as the Iranian

Ambassador to the United States (i960 to 1962).

He came to the Shah’s attention in the course of the

events which accompanied the ouster of Mossadeq in

mid-1953. Ardeshir, who had been forced by

Mossadeq to resign from his job with a US-sponsored

rural improvement project, served as a liaison

between groups of the Shah’s supporters and his

father, General Fazlollah Zahedi, who finally ousted

the Prime Minister. After the fall of Mossadeq, the

Shah rewarded Ardeshir by appointing him to the

ceremonial post of civil adjutant. When General

Zahedi fell from 'favor in 1955 and was sent into

respectable exile as a roving Ambassador in Europe,

Ardeshir temporarily disappeared from the Court but

he soon returned and in 1957 married Shahnaz, then

the Shah’s only daughter. Three years later he was

appointed Ambassador to the United States and after

that Ambassador to the U.K. In both' jobs he

performed in a mediocre manner. He remained in the

Shah’s favor, however, even after his divorce from

Shahnaz in 1964. He served as Minister of Foreign

Affairs from 1967 to 1971 and then returned to

Washington.

The Zahedis are from an influential former

landowning family from Hamadan and had
connections with at least two of the top 40 families,

the Pirnia and the Qaraqozlu.

The Shah suffered the loss of one of his most trusted

inner circle in September 1975 when General
Mohammad Khatami, the Air Force chief and
husband of the Shah’s youngest sister, was killed in a

gliding accident. Khatami, who had been the Shah’s

pilot when the monarch fled Iran in 1953, was
generally believed to have been in a key position to

influence events in the case of the Shah’s demise.

The increasing age of the Shah’s intimates—the

average age is nearly 60—raises the problem of their

replacement. With the possible exception of General
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Nematollah Nassiri, chief of the Security

Organization (SAVAK), there appears to be no one on
the scene who could play the same role as most of the

present incumbents. The complete, if self-serving,

loyalty they give the Shah may not be easy to find in a

newer generation. Perhaps more important, the Shah
might not feel the same degree of trust in newer
associates as he does in the older ones who, when he
needed them most, stood by him. The Shah then may
find himself relying on a progressively smaller and
aging group of advisers, well-attuned to the Shah but

less in tune with needs of the country.

111. THE BUREAUCRACY

“I consider the Shah more wijc and more discerning

and more knowledgeable in the details of affairs than all

other brings The alteration, transfer, adaptation, and
ordering of affairs and officials has always been reserved to

His Majesty alone and is still reserved to the dictates of

the Exalted Will. If you find the present situation good,

keep things as they arc; if you find it bad, change them.”

(The reply of Nasr-ed-IJin Shah ’s Minister of Finance to a

request from the Shah that the cabinet try to bring order

out of the bureaucratic chaos in 1881.) **;•

.

A. The Uncivil Servants

The Persians have always had a bureaucratic

tradition. The Achemenids and the later Sassanians

had a sophisticated organization whose influence

persisted after the dynasties disappeared; the

governmental organization of the Arab empire in the

centuries after the death of Mohammad owes much to

the Persian expertise.

Repeated invasions of that area by Mongols and
Turks shattered but did not destroy the Persian

bureaucracy. Indeed the Turkish and Mongol chiefs

once they had imposed their hegemony by force found

it necessary, as had the Arabs before them, to call on
the administrative skills and experience of Persian

officialdom to . rule their new possessions. This
bureaucracy in general appears to have had no great

difficulty in switching its allegiance and even when
national government was in chaos as it frequently

was, local officials continued to hold the line, waiting

to see who t heir new masters would be.

The oriental bureaucratic tradition was embodied
in manuals complied through the centuries by various

officials as an aid in explaining to their illiterate and
uncouth masters how a civilized government shhuld

work. This tradition held sway as late as the 1920s

yi
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although from 1850 on there was increasing import of

European governmental styles. Under the Pahlavis,

modern methods have been imposed, and new
bureaucrats no longer learn from the old manuals.

But old traditions die hard and the foreign-educated

official trying, often vainly, to impose order on his

unwieldy domain may be unaware that he is facing an

institution far older than the Harvard Business

School. He often loses the fight and becomes

indistinguishable, except for dress, from his

predecessor of a century ago, or he goes to modem
industry where new traditions are being formed.

Today’s Prime Minister and cabinet preside over a

bureaucratic empire of more than three-quarters

of a million white- and blue-collar workers. As with

practically everything else, a major problem is finding

people with the education and training needed to

meet the increasing demands of the many new and

accelerated programs under way in the country.

Figure 21 shows the development of the bureauc-

racy in the 16 years from 1956 to 1972.*

H*»r« 21. Trtal Gavaraaaal Eaptojaw

Year IBM 1966 1973

Paroant

Inoraaaa

1986-1073

Man «>,1W 608,888 683,000 62

V«WB 30,678 86,881 03,800 303

Total 480,787 683,664 774,800 72

Only IS percent of the white-collar workers are

educated above high school.

Hie grafting of new administrative forms on

traditional bureaucratic structures has not been a

complete success. Government service has been prized

as a relatively safe job in an economy where

uncertainty has been the rule and as an opportunity to

improve one’s generally meager salary by

accumulating bakhshish. Even the lowest ranking civil

servant has considered his position a personal fiefdom

and has jealously guarded the prerogatives that he or

his predecessors have managed to accumulate. In this

attitude he is little different from the tax collector of a

•All figure* are from the Statistical Yearbook t352 (1973), Plan

anil Budget Organization, Iranian Statistical Center; Tehran, 1352

(1973), pp. 123-125 (in Persian).

century ago for whom tax records were personal

property to be handed down to his son. *

Under these circumstances, persons wishing service

from the bureaucracy have been well-advised to pay a

“finders fee,” to assure that an official’s special

knowledge and competence would be brought to bear

on his case. The very low rate of official pay was in

part predicated on the tacit assumption that unofficial

supplementary income would be available. The rate of

“tipping,” however, has usually been negotiable and

tailored to fit the circumstances. An office

receptionist, himself of low rank socially, might, for a

few cents, make sure that one visitor was given

priority over others in seeing a higher-ranking official,

if the visitor was of equal or lower position in the

pecking order.** If the receptionist judged the visitor

to be his superior he might accord him priority

because of this but in return the visitor might well

reward the receptionist with a tip.***

On a much higher level this system produced the

kind of corruption which is frequently the target of the

Shah’s ire, primarily because it involves government

funds. The sort of high-level corruption case that

results in prosecutions, imprisonment or dismissal is

used as an object lesson to discourage similar conduct

on the part of others and as proof that the Shah does

not condone corruption. Whether or not it

accomplishes either object is an open question. The
cynics, and they are in the majority, can point to a

large number of unhung rascals who appear to be

•Mostowfi, “stale accountant, tax collector'' was a ccmponent part

of several much prized Qkjar titles. “The Accountant of the Realm,”'

"The Accountant of the Sovereign,’*'“The Accountant of the Nation.”

Mostowfi is a common family name today, usually signifying that an

ancestor held one of these titles or functioned as a mostowfi

•"The traditional dues to social status are breaking down in Iran as

Westernization spreads. Intuitive judgments are made on the basis of

dress, the presence or absence of neckties, a shirt with a collar, head-

gear, not only the type but the condition, traditional or Western shoes.

Speech and demeanor play a role. An obviously rustic accent will

usually get less consideration from the sophisticated (by definition)

Tehrani civil servant than a more urban soundjng accent. Deferential

terms of address are expected but if the petitioner overdoes this it may

be taken as a deliberate insult by the hearer. Subordinates generally

assume a characteristic deferential position in the presence of superiors,

real or fancied. Women may be more difficult to judge if they wear, as

many still do, the traditional chador, a garment which covers them

from head to ankle. Even so, clues may be gained from the type and

condition of the material, and a glimpse of the footgear or the

clothing beneath may help. The chador may cover a cotton print of

an urban lower class woman, pants suit or miniskirt and high heel*

of a middle class or upwardly mobile aspirant, or the long-bloomers

of a village woman.

•••But this would be Pitkktsk, a gift and not bakhshish, a donation.
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immune, and personal or political vendettas may be
as responsible for many prosecutions as official

investigations.

The problem of extra-legal emoluments is, of
course, not unique to Iran but in Iran it has become
more institutionalized than is usually the case
elsewhere. Today, there is much more money flowing

through more hands than ever before and the
opportunities for graft are correspondingly greater.

Graft pervades the entire system in spite of periodic

campaigns of the Shah to stamp it out.

B. Tha Cabinet

At the top of the bureaucracy is the cabinet. Under
the constitution the two houses of parliament are
given considerable authority over the cabinet. The
Shah appoints the cabinet but under the constitution

the ministers are responsible to parliament, must
appear before parliament to answer questions if asked
to do so and the cabinet or any minister may be
dismissed by a no-confidence vote by a majority of

either house. Although not legally required, both
houses of parliament customary give a “vote of
inclination” to a prime minister designate. In times of
intense political activity this has had the effect of a
vote of confidence. In current practice the Shah’s
cabinet choices are not questioned and if a minister
were to receive a no-confidence vote k would be
because the Shah wanted it.

Cabinet officers have always been drawn from a
limited pool of talent and appointments, have in the

past been made more for political than substantive
reasons. Rapid cabinet turnover has, until recent
decades, been the norm and periods of maximum
cabinet stability have been periods of minimum
political freedom. In periods of instability, cabinet
officers have been chosen more often for the influence

they have had in certain segments of society t^an for

the ability to do the job.

From the beginning of constitutional government in
1907 until 1975 there have been about 120 different

cabinets but only 38 prime ministers. Two prime
ministers each headed 1 1 different cabinets. One of
these first held the post in 1922, the last tints in S952.
The other one served off an«ij o»; between 1910 and
1928. The average cabinet life has been about seven
months, but one was as short as a month. At the peak
of Reza Shah’s autocracy cabinet life averaged about
one and one-half years but one cabinet served with
only slight changes for nearly five years. Prime
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Minister Hoveyda has now been in office for an
unprecedented 1

1
years. There has been considerable

turnover in cabinet personnel during this time but the

character of the cabinet has changed very little.

In the past decade the Shah has not had an easy
time assembling a team which combined technical

competence and loyalty to himself. One can make a
good case for the argument that the Shah’s dominance
could have come about only after the old generation of

politicians had passed away and the younger, better

educated generation had come to maturity. The old

generation sought personal power and prestige

through political position. The present generation of
officials seems to seek the same goals through
technical competence, avoiding the profitless attempt
to win national political influence.

Nineteen different men have served Mohammad
Jlrza as prime minister for a total of 26 different

governments in ihc last 34 years. It was 20 years
before the Shah could find as prime minister a man
who had not started his career under Reza Shah.
Mohammad Reza’s first prime minister in 1941 had
also been Reza Shah’s first prime minister in 1925 and
Ali Mansur, to whom the Shah turned in 1950 had
also served in the same capacity for Reza Shah 10
years earlier. Nearly 15 years later, Mansur’s son
became prime minister. At least one politician,

Ahmad Qavam t0 whom the Shah turned three times,
had been prime minister under the last of the Qajar
Shahs and even the prime minister who was to

become Mohammad Reza’s bite noire, Mohammad
Mossadeq, had first served in a Qajar cabinet.

The present cabinet can be seen as a lineal

descendent of a dowreh established by a former
cabinet minister, Hassan Ali Mansur, about 1959.

The nine men, drawn together by professional and •

social association, were a youngish group with an
average age of about 37. They could be called

establishment reformers with a strong component of
political self-interest. Eight of them were foreign-

educated, four of them in France. Except for Mansur,

Figure 22. Mansur's Original Oowretk

Mansur, Hassan Ali Hedayati, Hadi

Hoveyda, Amir Abbas Sotudeh, Fathollah

Sarlak, Mohammad Taqi Shadman, Zia ed-Din

Kalali, Manuchehr Nikpay, Ghobm Reza

Khajenuri, Mohsen
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a private citizen but a former cabinet minister, all

were middle level bureaucrats. Hoveyda was at the

time special assistant to Abdollah Entezam,
Chairman of the National Iranian Oil Company.

At least three others in the group, Kalali, Nikpay,

Hedayati were from important, long established

families and a third, Sarlak, had married into the

Khalatbari family, one of the top 40.

Another member represents a familiar way of

getting ahead, political opportunism. Mohsen
Khajenuri* was once described by a colleague by

referring to a story about Mollah Nasreddin. The
Mollah, as a prank, started to tell people that gold

coins were being given out at the other end of town. As
everyone began to run in that direction the Mollah

joined them, “because it is possible that the story is

true.”** He is of middle-class merchant background

but his father was well enough known to be selected as

a- parliamentary representative of the Tehran
merchants in the First Majlis (1906). Mohsen

Khajenuri started his career as a bureaucrat in the

Ministry of Labor in 19.47 but had retired by the time

he became associated with Mansur. He was an urban

landowner and had independent means, probably

inherited from his merchant father. Khajenuri was an

early sympathizer of Mossadeq and the nationalist

cause but after Mossadeq ’s fall he withdrew from any

kind of political activity. He probably came into the

group through his association with Kalali and

Hedayati in labor affairs.

Within two years Mansur’s dowrth became
formalized as “the Progressive Center,” with the

purpose of conducting research into Iran’s social and
economic problems. It had expanded to some 200
people, engineers, professors and government
employees inthe 35 to 50 age group, mostly educated

abroad and from well-to-do families. The majority

had professional or personal ties with Mansur or with

Hoveyda. It was not clear at the time that the

organization had any future.

The future was provided by the Shah. He
apparently regarded the group as competent but

*No relationship to the elite Khajenuri family. Mohsen’s family

name was Shalforuth, “the shawl seller.” It is not known if Mohsen or

his father changed the name. Such name changes have not been

unusual either to avoid association with plebeian origins, to dc-

emphasize ties with a family which may have fallen into disfavor with

the regime or as a result of family disputes.

**Biographic memo prepared by FSO Martin Hen*, 9 Sept. 1967,

Secret.

pliable enough to serve him as a political vehicle. The
two political parties he had promoted had foundered

through apathy and he badly needed a new vehicle to

push the new programs which he had begun. By mid-

1 963, the Shah had made it clear that he was backing

the Progressive Center. Members of the Center had

started to talk of its political future and in December

1963 when it converted itself to the Iran Novin (New

Iran) Party, no one was very surprised.

The Shah’s direct interest was represented by two

cabinet ministers whom he ordered to join the new
party, Minister of Roads Nosratollah Moinian, later to

become Chief of the Shah’s Special Office, and Min-

ister of Labor Ataollah Khosrovani, who stayed in the

cabinet for another three and a half years—he had

an eight year tenure in all. Khosrovani later became

Secretary General of the Iran Novin Party and left the

cabinet finally after a dispute with Prime Minister

Hoveyda. He retained the Shah’s confidence,

however, and in mid- 1974 he was secretly assigned by

the Shah to restudy completely the Iran Novin Party

with a view to reorganizing it. The report which he co-

authored was probably in part responsible for the

Shah’s decision to dissolve the Party in 1975.

In March 1965 Mansur was appointed Prime

Minister. The Iran Novin now numbered several

hundred; all of Mansur’s original dowrth were on it's

Central Committee. Six of the eight original members
of the dowrth who remained after Mansur’s
assassination subsequently served as cabinet min-

isters, the seventh was appointed to the Senate by

the Shah and the last served as Mayor of Tehran
before finally retiring to private life. In mid- 1975,

Hoveyda, Hedayati and Kalali were still in the

cabinet, the latter two as Ministers of State.

Three men in the present cabinet have served since

Mansur’s day, although not members of the original

dowrth. Minister of Interior Jamshid Amuxegar,

Minister of Agriculture and Natural Resources

Mansur Ruhani and Minister of Culture and Art

Mehrdad Pahlbod.

The average age of Mansur’s cabinet in 1964 was

about 46 years, five or six years older than

immediately preceding cabinets. Hoveyda ’s first

cabinets were about the same average age but slowly

started to increase to the present average age of about
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51.* The Shah ai 56 is now ?ht old man,” in all

respects.

With some exceptions all the cabinet ministers in

the last 10 years have had graduate level training,

most of them abroad.** Until mid-1967 the majority of

the cabinet was educated in France but in the course

of a major re-shuffle in October 1967 the American-

educated came to the fore, with France remaining a

close second. In the last two years, those with a mostly

Iranian higher education have become more

numerous and the French-educated run second, the

US has moved to third place. It is not clear at this

point whether or not this situation represents

deliberate “Iranization,” a theme that the Shah and

his officials are increasingly emphasizing, or the

availability of a growing pool of Iranian educated

talent.

The Shah takes an active part in making cabinet

appointments and changes. The reasons for changes

are not always clear; some are for incompetency or ill-

health, but others reflect the Shah’s interest in cutting

down empire builders who might become too

influential or represent his attempt to keep various

cabinet members at odds with each other in order to

avoid dangerous coalitions. Some changes reflected

personal conflicts and squabbling within the Iran

Nov in Party. At one time a major point of contention

was between members of the Progressive Center

closely associated with Mansur and the newer

members of the Iran Novin Party. The replacement of

Minister of Health Manuchehr Shahqoli by

Anushirvan Puyan is said to have resulted from the

latter’s, support of a national government health

scheme proposed by Princess Ashraf. Shahqoli was a

major proponent of the existing private health care

system.

•The Turkish cabinet has shown a similar pattern. From 1961 to

1965, the average age of a cabinet member was about 51. In late 1965,

the Justice Party came into power with a substantial parliamentary

majority after several years of unstable coalitions. The average age of

theJP cabinets was 46. Four years later it had climbed back to nearly

51. tAram Nigogosian, “Changes in the Social Background of the

Turkish Political Elites: An Examination of Ministerial Recruit-

ment and Circulation from 1961-1970.'’ Paper presented at the 7th

Annual meeting of the Middle East Studies Association of North

America, 7-11 November 1973, Milwaukee.

••The exceptions are Mehrdad Pahlbod and Hushang Ansari.

Information, on their educational attainments is so scanty and

conflicting as to suggest an attempt at obfuscation.
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The reasons for the length of tenure of some of the

cabinet members is not obvious, for others it is clearer.

Minister of Culture Pahlbod obviously owes his

position and tenure to his brother-in-law, the Shah.

He is married to Shams, the Shah’s older sister.

Minister of Interior Jamshid Amuzegar has long been

considered a favorite of the Shah. He served in the

cabinet as early as 1958 and never joined a political

party until 1975 when he, and every other politician,

joined the Shah’s new “Resurgence party.” He soon

emerged as leader of one of the two wings of the party

which appeared at the Shah’s behest. His

appointment as Minister of Interior in early 1974 was

officially explained as motivated by the Shah’s desire

to have a non-politician in charge of the ministry

concerned with the 1975 elections. Predictably, it was

also said that the transfer was to remove him from the

positions of influence which he had attained in other

cabinet posts and to build up a rival in the person of

the new Minister of Finance Hushang Ansari. The

two explanations are not mutually exclusive.

Mansur Ruhani appears to have established his

position by his ability to get things done. He is

considered a Hoveyda man who is also well-liked by

the Shah, an unbeatable combination at present. He
survived several policy disputes with cabinet

colleagues, the most recent in early 1974 with then

Minister of Cooperatives Abdol Azim Valian. Ruhani,

the Minister of Agriculture, apparently was pushing

for large-scale agricultural enterprises, such as agro-

business ventures, to develop Iranian agriculture

while Valian was arguing for more emphasis on rural

cooperatives. Valian apparently lost this argument

and was given a new job as Governor General of

Khorassan Province. Ruhani prevailed in a similar

disagreement in 1970 with the Director of the Plan

Organization Mehdi Sami’i. Ruhani, then Minister of

Water and Power, wanted his ministry to control all

development of water resources including

underground water and all related activity, such as

land development, water and power, design of farms,

water distribution, road building, etc. Sami’i felt the

individual farmer should have jurisdiction over things

directly affecting him. That same year Sami’i was

transferred to the Central Bank. Additionally, in the

April 1974 cabinet reorganization Ruhani appears to

have picked up some additional responsibility for

water resources. The presumption is strong then that

the Shah’s preferred path for agricultural

development lies in the direction of large-scale
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operations rather than in the development of the small

individual farmer.*

The Ministers of War and of Foreign Affairs are

probably more figureheads than the others. The Shah

takes a direct hand in the affairs of these two

ministries and he may not even consult to any extent

with the responsible ministers before he makes

decisions.

The Minister, of War has always been a senior

general, six have held the post in the 22 years since

Mossadeq’s overthrow. The early ones had political

influence and were from the military elite families who
rose to positions of power under Reza Shah. Two of

them had served with him in the Cossack Brigade.

The later ones appear to have no particular influence

and their cabinet position seems to be just one more

military assignment in their total career The Minister

of War is likely to be the oldest member of the

cabinet, the average age of the six is about 60 years.

Nine different men have held the post of Foreign

Minister in the last 22 years,, and three of these have

been in the last decade. Ardeshir Zahedi, the Shah’s

former son-in-law and at present Ambassador to the

United States, had the longest tenure, nearly four

years.

An Iranian Foreign Office Undersecretary recently

commented that the Shah often makes a foreign policy

statement without any previous Ministry input. At

that point the Ministry’s only job is to devise ways of

implementing the decision. Other information tends

to bear out that this is the way much of Iran’s foreign

policy is made, and Ambassadors are usually careful

to refer back to the Shah for instructions.

Whether or not the Shah intervenes as deeply in

other ministries is not clear. It seems safe to assume

Iranian oil affairs are under his direct control. It also

seems safe to assume that those ministers who have

served for long periods of time owe their tenure in

some measure to their ability to interpret and carry

out the Shah’s programs without making a false step.

One non-governmental Iranian source, speculating on

the sources of the Shah’s policy ideas, finally

wondered if the Shah did not rely on a secret group of

hired foreign advisers. This would enable the Shah to

•The direction and form of Iranian agricultural development in the

next decade requires a detailed study. Tentatively, it appears the trend

is toward consolidation and heavy government involvement which could

evolve eventually in the direction o(State-run farms ofsome sort.

make policy without relying on any particular group

of Iranians and enhance the Shah’s image as a

talented leader and statesman. The source was hot

prepared to accept that the Shah was a genius in so

many unrelated Helds; there was no known group to

do policy planning anc^ individual advisers did not

take credit among their colleagues for having

suggested plans to the Shah. Foreign input, therefore,

was the only explanation the source could think of.

This ingenious explanation is interesting primarily as

illustrating the difficulty which even a well-educated

and presumably knowledgeable Iranian has in

explaining rationally the sources of Iranian policy.

The Cabinet, then, must be considered as primarily

an implementer of the Shah’s policy rather than a

policy-making body itself. Although individual

"cabinet officers probably do contribute elements

which go into the Shah’s thinking, it would be as

individuals that they have the ear of the Shah and not

as cabinet members.

IV. PARLIAMENT

A. History and Composition

The first session of the lower house of parliament,

the Majlis ( majlis-e-skowra-yf-melli ,
National

Consultative Assembly) opened in October 1906.

Since that time there have been 23 sessions of the

Majlis. Until 1956 the Majlis was elected for two years

but since that time the term has been four years.

With minor exceptions the Majlis has never

operated under conditions which would be considered

normal in a parliamentary government. In the first 17

years of its existence— 1906 to 1923—the Majlis was

in session six and one-half years. Only the fourth

Majlis ended normally in 1923. For the next 18

years—the fifth through the 13th Majlis—parliament

acted as a rubber stamp for Reza Shah. Elections

followed one after the other in a near normal sequence

but there was no significant opposition. After the

Russo-British invasion in the summer of 1941 and the

abdication of Reza Shah, electoral campaigns became

primarily contests between vested interests in each

constituency, with the government, usually the prime

minister, exerting influence wherever possible through

the Ministry of the Interior. During the period of the,

Soviet and British occupation these two powers had a

strong influence in the choice of deputies from areas

under their control. From about 1946 until 1961 the
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Majlis sessions were marxo.l lay waning Eaetions

attempting to protect and promote personal interests.

The few constructive measures that did manage to get

passed usually died in the implementation. The

outstanding exception—nationalization of the British-

controlled oil industry—was so popular and easily

understood that implementation was almost

immediate. The result, however, was an economic

crisis that was to have an effect for many years.

It was not until 1963, 40 years after his father

brought the Majlis under control, that Mohammad

Reza Shah finally was able to have elected a

parliament which he could control m lota In the last

decade, the 21st, 22nd and 23rd sessions have played

for Mohammad Reza Shah the rubber stamp role

which the 5th through the 13th sessions played for

Reza Shah. The newly elected -24th Majlis will play

the same role.

The differing aims of the two royal dictators

produced tame parliaments of different coloration. In

both cases the primary requirement for a deputy was

that he support the Shah’s program. Any other

qualification was irrelevant. Under Reza Shah

agricultural reform had low priority. He therefore did

not come into conflict with the traditional large

landowners, except insofar as they were influential in

the dynasty he overthrew, and the Majlis was

landlord dominated. Indeed, new families who arose

with Reza Shah solidified their positions by

becoming landowners themselves. Had Reza Shah

attempted to dispossess the landlords their opposition

on the local level could have' undoi-.t- the work of

centralization which he was attempting. A keystone of

the present Shah’s White Revolution was land reform

which meant that landlord influence in the Majlis had

to go. In retrospect it appears that Mohammad

Reza’s success was due as much to the decline in the

power and influence of the landlord system as to his

own determination. The landlords had been

overtaken by history, Mohammad Reza Shah gave

them the push which formalized their demise.

Parliament was traditionally dominated by

landlords and disproportionately by members of the

top 40 . Fror. . the firs; through the 21s? Majlis

(1906-196?)* each of these 40 famines average four

deputies each. Figure 23 is a breakdown for the first

23 Majlis sessions according to claimed occupation.

The information is unavailable for the last two

•Biographic reporting ii not adequate to update to the present

assemblies. One category that, Cert&hdy

disappeared formally is the landlords who by

definition no longer exist.

Another characteristic of the parliamentary

representation is the progressively higher level of

education. Figure 24 indicates the educational

sophistication of Majlis members from the first

through the 20th legislative periods. The figures in

thib it'.bie refer only to modern as opposed to

traditional, religious-oriented educational levels. One

of the noticeable trends over the last half-century of

Iranian legislative politics has been the increasing

percentage of deputies who have modern as opposed

to traditional educations.

In the early Majlises, an average of nearly 60

percent of the deputies were trained in the traditional

manner. Today, less than ten percent come from such

•

)a background. Another trend has been the increasing

percentage of deputies who have received their formal

education abroad. One-third of the deputies of the

21st Majlis (1963-1967), for example, had received

their higher education outside of Iran.

During the first Constitutional Period which

included the first five Majlises (1906-1926), the

average proportion of deputies holding college degrees

was 18 percent. During the second period (1926-1941)

which includes the 6th through the 13th Majlises, the

percentage dropped slightly to 14 percent But over

the third Constitutional Period covering the 14th

through 20th Majlises (1941-1963) the percentage of

deputies with baccalaureate degree-.* and beyond

increased to 36 percent. Comprehensive information

is not available for recent deputies but a sampling of

the information which is available suggests that the

trend continues upward. The Iranian political elite

then is an increasingly well-educated group. In terms

of the basic issues of class and change, this reflects the

fact that increasing numbers of the intelligentsia are

being absorbed into the elite.

In the summer of I960 elections were held on

schedule for the 20th Majlis. Election-rigging was so

widespread and obvious that the Shah annulled these

elections. A few months laser new elections were

carried out. Ti.e-st were pot free xXU .

either, but parliament assembled for business. Little

was done. The country was in economic trouble but

parliament, dominated by the landlords with 99 out of

176 seats, was unable to act. In this, however, they

were no worse than the government as a whole. Ali
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Figure 23. Majli* Deputies According to Oecopotion

Legislative Number of

Assembly Deputies 1 2 3 4

1st 1906-1908 153 28 49 22 21 12 1 20

2nd 1909-1911 111 32 7 20 27 19 —
3rd 1914-1918 104 50 8 23 16 8 — '

1

4th 1921-1923 105 48 8 18 26 5 — —
5th 1923-1928 139 68 2 22 29 17 1 —
8th 1926 1928 136 63 6 17 31 6 2 1

7th 1928-1930 131 72 14 11 26 e 2 I

8th 1930-1933 125 73 14 7 22 8 1 _
9th 1933-1935 130 72 20 4 26 7 1 —
10th 1935-1938 124 72 19 3 28 11 1 —
11th 1938-1939 135 79 16 2 23 14 1 r'

12th 1939-1941 134 78 16 2 22 15 1 —
13th 1941-1947 134 80 18 2 18 17 1

—
14th 1941-1947 134 76 15 2 24 15 1 —
15th 1947-1950 135 76 16 2 28 13 — —
16th 1950 1952 131 78 8 — 34 14 — —
17th 1952-1954 79 38 2 8 22 8 — 1

18th 1954-1958 134 80 14 1 25 14 — —
19th 1958-1960 133 78 8 — 37 9 — 1

20th- 1960-1961 176 99 8 1 54 14 1 2

21st 1983 1967 196 24 14 1 116 27 9 4

22nd 1967-1971 216 na* na* na* na* na* M* na*

23rd 1971-1975 268 na* na* na* na' na* na* na*

•Not available.

Source: Iran Almanac, 1972, 115.

1—Landlords 5—Employees of Private Institutions

2—Businessmen 8—Workers

3—Religious Men 7--Unknown

4—Government Employees

Figure 24. Modem Edacation* Levels of Majlis Depaties Daring Twenty Legislative Periods,

1906-1983

(In Percent)

Q*j« Reza Sbah Mohammad Resa Shah

Legislative Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Grammar School Education 23 15 12 26 17 22 26 32 30 33 34 32 36 22 24 25 10 26 20 16

Secondary School 12 10 2 6 13 4 4 9 9 .6 6 6 9 13 15 15 12. 13 16 25

Baccalaureate 15 17 13 10 12 9 9 9 10 5 5 6 6 17 20 15 24 22 27 28-

Doctorate 4 8 4 2 4 3 3 6 6 8 8 7 8 9 11 13 14 11 20 20

•This is the seculnr educntion system ns opposed to the trnditionnl religious educotion thnt

centered on the maktabs nnd madretsthn. Many of the Deputies, especially those members of the

earlier Majlises, had received trnditionnl eduontion.

Source: Zuhrnh Shnji’i, The Represents i«i of the National Consultative Assembly During the

Twenty-one Legislative Periods. (Tehran, 1965), p. 220. In Persian.
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Amini was appointed Prime Minister in May 1961

but he apparently accepted the job only on condition

that parliament be dissolved. This the Shah did

immediately and for more than two years “executive

decrees” substituted for legislation. There is no doubt

that this interim was illegal. Article 48 of the

Constitution requires that whenever the Shah
dissolves parliament new elections must be held

within one month and parliament must meet again

within three months. What few complaints were
raised were ignored. The executive decrees were
presumably ratified in later years when parliament

again was in session.

Although Amini had wanted the Majlis prorogued

in order to have a free hand it was the Shah who made
maximum use of the long recess; the White
Revolution was announced and land reform in

particular got underway. In January 1963 the Shah
asked for a national referendum on his programs and
received an overwhelming endorsement. A massive

and carefully staged “Congress of the Movement of

Free Women and Free Men of Iran,” was held at the

end of August 1963 and endorsed a slate of candidates

to stand for election to the Majlis. The slate was
ostensibly selected by the convention’s steering

committee but the list was actually drawn up by
several task forces and was personally approved by the

Shah before it was passed to the convention. There
was little doubt in anyone’s mind that this was the list

to, be elected.

B. The New Look

Elections to the 21st Majlis were held on 17

September 1963 and nearly all on the approved list

were elected. A few last minute substitutions were

made by the government when the approved

candidate turned out to be completely unsuitable. The
Consulate in Isfahan reported five such cases in its

area; one approved candidate died before the election,

another choice was so widely ridiculed (he was a

farmer and candymaker) that he was replaced,

another was found to have a Communist-tinged

background. The reason for some replacements was

not clear. At least one of the new choices was not

“elected” until four days after the elections took place,

apparently the length of time it took to tidy up the

records.

Reaction . to the choices was mixed. There was
puzzlement as to the identity of many of the
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candidates. At least two provincial governors-general

protested personally to the Shah that the foisting of so

many unknowns on their local communities would

cause trouble. On the other hand there was
satisfaction that so many of the old notorious

parliamentarians had disappeared; only some 18

veterans of previous parliaments showed up in th.e

new one. Some oddities were elected, a national

wrestling champion, with nothing else to recommend
him, and a movie and TV actor who specialized in

country bumpkin parts; he was probably the most

authentic peasant in the widely-heralded peasants’

parliament.

The new parliament suggested a break with the

past. Eighty percent of the new deputies were between

30 and 50 years of age, 81 percent were serving for the

first time, 69 percent were or had been government

employees and 67 percent had university degrees.

Most of the new deputies had a modest technical

competence in their professional fields of

specialization—mediocre was the most frequent term

the Embassy applied to them in its reports. The
Shah’s new deal for women was symbolized by the

election of six of them over strong objections from the

clergy. The women, three of whom were in the Majlis

until 1975, were all from upper or near upper class

and two were from top 40 families and related to the

Royal family as well. (In the 1975 elections none of

the original women deputies were re-elected but at

least one made it into the Senate. Overall, more
women were elected than previously, five from Tehran
alone.) Other major identifiable groups were
labor, civil servants and a mixed bag of pro-

fessional/technical/business types. Little is known
of the criteria for selection. A substantial number
appear to be updated versions of the traditional types,

suggesting that the same local interests which

normally rigged the elections still have enough

influence to get their candidates recommended to the

Shah.

The Shah had succeeded in his major objective of

obtaining a parliament which looked new, could be
expected on general principles to support his

programs and which contained no one with an
independent following or the likelihood of developing

one.

The next two Majlis sessions, the 22nd (1967-

1971), and the 23rd (1971-1975) were much the same.

Some of the more obviously unsuitable deputies were

eliminated but many remained until the 1975 upset.
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The Shah chose 1975 as the ame for another major

change in political alignments. as the elections for

the 2lst. Majlis were preceded by the Shah s en-

couragement of a new political structure, so the elec-

tions lor the 24th Majlis were preceded by the forma-

tion of a new party, the National Resurgence Party of

Iran (Rastakhiz-e-Mellat-e-Iran ).* In the former

case the Shah was experimenting with the idea of a

loyal opposition, in the latter case he is experimenting

with the ‘idea of a mass party to which all will pledge

allegiance. Differing views on the implementation of

the Shah’s policies will be represented by two wings

within the patty, one led by Minister ot finance

Hushang Arvsari, the other by Minister of Interior

jamshid Amuzegar. Hoveyda remains as a supra-

lactional Secretary General.

The elections to the 24th Majlis produced a large

crop of new faces to support the new party and the

Shah’s reforms. He has effectively broken up any

independent power base which any deputy might

have been building by reason of his longevity and re-

emphasized that he is the only source of power and

influence that counts on a national scale. The Shah

has added two new points to his 12 point reform

program, sale of shares in private and government

owned iarteries to the workers aviG tight against

inflation, and these apparently will be the major tasks

of the new Majlis.

C. Election*—True or False?

Iranian elections have nearly always been rigged.

There was no consistent pattern in this rigging, at

least until Mohammad Reza became dominant in the

early 1960s. In any constituency the deputies elected

usually represented the choice of the most powerful

faction or persons in the area. This could be the major

landlord or group of landowners, tribal chief or

military commander. The government or the Court

might carry weight in some constituencies and these

two factors were frequently in conflict in the elections.

A great deal of horsetrading was done both within

constituencies and on a national level. In che Majlis

itself deputies formed groups—generally called

fractions—to support and protect local causes or

promote the political fortunes of individual leaders.

These fractions were usually fluid and short-lived.

The elections did produce parliaments representative

of the major interests in each constituency but not, of

’Had the ? r>h <7t.1-.3eii an Arabic title for his new party it would

have been Binth, n comparison which he would shun.
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course, representative of the population, which at any

rate had neither the ability nor the organization to

articulate their interests.

After 1963. the Court, in the person of the Shah,

emerged as the major power center rather than as one

of several. The Court and the government were one

rather than in conflict as often the case in the past.

The two political parties claimed to represent popular

interests; in actual fact they appeared responsive to

most of the local special interests which formerly

exerted power without the intermediary of the party.*

Thev were free re do so only as long »» they supported

th» .Shah’s .'«*br v. program.

Information on the elections held in mid-1975 is

still insufficient to be certain how, if at all, the

situation has changed. “Safe” candidates were still

pre-selected by virtue of the fact that local election

commissions were given the initial job of choosing

who would stand for election. It is hard to imagine

that traditional forces did not frequently have an

influential voice. In some areas prominent

personalities who were not recommended by local

boards complained bitterly to party headquarters and

were told thnt local recommendations were not

binding «: the party’s eseeutivs committee .that made

the final choibes. In one case,' at least, a candidate not

recommended by the local board was a winner.**

An additional safeguard was provided by the

serening of the proposed candidates in Tehran by

SAVAK and a security committee. SAVAK, it is

reported, listed the candidates in order of their

desirability. How dose the actual results followed

SAVAK’s recommendation is impossible to say,

lacking the SAVAK report. Once the candidates were

approved, however, a free, unmanipulated choice

apparently was permitted. Reports of electoral

irregularities have been few. To what extent

competing candidates in a constituency represented

traditional competing interests may never be •'-ar,

given the lack of information of local
• "*•

dynamics In some ccns'ituencies, r'

dominated by large landlords, the;. -

regained their influence.

•Reporting both official and unofficial 't W» s" h" permit

being dogmatic on this point but the er-ncWc* *** 'tom an

examination of many of the individuals > '“*"? elected. See

Annex B.

••Mrs Qpds Moniv jahanbani, wife General Hossein

Jahanbani, won one of the six seats from Shiraz. She is the mother-

in-law of Prince Gholam Reza. The Jahanbani family, always close

to the CouM, ranks as on-: of the top 40 .
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Parliament acts primarily as a rubber stamp for the

Shah. Yet it does debate, often acrimoniously, change,

amend, logroll and engage in all the other politicking

that marks more independent parliaments.

Sometimes a deputy will, usually by accident, take a

stance which collides with the Shah’s wishes; his error

is soon pointed out.

Majlis activity revolves mostly around details, of

more or less importance, of how to best carry out the

Shah’s programs. The programs themselves are never

questioned. Even though the basic charade is

recognized by all, membership in the Majlis is sought.

It provided some preside k;.v u.« jedh hri» 3»v

to Tehran where the action is and, with proper atten-

tion to the right people, can provide the deputy with

entree to other government or business posts when he

is no longer in parliament.

V. THE SHAH'S ARMY

An essential pillar t>f the Shah’s position is his

armed forces. As commander-in-chief he directly

oversees the military establishment and it gets priority

in funds and materiel. This has produced a large well-

equipped armed forces *ho support rather than

challenge the ivi;.-, latch, it is basioJiy a conscript

force of something less than half a million men:

Army 270,000

Air Force 65 , 000

Navy 18,000

Gendarmerie 75,000

Other* 26,000

Total 454,000

•Imperial Household Staff, In-

fantry Guards Division and Joint

Staff.

The total military budget in 1974-75 is estimated at

between $3.4 to $5.0 billion. Military officers (there

are 300 generals), because of the key role they play in

maintaining the stability of the regime, have received

special attention front the Pahlavi Shahs. But this was

not the case befor/ they came to power.

During the 1 50 year rule of the Qajars an organized

military structure scarcely'was conceivable. Although

the presumption of military prowess was inherent in

the patrimohial system by which the Qajars governed,

the actual power available in the form of armed units

was very small. The retainers of the Shah were

expected to provide on demand the manpower

necessary for any contemplated military action. In the
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latter part of the Qajar reign organized units existed

mostly on paper, Hie officers “ate” (the Persian term)

the funds provided for troops maintenance and the

soldiers eked out a living as streetsweepers, peddiers,

servants or beggars. Military engagements were

primarily a matter of individual combat with the

participants coming and going as they saw fit. Mostly

they went. Disastrous defeats in the 19th century by

the Russians and the Ottoman Turks who had

somewhat more sophisticated organizations never

seemed to disabuse the Qajar Shahs of the notion that

only their presence on the battlefield was necessary to

secure victory -

The tormation of the Russian officered and trained

Persian Cossack Brigade (later a Division) in 1878

marked a new departure in Iranian military history’

but it appears that Nasr-ed-Din Shah esteemed it

more for its ceremonial appearance than for its

military capabilities.*

The Iranians’ experience with their armed forces

has created a long-standing distrust avA dislike

between the military and the civilian population.

Together with the tax-collectors, the military

represented an intrusion by the central government in

which til bulk oi the population came off second best.

Although today’s army is more professional and

less corrupt the traditional picture remains strong

in the public mind. .Some of the old style still re-

mains—favoritism, special privileges and corrup-

tion—and it will be a long time before the military

is accepted as a part of rather than apart from the

population as a whole

Reza Shah’s policies required a modern,

professional army; this he set about organizing as a

first priority. It is from this beginning that today’s

army arose. Nearly all of the military men who
entered the elite with Reza Shah had been associated

with him in his cossack days or in the campaigns

against the tribes in the 1920s. A number of these old

comrades of Reza Shah remained to serve

Mohammad Reza Shah and until recently played

significant roles in Iranian political life. Some of their

sons still serve.

More and more, however, it appears that the social

class from which the officers arc being drawn is

changing.

Elite families were once heavily represented in the

officer corps; such representation could help protect

•See footnote ••• page 15,
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Figure 25. Th* Shah reviews his officers

the family and its interests. From the scanty evidence

available, it appears that more and more men from

the middle, and even the lower, classes, are coming

into the officer corps.

In 1974, a source of the US military attache gave his

view of the changes:

“The social composition of the officer corps ... is

significantly changed from what it was a decade ago ... in

the past it was a mark of great honor and prestige to serve

as an officer in the Iranian army. It was taken for granted

that sons of military officers would follow in the same

career as their fathers and prominent families avidly

sought positions for their sons to serve as military officers.

The entire officer corps was then made up of

representatives, of socially elite, wealthy and prominent

families. This situation no longer exists in Iran. Now the

sons of prominent families shun military service . . .

careers in industry and business are now much more

socially acceptable than they were previously . . . the

material rewards offered by these fields are much greater

than those offered in the military.”*

^__^)1IR 6846 0128 74, 11 July Conf. CDS.

48

But almost a decade earlier, at the time when the

attache’s commentator saw elite families still

prominent in the military, another observer was

already detecting a change; a participant in a

colloquium in France op the role of the military in the

Third World noted:

“The officer cadres have more and more a tendency to

differ from the social classes from which they were

previously recruited and that is a tendency as important

as it is with us because it influences the mentality of the

army. The conservative aristocracy after more than a

century in the highest military posts is switching to

industry and commerce, yielding place to officers eager for

a renaissance and for social justice.”*

The striking similarity of views separated it. time

by eight years, of the two observers, one ar. Iranian

field grade officer, the other a French observer,

suggests that important changes are indeed un-

derway. Unfortunately, neither commentator

•Leo Hamon. Role extra-militaire dt l ’Arndt dans It tiers

Monde. Paris: Presses Univers ita ires, 1966, p. 193.
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buttresses his arguments with the specific detail

necessary to document the changes, nor is such infor-

mation available in official US reporting.

The one overriding fact of Iranian military life is the
supreme authority of the Shah. He is not only the
commander on paper of the Iranian armed forces but
in actual fact exerts this authority. ^His direction
extends not only to policy but to responsibilities
Which in other systems are delegated to subordinates.
He personally approves officer promotions down to
the field grade level, makes decisions on the
acquisition of major weapons systems and other
military hardware, sees to the disposition of troops
and in general functions as the commanding officer.

Certainly he must look to his senior officers for
information and advice. His method of operation
provides for multiple, and preferably competing
sources, but, as in other spheres, the military
commanders’ function is to carry out the Shah’s
wishes. The Shah has been most solicitous of his
armed forces, especially his officers, providing
subsidized housing, relieving them of income tax and
providing tuition-free education for children, all of
this adding up to substantial fringe benefits. In return
he demands complete personal loyalty, compliance
with his military directives and professional
competence.

Political generals—once a major thorn in the
Shah’s side—have been all but eliminatetLThe Shah

Abdol Hoesein Hejari 1961-1965

Bahrain Ariana 1966-1060

Feridun Jam* 1069-1071

Oholam Reia Ashari 1971-
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has always beta sensitive to the attempt of any mil-
itary officer to feuildan independent following, but
he has had to turn 9astrong military men in times of
high tension, notaWy General Ali Razmara in 1951
and General Faekrflah Zahedi in 1953. Both served
him as printe ministers, he quarrelled with both and
both were eliminated, Razmara by assassination and
Zahedi bybeirig exiled to Europe as Ambassador-at-
Largei

Again, in 1961, the Shah found it necessary to
1 eliminate three strong and corrupt generals who had
built considerable personal followings, National
Police Chief Alavi-Moqadam, the Chief of Intelli-

gence for the Joint Commanders Staff Haj Ali

Kia, and SAVAK Chief Teimur Bakhtiar. Alavi-
Moqadam and Kia retired, the latter becoming more
wealthy as a businessman than as a general
Bakhtiar, .with greater political ambitions, was exiled
to Europe, went in active opposition against the Shah
and was assassinated in Iraq in 1970.

Long and faithful service to the Shah has not been a
sure road to security; It is not .always easy to

distinguish between personal ambition and
professional missteps as reasons for the Shah’s
dismissal of any particular officer. In the last 14 years
there have been four chiefs of the Supreme
Commanders Staff (SCS). They are tabulated below
together with the most likely reason for their
dismissal:

IUmm. .

Urg«d strong nutttftty aeden toward Iraq,

Bhah disagreed.

Wanted more authority than Shah pre-
pared to grant

The Commanders of the ground forces show a sknlliar pattern:

Rosa Asimi 1961-Sop 1966 Ithten.
-

-V
' £'. :

Eatoltab Sep l#w- M., IMS Abh.pt replaoam«t Inbound ™ Shah'.

_ . „ . .
dtoeaUeloetloa, no tpeetfie noooo.

F.tbolUh Mioboahloo" Mty IPW-Not 1P73 fepoted dtlSiultla pllq from moderaleattoo pi

armad foam.
Oholam Ali Ovelai** Nov 1972-

Other high-ranking officers have been fired for clear professional lapses:

Genera! Poliibon, Chief of CouDterloteUlueaee, SCS Falun to detaet Sort* ,-ptan,, „n* la

. Army.
Lt. Gen. Farokhnl*, Commander, Gendarmerie Corruption.

•A former brother-in-law of the Shah. 'i

•*Cla*amates of the Shah at the military academy.
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On the basis of these examples it seems clear that

the major reason for dismissal has been crossing the

Shah. Inevitably, the Tehran rumor mill has it that in

nearly every case of such dismissal the Shah has been

worried about an overly ambitious officer. This could

well have been a contingent reason in some instances.

There is little solid evidence that any had succeeded

or even tried to build a political following, but several

because of their competence, leadership ability or

popularity in the armed forces, did have a potential.

From the Shah’s point of view it would make sense to

eliminate an officer who had shown too much
independence and who was in a position to create a

personal power base.

The degree of the Shah’s displeasure is indicated to

some extent by the subsequent fate of those dismissed.

Leaving aside those retired for illness, both of whom
were given ceremonial positions, Ariana was retired

without a new job, but did receive an elaborate

retirement party hosted by the Army; Jam was

appointed Ambassador to Spain; and Minbashian

retired without ceremony. The derelictions of

Palizban and Farokhnia are more clear. Palizban

learned of his dismissal when the Shah refused to see

him at a routine meeting; 1* Farokhnia was jailed.

A last case is instructive. General Hassan Pakravan

succeeded General Bakhtiar as Chief of SAVAK. A
scholar and gentleman in the French style, and a hard

drinker, he was a soft-liner in his approach to

dissidents. During the 1963 riots, Pakravan’s soft

approach failed and the demonstrations got out of

hand. The Shah called in Police Chief Nassiri who
put down the riots with brute force. Pakravan was

subsequently removed from SAVAK and made
Minister of Information and finally was Ambassador

to France for many years. He now has an honorary

position as counsellor to the Royal Court. In this case

the failure of Pakravan’s policy, although extremely

serious, called for a milder punishment because the

Shah himself had initially concurred in it. But even a

seric be forgiven. In 1965, an attempt was

made a ;omcript member of the Imperial Guard
fp tir, Shah and he narrowly escaped

f/'oacstt* Seyed Mohsen Hashemi-Nezhad,

eSerwrf S'-TTSSt-n fr-nro Krrmanshah. This would have required the

SL'iVa So, wStJe Palizban was punished for a serious

pnftsdcskst H vas subsequently rewarded for his long

anti dewd f'-- $>• -•VsyS'f. the unlikely possibility that he

rrsittht bocal-? «?. ap.« '.f-rr-rr; the Shah was foreclosed.

it

Commander of the Guard, and responsible for the

Shah’s security, went to the Shah in tears and offered

to resign only to be told that he was blameless and,

should stay on. Hashemi-Nezhad remained in the

post several more years before he was appointed to the

ceremonial post of Chief of the Shah’s military

household.

A few officers have long tenure in their positions.

Some reasons can be adduced but they explain only in

part.

Gen. Mohammad Khatami, CG UAF, 1958-1975*

Gen. Hassan Tufanian, Chief Military Industries

Orgprisathn, 1967-

Gen. Nematollah Nassiri, Chief, SAVAK 1965-

Khatami and' Nassiri both had connections with

traditionally influential families, probably not a key

element in maintaining a relationship with the Shah,

but certainly an element which helped them to attain

their positions.

Khatami and Tufanian were pilots, as is the Shah.

Khatami and Nassiri played important roles in the

overthrow of Mossadeq and the Shah seems to take

that into account. Farokhnia, however, also played a

role in the same episode and it did not save him. The
Shah may h^ve faced a eucrama here. Farokhnia ’s

corruption was turned up as a result of an
investigation by the Imperial Inspection Organization

headed by Gen. Fardust. Farokhnia’s support of the

Shah in 1953 might have been expected to have won
him lenient treatment. Fardust’s standing with the

Shah, however, and the support the Shah has given to

the anti-corruption campaign outweighed the earlier

service.

Khatami was a brother-in-law of the Shah, butJam
has also been, and Nassiri married one of the Shah’s

ex-mistresses, as had Jam.

A fuller explanation of the Shah’s treatment of his

officers must be sought in the functioning of the

patrimonial system. The Shah, as the source of power,

rewards and punishes as he sees fit and a rationale is

not necessary. An officer in disfavor may be
completely in limbo or_gently eased into retirement.

Since one’s fate cannot be predicted, care in avoiding

a misstep and the ability to interpret the Shah’s
wishes accurately become virtues.

The system might have been expected to produce
nothing but mediocre “yes-men.” This does not seem

•Khatami was killed in an air accident in September 1975.
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to be the case. The top command in recent years has
generally teceived good marks for competence from
their American counterparts.

The senior officers in the Iranian armed forces are a
career-oriented, increasingly well-trained group.
Most have some military training in the US, with
France a dose second. All speak either French or
English, many both. The social origins, although
information is fragmentary, seems to be increasingly
middle and even lower class; but a few are still from
traditional elite families or have connections with such
families.

The pattern is likely to be similar in the future.
Although the Shah probably aims at “Iraniza-
tion”—-all officers trained only in Iran and
by Iranians—it will be many years before he can
accomplish this. American training will continue to be
predominant so long as political factors make it

possible. If the apparent trend toward generally lower
class or lower middle class origin for officers
continues, there may be some impacton the attitudes
of lower and middle grade officers. The surveillance
maintained by the security services is likely to wort'
well enough to weed out genuine troublemakers early
in their careers. By the time the officers reach the
higher ranks they are likely to become so
institutionalized that they fit into their proper place ini

the Shah’s system.

Unlike many developing countries, in Iran the
military is not the exclusive possessor of modern skills,

management expertise and foreign exposure. There is

less of an impetus, then, for the officer corps as a body
to develop the feeling that only the military can “save
the country.” Any successor to the Shah will need
military support but the military does not seem likely
to play a political role as long as the Shah lives.

VI. THE RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY

“If you see us mourning it is because we want to show our
sincerity toward Imam Husain because we know him as
an Imam who fought against tyranny and oppression by
God’s order. We cry today because we don't want to give
up to tyranny. We beat our heads and our chests because
we don’t want to go under the pressure of dictatorship or
accept coercion ... we have been crying for 1,000 years, it

doesn’t matter if we cry for another 10 million in order to
bring justice against tyranny. (A leading clergyman in the
Tehran bazaar)

The Shah considers himself to be religious and
claims b be under divine protection. He makes the
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pilgrimages to the holy places 2nd has contributed
expensive gifts to Mecca and to shrines in Iraq and
Iran. He considers that religion should work in the
interests of his reforms, however, and fiercely rejects,
as did his father, clerical claims to secular power.

Consequently, the Moslem clergy in Iran are
among some of the Shah’s fiercest critics. Deprived of
any official forum for their grievances, the^clergy
attack the Shalt and his regime^through sermons,
publications and religious observances. A popular and
emotional theme is to compare the Shah implicitly,
and sometimes explicitly, with the tyrant Vazid who,
in the 7th century A.D. was responsible for the
murder of the Imam Hossein* This incident of
Shiah** religious history is the core of popular Islam
as practiced in Iran and it is kept fresh in the memory
by the depiction every year in hundreds of locations
by dramatic performances depicting in dejail the
massacre of the Imam Hosseip and his family.***

Religious opposition has not been directed solely at
the present Shah, although the clergy has particular
reasons for detesting the Pahlavis. Ever since Shiah
Islam was established as the state religion in the 16th
century the ulama (the Shiah clergy) opposed each
succeeding monarch. /Their opposition has a
theological basis, for in/ssence Shiah Islam considers
all temporal rulers as illegitimate. Legitimate
guidance in human affairs can come only from the
mojlaheds, religious leaders who are the representatives
on earth of the Imam—God’s spokesman—and the sole
source of authority. Each Shiah is required to follow
the teachings of a mojtahed. Applying this doctrine to
the Shah and other governmental officials, the clergy’s
view is that the state should ultimately be no more
than their executive arm.

Other factors have served to strengthen the clergy’s
hand. The major Shiah centers are in Iraq and thus
beyond the immediate reach of the government in
Tehran; the clergy has had centre.) of large sums of
money, derived from religious tithes that is not subject

•This comparison was also used effectively by the clcrcy agaitst the
Qajars.

••The Shiah sect, recognized in the constitution as the official

religion of Iran, is also found in parts of I-aq, Lebanon, Pakistan.
The differences which separate the p,c&..ninam Sunni Moslems
from the minority Shiah go back to rcKskvpoliHtnl disputes which
arose after Mohammad’s death in 632 A D

•••The emotional impact of these performances h intense, even
among some of the more sopfcis.tic?.?ed and can he cempa-.rv to die
impact that a depiction of the Crodfj-ic-n had on racdHvsi Ch.-f-tiiats.
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to government control; and until recent times, the

clergy- had almost exclusive control of law courts and

education. The clergy, itself fiercely xenophobic, has

also been prominently identified with popular anti*

foreign causes. The mojtiduds had been held in high

regard by most Iranians ’if not the most influential,

and have developed close ties with the guilds and

bazaar nvrchants, groups that have also felt

themselves to be victiips of the political elite.

The ulama reached the peak of their influence in the

!9th and early 20th centuries. They were instrumental

in persuading the Shah to launch the second Russo-

Tranian war in 1827, and in 1872 they forced Nasr ed-

Din Shah to cancel a concession to the British and

dismiss the reform-min3ed~ prime minister who
negotiated it. Late in the century they led a successful

mass movement against another British concession,

and in 1906 they formed an unlikely coalition with

political radicals to force a constitution on a reluctant

Shah. More recently, religious leaders were
prominent in agitation against the Anglo-Iranian Oil

Company in 1951-53, and they have been constant

and virulent critics of the Shah’s reform programs on
the grounds that such reforms violated religious

principles. Bloodv rwts^in the summer of 1963

resulted frrtar the gowwntSit’s attempts to silence a

clerical critic. For the last decade several incidents

have involved religious leaders and students. The
most recent anti-government demonstration in early

June 1975 at ‘the religious city of Qprh resulted in the

arfest of 270 persons.

Detailed information on the clergy is not available.

There are perhaps 100,000 clergymen ranging from the

mullah, the lowest clerical post, to the mojtahed. There

are, in addition, para-religious personnel, such as

prayer writers, chanters and Koran readers. A few

years ago, annual income for property controlled by

the clergy was estimated at $30 million, and this was

in addition to alms for which no estimate is available.

One prominent mnjtaKfd distributed about $200,000 a

month m clergymen dependent on him, to support

religious i .dents, and to provide food for the poor.

Probably tio more than 10 percent of the clergy

receive gc>vcrru7,eni support and can be counted as

outright supporters of the Shah. They are probably

the least influential' of the clergy and are considered

by many to be no better than government employees.

Probably 50 percent are «n outright opposition to the

government and- ar* wholly dependent on their

52

popular following for support; this includes nearly

every religious leader of any stature. The remaining

40 percent qualify as fence-sitters, maintaining a

popular following but avoiding overt attacks .on the

government.

^
Every monarch has had to come to terms with the

religious leaders. Until the Pahlavi period, the clergy

generally were able to exert great pressure on
government. Reza Shah, in his drive to centralize

power and modernize Iran, would brook no
opposition and moved directly and forcefully to

eliminate the political powee of the mojtaheds,

Mohammed Reza Shah, of necessity, has followed

much the same course. Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, whose arrest touched off serious riots in

1963, was forced into exile in Turkey and later into

Iraq. Other clerics have been held under house arrest,

and at least one is reported to have died in prison. As
in other cases, the Shah holds out the promise of

rewards for cooperation together with the near

certainty of harsh punishment for opposition. On the

whole, the clergy seem to have bent less than other

elements of Iranian society.

For the Shiah clergy there is no reform in religion or

religious dogma but only purification, adaptation or

reformulation. The mojtaheds, still have the right of

individual interpretation; this has permitted the

clergy to meet some of the challenges of*modernity;

Four times between 1926 and 1941 the Shariah

(Moslem legal code) was modified and the civil code

of 1928 represented a compromise between Shariah

and European law. The family protection law in 1967

finally was acceptable after religious leaders were

consulted. The enfranchisement of women was
strongly opposed by the clergy and, although the

government originally capitulated to clerical pressure

it subsequently went ahead, ignoring clerical protests.

The religious community, hbwever, is no longer given

even the pretense of consultation and those in

authority who are charged with making and imple-

menting programs are so secularized as to consider

religion irrelevant to'their needs.

The theological and philosophical basis of religious

opposition to the regime, if it remained on that plane,

would be harmless to the government. But in the

present situation this, theoretical underpinning

translates itself into several concrete assertions:

a. The Shah is establishing a totally secular society, thus

destroying Islam.
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b. He is supported in this-by the United States and the

Zionists, both of wfiom also want to destroy Islam. *

c. In addition, he is surrounded by Bahais whose major

interest is also in destroying Islam.** The fact that the

two major Bahai centra are in Israel and the United

States adds to their mistrust.

The bulk of the clergy, and most of their devout

follovying, would probably subscribe to these

positions. They do apparently differ on how to meet

the challenge.

The clergy are not a homogeneous mass, and

several tendencies can be' identified. For the present,

four groups, not necessarily mutually exclusive, can

be looked at, the traditionalists and the modernizers,

the silent and the violent.

By far the largest group of clergy are

traditionalists. In their training and outlook they are

medieval men. Although their mojtaheds have the right

of interpretation the scope of individual initiative and

judgment is still bounded by the precepts established

by the early theologians. Their studies, which may
commence as early as six years of age and continue

until death, include the Koran and its commentaries

of the 8th to 12th centuries; traditions of the prophets;

religious law, which includes all aspects of man’s

relationship to society and the government; early

Greek philosophy as filtered through the Arab and

Persian mind and Arabic language and literature. A
course of study may also include traditional

mathematics based on Euclid and Ptolemy. The
students still sit at the feet of their teachers and

memorization is the rule.

The best of the traditionalists '
are deeply learned

men, esteemed not only for their learning but also for

their piety and their superior ability “to enjoin what is

good and to forbid what is evil.” But their intellectual

world, which once encompassed all a Moslem needed

to know, is now only a sliver of the world they actually

live in and this realization is coming slowly to some.

The modernizers, and there are few, do not reject

tradition nor traditional studies. Rather they attempt

•For many Moslems the Crusades still live and the motivations of the

Crusaders are seen as still the dominant factor in Moslem-Western

relations. (Sec eg.. Ghulam Ali Chaudry, “Crusade-Complex.” Thr

Journal of thr Motion World league (Mecca), Vol. I, No. 10, July

1974. p. 7-16.

**See footnote page 25.

to re-state traditional doctrine and beliefs in modern

terms which will appeal to rather than repel the

growing numbers of educated, primarily urban,

Iranians who are no longer attracted by the

traditional approach. The graduates of the Tehran

University Theological School are somewhat apart.

The school was founded by Reza Shah in an atteiript

to break the monopoly of the traditional religious

establishment. He only partly succeeded. Graduates

of the school are for the most part not accepted as true

clergymen and in fact few become clerics or preachers.

They go into government service as teachers of

religion, Arabic, literature, or occasionally into other

professions. At one time the chief of protocol for

SAVAK was a graduate of this school.

A policy being followed by some prominent mullahs

is that of “silence,” in relation to secular authorities.

It is summed up in a phrase attributed to one of them;

“Our duty is to advise, not to fight.” This policy

would avoid confrontation with the authorities in the

interests of preserving the religious institutions and its

leaders. Both traditionalists and modernists are found

in this group. It is likely that many of those religious

leaders seen as fence-sitters or as silent opponents of

the regime are in fact adhering to this policy.

The violent may be only a small proportion of

today’s clergy (including theological students) but

they present a danger out of proportion to their size.

Religiously based terrorism is a well-established

feature of the Moslem world. The medieval assassins

had their headquarters only a few miles from Tehran

and in the decade from 1946 to 1956 the Fedayan

Islam was responsible for at least three assassinations

and three attempts, including one on the Shah. In

1956 the leadership of the Fedayan was executed by

the security forces but groups still identifying with the

Fedayan continued for many years.

The violent strain in Shiah Islam is represented

today by the so-called Islamic-Marxists, an unlikely

coalition as the Shah and government spokesmen

often point out. This combination apparently came

about, however, as a result of several things; a

deliberate attempt by some anti-government

ideologists to construct a philosophy that could be

subscribed to by any oppositionist; the intense

frustration of many of the religious elements who saw

in all the Shah’s actions the intention to destroy

religion; and the willingness of the communist-derived ,
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The Shah

groups to accept the cooperation of the religious types

in the interests of overthrowing the Shah.*

The organization known as the Mujahadm-e-Khalq,

The “People’s Warriors,”** has been given the

blessings of A> atollah Ruhollah Khomeini, who for a

decade has been carrying on his campaign against the

Shah from exile in Iraq. The Mujahadin derives,

through several intermediate organizations, from an

element of the post-Mossadeq National Front.

The spiritual predecessors of the present Mujahadin

are Engineer Mehdi Bazargan, a University of Tehran

faculty member and Ayatollah Mahmud Taleqani, a

prominent cleric, both deeply religious and longtime

•This situation has antecedents in the 1951-53 period when the

Tudeh Party and Mossadeq’s National Front cooperated on occasion in

their common struggle against the Shah. Their mutual suspicions of

each other, however, made effective cooperation impossible.

•*ln many of the sources Mujahadin is rendered as “straggler. ” It is

used, however, to describe a soldier of a holy war and thus create*

the feeling of one who fights for a holy or noble cause. It also echos

the Mujahadm-e-Islam, the Warriors of Islam, an organization created

by Ayatollah Kashani in the 1950s to support Mossadeq.
^
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opponents of the Shah. They were leaders in the

organizations which preceded the present Mujahadin.

They do not seem to be active leaders of the current

organization—they are under constant surveillance

—

but the orientation and the activities they espoused

10 years ago seem to have come to fruition. The
violent action, which they urged but were unable to

carry out, has now been made possible by a much
more professional approach to the business of rev-

olution. Access to the experience and training of

foreign terrorists has probably made the difference.

The terrorists are both male and female, generally in

their twenties and are usually college students or

graduates. The technically trained appear to be

prominent among them accounting, perhaps, for the

increased sophistication of their bombs. Clerics or

religious students do not seem to have themselves

participated in bombings or assassinations.

Ayatollah Khomeini probably should not be

considered the leader of the Mujahadin
,
but his

support has encouraged bazaaris to contribute funds,
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and religious students who follow him are available to

swell demonstrations against the regime.'

There seems little possibility of a truce between the

regime and the religious community. Those of the

clergy who are following a policy of silence—and they
are probably the majority—are unlikely to be either

willing or able to dissuade the Mujahadin from
violence. Even should the security forces wipe out the

Mujahadin, religious opposition would remain,
although less violent. The secularism of the

government and the religious conservatism of the

clergy appear irreconcilable and there is no spirit of

accommodation on either side.

From the point of view of US interests the important
aspect of the problem is the hostility of a large in-

fluential group which has constant access to masses
of population. Xenophobia is always just below the

surface in Iran. Although masked by the Iranian

tradition of hospitality to individuals, it has always

been relatively easy to stir up mob feeling against

foreigners as an undifferentiated mass, and when this

has happened it has almost always had religious

overtones.

For many years the Soviet Embassy in Tehran has
been Cultivating the religious leaders. The reason^
have probably been two-fold, first, to win acceptance

as friends of Islam and second, to make sure that the

religious leaders remain anti-US. In both they have
been successful. The Soviet Union has emphasized the

continued practice of Islam in the USSR, they have
distributed expensive copies of the Koran and of

Persian classics printed in the Soviet Union.* An
additional consideration for the Soviets might be the

desire to defuse or anticipate any anti-Soviet reaction

which might accompany a generalized xenophobic
upsurge.

One Soviet contact with the clergy was careful to

point out that a major contribution of the US to the

Tehran literary scene was pornography and other

decadent literature. The most recent example of

exploiting this theme followed the assassinations of

Colonels Shaffer and Turner. Personal effects of the

two men which had been taken by die assassins were
subsequently returned. Planted among the genuine
effects were copies of Penthouse and Playboy
magazines and nude tearouts from these magazines
Apparently the assassins hoped that the newspapers

•See e.jc- CS-3 11/05293, 28 Apr. 1965 C, Noforn; TDFIR
314/02542-74, 10 Apr. 1974 S. Noforn.
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would pick up the story and give it wider
circulation.* Pornography is not unknown to the
Persians but the explicit type popular in Europe and
the US is offensive to the religious minded. The fact

that most pornography in Tehran is of American
origin gives added weight to the charge that the US is

trying to destroy the moral basis of Islam and is being

assisted by the government which permits the

importation of such material.

The security authorities are aware of many of the

Soviet contacts and monitor them. Apparently the

Shah has not been worried however, as no protest

seems to have been made. As long as no explicit effort

is made by the USSR to utilize the clergy against him,
the Shah is unlikely to disturb the friendly relations

between the two countries by a protest.

VII. AN EMERGING ELITE?

Some academic investigators believe they see a new
potential elite emerging. One of them has called it the

professional-bureaucratic intelligentsia,** or a
professional middle class.

Characteristics of this class are described as
follows:

a. It rejects the traditional power relationship* that

dominate Iranian society.

b. It has or is acquiring a modern higher education a*

opposed to the traditional religiously-oriented

education.

c. The power position of this class depends primarily on
the skill or talent its members possess as a result of this

education.

d. It is exposed to a wider range of outside idea* and
influences than has been the case with the traditional

middle class.

e. It has discarded old values and value systems, in effect,

no longer looking to Islam aj a guide to life. Its

members “they have no interest in a past they were

never part of and less interest in the gods of that past."

In searching for new values some have turned to

Bahaism, others to communist or leftist ideologies.

The class includes professionals of all kinds,

doctors, lawyers, teachers, engineers, bureaucrats

who possess special skills and modern education,

technocrats, managers, clerks and students. Included

also are writers and artists who in many respects are

the spokesmen for this class.

•IIR 1 662 0257 75. 8 July 1975 Conf. Noforn.

••James Bill in The Politics oj ban.
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Given a free choice, members of this group would

probably support any one of a variety of Western-

derived political concepts, democracy, socialism,

communism and a few even fascism. Paradoxically, a

government organized under any of these philosophies

would be less rooted in Iranian culture, history and

ethos than is the monarchy. And such a government

would probably be run by as small a group of people

as now do so.

For this class to emerge as a new elite, i.e., to make
the decisions and policies and hold the power it would

have to become so large and entrenched, and perhaps

more importantly, organized, that by sheer weight it

would prevail. While the class is growing and will

continue to do so, there is some doubt that the other

requirements will, be met in the near future. As we
have seen, the traditional Iranian system does make
room for new blood, but only if the latter plays the

game. Those who do so are rewarded, those who do

not are retired or shift to private life or to jobs which

utilize their skills but not their ambitions. Many of the

professional-bureaucratic intelligentsia have chosen to

play the game, opening the way for many of them to

move into a traditional elite status. In doing so they

have, of course, given up one of the major differences

which sets this class apart—rejection of conventional

power relationships. Rather than becoming a new
elite class, conscious of its differences from other

classes, the members of this group might simply move

into one or more of the existing classes, some joining

the traditional elites, some remaining as a dissident

minority and the majority remaining as a politically

powerless but modernizing middle class.

The center for the production of the professional-

bureaucratic intelligentsia is the universities.

Paradoxically, the Shah’s drive for an expanded

modern education at the same time tends to increase

the size of the class which is the most potentially

dangerous to his system. The examination of the

university chancellors which follows illustrates the

operation of traditional forces on the educational

hierarchy.*

•If information were available, valuable insights might be gained

by examining the structure and functioning of professional

organizations, such as those of lawyers, doctors and teachers. More

than a decade ago the leader of a teachers organization parlayed his

position into enough influence to end up as a Majlis deputy and

finally Minister of Education. The role of such organizations in

persuading its members to conform to the system (or perhaps to

buck it ?) should provide clues to the system-shaking potential of the

new class.

Figure 27. Universities of Iran

Existing Institutions Founded

Size of Stu-

dent Body

(1973/74)

University of Tehran 1934 17,000

University of Tabriz (Azerbadegan) 1947 6,000

University of Shiraz (Pahlavi) 1949 4,000

University of Meshed (Ferdowsi) 1949 4,000

University of Esfahan 1949 4,000

University of Ahwaz (Gondishapour) 1955 2,000

Polytechnic Institute 1957 na

Teachers College 1959 na

National University 1961 6,000

Arya Mehr Institute of Technology 1965 2,000

Institutions under Development:

Bu-Ali of Hamadan 1973

Free University 1974

Reza Shah University 1974

Farabi University 1975

B&louchestan University 1975

Kerman University 1975

Kermanshah University 1075

Nearly all of Iran’s 10 universities have been

established in the last 30 years, the last one 10 years

ago. Seven new ones are in the process of

organization. Meanwhile, student enrollment has

exploded further crowding the already strained

facilities. In the early 1970s only one out of every eight

applicants to Tehran, Meshed, Tabriz and Esfahan

Universities could be placed. The ratio was even

worse at Pahlavi.

The problems are more than simply quantitative.

Higher education in Iran has been a poor melange of

French and Iranian educational practices,

Figure 26. Students in Institutes of Higher Learning

Year Number of Students

1922 91

1933/34 795

1943/44 2,835

1953/54 9,996

1963/64 24,456

1970 67,268

1975 124,000

•Source: For 1922-1970, James A.
,
Bill,

Politics of Iran, p. 58; for 1975, A-28 Tehran,

20 February 1975, p. 2.
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characterized by rote learning, stress on theory rather
than practical application, single-exam system,
European-trained faculties which refuse to modernize,

.

superannuated deans and professors advanced on the

basis of longevity rather than merit, and part-time

teaching staffs.

Attempts at modernization began in the early
I96f)s. In 1967, educational reform was officially

added to the Shah’s “White Revolution.” Even today,
however, the universities are graduating many with
inferior education or unmarketable degrees. In 1975,
while university graduates go unemployed, Iran has
an estimated shortage of 700,000 skilled workers.

.

The frustration of the unemployed graduate
illustrates the danger inherent to an idle intellectual

community. The intelligentsia exposed to foreign

concepts jj the agent of change. These innovators can
improve the domestic system and identify with the
progress made; If they are excluded by the system,
however, they are innovators all the same, but, from
without—advocating all types of reform, believing in a
myriad of concepts from religious conservatism to

communism, united only in their anti-regime
sentiments. Iran’s students have expressed their

discontent through demonstrations and violence.

These disturbances, whether motivated by grievances
against the educational system or government policy

in general, are troublesome to the regime.

University chancellors, the elite of the educational

system are more politicians than administrators.

Failure to check student disturbances can have an
impact on their position. For example, the chancellor

of Tehran University was ousted following the 1963
riots and Jehanshah Saleh was appointed to •

modernize and control the school. The widespread
disturbances of 1967-68 resulted in the “resignation”
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of the chancellors at Iran’s eight important
universities. Later on Fazlollah Reza and Alinaqi
Alikhani who followed Saleh as chancellors at

Tehran, were removed in the wake of other student
demonstrations.

There are, however, several chancellors whose
terms have bridged periods of serious student unrpSt..

For example, Jahanshah Saleh remained, at Tehran
University from 1963-1968, and was removed for

reasons unconnected with student unrest. Reza Amin
at Arya Mehi* and Manucher Taslimi at Tabriz from
1968-1972 survived student disturbances. Abbas
Jame’i, Farhang Mehr, Nasrollah Moqtader-
Mozdehi, Q^sem Motemedi, Hushang Nahavandi,
and S. Hassan Nasr have all weathered the riots of
1974-75. These troubles started as usual, as protests

over academic conditions and took on anti-Shah

overtones. In these cases, the chancellors were in

stronger political positions with fewer enemies to

exploit the campus disruptions.

In the last 15 years 26 of the 40 chancellors were
government officials before their appointments. Seven
had been cabinet ministers and one, Assadollah
Alam, had been prime minister. Of the 26 who are no
longer chancellors, 18 moved into government
positions aftertheir removal. Six who had little or no
history of political involvement before becoming
chancellors filled important government positions

later.

Thus, university chancellors are often political

personalities, and, as such, involved in the high level

infighting of the Iranian system. Their futures hinge
on the strength of their political and personal
affiliations.

Several have been members of influential families,

by birth or through marriage. For example:

Manucher Eqbal

liushang Montaessri

Habibollah Naficy

Abbas Safavian*

Mohammad Shafi’-Amin

All Akbar Siasai

Mohsen Zia'i

Daughter >u married first to Shah’, younger brother and second
to Prinoess Aahrafs son.

Distant cousin of Queen Farah.

Son of Shah’s former tutor; second wife from Adi family (one of the
top 40), well known at court and close friend of Princess Ashraf.

Married Zarindokht Qavam, daughter of former governor of
Kurdistan and niece of Assadollah A lam’s wife.

From a prominent Aierbaijani Turkish family.

Married to daughter of Moetafa Bayat, brother of former prime
minister (1944), Mortexa Bayat.

Family related to Qarais and Teimurtashee; important Khoraasani
families; married daughter of Mohammad Gharib, most dis-
tinguished pediatrician in Iran.

* Safavian’a advancement in academic circles began after hie marriage, in July 1959; he became
dean of the medical faculty of National University in December of the same year. He was appointed
chancellor in 1974, His predecessor was named Minister of Education.
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' Others have won the support of powerful members
of the elite. Many of their proteges have served as

chancellors, using that office as a stepping stone to

further political advancement.

The career of Hushang Nahavandi, former Minister

of Housing and Development under Prime Ministers

Mansur and Hoveyda (1963-1968), illustrates how
university appointments can be successfully used to

form a political base. In 1968, Nahavandi replaced

Assadoilah Alam as chancellor of Pahlavi University.

Although Nahavandi’s career has thus far been

largely political, he saw Pahlavi as the “job of his

dreams” and used it to earn for himself a reputation of

competence and, after three years, the chancellorship

of Tehran University. While at Tehran, Nahavandi

has succeeded in building a power base, centered on a

committee he formed for the study of the Shah-People

Revolution. Starting only seven years ago as a minor

member of the political elite, he is now regarded as a

possible political rival to Prime Minister Hoveyda

himself.

Even the chancellor with connections, however,

remains vulnerable to the shifting power structure,

* the meddling of others with vested interests in

educational developments, and the possibility that

one day his status, or that of his patron, may be

superseded. At times, university appointments have

been used to isolate and politically destroy a potential

rival. Such was the fate of Alinaqi Alikhani. As

Minister of Economy in Hovedya’s cabinet from 1967-

1969, Alikhani developed a close working relationship

with the Shah, thus threatening the Prime Minister’s

own position. Hoveyda began in a quiet campaign to

reduce Alikhani'* influence. In July 1969, while out of

the country, Alikhani was appointed chancellor of

Tehran University. After failing to cope with serious

disturbances in May 1971, he was replaced by

Nahavandi. A man who was once considered a strong

pandidate for the prime mininstership was politically

destroyed by the problems of running the “the

Mother University.”

The high degree of political involvement in

university affairs has taken its toll on educational

reform. The average tenure of a university chancellor

over the last 15 years is only slightly more than two

years. A chancellor, faced with the difficult task of

creating a modern, quality institution, maintaining

this level of excellence in the" face of burgeoning

student enrollment, and keeping the peace on his

campus, often is removed before his efforts can be fully

implemented.

In addition, while the chancellor may himself be a

pawn of the political elite, he is the center of power at

the university and often has his own retainers. Thus, it

is not uncommon for a new chancellor to place his

own proteges in the university’s higher-echelon

administrative positions. One of Montasseri’s first

acts when he was appointed to Tabriz University in

1967 was to hire six new deans and forty new

instructors. Alikhani replaced the deans of the

Faculties of Law, Science, Technology, and Medicine

at Tehran. Alam ruled Pahlavi in absentia through his

protege, Amir Mottaqi.* This provided each with a

like-minded staff of unquestionable loyalty, but it

disrupted the continuity of the educational reform

that the Shah was pushing.

Recent trends indicate that either the government

has become aware of this problem or that the initial

chaos of educational modernization has passed. With

the exception of National University, recent

chancellors of Iran’s major universities have enjoyed

tenure well beyond .the average and the latest changes,

at Arya Mehr and Meshed had no political

implications.

Although power politics and personal ambitions arc

a fact of life in university appointment, they have not

jeopardized the high standards demanded by the

importance and nature of the office. The unqualified

are never considered and the ineffective are quickly

removed, regardless of ;:hdr. personal statue- All the

chancellors of the last 1 5 years have received their

doctorates at highly reputable foreign universities and

many have excelled in their respective fields.

Before 1960, chancellors were graduates of French,

universities, reflecting the Iranian’s preference for

French higher education and Iran’s own adherence to

French educational practices. The changing needs of

the society led to the founding of the first Americarf-

style universities in the early 1960s: Pahlavi, Arya

Mehr, National and Polytechnic.. The government’s

commitment to educational reform was reflected iirits

selection of chancellors. Ssjeh, Sheikh-pl Eslarn, and

Dayud Kazemi, all of this period, were graduates of

American schools. In 1967, Iran’s universities were

put under a new ministry—charged with making

*Mottaqi followed Alam to the Ministry of Court where he now

serves.
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Ilgare 28- University ChaaceOars

University Chancellor Term

Arya Mehr Haa8an Naar 1972-1975*

Esfahan Qaaem Motemadi 1969-

Gondishapour Abbas Jame’i 1970-

Meshed Nasroilah Mojdahi 1973-1975**

Pahlavi Farhang Mehr 1971-

Tabriz Hamid Zahedi 1972-

Tehran Hushang Nahavandi 1971-

•Seeking treatment abroad for illness; replaced by Dr.

Karim Fatemi.

••Elected to Senate; replaced by Dr. Jalal Matini.

education responsive to the society.* Although the

Minister of Science and Higher Education, Majid

Rahnema, was French educated, his appointees were

overwhelmingly American trained. The few

exceptions, Nahavandi, Taslimi and Anushirvan

Puyan, proved themsejves as modernizers.

With the talents of these men and continued

government support, there has been marked
improvement throughout the university system. It will

be years, however, before Iranian universities can

meet the standards of their European dnd American

counterparts. In the interim, student frustrations will

continue to Be expressed in politically threatening

demonstrations. Thus, until the university can meet

the demands of the regime and the students for

educational excellence, it will remain a major area of

government concern. Consequently, those of the

educational elite will continue to function as an

appendage of the political elite, gaining and

maintaining their positions through not only

professional competence but also personal status,

important social connection and acquiring as few

powerful enemies as possible.

VIII. THE INDUSTRIAL ELITE

One group of great importance has been almost

entirely neglected in this examination of how the

Iranian system works. The economic-industrial elite

has been growing in importance ever since Reza Shah
started hit, program of industrialization. After World
War II this group become increasingly important. In

the last decade—with a booming economy and a

•But a major factor in the establishment of the new ministry was

a rivalry between Prime Minister Hoveyda and Minister of Educa-

tion Hedayati.
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forced-draft modernization in all sectors—the

business-financial class has burgeoned.

Little is known of this group in detail. The names of

some of the most prominent are well-known, Habib
Sabet, the Elqanian, the Vahabzadeh and the

Kashani families are, if not household words, widely

known as rich and influential.* The details of their

interrelationships, business and family, are obscure as

are their relationships with members of other elites.

Habib Sabet, sometimes referred to as the richest

merchant in Iran, has a business relationship with the

Shah’s sister, Princess Shams. Other such
relationships are undoubtedly present but are not on

the record.

An unpublished academic study—the only such

work available—provides some feel for the scope of the

industrial elite.** This group is only a sub-class of a

broader economic elite, completely unexamined so far

as can be determined, which also includes a financial

elite, i.e., the bankers.

A feature of Iranian industry is the very few

establishments which can be characterized as medium
sized. Although the figures are rough, about 97

percent of the industrial establishments employ less

than 10 people each, but account for 66 percent of the

industrial labor force. Industrial units employing

more than 100 people are less than 1 percent of the

total but they employ about 16 percent of the labor

force and account for at least 44 percent of the total

value of industrial output.

The Enayat study identifies 56 families in an “inner

elite,” 77 families in a “sub-elite” and 87 identified as

large industrialists. The inner elite participate in

nearly half of the 369 companies examined providing

39 percent of the directors of the largest companies

and 28 percent of all company directors. More
important, however, they are directors, possess a

controlling interest or have an equal partnership in

•Some members of the last three families were sentenced to

prison terms in September 1975 for proliteering.

••Extract from a draft of The Iranian Industrial Elite, Origins,

Character and Structure, by Ann Enayat, Tehran University. No date,

probably 1974. As in other academic studies, the author does not

identify individuals or families, a major shortcoming for the

approach used in this paper. Enayat provides her modus operandi

and her raw data could be reconstructed but at the cost of much
time and effort. It has not been attempted here. In addition, crucial

pages, notably those on the social composition of the industrial

elite, were not included in the available copy.
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the 26 conglomerates, industrial groups, or

multiproduct companies which dominate the business

scene.

A. large number of the. industrial elite are also

members of elite groups controlling other private-

sector economic activities. At least 65 percent pf the

inner elite and 32 percent of the sub-elite are

dominant in other fields. Many families from these

two groups are among the leading merchants in the

Tehran bazaar, including most oC the large cotton

exporters,* those with a virtual monopoly of the

lucrative trade in dried fruits and nuts and carpets

and the largest importers of iron and steel and of

automobiles. In addition, the industrial elite includes

the three most important families engaged in mining,

seven prominent contractors, some of whom also

produce building materials, the owners of a film studio

and theater, the owners of the first private department

store chain established in Iran and owners or part

owners of three private large agro-business ventures.

The limited data on the social origins of most of the

industrial elite indicates that some started their rise

under Reza Shah but that most have developed since

World War II. A typical example might be seen in the

owner of the largest poultry business in the Tehran

area (and probably all of Iran) who started his career

1$ years ago vending chickens door-to-door by

bicyde. Probably none of the industrialists owe their

success to their membership in the political elite but a

closerelationship has certainly developed between the

two elites.

The Shah may well be on a collision course with

many bf the large entrepreneurs, businessmen,

merchants and financiers who are the sparkplug of the

•Cotton t%port ia said to be controlled by a very «my 8rouP

private sector. In an attempt to control pricefixing,

gouging and manipulation, which have been common

at all levels and long the cause of public complaints,

the Shah has decreed that prices on hundreds of

commodities be fixed, that prices be rolled back to this

level and that the slightest non-compliance be dealt

with by a jail term. Some of Tehran’s wealthiest and

most prominent businessmen have been sent to jail,

usually for minor offenses.

This rather simpleminded approach to Iran’s

corruption problems, together with the royal decree

mandating the sale of stock in private concerns to the

workers and the public has created a climate of

uncertainty which could seriously afreet the industrial

development of the future. The Shah’s head-on

assault against the landlords, 15 years ago, succeeded,

to a large extent because the landlord system itself

had become unprofitable and unviable. Similar tactics

against a more productive and essential enterprise

could backfire. The man reputed to be Iran’s richest

merchant has fled the country vowing not to return

because of the unrealistic business climate.

The threat to turn profiteering cases over to

military courts is designed both as a warning the

military courts’ chief function appears to be to convict

not adjudicate—and perhaps a reflection of the

government’s suspicion that civil courts might be too

open to influence by the accused.

The various economic reform measures the Shah is

taking to make the market place more responsive to

his goals could have a backlash if a substantial portion

of the industrial and business leaders feel they are

under attack or can no longer make the profit (even

though exorbitant) to which they have become ac.

customed. Given Iran’s heavy dependence on private

business a failure of confidence in the private sector

could have wide ranging effects. .
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TOWARD THE FUTURE

The structure and functioning of the Iranian elite

which has been described has shown a high degree of

Stability throughout the years. Insecure, cynical and
mistrustful, the several elements of the elite have made
a virtue of compromise hnd adaptability which has

enabled them to survive change with a minimum loss

of the personal influence which its members prize.

The present elites have found it expedient to bow
to the force majeure of a dominating monarch.

Nonetheless, personal political ambition as a moti-

vating factor of elite behavior remains beneath

the surface. The demise of the present Shah will

present the elites with the opportunity to scramble for

the power that has been denied them for so long. No
successor to the Shah will be able to control the

process unless and until he can establish the same sort

of overwhelming position as has Mohammad Rcza
Pahlavi.

The elites will, however, have, to cope with

additional challenges. Claimants to power, even if

they have not achieved elite status, have traditionally

been accommodated in and become part of the system

without disrupting it. The elites will be faced with

more numerous and more powerful claimants when
the present Shah goes than were their ancestors. The
professional-bureaucratic intelligentsia is a growing

class whose ranks are swelled by many of the changes

which the Shah himself is promoting. Their values,

attitudes and view of society are markedly different

from that of the traditional elites. Although many of

them will be absorbed into the existing structure their

very numbers assure them of a significant impact oh

Iranian society. The industrial/commercial elites,

fewer in number but increasingly in control of sectors

of the economy that are growing rapidly in

importance as a result of the Shah’s programs, will

demand political power. This new elite would

normally be accommodated without great strain;

their values and attitudes are not all that different

from the traditional system. However, the necessity of

survival in a post-Shah Iran could lead to

cooperation between some elements of the

industrial/commercial elites and the professional-

bureaucratic intelligentsia, a coalition capable of

producing a qualitative change in Iranian society.

Iranian society has survived over the centuries by

absorbing alien concepts and mores and transmitting

them into something uniquely Persian. This resiliency

is once more being tested and the outcome, although

unpredictable, is likely to owe more to traditional Iran

than to foreign influence..
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ANNEX A

ADDITIONAL DATA ON THE IRANIAN ROYAL FAMILY

This annex contains additional detail on the Royal

Family. Some of the persons discussed here have been

mentioned in the main body of the text, others are

considered for the first time. Sn addition some of those

who came into the Royal Family by marriage are

examined as illustrations of one of the principal points

made in the paper, the importance of family connec-

tions in achieving status. The Royal Family’s record

of marriages and divorces, of infidelities and

remarriage and of intra-family feuding is typical of

many elite families, as is the utilization of family con-

nections for political and financial profit.

The Queen Mother

The Shah’s mother, Taj ol-Moluk, titles the royal

household. Her exact age is not known, perhaps not

even to her, but she must be in her eighties. She was

the daughter of Bagher Khan Mir Panj, the latter

two words constituting a military title roughly

equivalent to a general. No more is available on

Bagher Khan except that his family came from the

Caucasus.

Taj ol-Moluk had three sisters and one brother.

Little information is available on them. Alamtaj, the

third sister, married a Col. Minbashian.

Minbashian’s brother is married to Princess Shams.*

Another sister married a medical doctor, Senator

Mohsen Hejazi.

In 1944, Reza Shah died in exile. Shortly thereafter

Taj ol-Moluk, then back in Tehran, took as a lover

one Gholam Hossein Sahibdivani. They were finally

married in 1948. Sahibdivani was considerably

younger than Taj ol-Moluk. He was from one branch

of the family of Qavam ol-Molk of Shiraz, the most

•Shams' husband is now known as Mehrdad Pahlbod. Mis name
was originally Ezatollah Minbashian. He changed his name when

he and Shams were married. The Minbashian* arc a military family

bill ill the lime of the marriage they were primarily known as

military musicians, apparently of insufficient social status to be

identified with the Koynl Family. The Minbashian family is said to

have originated in (Jorjistan, now Soviet (Georgia.

influential family in Fars Province.* Sahibdivani

appears to have had no outstanding characteristics

except availability. He had a secondary education and

served one term in the Majlis as a deputy from Fars, a

job he probably got because of his influence with the

Queen Mother. He was not re-elected, perhaps he had

had a falling out with Taj ol-Moluk, at any rate he

dropped from sight for 15 years, emerged briefly in

1963 when he was described as a newspaper publisher

•“The Qavam historical tradition (in Shiraz) is one of wealth,

political power and authority. Many old Shirazis have told me
‘Before Reza Shah, Qavam was Shah here’.” (Unpublished paper
by William Royce, The Iranian hovineial Elite: A Case Study, Nov. 30
1973.)

A-l Taj ol-Moluk, ft* Shah's mother
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in Shiraz, a member of the city council and a possible

candidate for the Majlis again. He was not elected

and there is no further record for him.

Taj ol-Moluk is little seen outside a small circle of

friends. Twenty years ago she was described as

“aggressive, assertive and suspicious”; age may have

curbed but not erased these traits.

Former Queen Soraya commenting on the Queen

Mother remarks:

••Even in my time her ideas still remained entirely those of

the harem world in which she had grown up. This does

not mean that she had no influence. On the contrary. 1

could not help but be struck by the fact that the Tehran

Court was' fundamentally a woman’s court. Although

officially the woman had no rights of any kind, in practice

they knew a thousand tricks and dodges for getting their

£wn way, and sometimes I had the sensation of living

in a ihonRighgoing matriarchy, at the head of which

was the Dowager Empress.”*

As late as 1971, the Queen Mother was still

reported as being a major influence on the Shah, and

the Court routine included a four times a week dinner

which the Shah attended together with the Queen

Mother, other members of the Royal Family and a

select group of cronies.

The Queen Mother is unlikely to play any sort of an

influential role in the future; her day has passed

together with the conditions which made her role

possible. Nevertheless, she has indelibly marked the

character of the Shah and the image which the Court

will leave in history.

Farideh, th« Queen's Mother

The Queen's mother, Farideh Diba, will take over

the senior role now held by the Queen Mother, when

the latter dies. She is a very different personality from

Taj ol-Moluk. Although little detailed information is

available on her relationships with the various

members of the Royal Family, she appears to have

escaped the gossip which surrounds almost any

Iranian in an influential position. The reputation she

acquired early for high character and principles and

the good affect she has had on the Empress still

appear to be characteristic. Younger, better educated

and less domineering, she could further improve the

popular image of the Royal Family.

Siraw, Th, AMhwgrcph, „/ HIH /W» Sx^a.

Translated from German by Constantine Fnrgibbon. London: Arthur

Barker. I%3, p. 67-68.
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Princess Ashraf

The Shah’s twin sister, Ashraf, has been one of the

Shah’s most ambitious supporters and one of his

major liabilities during most of his career. As in the

case with most of the Royal Family, little is known

about Ashraf’s childhood or the relationships within

the family. She is said to have been a favorite of Reza

Shah but this is denied by former Queen Soraya, who

says that "In reality, Ashraf was neglected by her

parents, Reza Shah preferred Shams and spoiled her

whenever he could.”*

Ashraf was educated in Tehran ‘at a girl’s school

operated by the Zoroastrians. She was married in 1937

to Ali Qavam, son of the influential Qavam ol-Molk

(see footnote p. 55; they had one son, Shahram, now

35 years old who uses Pahlavi-Nia as a family name.

This marriage ended in divorce soon after Reza

Shah’s abdication. Three years later, in 1949 Ashraf

•This may be only sour grapes on Soraya ’s part as she and Ashraf

were fierce competitors for influence in the Court. However, or*e of the

tew childhood pictures shows the Shah and Shams being held by Reza

Shah while Ashraf is far to the side, almost out of the picture.
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married an Egyptian, Ahamd Shafiq. One son,

Shayan (known as “Putzi”), and one daughter,

Azadeh, were born before the divorce in 1959. The
next year Ashraf married Dr. Mehdi Bushehri, from

one of the top 40 families. *

Ashraf’s husbands have fared well. Shafiq became

the director of Pars Airline, which, it is alleged, he

used for smuggling activities to and from Switzerland.

Bushehri whose official positions include such taxing

ones as roving Ambassador, and Chairman of the

Board of Directors of the Arts Festivals, was deeply

involved some years ago arranging permission for

Aeroflot to operate into Iran, a deal from which he

apparently benefited financially.

Ashraf has achieved quite a reputation by granting

her favors to a long list of personable young
men—starting perhaps with Asadollah Alam in

1943—many of whom went on to more prestigious

positions. For example, Parviz Raji is now assistant to

Prime Minister Hoveyda. Ashraf thus has scattered

throughout the government, men who can provide her

with information and influence, for in most cases

termination of the relationship appears to have been

amicable.

Ashraf has always had a reputation for being tough*

minded and ruthless. These characteristics were

especially noticeable in the days when weakness was

the Shah's dominant trait. Thus the US Embassy

noted in 1951 that Ashraf had “her father’s merciless

determination” while “Mohammad Reza received the

dream of national progress.”

"Her motives hove been improper and her actions often

maladroit. But she has an instinct for decision which is

badly needed in the Shah’s close entpurage. Her forceful

character, her sharp insistence for action can posh her

brother from passivity. ”**

Ashraf and other members of the Royal Family were

anathema to Mossadeq and in 1951 he forced the

Shah to order them out of the country. Ashraf did not

return for two and a half years in early 1954, some

eight months after the coup against Mossadeq.

•Bushehri was one of Ashrafs business partners before they

married. "Bushehri is typical of the courtiers who surround Her

Highness, i.e., he is polished, good-looking, French-educated and gives

the impression of being slightly shifty. He is the cousin of Bager

Bushehri. deputy from Bushehri and nephew of javad Bushehri.

Senator from Shiraz and Vice-President of the Senate." (US Embassy
Tehran, Desp. 677. 6 February 1957, Conf.)

**U.S. Emb. Tehran Desp. 736, Dec. 20, 1951. Secret p. 7.
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Possibly the Shah was content to have her remain in

Europe as long as possible as it removed her from her

second favorite indoor sport—political intrigue.

By the 1960s, the Shah’s increasing self-confidence,

his willingness to make decisions and the

consolidation of his position eliminated much of the

importance that Ashraf’s politicking once had. Th^re

is no doubt that she has always been devoted to the

Shah’s interests as she construed them—and as she

construed them they were also her interests.

At one time she apparently tried to build a personal

following using the High Council of Women,* to the

displeasure of the Shah who took steps to block her,

and in 1969 she tried to sponsor several women as

candidates and otherwise meddle in the elections for

the Majlis. On that occasion the Shah arranged for

her to stay in Europe until the elections were over.

The Shah, perhaps in an attempt to turn her

energies in a more constructive direction, has in recent

years given her wider official responsibilities. She

visited Communist China in 1970 and again in 1975;

she has been a prominent member of the UN Human
Rights Commission and has headed the Iranian

delegation to the UN.

Although her political meddling has apparently

decreased, her interest in business and commercial

activities, often verging on if not completely illegal,

remains high. She has never hesitated to use her

influence to obtain government contracts for her

friends or acquaintances willing to pay her a fee. In

recent yeArs, it is said, she no longer demands a payoff

from contractors but only comments that she would

be happy to be able to rely on them should it ever be

necessary.

There are conflicting stories about the Shah’s

attitude toward Ashraf’s commercial activities, as well

as those of others in the Royal Family. He is probably

himself torn between family loyalty and his desire for

a corruption-free government. His affection for his

twin and the very real problem of keeping any kind of

effective surveillance on her activities compounds his

problem. A report in the early 1950s remarked that he

thought her business ventures were alright as long as

•The High Council of Women, an umbrella organization containing

representatives of some 30 separate women’s groups was mostly a

creation of Ashraf to enhance her own interests. After intramural

bickering tarnished its image it disappeared and was replaced in 1966

by the Iranian Women’s Organization, also under Ashraf’s control.
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he didn’t use his influence on Ashraf’s behalf. At

another point, much later, the governor of' one of

Iran’s largest banks told an Embassy officer that he

had brought to the Shah’s attention some business

ventures which put Ashraf in a bad light. The Shah
merely shrugged the matter off. The bank governor

commented to. the Embassy officer that such deals

“would land other people in jail for ten years.”

One of the most damaging aspects of Ashraf’s

activities has been allegations that she had engaged in

drug smuggling. The evidence is, of course, scanty,

but the charge is repeated and embellished ad nauseam

by oppositionists of all stripes and has become a

fixture in the catalog of charges against the Pahlavis.

Ashraf’s oldest son, Shahram, has followed in his

mother’s footsteps in some respects. He is widely, and

unfavorably, known in Tehran as a wheeler-dealer

With holdings in some 20 companies including

transportation, night clubs, construction, advertising

and distributorships. Some of these apparently

provide a cover for some of Ashraf’s quasi-legal

business ventures. Among knowledgeable Iranians his

most flagrant act of irresponsibility was the sale of

national art treasures and antiques, notably the gold

artifacts from Marlik, a prehistoric archeological site

of great significance.

In September 1971, an unsuccessful attempt was

made to kidnap Shahram. This was just before the

2500th Year celebration of the founding of the

Iranian Monarchy and it was generally interpreted as

an action by dissidents to disrupt the celebration. The
incident was not carried in the local press.

Princess Shams

Shams is the Shah’s elder sister. She has always had

a better reputation than Ashraf but she is of no impor-

tance politically. She has confined herself to good

works Like. others in the Royal Family, she had sub-

stantial business interests. Shams had provided in-

vestment furxls for years to Tehran’s most prominent

businessman, Habib Sabet. Her most recent project is

a “model city” west of Tehran, where she is building a

palace. Several construction companies in which she

h,- s an interest are working on this.

She was once described by the American Embassy: .

“of all the Pahlavis below the Shah (Shams) is best

loved by ' he irj.» ;as» people. Her life, in her family and

in public . aJU'.i rs, ;
s an example of honesty and
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recognition of responsibility.”* Although this

assessment is now three decades old, it appears to

remain essentially true today except that Queen
Farah has replaced her in the affections of the

populace.. The only recent comment on her is by

Princess Sarvanaz, daughter of her half-brother,

Abdor Reza, who described her as "lovable, sweet,

harmless and stupid.”**

Gholam Reza

Gholam Reza—the only child of Reza Shah’s third

wife, Turan Amir Suleimani*** had the same education

as the Shah, royal elementary school, Le Rosey in

Switzerland, and, upon returning to Tehran, military

school. In 1941, Gholam Reza accompanied his father

into exile. After his father’s death he spent a year at

Princeton University. He also apparently spent some

time at the American University of Beirut and in

California.

Now a Brigadier General, Gholam Reza is a

professional soldier, and is Supreme Chief, Military

Special Inspection of the Supreme Commanders
Staff—more of a ceremonial than a working, position.

Most of his formal military education consisted of a

course at the armoured school at Fort Knox where his

performance and attitude were mediocre. He is also a

special adjutant to the Shah, Chief of the National

Olympics Committee and Deputy Honorary
President of the Equestrian Society.

Potentially more important is his role as a member
of the Regency Council, together with Prince Abdor

Reza and others, which would aid Queen Farah

should she become Regent.

Gholam Reza has been described as “a nonentity

without either character or intellect.” Prior to the

birth of the Crown Prince and after the death of the

Shah’s only full brother, Ali, Gholam Reza was given

many of the ceremonial duties of a Crown Prince. At

least twice between 1954 and 1959 there were strong

•Desp. 736. 20 Dec. 1951, p. 8.

••Nineteen year old Sarvanaz does not seem addicted to flattery; she

was described in 1972 as hating the Shah and ‘'would like to lead a

revolution to overthrow the government.”

•••Turan’s family was of the Qajar nobility but there is insufficient

information to place the family precisely It probably derived from Amir

Ali Khan Amir-Soleiman, a landowner who was one of the Qajar

Princes’ representatives in the First Majlis in 1907. Turan was the niece

of one Majd ed-Dowleh, perhaps the same or related to Hcidar Qoli

Amir Soleimani, (b. 1911) long associated with the Court and now a

Civil Adjutant to the Shah.
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A-3 Prince Ghoiam Rsio

rumors that he might be officially designated Crown
Prince. In early 1959 there was a brief move by ai grab-
bag group of politicians and military- types to promote
Ghoiam Reza as Crown Prince, apparently in the
expectation that the Shah might soon fall.* The issue

became academic with the birth of Crown Prince
Reza Cyrus. Ghoiam Reza does have a coterie of
likeminded cronies who do not however, constitute
any kind of political force under current conditions.

Prince Abdol Rezo

The only one of the Shah’s half-brothers who once
gave the promise of being anything but a drone was
Abdol Reza, the first son of Reza Shah's fourth wife,

Esmat ol-Moluk Dowiatshahi.**

•As an interesting sidelight, nearly all the members oi the group were
affiliated with Grand Orient Masonic Lodge, an organization which the
British apparently had used to promote their interests in Iran. For
background sec Hamid Algar, “An Introduction to the History of
Freemasonry in Iran," Middle Eastern Studies, voi. 6 no. I (October
1970), pp. 276-296.

••The Dowlarshahi family derives from a son of Fath Ali Shah
who reigned from 1798 to 1834. Descendants served as governors of
Kermanshah, and the Dowlatshahis continued to be powerful in
Kermanshah into the 20th century, providing deputies for the
Majlis and ministers for the cabinet.
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Abdol Reza was born in 1924, the year before his
father deposed the Qajar Dynasty. He was educated
in Tehran and in 1941 accompanied his father into
exile as did other members of the Royal Family. After
World War II, Abdol Reza attended Harvard from
which he graduated in 1948 with honors. On
returning to Iran, the Shah appointed him to the post
of Honorary Chairman of the Seven Year Plan
Organization. Whether or not the Shah intended this

to be purely a figurehead post is not clear. At any rate,

Abdol Reza took the job seriously. His ability did not
match his enthusiasm and he immediately fell into a
political struggle over control of the economic
development plans. Abdol Reza and the few officials

who backed him were eased out and the Shah turned
to a group of old line politicians known more for their

peculation than for their ability. Abdol Reza was
completely out of the picture by 1955 and in the last

20 years he has devoted himself primarily to
ceremonial functions and to the only official post he
holds— Chairman of the Game Council of Iran with
responsibility for wildlife conservation. He is

designated as a member of the Regency Council but
would, of course, exercise this function only if the
Shah were to die.

Assessments of Abdol Reza arc mixed and none are
based on recent information. He is generally conceded
to be the best < cheated and most intellectual of the
family, a tact which at one point the Embassy believed
accounted for the rift between Abdol Reza and the
Shah:

"• • *he Sh*h is more jealous of him than of any of his
brothers primarily because the Shah, who iikes to appear
superior in every field, realizes that Abdol excel* hirri in
education and in general culture.” At the same time, the
Embassy commented that "much of his knowledge
appeared superficial and ill-digested.”*

Certainly he never got the opportunity to demonstrate
whether he was incompetent or merely inexperienced.

In the late fifties, Abdol Reza was on record with
many bitter remarks about the Shah, among the
mildest was that the Royal Family was “thoroughly
rotten” and he was ashamed to be a member of it, that
the Shah was unable to surround himself with decent
people and that his actions were driving the country to
ruin. These assessments, it should be noted, were not
uniquely Abdol Reza’s but were shared by many
Iranians and non-Iranians at the time. The unique
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A-5 Prince Abdol Reza

aspect was that they came from a member of the

Royal Family. In commenting on the conversation the

Embassy noted that Abdol Reza “undoubtedly is full

of frustration on account of the life he is forced to lead,

a life devoid of meaning and purpose.”

There is no recent information to permit a

judgment on Abdol Reza’s current assessment of the

Shah and his actions. He apparently maintains a

distance between himself and the rest of the Royal

Family.

Others

The remaining four children of Reza Shah and of

Esmat ol-Moluk Dowlatshahi do not require much
comment. They are little known, apparently, to

official Americans and so far as can be determined,

they perform only protocol functions, if they do

anything at all. Scattered reports suggest that they

have business interests but the extent of these is

unknown. One function they do serve is to provide

relatives and friends with jobs in or near the Court.

Ahmad Reza was born in 1925, educated in

Switzerland (Le Rosey?), at the American University

SECRET

of Beirut and the University of California. He is

described as being very shy and said to live quietly. In

1944, he married Simin Bahrami * They had a son

Shahrokh and a daughter Shahla. They were divorced

in 1954 and four years later, in 1958, he married Rosa

Bozorgnia, a member of what had once been one of

the wealthiest merchant families in Meshed. This

marriage shows some of the advantages of marrying

into the Royal Family.

In the late 1 9th and early 20th centuries one of the

wealthiest merchants and landlords in Khorassan

Province was Haj Abdol Hossein Tehrani (Bozorgnia).

His family had long been prominent in the area and

Abdol Hossein not only showed proper piety by-

making the pilgrimage to Mecca but showed his

public spiritedness by building a high school for

Meshed as well as a canning factory. Abdol Hossein

died in the early forties, leaving two sons Danesh and

Ali. Much of the wealth the family accumulated was

lost by the two sons in gambling.

Danesh, well-educated and a merchant, toyed with

politics in the 1930s but retired to Tehran where he

made something of a reputation as a poet and story-

teller. Ali, also a business man served in parliament in

1928-1930 but both brothers were required to live in

Tehran when Reza Shah suspected them of plotting

against him. Ali returned to the Majlis in 1949, front

Sabzevar in Khorassan, a constituency usually

dominated by one or the other of the large landlords

in the area. The next elections were cancelled by
Mossadeq but in 1954 he was again in the Majlis and
served until the 20th session was dissolved by the

Shah in I960.

In 1963 when the first of the Shah’s new reform

parliaments was elected, old-time politician Ali

Bozorgnia was no longer in parliament. He had gone

off to the Ministry of Labor where he became chief of

*TI»c Rahrami family is large and influential. Simin's father,

Fazlollah, was a high-ranking police official who made a large for-

tune. Never vm active as a politician, he served in a large variety of

posts including mayor of Tehran, Minister of Interior and Governor

General in several provinces. Fazlollah’s brother, Farajollah

Rahrami Dabir Aazam, was Reza Shah's private secretary from

IV2.S to I *>27. Although lie ipiarrelcd with Reza Shah and was im-

prisoned. he sul>sr<|tienily served in a variety of posts abroad as well

as in Iran, l atemeh Rahrami. perhaps a sister of the other two. was

the wife of Ibrahim Zand, a longtime, high-ranking official under

both Pahlavis, whose daughter, Parissima is married to Prince

Abdol Reza.
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the labor insurance department. His qualifications for

the job were obscure but his niece had in the

meantime married into the Royal Family. In 1970

Ali’s wife, Sadri, showed up in the Majlis from one of

the Khorassan constituencies. Sadri had been active

in charitable organizations and, profiting from the

Shah’s desire to sec more women in politics, she had

become associated with the Iran Novin Party, moved

to the Ministry of Housing and with this experience

was the party’s choice for the Majlis. Aside from

influential connections through her husband she was

in her own right related to an influential Khorassan

family.

Aside from their natural attributes, the Bozorgnia’s

have been helped in their carrers by the marriage of

Danesh’s daughter, Rosa, to Prince Ahmad Reza, the

Shah’s half-brother, thus obtaining access to Court

cjrcles. Her brother Hossein (Danesh’s son) became

Secretary to Prince Ahmad Reza shortly after the

marriage and has remained in the job ever since. An
assessment of him says: “He is living proof that

education abroad need not necessarily move an

Iranian toward reform and liberalism. While he

undoubtedly recognizes the need for some changes, he

is basically interested in his own privileges and can be

expected to use his position near the seat of Iranian

power to protect them any way he can.”

Mahmud Reza was born in 1926. Educated at

UCLA and the University of Michigan in business

administration and industrial management, he

devotes his time to his various business interests and

to hunting. Once described as a “mild, not overbright

nice guy” he is happier among close hunting

companions than in social gatherings. In 1954 he

married one Mehri Zanganeh whom he divorced

about 1957. In 1964 he married Maryam Eqbal,

daughter of former prime minister and Chairman of

the Board of Anglo-Iranian Oil Company (AIOC),

Manuchehr Eqbal. They were divorced in 1965.

Mahmud Reza apparently has no children.

Hamid Reza is the youngest of the Shah’s half-

brothers, born in 1932. Old assessments—there is

nothing recent—depicted him as irresponsible,

headstrong and a spendthrift. In the early 1960s the

Shah stripped him of his title of Prince, apparently

because he had been in touch with exiled General

Timur Bakhtiar who was plotting against the Shah. In

1951 he married Minu Dowlatshahi, a cousin, whom

he divorced in 1954."' A daughter, Nilufar, was born

in 1952. He married Homa Khamnei, of whom there

is no further record, in 1955 and divorced her in 1959

after two children, Behzad and Nazok. He seems to be

unmarried at present.

Princess Fatemeh, born in 1930, is the only

daughter of Reza Shah and Esmat ol-Moluk

Dowlatshahi. She was educated in Iran and in the

United States. In her early years she was spoiled,

willful and headstrong, not unlike several others of

Reza Shah’s brood. When she was 18 there were

strong rumors that she would marry Khosrow Khan

Qashqai, a union that would have allied one of the

most troublesome tribes with the Pahlavi dynasty.

This fell through and two years later in 1950, she met

an American, Vincent Hillyer, whom she married

shortly afterwards in Rome. Hillyer apparently had

become’ acquainted with Prince Mahmud Reza, had

gone to Iran as Mahmud’s guest where he met

Fatemeh. The acquaintance was renewed later in

Europe and in the US. The Shah strongly disapproved

of the marriage and deprived the princess of her royal

privileges for a time. Hillyer apparently made a good

impression on the Shah, however, and the ban was

lifted and Hillyer received at Court. Fatemeh and

Hillyer were divorced in 1959 after two children were

born, Keyvan and Darius. Fatemeh had a brief affair

with Ardeshir Zahedi and in 1959 married the late

General Mohammad Khatami, Chief of the Air Force

and a personal pilot to the Shah for many years.

Th« Shah'i Queans

The Shah’s marital life has not been free of

difficulties. His first marriage, with Egyptian Princess

Fawziah, arranged for reasons of state, did not long

endure Reza Shah’s abdication. Fawziah, bored by

Tehran and Iranian Court life, certainly provincial by

Egyptian standards of the time, was uninterested in

the public activities expected of the Queen. In the

words of a contemporary OSS assessment, “the Shah

can get no support and understanding from her in any

serious national undertaking.” The Shah’s

extramarital affairs probably did not contribute to the

stability of the marriage. Fawziah was enraged at one

point when the Shah brought to Court a former

mistress who had been exiled to Meshed. His tastes,

at any rate, were ecumenical, Iranian, European and

•See page 59 of thu Annex. About 1956 Minu married Leland

Rosemberg, a shady wheeler and dealer who at the time was

honorary consul in Tehran of Trujillo’s Dominican Republic.
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A-6 Fawziah, the Shah's first wife

American. The Shah’s second Queen, Soraya, after

her divorce noted that “The European type appealed

to him the most;” she added that he had too much
common sense to marry one of them. The Shah’s

marriage to Soraya was apparently from genuine

affection and the subsequent divorce after eight years

was with considerable reluctance and only because

she had failed to produce an heir.* Soraya was
popular with the Iranians and her departure was an

occasion for grief among many lower class women
who seemed to identify with her.

The Shah’s marriage to Farah Diba has been

successful from a dynastic point of view, two princes

and two princesses, thus assuring the succession, all

else being equal.

Since her marriage to the Shah on 21 December
1959 Farah Diba has grown in herjob and the more

pessimistic prediction that “she will soon fall into the

clutches of the more infamous people around the Shah

and will lose many of her good qualities” has not

occurred. On the contrary, although she has

apparently aroused the jealousy of others in the Court

entourage, she has been able to present a more

constructive public image of the monarchy than had

*The Shah settled on her an annual allowance and permits her to use

the title “Princess.”

A-7 Princess Soraya, the Shah's second wife

previously been the case. The increasing role that the

Shah has permitted her over the years and especially

the act of providing that she became Regent in case of

necessity suggests the confidence that the Shah has in

her. Farah has not, however, built up a following

personally loyal to her. Her influence derives from her

position as Queen and from her personal qualities;

should she become Regent her ability to influence

developments would be limited by her lack of a per-

sonal mechanism to get things done.

Farah was born in 1938 in Iran, educated in Italian

and French schools in Tehran and in 1957, at the age

of 19, she went to Paris to study architecture. There

she met Princess Shahnaz, the daughter of the Shah

and Fawziah, who later introduced her to the Shah.

Farah is from a poorer branch of the Diba family,

one of the more distinguished families of Azerbaijan

Province. While the marriage was not primarily

political the Azerbaijan connection is an advantage to
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the Shah as the province has often felt ill-treated by
Tehran. *

The Diba family has provided diplomats, Majlis

deputies, religious leaders and businessmen under

both the Qajars and the Pahlavis. Some of the family

were close to the throne even before the marriage,

even though one Diba, treasurer-general to Reza
Shah, had a violent disagreement with his sovereign

and the Dibas fell into disfavor with the old Shah.

Another family member served in six sessions of the

Majlis, from 1923 to 1938, as representative of the

Shahsavan tribes of Azerbaijan.

Farah’s great-grandfather was a poet and a major
landowner in Azerbaijan, her grandfather, one of six

brothers, had been a diplomat, serving in Czarist

Russia and in Holland. Farah’s father, Sohrab, died

in 1948. He had been educated at St. Cyr, served as an
Iranian army officer and later resigned to go into

business.

Farah’s mother, Farideh who is now about 54 years

old, is from the Qotbi family, well-known in their

home province of Gilan but not prominent nationally.

Farideh had two brothers, Brig. Gen. Hossein Qotbi,

retired, and Mohammad Ali Qotbi, an architect on
whom Farideh and Farah were dependent after the

death of Sohrab Diba.

Certainly Farah’s main accomplishment, at least

from the point of view of the Shah, was to provide a

Crown Prince and thus increase the possibility that

the Pahtavi dynasty will survive. This accomplished,
(

•Under the Qpjars Azerbaijan was usually the fief of the Crown
Prince who was sent there as a child and remained there until he

assumed the throne, if he lived that long. This provided the Crown

Prince with experience in governing, such as it was, and removed him

from Tehran where he might engage in dangerous intrigues against the

throne. In more recent times, the Azerbaijanis have felt that Reza Shah

discriminated openly against them in favor of the Caspian area (his

home province) and other parts of the country. A story is told that Reza

Shah, while visiting Azerbaijan was addressed by a local notable in

Azerbaijani Turkish rather than Persian. Reza Shah, knocked him

down, kicked him and expressed extreme displeasure with so-called

Persians who could not speak Persian. (US Cons, Tabriz, A-4, 10

January 1949, Secret.) The present Shah did not visit Azerbaijan

for several years after ascending the throne. Tehran is sensitive to

the separateness implied by the almost universal use of Azerbaijani

Turkish in that province. The official language is Persian, and

when, in 1969, Farah visited Azerbaijan she was reported as speak-

ing “fluent Azeri dialect of Persian,” while a Tabriz University

professor described Azeri as “one of the most developed of the Ira-

nian languages.” (US Cons, Tabriz, A-5, 15 February 1969.) Both

statements are factually untrue; Azeri is Turkish.
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she proceeded to add another prince and two
princesses to the dynasty but the Shah soon recogniz-
ed Farah’s potential as a political asset, something
neither of his other wives had been. Starting about
1965, she became more visible publicly. Although the

Queen has been expefcted to take an interest in

charitable works, Farah has really worked at it, unlike

her predecessors. She also takes an active part in

women’s affairs, although in this she risks crossing

Ashraf who is the recognized leader in such things.

The increasing political role she was being permitted

was signalled in 1966 when she made an official visit

to the eastern provinces of Seistan and Baluchistan.

During this trip Farah acted very much in the role of

the Shah. The fact that she was accompanied by
responsible ministers and not only by protocol and
ceremonial functionaries indicates that the Shah in-

tended that she should be a stand-in for him. In the

course of this visit to one of the poorest and most
backward parts of the country, she ordered the com-
pletion of various projects, the initiation of others,

donated funds and made inspections, all actions which

the Shah normally initiates during such trips.

In 1967 parliament, at the request of the Shah,
amended the Constitution to permit Farah to act as

Regent in case something happened to the. Shah before

the Crown Prince comes of age in 1980. In the

following years, Farah maintained a high degree of

visibility, making provincial visits, accompanying the

Shah on state visits abroad and acting as sponsor or

chairwoman of a wide variety of meetings, committees

and symposia.

There was a hiatus in her activities in late 1972 and
1973. In November 1972, the Queen left Iran abruptly

for Europe accompanied by her youngest son, Ali

Reza. This sparked rumors of a rift between the Shah
and Farah. Although there were suggestions that

Ashraf may have had a hand in the affair it seems
more likely that the Shah’s dalliance with another
woman was the real cause. At any rate, Farah
returned. For nearly a year she confined herself to

social and humanitarian projects but in mid- 1974 she

again became politically active when she received a

group of governors-general in an audience, the first

time this has happened.

The extent of Farah’s influence on the Shah’s

thinking and actions cannot be precisely gauged.
Farah is more Europeanized than the Shah—she does
most of her reading in French and English and does
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not normally read anything printed in Persian.* She

must have had, at least initially, little realization of

the difficulties involved in pushing forward modern

social programs in the general atmosphere of intrigue

which continues to pervade the Iranian bureaucracy.

The Queen appears to have raised with the Shah in

recent years at least three issues, which may have

borne somefruit; 1) that not only the Shah, the Queen
and their children should be scrupulously honest and
above reproach but that all members of the Royal

Family as well as their followers should meet the same
high standards. This utopian proposition does

nothing to enhance Farah’s position with the most

powerful members of the Royal Family, whose pec-

cadilloes, malfeasances and misfeasances have been

common gossip for decades, 2) she is also said to have

urged the necessity of bringing young blood into Ira-

nian economic, political and social institutions, and 3)

that merit rather than connections be recognized as

the basis of promotion and responsibility. The Shah

has subsequently stressed this theme, although

whether or not as a direct result of the Queen’s posi-

tion cannot be determined. Finally, the Empress is

reported to have urged her husband to give sym-

pathetic consideration to legitimate academic

grievances of the students and to take prompt action

when possible. This also may have had an effect on

subsequent actions of the Shah.
.

The greatest weakness in Farah’s position appears

to be her lack of a mechanism responsible to her

personally which could support. her. Her power and

influence derives from her position as the wife of the

Shah, She has developed alternate channels using

'personal assistants—as separate from her official

sta<h—to make her wishes known and to get things

don^but this apparently has not developed into the

kind ^network and linkages which an ambitious

Iranian needs for support.

Farah’s principal asset seems to be her popularity

with the population as a whole, something that

probably no other member of the Royal Family except,

the Shah has achieved. Her candor and directness, her

obviously genuine interest in the welfare of the

country and her frequent sallies at bureaucrats and

sycophants strike a responsive chord. She is, however,

’Lack of easy fluency in written Persian, and sometimes in spoken

Persian has often been noted among those Iranians who have had a

long foreign education, often starting when they were children. The

more affected manners of some of the European-educated Iranians have

been the subject of several satirical plays and books.

shut off from an interchange with a wider segment of

the population by her staff, headed by Karim Pasha

Bahadori who screens all material destined for her

desk and apparently passes on only petitions

concerning social and welfare cases.

If she became Regent the fact of her popularity

would have to be taken into account by any other

vt-ii'enders for power. Whether this popularity would

translate into effective support for her as a genuine

leader, or whether she would be simply a figurehead

for an ambitious politician only the event itself can

tell.

The Crown Prince

Crown Prince Reza Cyrus was born in 1960. Now
at age 15 he is getting increasing exposure to the

public. He is more frequently mentioned as an

individual engaged in individual activities rather than

simply a member of the Royal Family.

Reza is being educated in the Reza Pahlavi School,

which was specially created for the purpose. At the

time of its founding, the school was said to have twelve

students in addition to the Crown Prince, six boys and

six girls all approximately the same age. The names

of his classmates seem never to have been announced

but the school is headed by Mrs. Homa
Khosrowshahi-Zarrabi, a former classmate of Queen

Farah. Classes are taught both in Persian and French.

Little solid information is available on the Crown
Prince personally. He is said to be a mediocre student

of average ability. Press stories offer little help in

assessing Crown Prince Reza. He is described as

“magnanimous,” “generous,” “protector of the

weak,” “always obedient” and “possessing an

amazing intelligence,” all virtues but all also phrases

suffering from the same hyperbole that is obligatory

when the Iranian press talks about the Royal Family.

In 1973, the Crown Prince was exposed to the

provinces when TTe-visitecL Meshed, a trip that did

double duty; he attended the finals of the Crown

Prince Soccer Tournament and made a religious

pilgrimage to the Shi ’a Muslim shrine of the Imam
Reza. In mid-1974, he again made the papers as an

individual when he was noted as having made his first

solo aircraft flight; following that, the Shah decreed

that “in the interests of the state” the Crown Prince

would no longer fly solo but must always be accom-
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pamed by a pilot.* In 1975, he was introduced on the

international scene when he represented the Shah at

the opening of the Suez Canal.

In the next few years, Reza will probably be given

increasing public exposure and more ceremonial

duties to perform. He has not yet been involved in any

military-related activities but it seems likely that this

too will follow. The Queen announced in mid-

October 1974 that all of Reza ’s education would take

place in Iran and that foreign visits would be limited

to vacation periods. He will almost certainly receive

some military training, perhaps attending the military

college, but most of his education will probably

continue to be in private. The security problems that

will continue to exist suggests that attendance at one

of the public universities would be too risky.

The Shah’s opinion of his son’s potential is not

,
known. Mohammad Reza has been careful not to

predict too much for his successor; “A king of the

future will be able to do a great deal of good if he is

willing. On the other hand, we are fixing things so he

W can do no harm. ” The Prince would be able to rule as

he himself did if he is a “big man,” and that was yet to

be seen. “If he turns out to be a big man, he will be

accepted as a father, but the kind of father we knew in

our childhood. You listened to him. If the Crown
Prince turns out to be an ordinary person he will find

.s,
that his father had built a government structure that

will allow him to rule in a less completely monarchical

fashion.”**

Pahlavi Forebears

To complete the record of the Pahlavis a few more
words pn the origins of the family are appropriate.

Early in his career as a national figure Reza Shah

apparently gave some encouragement to a fictitious

biography which connected him with the ancient

Sassanian dynasty. He did not pursue this line himself

but as late as 1948 some of his admirers were still

' propagating the tale. In actual fact the family cannot
• be traced earlier than the 19th century when,

according to the most common versions, Morad AH
: Khan and Abbas Ali Khan, Reza Shah’s grandfather

*1hc Shah is himself an experienced pilot but at least in his

earlier years showed a recklessness that made it more likely that

he would die accidently than of natural causes. (See e g., USAIR
Tehran. 1.84* (1124. 2 August 1965. SECRET NFI>.)

.
**A- M. Rosenthal, “Shah selling oil to whom he pleases,’’

fftw York Timts, 31 March 1974 (Sunday), p. 16, col. 1.

J4

and father respectively, were landowners of some

stature in the mountain village of Alasht in the

Caspian Province of Mazanderan. Both are described

as having been colonels in the Seventh Savad Kuh
Regiment, designations which are perhaps

misleading. In the time of the Qajars local notables

were expected to raise levies of troops on demand of

the Shah for use in military campaigns. The number

of troops provided usually determined the military

rank the commander might be given for the duration

of the campaign.

Reza Shah’s father, Abbas Ali Khan, was one of

three brothers (see Figure 8); he had at least five

wives. His first four wives bore him 32 children of

whom seven sons and four daughters survived to

adulthood. Three sons left their home village and

went to Babolsar on the Caspian. These families are

subsequently untraceable. The other four remained in

their home village of Alasht and their descendents still

reside there. Reza Shah was the only son of his

father’s fifth wife. The father died in November 1878

when Reza was barely eight months old. His mother

Nush Afarin went to Tehran with Reza where she

lived with a brother for several years. Nush Afarin

subsequently remarried although her new husband’s

name is not on the record. She had another son who
became a medical doctor in the- Cossack Division.*

Gon«rol Atabai

It is possible that Reza’s half-brother was General

(Dr.) Hadikjan Atabai who was in charge of the Army
pharmaceutical department, probably in the 1930s.

He is best known as Reza Shah’s son-in-law, the

husband of Reza’s first daughter, Hamdam. Atabai is

first found in an OSS report of 1942 where his name is

given as Hadikjan. He transferred to the Ministry of

Health in 1941 and in the same year he was arrested

at the request of the British. Atabai had spent five

years studying in Germany and had apparently been

recruited by German intelligence. On his return to

Iran he is said to have sent back reports to Berlin by

concealing them in pharmaceuticals sent via Turkey.

Later reporting in the sixties and seventies—when he

has already dropped from view—confuses him with a

relative, Aboi Fath Atabai, who is a Court hanger-on.

•These details ate from the only full length study of Reza Shah yet

published (Donald Wilber, Reza Shah Pahlavi, ike Resurrection and

Rramstnuhtm «/ Pan. I.S7R-PW, Exposition Press, Hicksville, N.Y.

1975. pp. 3-8.
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Morad AM Khan

Many of the men Reza Shah chose to be generals

had served with him in the Cossack Brigade. Since

there could not have been many M.D.’s; serving with

the Cossacks, Atabai would be a logical candidate for

the son of Nush Afarin and her second husband. This

relationship would also account in part for the

continued presence at Court of the Atabai family.*

Princess Hamdam

Princess Hamdam is one of the more, obscure

members of the Royal Family. She was Reza Shah’s

oldest child, born to his first wife. She is nearly 20

years older than the Shah and, rarely if ever sees

foreigners- No personal evaluation of her is possible.

•Abol Faih Atabai, an undersecretary of the Ministry of Court and

his son, Kambiz Atabai, a director general of the Ministry of Court.

Judging from the year of her birth, about 1901, she

must have had little formal education.

She married at least three times, first to Lt. General
t

Hadikjan Atabai, before 1924. Hamdam and Atabai

had three children, Amir Reza (b. 1924) who in 1942

was reported to be serving with the German SS, a son

Cyrus and a daughter Simin who married an

American.

After divorcing Atabai sornuirne before 1948,

Princess Hamdam married Engineer Behrun. She

subsequently declared that marriage invalid, for

unspecified reasons, and married a young Tehran

lawyer, Amir-Aslani whom she divorced about 1948.

There are several Amir-Aslanis but Hamdam ’s

husband cannot be further identified. No subsequent

marriages or children are on the record.
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ANNEX B

SAMPLE OF IRANIAN ELECTORAL CONSTITUENCIES

This annex examines in some detail four Majlis con-

stituencies. Although the choice of constituencies has

been governed mostly by the availability of infor-

mation, they also illustrate the variety and types of in-

fluence which play a role in the election of deputies.

Information on elections and personalities is generally

adequate up to 1963 but inadequate for purposes of

this^paper since then.

Tehran

A large percentage of the politically articulate are

concentrated in Tehran, and the city plays a major

role in the country’s politics. Special interest groups

are important and electoral results have often been

less predictable than in some other constituencies.

After 1906 two groups made their weight felt in the

selection of the Tehran delegation to the Majlis.

These were traditional middle class professional and

merchant elements and the religious elements. Their

influence arose from their leadership of the

Constitutional Revolution of 1906. Even under Rez^

Shah’s dictatorship a certain number of candidates

who had genuine popularity among these two groups

were allowed to be elected on the theory that their

numbers would be ineffectual and that their being

elected would serve as some sort of palliative to

complaints of election-rigging. Consequently men
such as Mohammad Mossadeq, Ayatollah Modaress

and Mohammad Taqi Bahar were frequently elected

from Tehran even though the various governments

that permitted their election knew these men would

play an opposition role. Generally speaking, the

number of popular candidates varied inversely with

the strength of the central government but in any

election a certain number were elected.

Four important Tehran families so established

themselves in city politics that there was almost

invariably a representative of the family in each

Tehran delegation. Three of these families, the

Emami-Khoy, the Behbehani and the Tabatabai dated

their influence back to the 1906 revolution and the

fourth, the Massudi, owed its influence to the fact that

it published several of the most influential Tehran

periodicals. Although each of the first three families

rose to prominence because of its role in the

revolution, the continued political importance was

due less to the fact of public devotion than to a very

practical talent for manipulating the bazaaris—the

religious oriented, conservative merchants of the

Tehran bazaar. Because of the prominent religious

position of the first three families the often fanatically

religious bazaaris were willing to follow their lead

politically and to vote for whomever these families

supported. All three families worked through street

leaders to mobilize the bazaaris at election time and it

was not surprising at one time to find the urbane

Jamal Emami participating in a birthday party for

Shaban Jafaari, nicknamed “The Brainless,” a south

Tehran thug who was prominent in the pro-Shah

uprising against Mossadeq in 1953.

The essentials for election in Tehran have been

government and court approval, though not neces-

sarily active support. In no case in the four elections

frpm 1947 through 1956 were candidates elected

solely because of government support. Government

approval, however, was given reluctantly and with the

realization that some of the deputies would be in op-

position.

A second essential was that the candidate be able to

count on the loyalty of a sizeable bloc of votes. He
might have them by virtue of his position and

influence among the bazaaris, as did the Emamis,

Behbehanis or Tabatabais; by virtue of the support of

a professional society as did Mohammad
Derakhshesh who had the backing of his Society of

Normal School Graduates in the 18th Majlis; by

virtue of the support of one or more political “parties”

such as Mozaffar Baqai’s Toilers Party, Khalil
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Maleki’s Third Force, the Iran Party, or Pan Iran; or

because of purchase, of support from one of the three

families or from street leaders.

The third essential is an adeptness in log-rolling.

Votes must be traded with other political leaders,

purchased from them or as was the case with the

Massudis, acquired from other political leaders in

turn for favorable treatment in family controlled

periodicals.

The floating uncontrolled vote was a factor in

Tehran and every candidate indulged in a

considerable amount of old fashioned electioneering,

with hewspaper ads, pamphlets and loudspeakers.

This was true even with relatively well-controlled

election.

Coalitions of candidates were invariably formed

and there was a great deal of pooling of strength. On
the, basis of the 15th thru the 18th elections, the

generalization seems justified that these coalitions

were to some extent ideological as well as purely

for personal convenience. In the elections for the 16th

Majlis (1950), for example, a group of nationalist

candidates headed by Mohammad Mossadeq formed

an alliance which captured eight of the twelve Tehran

seats. The only candidates strong enough to win

without the support of this group were the heads of

each of the four influential families. The nationalist

coalition could deliver the votes of the Iran Party, the

Toilers Party, various professional societies, the

Kashani and Haerizadeh supporters in the bazaar,

and a large group of independents among whom
Mossadeq was popular. The central government was

a fairly weak one and did not interfere against the

nationalist- coalition. In this Majlis the eight Tehran

deputies plus a few allies from the provinces were able

to gain absolute control of the Majlis because of the

mobilization of their followers into huge mobs in

Tehran. This bloc under the leadership of Mossadeq

.dominated Iranian politics for nearly three years.

The extent to which the traditional Tehran political

forces have been superseded during the last ten years

is not clear. Recent candidates have been chosen

apparently on the basis of socio-economic grouping;

guilds, businessmen or independents, all of course

pledged to support the Shah’s program. This would

not, however, have prevented candidates from being

supported by or pledged to the interests of

traditional forces; only the names would be changed.

The New Majlis in Tehran

The Tehran delegation to the 21st, the “Reform”
Majlis in 1963 showed a completely new set of faces.

Deputies beholden to the fout families are no longer

clearly identifiable, and three new seats were added to

the constituency. The Shah, instead of being one of

several factors on the Tehran political scene was now,

as everywhere else, the only one. He assigned

Tehran’s Mayor Ahmad Naficy to help him in

choosing reliable pro-reform candidates and in

making sure that the subsequent voting went satis-

factorily.*

The deputies which emerged represented the types

which the Shah was interested in bringing into his

brand of representative government: women, labor,

guild members and businessmen.

The three women deputies had all been active and

well-known in women’s societies, female education

and charities. Their prominence in these fields was

probably the major factor in their being chosen. The
Moslem clergy was opposed to them on principle but

this, of course, had no effect on the outcome of

the elections. The women—all establishment

types—campaigned sporadically and mostly for

appearance sake and they apparently did not

campaign at all among the lower class women who
form the bulk of the female population.
Characteristics which probably played a role in their

selection are set forth below.

Jahanbani, Showkat Malek—daughter of a Qajar prince,

marrjed to a cousin, another Jahanbani. One of the top

40 families.

Parsai. Farokhru—wife of General Shirin-Sokhan. Her

father was a journalist and her mother was one of Iran’s

early suffragettes.

Tarbiyat, Hajar—widow of Mirza Mohammad Ali

Tarbiyat. a Majlis deputy from Tabriz for six sessions

between 1 909 and 1 940. She was close to the deputy from

Kermanshah, Mrs. Mchrangiz Dowlatshahi, an

influential women's leader.

The labor interest was represented by three men.

All had only a primary education but had been active

in labor syndicate affairs and apparently had some

•Naficy was responsible for metropolitan Tehran. Other officials,

were assigned responsibility for labor, education and the intellectuals.

Inasmuch as these are concentrated in Tehran there must have been

some conflict with Naficy but how this affected the outcomdis not clear.

One of Naficy 's accomplishments is clear, however. He was also

responsible for women’s organizations and his wife was elected from

Kerman.
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following. Given tiv irir <
! the security forces in

monitoring and directing labor affairs these men were

clearly "safe,” and were probably personally known
to Labor Minister Khosrovani who was responsible

for the labor and syndicate vote. Other characteristics

follow:

Amir-Ahniatli. Ahmad- had hern affiliated with the

political group organized >iy former 1 ehran Ma\«r I'oi ud

and veteran pnlitie.il operator Ass.idnllah Rashidian.

Snebi. I leydar - had hem i.jmv assix iiited with the

political party of lilt* derca-rd conservative politician.

Seyecl /ia Tabatabai Hi appateutlv played a significant

role m the act ivities li-ndint; to the overthrow or Mossadcc]

•i’liee lie iviis awarded ihe 28|li Mord.nl medal winch was

giu-ii to civilians who were acme .11 dial time He may
actually have been a government agent, he had associated

with but not joined the Tudeh Party and ihen switched

abruptly to oppose both the Tudeh and Mossadeq.

Scyfi, Amir Ali—belonged to Iran Novin workers

organization and had been active in labor affairs for

many years before.

Two men representing guilds, four identified as civil

servants and one businessman completed the roster

for the 2.1st Majlis.

One-third of the deputies who were elected in 1963

held office until 1975. There was some turnover in

each election. In all, the 68 seats which were available

during those three elections, were shared by 39

different deputies. One of the three original female

deputies served all 12 years. A second served eight

years and was then appointed to the senate by the

Shah and a third, after serving five years, became

Iran's first female Cabinet minister, Minister of

Education, which she held until 1974 Two of the

three labor representatives served until 1975 and the

third one went to the Tehran City Council.

In general, information is insufficient to indicate

why a deputy was replaced. Nearly all, however,

moved on to positions befitting a former Majlis

deputy. Several of them served on the Central

Committee of Iran Novin. Fifty to sixty percent of the

deputies were re-elected each time for the 22nd (1967)

and 23rd (1971) Majlis and the proportions of the

various groups remained about the same.

The mid-1975 elections for the 24th Majlis showed

a greater turnover which compared to the situation

nation-wide. Only seven out of 27 incumbents were

re-elected. One was the 69 year-old speaker of the

Majlis Abdollnh Utazi, who was first elected in 1963.

Me has been close 10 the Shah who apparently likes
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the tight, schoolmasterisli control he exerts over the

Mtij/i 1 . The deputy speaker Hussein Khatibi was also

re-elected. Two other deputies have served two

previous terms and four others have served one term

before. One labor member was returned to the Majlis

after being absent for eight years.

The Tehran delegation now shows six persons iden-

tified as workers, five women, five guildsmen. four

professionals, lour government officials and three

business men.

Rey

Six miles south of Tehran, or.ee • scp.iratf village

but now little more than a suburb of the capital is the

town of Rey. It is best known as the site of an

important religious shrine, Shah Abdoi Azfrn and

of the tomb of Reza Shah. Because of its proximity to

Tehran it has usually fallen strongly under the in-

fluence of Tehran’s political forces.

The 1947-1960 period illustrated the functioning of

two major influences, a strong prime minister and the

clergy. The Shah, still contending for ultimate power,

was a secondary influence. During this period,

covering five Majlis sessions, two men alternated in

'.be single se-it from Rey. Mends Mashuyekhi, a

political opportunist who has “shown a devotion to

only one calling in life, that of a large scale crook,”

was a protege of a strong prime minister in two

elections and had the benefit of his incumbency and

no other acceptable candidates in a third, although he

had no roots in the constituency.* In two other

elections a prominent lawyer. Dr. Mohammad Ali

Hcdayati. custodian of the religious shrine was

elected. His family has held this position for 300 years.

Hcdayati also was close to the Shah but this was

insufficient to win him the seat in those elections when

he did not have the Prime Minister's support.**

As in other constituencies, the deputies from Rey
looked different in the "reform” period, 1963 to 1975.

*!3ih Majlis <1947) Prime Minister Qavam : 18th Majlis V.

Prime Minister Zahedi; 19th Majli. (1936) Prime Minister Ala a w, -i;-

minister. The Shah would prnbahh. have pp.-P-md Hedawn
latter had meantime belli appointed to the t’N. 'the • *! -

. e

Mashnyekhi was eieeted suggests that lie had (wistaided ;)•' giAetf!-

mem that he was "safe.” no matter what his previous v** uni h:*d been.

**16th Majlis (1950) Prime Minister Ali Mar.'ii 20tb Majlis

(I960) Prime Minister Manuchchr Eqt.-a! The Sh,r s support did

Hive Hedayatj the position of alternate depvly in the 1 8th Majlis

meaning he would have replaced Mashayekhi had the latter been

eliminated for some reason.
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Deputies From Rey
(1963-1975)

21st Majlis (1963-1967) Hadi Hedayati
22ad Majlis (1967-1971) Fazlollah Motamedi
23rd Majlis (1971—1975) Qassem Mashayekbi

Hedayat Eslam-Nia

The influence of the government and the Court,

now coalesced into the Iran Novin Party, was
predominant. The choice of another Hedayati
suggests that the party felt it useful to have a familiar

name from Rey, even though Hadi was so little

esteemed by his law students that they refused to

accord him the usual courtesy of rising when he
entered the classroom. But he was on the executive

committee of the Iran Novin Party and close to the

then party leader Hassan Ali Mansur. From the

Majlis Hedayati was appointed to the cabinet as

'Minister of Education, a post which he held for less

than a year when he became a Minister of State, a
position he still holds.

In 1967, Fazlollah Motamedi got the nod, for

reasons which are unclear. He was, however, a friend

of the Minister of Posts, Telephone and Telegraph,

Fathollah Sotudeh, which may have been the

determining factor.*

•He is not to be confused with ,v„>ther Fazlollah Motamedi, a senior
civil servant who served as a governor-general and has most recently

been an undersecretary in the Ministry of the Interior. The relationship

of the mjiny Motamedis is unclear, and the deputy’s credentials for the
post may be better than the scanty information indicates.

SECRET

Rey had two deputies in the 23rd Majlis . Again a
familiar name appears, Qassem Mashayekhi, a career
civil servant in the Ministry of Information, perhaps
related to the former deputy from Rey; he appears to

have no other particular qualification Hedayat
Eslami-Nia was another unknown. He apparently has
been a minor bureaucrat and has been on the Central
Committee of the Iran Novin Party which suggests
useful connections somewhere.

Birjand

An outstanding example of the persistence of
traditional forces even in an apparently reformist

period is seen in eastern Iran—the fiefdom of the
Alam family, centered on Birjand. Although there has
been competition within the family for leadership

there have been only sporadic efforts—none
successful—to challenge the family’s control, which
goes back at least a century and a half.

The relatives or clients of the Alam family w!«> have
held seats from Birjand have been determined more
on the basis of family politics than on any wider
considerations. There are two faedcar fe competition,
the Alams and the Khozeimeh-Alams . The situation
has been complex and only partially intelligible in the
absence of information on local political dynamics.
The essentials are set out in the following chart.

Birjand

Majlis Session Deputy Special Qualifications

9th-17tb

(1933-1953)

Mohammad Ali Mouse

f

Brother-in-law of Amir Assadollah Alam,
although he was violently opposed to

Moeaadeq, family influence was strong

enough to get him elected even to the

Mossadeqist-dominsted 17th Majlis.
18th-20tb Amir Hossein Khozeimeh- Cousin and brother-in-law of Amir Assadol-
(1953-1963)

The Reform Period

Alam lah Alam and Alam’s main rival within
the family .*

2 1st-22nd

(1963-1971)

Abol Fas) Soleimani Protege of Amir Assadollah, son of his ele-

mentary school teacher, Sheikh Ahmed
Naraqi Naraqi had also been a deputy
from Birjand. •*

23rd

(1971-1975)

Amir Alam-Khozeimeh No background information but clearly a
member of the family.

24th

(1975-1979)

Amir Khozeimeh-Alam Probably identical.

•After this session Khozeimeh-Alam wu Appointed Senator, a post he still holds.
••Soleimani, after leaving the Majlis, was appointed a director general in the Ministry of Court.
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Seistan

South of the Alam stronghold of Birjand, tn another

province but still in the Mam Dibit is the Seistan

constituency. Here also the Mams have generally

dictated the choice of deputies. The constituency is a

large desert area with scattered villages and some

nomadic- Baluchi tribes. A border area, it normally

has had a substantial military garrison. This situation

normally would mean that a military-tribal coalition

chose the deputies, but in this case tribal influence is

secondary to that of the Alams, although the latter

favor Baluchi chiefs as their candidates.

The characteristirs of the representatives from this

constituency has changed very little over the decades.

The Alams seem to take into account local

sensibilities; the area as a whole Is moslly Baluchi and

10th

(lO.V)i

17 th

( 1 9.12

)8th

1 19.53

1 9th

1 151.56)

I960)**

Deputy Special Qualifications

Abdollah Voss uq

h.t.'mad ed-Dowleh

Amir I! Ossein Khozeimeh-

Alam

N o election

Brother of us- then prime minister. Ahmad

Qavam. His election probably quid pro quo

with Qavam supporting Alams in Tehran;

Shah at that time was second to Qavam in

political influence.

(See Birjand; he moved to that constituency

in the 1953 elections.)

Johangir I'afuzoli

Kbrahitn Pordeli

Assadollah Alam elected but resigned in favor

of Tafazoli; may have been reward for

Tafaaoli'a aid to Shah during overthrow of

Mosxadeq.*

Baluchi tribal chief, Assadollah Alam protege.

Khrahim I’m deli

Amanollah Rigi Alam elected but he resigned in favor of Rigt

who is an oil company employee Baluchi

t ribal chief.

The Reform Period

list

1963 1967

:

22nd

1 1 967

23rd

>1971

1971.'

Amanollali Kigi (Zahedan.

Mohammad lloxnein Narui

Zitboli

Amanollah Rigi tZahedan

Khrahim Pordeli (Zahol)

Amanollah Rigi i Zahedan i

Mohammad lltwin Narui

Little known, a chief of the Niirui Baluchis.

Relative of Pordeli.

: Zahedan

!

Ksniail Khozeitneh iZabol,

Mohammad llossein

Rah bar t Zahol-

Khodadad Rigi Zahedan:

Rahman Barak /.m

i Zahedan)

Kbrahim Pord.il Zahol'

Mohammad llossein

Rahlrnr Zahol •

63 year old son of Samasatned-'Dowh'h. n

member of the Alam family and one time

deputy governor of Seistan.

\ protege of Amir Assadollah Mam.

Retired gendarmerie offieer. A Rigi Raluci;..

He is from the Barak zai Baluchi chili. Re-

places Narui.

P.m U* '’""‘I' '“"l
‘

orB.nlo.tte., all of »l»m Pla.vrf llrfltOTtW «dv *' ' , '.'
rthre*

loirtaroull.l VS Knibaa.y Tohran. U'P I*'. S.'P it>. 0*-’- - N 'ir‘

divided .n.n -aw Zalnalan and Za.,„l Dlaine..

:ieli Zahedan atid Zuhul.
;ed t uts, tw
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so men recognized as Baluchi leaders usually have

support of the Alam family. In the last 20 years no

complete outsider Has been selected. In the city of

Zahedan where there are a large number of Zabolis,

Kermanis and Yazdis all of whom are in business

competition with the Birjandis who also live there, a

Birjandi has not been chosen since 1950. The ruse by

which Tafazoli received his seat in 1953—Assadollah

Alam was elected but resigned in favor of

Tafazoli—suggests some caution in ramming 'an

outsider down the throats of the electorate in a too

obvious manner. A similar maneuver in 1960 enabled

Amanollah Rigi to obtain his seat. Why this was
necessary is not clear because Rigi was well-known

locally,

The Alams and the Khozeimeh-AIams may have

decided to divide the Seistan representation between
them. In the 21st and the 22nd Majlis elections it

appears that the Zahedan deHuty was the Alam

choice and the Zabol deputy was. the Khozeimeh-

Aiam man. In the 23rd and 24th sessions—now with

four seats to divide—both families are represented

in each constituency.*

Given sufficient information it is probable that a

similar pattern would emerge in many constituencies,

i.e., the persistence of traditional local forces but in a

new guise. Few are as obvious as Birjand/Seistan and

one might speculate that those areas where a single

power has been dominant have been more successful

in maintaining power than those areas where shifting

coalitions have been the rule. If information were

available it might be found that the urban areas show

a greater loss of influence on the part of the traditional

elites because of the breakdown of the old political

machinery and the rise of new sources of power. But

these speculations remain to be tested.

•Ri*i (Zahedan) and Kahhar (Zabol) for the Alams and Barakzai

(Zahedan) and Pordeli (Zabol) for Khozeimeh-Alam.
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A Comment on Source*

A large number of sources, both classified and unclassified, have been used, m the

preparation of this study. Perhaps a score of the unclassified documents. *<**•

monographs, articles and privately circulated papers have been the most useful.

Some' of them are mentioned in the footnotes and all are listed m a separate

bibliography, available on request.

Several hundred official documents spanning more than three decades have been

used Most of them arc Foreign Service despatches with CIA field reports and

military-produced documents second and third in numbers and importance. None of

the reporting, of course, wa, designed specifically to meet the needs of a study, such as

that attempted here.

Through the thirty-year span the reporting, as might be expected has varied

greatly in quantity and quality, reflecting not only the slate of knowledge of the

individual officers but also assumptions, mostly unspoken, about the importance of

Iran to the United States and equally undefined judgements about the relative value

of Iranian institutions. Some of the most valuable reporting grew out of the personal

interests of the officers concerned. Mandatory reporting seems to lose tts value more

quickly.
*

The core data used for this paper is biographic information in the broadest sense.

This data is voluminous, but often breaks down at points which are of major

importance for elite analysis. The older biographic information seems to be more

sensitive to the nuances of family relationships than later reporting. Social

background information also tends'.o be seamy, and informat.on on spouses or on

fathers and mothers is rare. The paucity of background informat.on on military

officers constitutes a serious gap in view of the potential power of the armed forces to

affect domestic politics. A specific effori to create profiles of officers at the general

officer, the field grade and the company grade level would be a valuable tool for

gaining some appreciation of military attitudes in the post-Shah era.*

Honorable mention should be made of several embassy reports of the past which ate

still worth reading; a series of reports on the Shah between 1951 and 1967 provide an

essential background for understanding the monarch and his development. They are

well-written, analytical and successfully portray the Shah in the context of his

family politics and traditional society. Although Mohammad Mossadeq has been

dismissed with only a mention in this paper, he still exerts a strong influence on many

Iranians, including some whom he would have been the firs. <o d.«vow^ A 1952

despatch examines Mossadeq in detail but, more importantly, provides a backSr°“n°

for the nationalist appeal which is still valid. In 1959 the Consulate tn Meshed

prepared a despatch in which it examined about 120 personalities from the .

and Khorassan areas. In many respects it is a model of its kind, skillfully weaving

together the multiple strands of family, personal and politicalI ambition and intrigue

together with provincial and national considerations. Although now 1 7 years old, this

despatch is still valuable for anyone attempting to understand provincial politics. If a

~H^neep. ol "bi,,graphic intelligence" rathe, than biographic information -nigh, be metollhu

. te-r an individual or a group of individuals, in the context of family, society and

reporting capabilities.
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similar study were available today there would be a unique opportunity to examine in

detail how this very traditional area hj»s responded to the great changes of the last

decade. *

In biographic reporting one series of CIA field reports stands out. In 1961 several

nationalists, supporters of Mossadeq, were interviewed in depth. This resulted in

reports which detailed their thinking, their hopes and their aspirations. In retrospect,

these reports probably did not receive the consideration they should have. The

generally held belief at the time that the nationalists were finished—as in one respect

they were—and therefore of little importance led to failure to consider how deep and

widespread their concerns were. In an intensified and more virulent form these

concerns are now being expressed by the succeeding generation in assassinations,

bombings and terrorism.**

Coverage of Iranian institutions has been spotty, especially in the last decade,

Preoccupation with the Shah as the main actor on the Iranian scene has led to a

neglect of the other elements of government and society with which the Shah must
work or contend.

Since the Shah attained his pre-eminent position the Majlis has been considered as

simply a rubber stamp for the monarch's policies. It has, therefore, not been

examined in the last 15 years with any of the thoroughness which was the case in the

1950s. Information on the present operation of the Majlis, the power that it does have

to influence government programs, initiate its own programs and otherwise function

as a parliament would provide a basis for comparison with earlier periods.***

The religious community, even though a principal opponent of the Shah, is little

known Several embassy reports in the late 1950s and early 1960s provided, a very

useful basis of information for understanding the role and function of the religious

leaders. A steady trickle of CIA field reports throughout the years and continuing to

the present have provided an invaluable glimpse of Soviet interest in and contacts

with the. clergy as well as occasional information on religious attitudes toward the

government. Lacking, however, is the information which would provide a sense of

structure to the religious community; the relative influence of the various religious

leaders, areas of society {e.g., bazaar, intellectuals, townspeople) where each has'

influence, the function and influence of village and small town mullahs and their

relationships with civil officials. A 1974 despatch from the Consulate in Tabriz

provided a rare glimpse of the function of religion in a small Azerbaijan town during

one of the periods of ecclesiastical mourning. The persistence of traditional

ceremonies in spite of official discouragement, the participation of local officials (and

not on grounds of expediency) and the exclusive use qf the local Turkish dialect in the

ceremonies (Turkish is illegal as a written language) all give useful indications of local

attitudes. There is nothing comparable from other areas, however, and Azerbaijan

has its own peculiarities which may not be reflected elsewhere.

The scarcity of information on the business-financial-commercial community has

been noted in the body of this paper. No reporting has touched on the intricacies of

commercial and family relationships, the function of the bazaar, if it still has a func-

tion, in the business community, or the social and political attitudes of the business

sector. 1

•There is no similar body of material available for any other area of the country.

••While recognizing the delicacy of such contacts, the author is constrained to point out the lack of first-

hand information from opposition (not necessarily terrorist) elements. The necessity of reiving on extra-

governmental sources for such information is unsatisfactory because of the difficulty of judging the

objectivity of such sources. The Iasi extensive examination of the opposition was in 1965.

•••The last comprehensive evaluation appears to have been done in 1952.
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A. Political and Political-Military Sections

1. Political

The work of the Political Section covers the usual functions
of assessing political developments and situations, making
recommendations regarding political aspects of our actions,
programs, and policies, and backstopping the Ambassador and
the DCM.

The Political Counselor, George Lambrakis, supervises the
work of the section and acts’is advisor on political affairs
to the Ambassador, the DCM, and others in the Embassy. He
is the section's primary liaison with the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and generally does a fair amount of the reporting on
Iran's foreign relations.

John Stempel . the deputy head of the Political Section,
covers major domestic events, serves as Narcotics Coordina-
tor, and reports occasionally on foreign relations. In
addition, he is Consular Coordinator—the Embassy's principal
point of advice to and liaison with our consulates in Tabriz,
Isfahan and Shiraz.

Mrs. Joanna Martin has concentrated her work in the area of
foreignTrelatiOirs

-
'With some time spent on domestic politics

and biographic reporting.

Hgwgrd-Hgrt also backs up the Counselor in the area of
foreign relations , specifically Persian Gulf matters.

Waldimir Skotzjso-has responsibility for labor affairs.

There are five full-time secretaries in the Political Section.
In addition, a local senior political advisor (Mr< Jjiffarbhoy)
and the Embassy's senior translator (Mr. Petrossian) are
assigned to the Political Section.

2. Political-Military

The Political-Military Section is headed by a Counselor,
Robert -Marfeiju. who monitors from the standpoint of polioy
considerations the largest D.S. arms sales program in the
world. This entails working closely with the chief of
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ARMISH/MAAG and the heads of the three service sections, as
well as with General Toufanian, the Vice Minister of War,
and other key figures in the Military Industries Organiza-
tion and t,he individual Iranian services. The Counselor
advises the Ambassador, the DCM, and others in the Embassy
on political-military questions, and is responsible for
ensuring that policy guidance is implemented by the Mission
military elements, especially in the security assistance
area.

James Higham is also in the Political-Military Section with
back-up responsibilities

.

There is one secretary, who also assists the Political
Section as time permits because space limitations require
the sharing of an office suite.
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1. Domestic Afibifg.

The Shah is the unquestioned leader of the •'modern. Irauiarj./
state. His almost unchallenged domination pf the political /
scene rests. on 2,500 years of monarchial fefadition^ahd his
own extraordinary skill in exercising his powers fOr the
benefit of the nation (see Tab A 1). He has presided over
almost unprecedented economic development over the,/past
decade—which has brought its own problems—and achieved
for Iran an impressive international stature which has
created popular pride in the country's achievements (see
Tab A 2 for review of the Royal Family's place in Iran).

For the past twelve years, Amir Abbas Hoveyda has been Iran's
prime minister and the Shah's faithful lieutenant. Hoveyda'

s

power rests on his ability to perform the role of government
manager and his capacity to anticipate the Shah's wishes and
carry them out effectively. He presides over a cabinet of
technocrats and has shown himself unusually adept at balancing
off the rivalries, anxieties and skills of such powerful
potential rivals as Rastakhiz Party SYG Jamshid Amouzegar,
Minister of Economy and Finance Houshang Ansary, and others
who hold cabinet portfolios.

4

Iran's political evolution has moved more slowly (see Tab.
A 4). Despite past periods of political importance, Iran's
parliament, consisting of the Majles (lower house) and
Senate (upper house) , has been almost completely dominated
by the Shah for over a decade .Vthough be scrupulously
observes the letter of the Constitution which requires
parliamentary legitimization of legislation. Much of the
history of the past 25 years is the Shah's attempt (iargely
successful) to establish his political power in the face of
radical challenges (some of them represented in Parliament,
in the past) . He has done so by astute political manipula-
tion and by maintaining the absoltrfS~16yalty of the military
and of the security serivce, SAVAX. On the way, organized
political opposition has either been coopted, dropped out,
or been reduced to virtual impotence. Small, dedicated
groups of terrorists holding extreme fundamentalist; Moslem
or radical leftist views are a significant nuisance but not
now a serious factor in Iranian politics. Right-wing
fundamentalist Moslems and some intellectuals and students
remain disaffected to varying degrees. Labor has not been
a major political factor in Iran since the Mossadegh period,
but wildcat strikes over the past 18 months have shown
enhanced economic muscle, if not organizational capacity.
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While Iran experimented with multiparty politics for manyyears, there was little political institutionalization.“ «°“ ld appear that the Shah considered Iran's multipartyParliament an alien concept borrowed from the West. By
JX

e
u
1970S

t

he evid<
f
ntly was disillusioned by what he judgedtp be weaknesses in the West deriving in part from the multi-party, systems which mirrored a similar lack of success inIran. In March 1975, reverting to a more traditional

Iranian past, the Shah declared Iran a one-party state and

?
esur9eaoe ("Rastakhiz") Party of the People ofIran (RPPI) (see Tab A3). It absorbed both parties: theNew Iran Party, and (opposition), the Iranian People’s

Party, The RPPI permits reasonably free debate within partygroups and is becoming an instrument for political education,participation/ and interest articulation. The RPPI is nota government party in the traditional sense/ but perforins -

it

V

isra-V is the Cabinet, parliament and ministries.It is currently undergoing a complete reorganization underthe new Secretary-General, Jamshid Amouzegar, and his teamof energetic young political technocrats, most of whom areAmerican-educated

.

The Shah s political program is based upon the Shah-People
Revolution, originally a reform program launched in 1962 and

Homewha?
P
?
nd^ t0 °f 17 points - The Program languishedsomewhat in the early 70’s after the first surge of land“d
,^e creation of Literacy, Health, and Development

on the U,S. Peace Corps. The "Revolution" receivedrenewed impetus in the late 1975 when a worker share-participatior“ anti-profiteering campaign, and free education becamepart of its program. Publication of the Party "ideology" wasthe non-event of the October 1976 Party Congress, and underscoresthe very pragmatic, development-oriented character of the regime.

iS 1
fJ

tl\pri
?
r press censorship, but editors exerciseinnate caution based on certain understood rules of behavior.Denigration of the Shah, the Monarchy, and pdicies and programs

i^frS««r“'v y
'

tLe Shah are not allowed, but the governmentis frequently criticized for its failings. The Iranian judicial
S'®?®* i

S a pr
f3i"atic blend of French, British and traditionalMoslem law, but crimes related to national security are triedby military courts, which do not observe some of thd individuallegal protection provided by civil courts. From the Shah down,

haYe increasingly taken a hard line towards externalcntioism of the country's human rights situation. ,

Iranian society is in a state of transition, and future
K?,f5

tion
?j

are diiiicult, because the formal group basis ofpolitics which underlines most Western countries does not
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yet exist. The modernizing middle class does not yet have
significant political consciousness, yet it has the largest
stake in continuation of the present .regime. A substantial
number of reactionary Moslem elements exist but are in political
disarray. Intellectuals and students are divided over whether
they want in or out of the political system:

As Iran encounters increasing difficulty managing economic
development, and political participation grows concurrently
through development of the Resurgence Party organization, the
result is likely to produce some limits on political activity
counterbalanced by increased criticism of foreigners. Making
the adjustments *in attitudes and behavior necessary to run its
emerging society will not be an easy process. Oblique accommo-
dation, not confrontation, will remain the quintessential
Iranian political style, and at least for the near future
personalities will continue to be significantly more important
than institutions and doctrines. Should a succession crisis
occur within the next 5-7 years, the Regency Council under the
Empress' leadership backed by the military would hold the
country together initially, but power could dissipate very
quickly if the centrifugal forces of change drove various
groups and factions to put their own interests ahead of unity
and stability. *

U.S. interests lie in maintaining close relations with Iran to

encourage modernizing elements which support policies generally
favorable to American interests. As domestic tensions grow,
this will require substantial diplomatic finesse, forebearance
in the face of occasional hostility, and a willingness to

speak frankly and honestly to defuse problems before they
become disruptive. While recognizing that the Shah is truly
dominant in modern Iran, we must maintain and expand our bridges
to other groups in Iranian society so as to become more aware

of those trends and forces that will dominate the jockeying
for power in post-Shah Iran (see Tab A-3)

.

The degree of U.S. educational influence in the present Iranian

government can be shown by the fact that over 60 percent of. the

present cabinet ministers received all or part of theis education

in the U.S.
(

(see Tab A 10).

POLs JDStempel
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2. Foreign Affairs

Over the past decade Iran has gradually been assuming a more
and more independent stance in world affairs. As the Shah
has gained confidence, and the economy improved steadily, the
Shah has leaned less than before on Western— specifically
U.S •--political guidance. He has instead tended to stake
out positions which he felt to be in Iran's national interest
with less regard than in the past as to whether these
^coincide with those of the West, the East, or Third World
countries. There is nevertheless a limit to how far he has
allowed himself to go, in view of Iran’s basic need for a
continuing Western interest in Iran's independent national
survival.

U.S. -Iran;

The lynchpin of Iran’s basic pro-Western policy is its rela-
tionship with the U.S. This relationship is increasingly
multifaceted. Iran's dependence on the U.S. as the only super-
power with the potential to counter Soviet pressure has led Iran
over the course of time into a heavy investment in American
weaponry, technology, and general way of life. Unstated but
clearly understood has been Iran's confidence that the U.S^
is far enough away and disinterested enough in its policy not
to represent the kind of threat to Iranian sovereignty which
other powers that have balanced Soviet pressure in this part
of the world came to represent to Iran—notably the British.
In the process the Shah has permitted a number of sensitive
U.S. intelligence operations and installations in Iran, from
which he has dj^riyed the benefit of closer intimacy with the
U.S. intelligence community.

The private as well as governmental sectors of the Iranain
economy have mirrored Iranian respect for U.S. know-how and
products. Trade with the U.S. tops that with any other single
country and students generally go to the U.S. when they leave
Iran for technical or other studies. On the other hand, trade
with Europe, the Soviet Union, and other parts of the world
is not that far behind, and Iran's values are clearly not as
Americanized as those of countries sharing U.S. culture from
the same West European antecedents. Such factors are useful
as background to assessing the current state of U.S. -Iranian
relationships

.

As the most populous, strongest and (with Saudi Arabia) largest
country in the Middle East, Iran has aspired over the decades
since World War, II to a regional role of leadership. While
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handicapped by the non-Semitic origins of its people, the
fears engendered by vague memories of Iran's ancient empire,
and the rivalry of other budding nationalistic peoples such as
Iraq, Iran has sought to carve out its role of leadership with
the assistance of Western,, particularly U.S., technology.
The Nixon doctrinp came to mean for .Iran U.S. willingness to
recognize Iran as a power which would h£lp preserve regional
stability in the general interests of the West and which would
be assisted in arming itself so that more direct USG inter-
vention would be unnecessary. Following the U.S. withdrawal
from Vietnam, the Shah has made it abundantly clear he does
not count oh the U.S. for direct' military intervention and has'
some doubts as to U.S, consistency of policy in political support
of Iran against neighboring regimes such as Iraq which have
enjoyed consistent Soviet support. This provides one of
several different justifications for Iran's arming itself with
the most modern and effective weaponry available.

With the change of U.S. Administrations questions have arisen
in the minds of the Shah and of his advisors as to changes in
U.S. policy which might produce certain strains. One relates
to continuing defense supply and advisory-technical assistance.
The Shah is uncomfortable in the presence of Congressional
rumbling about Iran being overly armed and the new Administration'
public commitment to smaller defense expenditures, more emphasis
on disarmament, and closer scrutiny of arms sales abroad.'" The
Shah is looking for evidence that these concerns will not
change basic U.S. arms supply policy toward Iran.

An area which has moved more to the forefront over the past
six months has been human rights, due partly to U.S. Congressional
and press interest and partly to the Carter Administration's
having adopted it as a leading issue in international affairs.
The Shah and his advisors are concerned lest Iran's differences
in that area with the situation existing in the U.S. and many
West European countries spill over into (or "link" with) the
more basic security. and defense relationship. While petroleum
resources provide Iran the wherewithal to make its own way
economically and in terms of its own social development, the
Shah perceives that there is no substitute for the U.S.
relationship in security affairs if Iran is not to slide into
a "Finlandized" dependency or worse in relation to the Soviet
Union. Therefore, U.S. attitudes continue to get very close
study even within the context of a purportedly non-aligned
foreign policy.

Iran-USSR:

While Russian pressure or intervention in Iran is an old
story, Iran-Soviet relations improved following an under-
standing reached in 1962 by which the Shah made a statement
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that Iran would not permit installation of any foreign missilebases on its territory. Relations between the two countrieshave steadily improved, marked by a considerable expansion oftrade in recent years. Periodic strains have, however,occurred. During 1976 the Soviets tried to pressure Iran on
f j

:S
ia

tr°?9 t
^
es wlth

.

t*?e u.a.
, particularly in the defensefield. Iranian suspicions were aroused that the USSR mightsupport a higher level of opposition activities, particularlyTudeh Party broadcasts from abroad. These strains have appearedto subside since then, perhaps partly owing to Iran's return

in
tried to <>efect in a civilian aircraft

1976 After considerable soul-searching the Shah
under the provisions of a bilateralIran-USSR anti-hijacking treaty. Nevertheless the Shah and

still harbor fundamental suspicions about theUSSR s long-term objectives toward Iran and the Persian Gulf
this ve

nera
v,

y;
A nSW Soviet Ambassador arrived in Februarythis year; Vladimir Vinogradov is one of the USSR’s most ex-

perienced diplomats, in Middle Eastern affairs.

Iran-PRC:

In August 1971, following a visit by Princess Ashraf to Peking,
Iran recognized the PRC as "the sole legal government of China,"
an act which led to suspension of relations with the Nationalist
Chinese. Exchanges of Parliamentary and other good will
delegations occur periodically, but there has been little of
economic or cultural substance in the relationship. Iran and
the PRC both cling to the image of a close mutual relationship
as an additional lever against the Soviet Union. In this
connection, China has expressed public support for Iran's
proposals on (a) an Indian Ocean zone of peace, (b) a nuclear
free area in the Middle East, and (c) Persian Gulf mutual
security arrangements, all positions of importance to Iran.
A new PRC ambassador is expected to arrive in March.

Iran-Iraq and Persian Gulf Relations;

Iran’s longstanding quarrels with Iraq were brought to a
considerable degree of mutual accord in .1975 (at Algiers) when
in effect Iran agreed to stop supporting the Kurdish ' insur-
rection in Iraq in return for Iraq agreeing to the Iranian
position on the correct boundary between the two countries
in the oil-strategic Shatt-al-Arab region. Subsequently,
exchanges of delegations have produced a host: of other bi-
lateral agreements so that the relationship today between
the two countries can be characterized as wary but no longer
openly antagonistic.

,
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Iran's military occupation of the (uninhabited) Tunbs arid Abu
Musa islands in the Persian Gulf right after the British
withdrawal in 1971 got Iran's relationship with the Arabic
Persian Gulf states off to a rocky start. However, the
relationship has steadily improved as a result of several
factors, including (a) Iran's formal relinquishment of its
long-asserted claim to Bahrain, (b) Iran's cooperation with
other OPEC countries, including in particular Saudi Arabia,
and (c) Iran's settlement of some of the issues with Iraq,
mentioned above. Concurrently, however, Iran's military
buildup, coupled with Iran’s provision of what amounted to
an expeditionary force of several thousand troops and some
aircraft to Oman, in- connection with the Dhofar insurgency#
have continued to raise suspicions on the Arab side of the
Gulf which have operated against the formal conclusion of
any mutual security arrangements of the type Irah has been
pushing. After an Iranian F-4 "Phantom" was shot down by the
South Yemenis ( PDRY ) on the Dhofar border in November 1976,
Saudi Arabia proved to be a useful intermediary in arranging the
return' of the pilot, of the co-pilot's body, and salvage of
the aircraft remains from PDRY territorial waters. The current
irritation between Iran and Saudi Arabia over leadership on
pricing policies within OPEC might prove to be only a ripple
that will soon be forgotten or— if prolonged—could significantly
contribute to traditional Arab distrust of the large Ir-anian
neighbor. Meanwhile, the Shah appears to have reconciled him-
self to the absence of any quick movement toward a formal Gulf
security pact and to be hoping for the gradual evolution of
satisfactory Gulf security arrangements. It is, of course, a
fact that Iranians are adamant on using the terminology "Persian
Gulf," while Arabs have grown used in recent years to a rival
term, "Arab Gulf.”

Iran and the Arab-Israeli Conflict

:

Iran supports a resolution of the Arab-ISraeli conflict along
the lines of UNSC resolutions 242 and 338. It encourages
moderate Arab leadership and maintains close, friendly ties with
Jordan's King Hussein, Egypt's Sadat, and Syria's Assad, as
well as with several Lebanese leaders. Financial contributions
and transfers of weaponry (the latter in Hussein's case)
figure in this relationship. In the U.N., the I.L.O. and
other international fora Iran will usually try to avoid
recording a vote on Arab-Israeli questions, but will vote for
the Arab position if a vote cannot be avoided. Ir^ri has, in
this connection, criticized or condemned Israeli actions on
the West Bank and elsewhere. At the same time, Iran maintains
a fruitful private relationship with Israel. Senior representa-
tives are resident in each other's country even though diplomatic
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relations do not formally exist. Intelligence information isexchanged regularly, and several Israeli technical assistanceprojects in agriculture and other fields are underway in
Iran. Despite the Arab oil embargo, Iran has never cut its
flow of oil to Israel and today provides 50 percent of Israel’soil requirements.

Iran-Western Europe :

Iran's relationship with the major West European countries
has a long history. Due to British control of neighboring
countries , and their occupation on two occasions of Iranian
territory, the British have more often appeared as a threat
than as useful friends in the past. However, there is con-
siderable evidence that the Shah has relegated Britain to a
secondary position in world politics and looks pragmatically
to economic and military sales advantages in his relationship
with the UK today.

In the German case, very close relations existed through the
late 1920s and 1930s, with Reza Shah himself often suspected
of pro-German sympathies by the allies, a factor which directly
contributed to his abdication in favor of his son in 1941.
This relationship has been partially re-established, as West
Germany is an important trading partner of Iran today.

French influence in Iran, as in so many other countries in
this part of the world, has traditionally been cultural.
French was the preferred foreign language in the educational
system prior to World War II, and an abiding admiration of
things French in the cultural field has been reinvigorated
by Empress Farah, who has close ties to France. President
Giscard d’Estaing was the last prominent Western chief of
state to visit Iran (October 1976)

.

Iran's relations with smaller nations such as Switzerland,
The Netherlands, or Sweden have at times been rocky over the
issue of human rights. An Iranian expatriate ra id on Iran's
Geneva mission in 1976 was followed by Swiss expulsion of a
Mission member on the basis that he was engaging in. illegal
intelligence activities. This aroused the Shah's ire to the
extent that he not only retaliated by the expulsion of a
Swiss diplomat from Tehran but has not returned to Switzerland
for his traditional annual skiing vacation since. Similar
imbroglios have threatened from time to time over activities
such as the Amnesty International meeting held during February
1977 in The Hague, but the Iranian Government has in each
case drawn back before the issue reached serious proportions.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Iran-Communist Countries;

Iran broke diplomatic ties with Cuba when Fidel Castro met
with an Iranian (Tudeh) communist leader in Europe during
1976, and the past year has involved fewer cultural relations
with Eastern European communist countries than in the past.
By and large, however, Iran's relationship with these countries
has been more impressive in form than in substance. While
trade increased dramatically over the past year compared with
the low levels of the past with Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the
GDR, Hungary, Poland, and Romania, the overall effect is
still secondary compared to Iran's burgeoning trade with
Western European countries and the U.S. In December 1976,
Bulgaria did close down a clandestine opposition radio
station which had been broadcasting to Iran, and the station
has never reopened in Libya as was advertised at the time.
The question remains whether this Bulgarian action was self-
initiated or in response to Soviet prodding after return, of *

the Soviet pilot to the USSR.

Iran-UN:

On political matters, Iran has generally maintained a low
profile at the UN, often siding with the U.S. on East-West
issues such as disarmament and with the Arab world or other
Third World countries on issues of particular concern to them.
Iran has taken a more active interest in North-South economic
problems, though not always in the traditional UN-affiliated
bodies such as UNCTAD. The Shah shows a tendency to relate
his more active interest in " justice" ' for less developed
nations with moments when he feels under pressure from the
West politically or on his oil policy. Meanwhile, Iran takes
a reasonably active interest in the various UN bodies. It
initiated the creation in 1970 of the UN International Corps
of Volunteers (some 500 members at present) and is actively
interested in Tehran becoming the headquarters for IFAD.
An ESCAP regional center for Women and Development was
established in Tehran in February 1977.

CENTO

:

Iran's ambivalent attitude toward CENTO stems at least in
part from Iranian anxiety about being surrounded by Soviet-
influenced regimes. While aware that CENTO membership runs
counter to its desired image of "independent nationalism,"
Iran recognizes that CENTO provides at least a formal symbol
of Western commitment to Iranian security. Though continuing
to soft-pedal CENTO in public (he recently said "CENTO does
not exist"), the Shah has apparently concluded privately
that on balance, CENTO'S utility outweighs its disadvantages.
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Pakistan's Prime Minister Bhutto visits the Shah frequently
and regular visits on a high level are exchanged with Turkey,
Iran's other regional partner in CENTO. Iran, Pakistan,
and Turkey are linked in the tripartite Regional Cooperation
for Development, an organization (headquartered in Tehran)
which seeks closer economic and cultural ties among the
three countries.

Iran Relations with Asia and Africa:

Iran's continued concern lest Afghanistan fall definitively
under Soviet influence is in the context of geopolitical
worries about a potentially hostile neighbor. Given Iran's
close relationship with Pakistan, the Shah has worried about
Afghan stimulation of separatist movements in Baluchistan
(which he shares with Pakistan) and Afghan agitation over the
Pashtunistan issue on Pakistan's borders further north. In
this regard, he has suspected Indian complicity in Afghan
efforts.

Since oil quadrupled in price, however, Iran has acquired
new leverage in its relations with India and (owing perhaps
more than a little to several concessionary oil arrangements)
Iran's relations with India have improved. Similarly, Iran’s
magnanimous offers of assistance to Afghanistan appear to
have removed most immediate irritants in that relationship
with the exception of the Helmand River Waters Treaty which
the Afghans have postponed ratifying since 1973.

Nevertheless, continued squabbles over Helmand River water
only highlights the Shah's longer-term concerns about Afghan
policy. India's naval ambitions in the Indian Ocean similarly
worry the Shah. Both these concerns figure with some prom-
inence in the Shah's ambitions to create and maintain
credibly strong military power.

Finally, Iran's increasing attention to the requests for
assistance from a variety of African states south of the
Sahara can probably be attributed to a more generalized
Iranian effort to spread a good image of Iranian generosity
in the wake of its oil earnings, as well as propagate an
attitude of moderation in as many African leaders "as possible.
It is in this sense a concrete expression of the Shah's
periodic efforts to project himself as a world statesman
who can act as a leader of the Third World in dealing with
both the West and the East.

POL : GBLambraki s/JWMartin
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3* Opposition and Terrorists

There is no important organized opposition in Iranian political
life today. Over the past decade and a half, the Shah has to
a large extent countered and undermined the appeal of his
opponents (National Front and Mossadegbist elements) with his
own reform program— "The White Revolution." Those who have
not been co-opted into the Iranian Establishment have either
retreated from political activity into a posture of alienation
or left the country. The "Rastakhiz" (Resurgence) Party
has been created as a vehicle of constructive criticism,
carefully limited so as not to develop into substantial
opposition to the national program. For more on the Party,
see Tab A 5.

On the right, fanatical Muslim clergy constitute a latent
opposition force who no longer have major political influence
but who retain sufficient following to slow down many govern-
ment programs which they believe deviate from (seventh century)
Safavid dynasty norms. For the past decade these forces have
been fighting a losing rear-guard action against the growing
tide of secular economic development. Should unforeseen
developments (the Shah's death, military disaster/ severp
recession) lead other segments of the population to challenge
the government, the Muslim clergy could undoubtedly drum up a
modest, perhaps (depending on the issue) substantial following
in the streets. Since the U.S. is closely associated in
their minds with the Shah's reforming regime, and the clergy
has always opposed foreign influence, the U.S. would come
under severe political attack in the event of revived religious
nationalism.

Student dissidence in Iran is largely ritualized and deals
mainly with local, academic-related issues. The Confederation
of Iranian Students, with Chapters in most Western European
countries and the U.S., is the core of the external opposition
to the Shah's regime, and has spread its views well enough t.o

disconcert the regime. These groups have links to major
Western dissident factions and probably to small coteries of
individuals within Iran. The student movement abroad has
played a key role in surfacing Human Rights as an issue in
Iren's relations with the West.

Terrorist groups have received extensive publicity in Iran for
the assassinations of six Americans and many Iranians over the
past five or six years. Over the past four years, the
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4. Security Organizations

Although, popular opinion considers SAVAK (National Intelligence
and Security Organization) the all-powerful security agency
in Iran, it is merely the first (and most powerful) among
several.. Security responsibilities are divided among a
number of independent agencies whose heads report directly
to the Shah on subjects within their mandates. Jurisdictional
questions are adjudicated by the Shah after consultations
with the responstblr^agency heads.

SAVAK was established in 1957 as an external intelligence
and internal security organization with primary responsibility
for thwarting anti-regime activities. It has about 6,000
employees and supplies the guidance for the Joint Police-SAVAK
Counter-Dissidence Committee, which is the GOI * s action arm
for controlling terrorism. SAVAK can directly order the
arrest of any person accused of security crimes, but in
practice police make most arrests. SAVAK prepares the dossiers
in national security cases and works closely with--even
controls—the Office of the Military Prosecutor, who tries
security cases. General Nematollah Nassiri heads SAVAK.

The Iranian National Police, with 26,000 employees, concentrates
on maintaining public order in urban areas, criminal investi-
gation, and monitoring activities of foreigners. It is headed
by General Samad Samadianpur.

The Imperial Iranian Gendarmerie, with a force of oyer 50,000,
is responsible for law and order in the extensive rural areas
of Iran. It controls the border guard and polices tribal
areas, traditionally trouble spots in Iran. General Abbas
Karim Gharabaghi commands the Gendarmerie.

J-2 of the Supreme Commander’s Staft of the Iranian Army is
responsible for military intelligence and counterintelligence
and handles all matters of a military nature. It is commanded
by Lt. Gen. Nasir Moghadam.

Further details available in Section III, Tab A 7.
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6. Narcotics (DEA)
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Further details in Part III, Tab A 9.
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One probiea for the future is tSant the decision-making presses
which exists here dose not perform well in solving conflicts
over alternative uses of resources, nor la it well suited to
planning long range ecocoalc development and coordinating
orders for supplies and equipment from abroad. On tho other
hand, Iran hse made Impressive economic gains and Its political
status in the world has been greatly enhanced in recent years.
In sun, the centralized but yet flexible deciSlon-Baking process
which operates here baa proved reasonably well suited to the
demands of a modernizing country. EHn S'ffifflJAKT

i, PAHaarnata

It might be assumed from newspaper and newsmagazine accounts
of the Shah’s leadership dtvle the he runs Iran slnglehandedly

.

This la not so, although he certainly makes all important policy
decisions, and is indisputably the head of Iran’s authoritarian
regime. On the other extreme, many might assume that because
Iran is becoming a complex, modern nation, the Shah would no
longer be able to involve himself in the day-to-day administration
of hie country. By this reasoning he would be gradually forced
to relinquish more decision-making authority to other members
ol the Bxeoutive. This extreme view is also inaccurate, because
the only authority consistently delegated is that needed to
implement policies already set by the Shah. Kvon within that
limitation many relatively minor matters mast still be referred
to the Shah for a final decision.

A Disclaimer

Hq outsider oss' fully understand the Iranian declBlon-saklag
process, for a Westerner used to analysing institutional
structures in a government, the highly personal system of
government under the Shah presents a complexity which can be
highly frustrating. For one thing, it is extromsly hard to g#t
facts about anything going on within the high councils of the
001, Sewspapore print "facts," but those are often based on
misinformation given out by government officials for their
own purposes, or official handouts which paint glowing pictures
of projects underway or programs anticipated, but which often
are expressions sore of hepos than of real plans. Therefore,
people fall hack on rumors and inforsntlon from friends in hopes
of learning the truth. Foreign observers are often Halted by
this asms dearth of reliable information.

OOWTIDBUTIAL
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is , tub tomnaigEBa eoafeRgag - w$ mcmtoas abb made

Policy Guidance

It is tho Shah who provides the jolicy guidance on every major
iOEue An Rlv,b',o domestic nod foreign policy. On the domestic
side, the neat ecapreiionsiva presentation #f tha goals he bus
sot toy hia country )«< ®s&odi«?<3 in the "Revolution of the
SteiB sad tho People.* which is new more generally referred to
as the "Great CitiUntim .* She ataieaent did not emerge
felly formulated oa the scons, it evolved from the land
reform program which wr,s implemented in late 19S1 when the
Sfcnh authoriaed Prise Minister Alt Araini and his iiinister of
Agriculture Bacoau Arsanjaai to take all bat one village away
from major landowners and distribute these excess holdings
among the people farming the land. When that revolutionary
program vtts implemented without any effective opposition from
landowners eo&caraod, the Sbafc began to add reforms until
the 17-peint program of today evolved. While long-range goals
for Iran are snclatut, many significant denestic progress
have iijoen announced in rapid, even arbitrary fashion (e.g.
the anti-inflation campaign and before that hie decision to
ostablish tho Aeaurgeaffi? Party of the People of Iran (DPI)
S.a Harsh ©f 1973—this latter change apparently was made
Without say prior consultation with GDI officials or even
Suppose Peirah and took political observers totally by
surprise.

)

Pggjglo TWgjjt Isgtitutl&na

One might assuse that given tho guidance of general programs
flush ns those mentioned above, implementation, feedback, and
improvement would bo carried out by institutions operating
under the Shsh’e direction. There are institutions (SAVAX,
the toitod Forces, th® Cabinet, the ‘ESSurgance Party, and
various high councils) but none of these are allowed to become
very strong. It is people who ere important, not institutions,
and indeed many of theoe important people s.r*» found in the
institutions. Thus the Shah seeks people who combine knowledge,
judgment and loyalty (both to his. personally and to the
institution of the monarchy). The list of advisors to tho
Shsh contained in Enclosure 1 shows theta in rough order of

i»!na
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importance, based not on tbeir specific functions but on their
general Influence on the Shah 5 e thinking. It is Bigaificnnt
to note that aany of the people listed (1) have known tha Shah
since he was Crown Prince, (2> supported him against Mossacjogh
and/or (3) have strong antl-Ccxwuniot credentials. The list
includes five of -the seven holders of Iran's highest decoration
the Taj (Crown) First Clnoa. Only two women are listed: Saprasa
PSrah and the Shah’s twin sister, Princess Ashraf.

Dlvldo and Buie

Because people are raore important than institutions, the Shah's
leadership la projected through the people ho selects to
implement the policies which ho lays down. An important factor
is tae degree of trust which he can place la people, because t--i
Etany obsorvers of the Iranian scene hato noted » Iranian ac-'lety
is aarfced by insecurity and leak of trust. The Shah trusts only
R very snail number of officials, and he naintalas control over
Iranian officialdom by a careful policy of divide and rule L-^a
President Booeevelt was wont to do, the Shah oftsa assigns ovarr.
lapping tattoo to officials so that they will report to him
individually aad ha can cheek on the accuracy and completeness
of 4Jw> facts and opinions reported to him. When a particular
official cocas to be gaining sore influence than tho Shah* wants
hi~i to, ho can bo cut down to sin by giving soma of his
reojwaaibAljitlc* to others or simply placing bin in a position
of lesser tapertaaoe. Both of those tactics were used oa
laris ter «C »r?isulture Arsanjnai in 1963 when ho seemed to bo
i.r. the gstit&tsu of turning hie leadership of th» land reform

Sets agrarian political potior base.
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Shah attempts to keep this competition within bounds to bring out
policy options. Be often uses foreign advisors to check on this
study process: theao any bo technicians working in Iran whose
reports arc passed to him, visitors with specialised knowledge,
or diplomatic representatives la Tehran who can peas to his
information gathered by their foreign offices,

Implicit in this study process is ifca assumption that the Shah
will act as a sort of "court of last appeal." A faction which
locos cut ,1a an earlier round may seek to intercede through
officials asjo have access to the Shah to present another sot
of argument ,'3 which might cause liia to decide in that group's
favor once the policy recommendation arrives on his desk. Thus
foreign consultants ere often heard to comment that if they
could just get a copy of their report into tho Shah's hands
the decision might conn out tho right way.

Institutions of Importance

Although we have posited that people are mors important than in-
stitutions, it is instructive to look briefly n* a few of the
important institutions involved in deoioioR-maklEg in Iran.
(Tho reader who wants to focus on the personalities important
in Iran as advisers to the Shah should consult Sacloaure 1.)

A. S&VAS

Tho Rational Security and Intelligence Organisation (EJAVAK) is
a combination CIA, ini, USA. and Motional Security Council. It
has very broad powers, ranch like the organisation which served
Darius as "the ayes and oars of the King.” Although the Palace
Guard is formally charged with the protection of the Shah and
the Royal Family, S&VAK's primary goal too ia to provide tbs
Shah with more general protection much aa the exposure of groups
opposed to the Shah and the GDI, infornatlca about the rnocO of
the people, and process jd inteliigon.ee about a wide range of
foreign and domestic devalopmonta . Although head of 8AVAZC
Meaatollah Massirl ostensibly servos as a Deputy Prims Kinister,
in Scot he reports directly to tho 3isah and has a virtually
unlimited budget t® carry out whatever projects tba Shah glvsa
hia. General Maestri (sea Enclosures 1) la totally loyal to tbs
Shah end stays on despite his growing desire to go into retirement.
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osmstm^swa,

CAVAK gives guidance te ssvaiKtpero as to ho* news stories uro
to-be played,. investigates candidates proposed for any official
jiesition (including tlioaa desiring to run for ysrlicrcant)

.

coordinates cany aispocte of foreign visits by the Ehch ana of
visits by Chiefs of State and other Important visitors ceasing

to Iran, and conducts the investigation and trial of persons
accused of actions against the security of the Snta. Kanalri
le one of tbs tor persons who hove consistent and iirajodiato access
te the Shah, Thus he can influence a aide range of decisions,
drawing on his vast organisation to provide feats and recoaman-
dations as recueated.

H . the A.vas S Forces

S\s CcffiSKuuior in Chief of the Iranian armed forces, the Stall taboo
n Gasp inherent in all aspects of military preparedness. Ko is
dsterained to beep Iran supplied with the latest in eilitsr?
cijutpaont sc that it cannot fall pray to surprise attack such
as that carried out against the Iranian Ravy by the British in
th» -eroinn SnJJt in 16®.. All sajor policy decisions involving
the nllitnr? ore es*.*s by the Shah IstaaieXf, although ho sw»t of
tasocsslty delegate the operational responsibility for carrying
art actions.!:® has cedsTSd. these notions can bo severely lic-
it® .1 in practice, teserar. Os several occaeioa.v in the past
year the <102 baa had to obtain bis personal perainsion before
dispatching military helicopters on aiosions of swrey within
Iran. (E»t«i lbs isfevtsat nspoets of ailltary-roleted
deeiaios-riaici.sg 'is Iran were covered in Tehran A-1S4 of July
e, I8?s.)

Tho Cabinet

e Iranian Council of Stalestews includes :^cm® 2S personn and
s-i ret opmp’Ac a ut effective policy-caking body... largely
CPUS'? the C’iV.si decs not really rent it tc function in thst

Tho Cabinet is priesriiy a coon
the <?0I is? effccsJ.vel:; carryir.;; «

r na ;• nr-titctlof. for prtiey i»:pl.t»;

. aithor k opao 1* :’/»yes. aettv •:

'.'•? op lie to ..•::• <

AU-

J-'l

xMA vinc: body for acsiu'xu™
at fcfc?# 6b.nh-a poUcrf.crs

.

:;a?;c*t5.o?i c
r*ofc pol&ey £ovs
fSC jP-i

cjifto
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Brisjo Minister Eoveycia, the longest-tenured Iranian Premier in
thin Gonttry is sin tapertaut factor in Iranian decision-making,
{Kjoaaso ho has snob a rich background in governmental affairs

. Cnee Enclosure 1) . Although clearly not in a position to chal-
lenge the Slash, ho appear® to be cab of the lew persons who are
able to express opinions different frca the Shah's in fields
where ho has direct esparisnee . So has also expanded his office
staff to the point where ha can cut through the wd tape of Persian
bureaucracy and obtain facts and recommendations to lay before
the Sfeaii'cn natters awaiting a decioion,

D. The Reffuri-enog party

Although descriptions of the Party's functions stress its impor-
tance as a channel for the upward flow of expressions of the
people's will 9 it has little impact on decision-makers . There
are various ntucy ccsoaittees within the Party which are supposed
to rah® rccors!!3r.isr.tions for action and which are beginning to
tackle such issues a* rent control, but the RPPI today is prl-
a-arily a mechanism for coaeiunicating policy guidance from the
cpatrcl ecvesaaw&t to -the public. (Mr further information
B®» Tehran A-123 el July 8, 1978.)

£ . Ce<ss--:ils
r
end Cs:ts;!.03lon3

Although sorjt of the Sbah'a actions to implement his policies
era acconplichod through individual contacts with government
officials, there are two coordinating institutions of importance:
The Jligh Economic Ccancil and the Imperial Commission. The
-Connell, chaired by Print Eieirater Savoyda, meets twice a week
&ad If essentially a coordinating body to cake cure that all
CC-rcrecs it erganteatiers active in the economic field are informed
of M3 w*«b3. Conversely, it servos the essential function of
Ethics tbs Shah aware of budgetary limitations on programs,
linitr.tieae which Iran's temporarily (Inclining oil revenues
have forced th® GO! to consider more carefully in the past year.
Its sosrabera are: Janshid Aiaousegar (Interior), Hansur Roohani
(Agriculture and Natural Resources), Eushang Annsry (Economic
Affairs Bad Finance), Safi Asfia (Minister of State), Abdol-
p'ai.id Majidi (Chief of Plan and Budget Organisation) , Abdel
Cl®B3cm Moini (Labor and Social Affairs), Rasa 8-adaghlani (Co-ops
tad Swol Affairs), Etunrokh Kujssnbadi (Industry and Hina®),
Versidua itahSavi (Deputy Secretary General, RPPI), and Hassan
fill Kehran (CosstFffil Bank).

CONFIDENTIAL
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Tise imperial Commission was founded in Eovember lS?r>. Its members
are: The Prime Minister (Chairmen) , Ansary, Asfia , Jiajidi,, tSilitary
Intelligence Chief For,hist, end Director of th® Shaa’s Special
Bureau Hoinlan. The tssain task of the Commission is to cut dtora

government' spending and to encourage efficiency. It is slco
expected that the Commission will control corruption and illegal
activities by government officials. A High Council for the Erad-
ication of Corruption baa also been established, which includes
Bovoyda, Ansasry, and Fardust from the Imperial Commission and has
the following additional members: Minister of (Interior Amousegar,
Minister of Justice Sadeq Ainsadi, and Prosecutor-General Palish
Eastegar. Too other special bodies chaired by the Shah end tho
Esprems were inaugurated in early July of this year: the High
Council for Rural Research (concerned with social and economic
development in Iran’s villages) and the Imperial Council for
Education (concerned with manpower training and improvement in
the quality of education!

Decentralisation—Pending

One of the 17 points of the Shah-People Revolution provides for
Improved efficiency by government officials, including
decentralisation of aAainisiratlro authority. Ministry of Interior
officials claim that hundreds of jobs formerly filled by 'Officials
in Tehran hare been transferred out into the provinces. Governors
General have also been given aero leeway to oversee development
projects in their jurisdictions and to transfer funds from one
project to another when convinced that this is necessary. In
general, however, decentralisation is a slow process which runs
contrary to the instincts of many government officials. For one
thing, the process is a two-way street: The Cdhter must desire
to transfer authority to provincial officials, and these officials
must be prepared to seise this: authority. In practice, caliber
is true. All major decisions are still made in Tehran and
assignments to Jobs outside of the capital are looked upon as
brief interludes before a return to the center of power.
Provincial officials, for their part, arc reluctant to rank© any
decisions which might incur the disapproval of superiors in
Tehran. They find it mush safer to refer anything other than
routine decisions up the line to Tehran. There are only c few
exceptions to this rule. Perhaps three or four Governors
General take an active part in supervising development activities
and are prepered to lobby effectively in Tehran to get the
resources they need, and as is so often true in Train, it is
the force of personality which permits these individuals to
bend the administrative system to suit their purposes.

cosFiDBfrm.
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Fcrolsn Affalrg

Contrary to tho altuatica prevailing in daoialon-aaking in dsEcnSio.

affaires. foreign policy is a field in which tho Shah tames toward

the estrone of doing everything for hisseli . Ks sees Foreign

Kinister Xhaiatbary twice a day, bat this la priaarily to dluccsa

specific aotic-as which Bust bo taken. Bsalatbary and dlainvry

official* provide isMMtlaa from Iranian diplomatic posts ovc:.—

SQ8L

Tho
tSio iapleasnt . - , , , , ,

CevsraBMit, anfottorad fey E«rlias,entary or public opiaten

ecH”t3».ia'ts

,

Tis Shah fesa Toassemal ttsalingo with way' world iaasSorK* and shoes

cast with* bin are iavarlbly laipresHod fey tbs raag© ©1' Wa
(SwtftHOd iaforoRtic® on their country end its polleios. S» E5ishI>

boa atxam a Xlnre for foreign policy and baa pfojjoatca t»w «®Jj
of r world atatoesrasn large? than one would sapa-ct *w.® s -wiRti’y

6bs» sir* «S Iran. Sis oil wealth has been as iapwftant flavor.

It fens yersltted liia to buy both "gun* and bwitor**—fcfti
:t

;

t*. i>, dptemront fores repeated by bis aoiathSwra -

»

to . ,;:j
,

;out'. . tmd isait, 'and tso "tuttar” to rata-: iivi-;.;:

,vt;....--i.:(v..-d3 la t'J&a ana finance. * wicio r&asirij wslfare preyf -,:r.

feii© '"iyc.-: his ©ttbiitry tbs ii.o.no ef a T
fj ;7;v.vV.3~

«ta •.-, playing a swld role. She raw*.Us of high-level foralga

vi icra tcA-CS : I^ftrasi o®s>?'it.«g ic-na MvS oil c;'opli»y or

ad'fav-trscocn Sc.vno eakuae-u; '•»>© it-ftco. Tt/i^ .trance of

1: fit ril.;o f-ri vs- -is on cctivs rrr.c In li rf • cffciim!

jk »'•.?/ iicsi r©;.-ls«o4 CSanadR as a w.rn&er cf ifew Intercut-icsa--
c i'o.v ‘iiat.roi ':! cfsc/viniw in VioSntVJ (ison in riU3.r?n;/o},

n.:r; I * treopa eervliT cs ifio li.S'J. iifer.oryct?

fa fit ffurC Bteis’l'tt *

viit’-.a ".fc acvolepiag ia laws, bat pclcariXy «*6.cc
.*• -afi ?gs«t*al .- ea5f»7 cat technical bpst.-mona
a •>-?••; i;::,i= ailitory, Xn»a Air) asi «aesr<a»j«c dcc.iniosuj
V c-t: (vaaioss aa.g». 3o«ii«iis s tus Sas^risl Cf ^ i
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The Cnbiaot under Bovoyda bag developed the iratS.tuSior.al
capability to Bake decisions find forsalata policies end mid
do fsc.ro of tills IS it Mere allowed to by tfc® Shah. Bavins
beaoao boss* closely invoiced ta ctay-to-Uny govornaeatal activities'
since 1G63, tits Sbafc in relustaat to ralas his control end to
delegate desisioa-aakiag slow that ho f®sls isiaay oS the goals
ha has oat for his country ia the espaaded "Revolution of the
Shah and the People” ar® within hie rsaoh.

So leads*s develop iaotltutioss or vie© wmf She ansne? it»

Iran Best ho the ferae?, {enseal prestige and a reputation
ies? self-Osafidsat adBlniatr&tioa are essential to a leader
la Iran, Jaet ca they nr® in ts-my countries. ®jo Plan
Organisation is a goad esasplo. Under the detomiaed leadership
©S Sbfetfeaj it Occered wd had a major role in devalopoent
adBiristrstioa. This changed rhea tho Shah began to ecereiso
pcsccs&l leadership is day-to-day affairs. • Also, Baiatrle*
fitrs anxieca to regain their authority over development
.praiivnnti . dfce Pica aad Gadget Otrstsiatica, «e it is now

has never regained its esajor position, bat its lafortnm
-.In cet>rdlas-Siaff dcnd«(MS<al policy vithia tho geMramt m)»
ifeo Seigh Economic Council ia usv tacreaoing beeause bndftvt
limitations nvin a Seram for settling resoure© priorities.

^('-anta^Gs of the iSyatea

The Bmh has the advantage of being able to react euicfcly to
cfeaaging dtuittaSi particularly in foreign wlcttow. Per
eraaplo, shea the OS Mated Iran to provide 60 SMJA aiStasuft
Scr use in Vietnam in 1972., aa affirmative answer ess® £?©•»
ttn Shah twelve minutes after tho natter had been raised.* A
resisted advantage is that there is fiaae competition to rasst
thin Shah's cards rapidly nth the bast wnd mmt mplcte
ir-:A>*aati»S5 available, a process which ner'te to select capable
people vbffi can perform to his dassaadiag standard. ®be feat
that there is osspetltios to keep tbs Shah veil indorsed swans
that be aoecenlatea not only a vast anoent of IeSotshs files bat
caa is? conflicting Sits of (Sofia to eueetioa other' resort® and
to try to "beep people honest, " fee also aeotsaalE.teS' fksrogatory
isi’eraatioa about rose of his peppla shlch ona fee awd to keep
tfc.-n in lloo—a tcchsti^ne net -untotan in cor cot. gystaa.
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r.'“~^Cr':
' ' off £RSS2S£iU5-

Bio "dynamic toael«a* which Cfco Shall established la tlii process

** jiirJ.dii'S and nUag Isss t-sany uadeairaljie si* effects,

rroVibiy the vomt osse ia tbo avoidance of responsibility

•

K30Ik*« Iranian officials law eerce tc ©spool the Stab to

prcyidii *11 policy Saldanas, they often avoid Seeing any

Initiatives ©thaw thsrn t&sso involved in tapleawnting the

gnifeuMje received. St Is rasa that wyoas dicegresa with the

ssri, officials go alms with whatever they perceive to. be

the? {’belt's desire and av©i«S .^perseiiftl reegoasiWllity eo that

tiicy will not he accused of say wrongdoing IS partlenlar
pr.’C 1jj.sT'i;

r

cK3 3,

«

0

Thai cMweatsatioa of authority and responsibility at the top

aeaia that action occurs within the baswMteswoy «ly wJl®n

Beyal attention la fesased o»>* particular e»h$eet. She
"spotlight effect” results la frantic effort fin cartala
ratters which arc taportont to the Shah at the aoaeat, while

yesterday "a priority subject say languish In bureaucratic
stagnation awaiting Its rcestergeoee Into the linolight.

Tu high level of icaacuiEty aentionod earlier causes may
to »v»f.d top oositlcns la SSw- result is a very

this layer «2 dcdslcB-aakesm who ere weighted down by so

Brest reatwwlbllitioB that they arc unable to giro each one

their undivided attention. Hluister of BocaoniC Affairs

arsV. yistenoa Ausary is aa example. Sc is reported to be
suffering Swsa an ulcer and estperieaead heart fibrillations
In 13T5 fee which .he ecught treatosat la the US earlier
this year. Hinistsr of interior Av'ou'.;©gar 0

£j health io holding
ub wan, font ho too la overworked. EC perforas additional

- dirties as Iran's HSBC Bepraseatfttlvo, tdairs the council
cvcrsesir® Tehran's expansion and dovclopsont, cad 1b heed ot

«ws of tto two "wioESi” of. tho official aisglc party, tho

ilcrsrsi'cnct? Shirty of tho People of lro*t, (Ansory heads tho

el*.*©. ) Bocaoce they iwe ©werworltod and cannot fiacJ enough
peopl®' to whew they can delegate authority, these top
officials ar® forced to cake decision® on oaay Batters
wi*5c«t adaqrafte study.

COIglEEaTlfiT,
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A fundamental fault Is the lack of adequate "feedback" within
the 07stea. Shortcomings are concealed, rather thaas identified
bo they say be corrected. Advisors are reluctant to tell the
Shah when some of his ideas may not be workable (the proposal
for an Indian Ocean Common Market, for example), and in such
casse he does not consult anyone who might identify these
shortcomings . The chanaals of communication to the Shah are
crowded with so many matters being referred up the line for
decision that negative reports tend to be buried. Thus the
decision-making process works rather well to implement clear-
cut action programs, but works poorly where there are couples;
Issues which pose large demands on limited resources and
necessitate long-range planning. For example, the financial
resources available for development in Iran have become so
large since the quadrupling of oil prices that the QOI had
greatly expanded the goals of its current Five Year Plan.
This proeeas was dose in rather arbitrary fashion, with little
apparent thought being given to action programs in which the
target amounts would be spent (®toa A-130 of July 12, 1976)

.

A related example is the poor coordination of orders for
equipment and supplies from foreign suppliers. When money
was freely available, minintries engaged in a spending spree
which resulted in duplication of orders, and a dogging of
ports and airports with items which haws in army case-,-.;

deteriorated hr been lost in transit. Surcharges arid demurrage on cargo
waiting unloading la estimated to cost the GSI mere than
$1 billion par year.

Having identified disadvantages and strong points of Iran's
decision-making process, we must close with the- observation
that Iran Us registered impress!vo progress in recent years.
Its centralized but flexible (through access to the Shah)
style of dscislon-making seams reasonably well suited to the
demands of this modernizing country.
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The ruling monarch of a modernizing country must seek man who combine knowl-
edge, judgement, and loyalty, both to him and to tha institution of the monarchy
It Is essential to a study of decision-making In Iran that we look at the nan
who provide both the Information and the opinions which assist the Shah In

choosing policies and Implementing then. In the list given below these advisers
are placed In rough ordw of Importance. They are purposely not listed In

functional groupings, because an attempt. Is made to Indicate through the names
the Shell's primary concerns. Any observer of the Iranian scene could quibble
with the arbitrary placement of various names, so H is hoped, that such con-
cerns will not obscure the purpose of the listing. The brief paragraph follow-
ing each name Indicates his or her position, suggests the functional area of
expertise, explains why ho or she has Influence on the Shah, and updates bio-
graphic information previously submitted. Note that many of those listed
(1) have known the Shah since he was Crown Prince, (2) supported him against
Mossadegh, or (3) have strong anti -Communist credentials. The list includes
five of the seven holders of Iran's highest decoration, the Taj (Crown) first
Class.

1 . Assadollah Alain

Minister of Court since 1866, Alan want to school with the Shah In Switzerland
during the period 1933-1936. He joined the Shah's Special Service In 1945 and
has had a wide government experience marked by Intense loyalty to the Shah. He
became guardian of Crown properties in 1950 and was dismissed by Mossadegh
because ha disagreed early on with Mossadegh's actions to undermine royal
authority. Ha has bear. Minister of the Interior (1965-1957) ana Prime Minister
(1963-1964). The Shah called upon him to hand the loyalist opposition Mardom
(People) Party (1957) and also asked him to become the Pahlavl Foundation7?
first director. In 1961. Alsm gives advice on a wide range of personal and
official natters. He says ha seas tha Shah .JO to 45 minutes each day. t.aw 67,
Ala® is reported to be ailing and has had to cut item iiis workday and seek the
advice of specialists in Europe and the US. Ho souls) be difficult to replace.

iteroatoll ah Kasai ri

As Chief of SAVAK, the National Security and Intelligence Organization, Kassirl
is a toy advises" step has access to the Shah afcatrw ho feels tbs need. Masstri

J**s a classmate of the Shah (then Cnw Prince) ct the Tehran Military College.
Pc play'd a fry enti "Mossadegh role, carrylry iha Fkah's order dismissing Mecsz-
d'>!.ih (A»sMst 16, 1963) . The Prte- KSr.ista*' Itaorad tfw order and had Nassirt

saf- .... NassfrS, in turn, trot- 1 niter tne Shah returned ffaa
nit brief flight to Italy. Natsitl L: <V«; of SAWSK is 1966. #ftcr serving
fj'te years as Qlractor of the ::«.6iraMi ?ai ... i!» -was Imperial Guard
vt'BS 1961 So i960. ItansSri Is t. r,.y . :. . ",is security setters, preferring ...
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crusn any opposition activities rather than penetrate than to learn about
their goals and methods. He reportedly wants to retire to a villa ha owns In
Europe, but the Shah has persuaded him to stay on.

1. General Simian All Ovals!

On November 18, 1272, Ovelsl was moved from his position as Gendarmerie Chief to
Chief of the Ground Forces. During his seven years with the Gendarmerie, Ovelsl
gained a reputation as a hard worker, a tough and demanding supervisor, and an
officer of promise. His early military training included graduation from Iran's
Military College In 193S, tha $cis& year the Shah attgiKJed It. After nuit&rous
cosjaand Jobs around Iran, Ovelsl served in 1354 as a nsniber of tha military
appeals court handling the cases of military officers accused of being Tudeii
(Communist) Party members. The following year ha was appointed Cnlef of Staff of
the Imperial Guard Uivison, rising to Cost,under of the Division five years later,
Ovelsl has been a team playar In lils present capacity, without any apparent
desire for personal publicity or political influence. When the Kurdish ter was
going badly at the end of 1974, Ovals) was reportedly sent by tha Shah to taka
a critical look at Iranian troops in the border area to sea if they could handle
military clashes with tha Iraqis If Iranian help to the Kurds brouaht Iran Into
the conflict. Apparently the report was in the negative, a factor’which led the
Shah to patch up relations with Iraq during the Algiers Islamic Summit of early
March.

4. Amir-Abbas Hoveyda

The Prime Minister holds the record for the longest tenure in the history of
tha*. office, having been Premier sine® January 27, 1958. He now, serves as
Secretary General of the Resurgence Party of the People of Iran (RPPI) , the.
lineal descendant of the New Iran Party founded by Hoveyda ‘s predecessor Nassau
All Mansur, but ho has publicly announced he will step down from that position
this year. Howyca combines a formidable range of experience and ability. He
was educated in Oairascus and Beirut and can therefore converse In fluent Arabic
whan the need arises. He studied at the London School of Economics (1936-1937),
earned a degree In Political and Social Science from the University of Brussels
tne following year, and did graduate work at the Sorboftno before returning to
Iren jn 1242. Curing the next two years Haveyda was a liaison officer to the
US Mlttery Mission. His diplomatic career took him to Paris, Stuttgart, and
®***va iI94»-13SI>). ha then wont to tha National Iranian Oil Company In issa
becoming a beard member two years later. In 1964 Hsveyua joined the tto.sur
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Cabinet as Minister at finance , Hovayda's pipo-smoklng Informality and wealth of
government experience sake him an excellent official representative of the Shah.
Among his acconpHsImnts are successful efforts to give the Shah public credit
for- national!ting Iran’s ©11 {even though educated Iranians have not forgotten
Mossadegh's central role) and his campaign to Increase the efficiency of govern*
siant. through prodding from his awn expanded staff of experts and trouble snooters.
The Shah depends or. Hsnreyd* for the lapleaantatlon of policies but also seeks hi*
advice an a wlda range of political matters.

S, General Hassan Toufanlan

Because arms procurement is central to Iran's defense strategy, Toufanlan has a

key role. Since 1963 ho has headed the Military Industrial Organization (pro-
ducing arms end reunltlos), and since 13/1 na has also served as deputy Minister
of Mar for Ameaant*. Me has been da facto procurement chief since the raid-1960'*.

His military advice has been sought by, 'the Shah for a longer period of tlrae.iiow-

ever, probably since his Involvement with .CENTO-Baghdad Pact in its early day*.
He was named honorary adjutant to the Shah In 1961. A four-star Air Force General,
Toufanlan is a former pilot and flight Instructor. The Shah trusts Toufanlan to
report on the pros and cons of military items available from various suppliers.
Including contributions from American sources and his own recommendations.
Toufanlan has a talent for getting down to the essentials and asks shrewd questions
of suppliers' representatives. A frequent visitor to the US, with three children
In university or medical training there, Toufanlan admires US military technology
but ha is not wedded to It. Thare are conflicting reports as to his own parsonal
honesty in past dealings with company representatives, but If he was “on the take"
he has concealed it well. Like most Iranian military officers, Toufanlan Is
totally loyal to the Shah. Ha does not. Ilka many others, allow loyalty to
prevent him frost expressing original views or stating his feelings quite force-
fully. Biographic reports on Tcufanlan describe him as "exceptionally Intelligent
and able," but one who “relishes and expects deferential treatment and discreet
flattery." Ha is essentially a one-man operation and does not benefit from much
useful Ministry of War staff work. Toufanlan conducts the GQI negotiations on
military matters with the USSR and handles procurement and arms transfer questions
with other nations. His health Is not good, and In recent months he has shown
seas signs of being overburdened. General Massumi, the new Ueputy Minister for
Areasants, Is tailing over many procurement matters and seems a good bet to replace
Tcufaniin eventual |y.

CONFIDENTIAL
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6 . general Hassetn Fardust

In his dual capacity as Chief cf the Spools! Xnfom&tlon bureau of the Court
and Chief of the Imparl al Inspectorate, Fardust is a madam -day equivalent of
Cyrus’s "eyes and ears of tha Kins." As with others in this list, Fardust was
a classmate of the Shah at he testy School in Switzerland , and ha also attended
the Tehran Officers College with tha Shah In 1933. lie had haadad the SIB since
1959 and has been entrusted by tha Shah with the duty^of reporting on tha activ-
ities of high officials, including flatters of the Royal Family. He supervises
preparation of a daily report for tea Shah on events of Importance, drawing on
the resources of the Cabinet and government offices at home and abroad, Ha
served as Deputy Head of SA,VAK from 1962 to 1973. During that period there
ware persistent rumors of a rivalry between Fardust and Hassiri , a rivalry which
forced sage SAVAK officers to choose sides. When Fardust left the deputy job
and became chief of the Imperial Inspectorate, this rivalry was in a sense
channeled Into a competition to provide the Shah with tha most accurate and use-
ful information. Fardust reportedly has a continuing function at SAVAK. In
rtovember 1975 Fardust was given the additional duty of mombership in the Imperial
Commission, which supervises governrsental expsndl tunas and is to control corrup-
tion. tie was than naiad to the High Council to Eradicate Corruption, Various
Embassy biographic reports describe Fardust as “efficient, humble, mild, unob-
trusive, completely loyal, and trusted by the Shah. ..with a well -organised mind
and a determined will."

7. General Gholaigrgza Azhari

The Chief of tne Supreme Commander's Staff has a more Important position after
the death of Air Force Commander Khatami , because no one 6f the present service
commanders can match the combined military and personal influence which Khatami
had on the Shah. Furthermore, the Shah has bean trying for some time to achieve
a more integrated military force, and Azhari Is wall prepared by experience to
preside over such a gradual change of policy without seeking enhanced personal
prestige and authority as did Azhari 's predecessor. General dam. A DIA bio-
graphic data sheet describes Azhari as a "very conipetsnt and dynamic infantry
officer" with an "excellent professional reputation," but In recent years Azhari
segms to have lost much of his drive. .Azhari was Vice Chief of the SCS and a
somewhat junior contender for the job when named Chief in July 1971 and pro-noted
to full General. With four years of experience under his belt, ha is new con-
sidered a close military adviser to the Shah, whlla still remaining a loyal
tew player.

CUNflDEHTIAl
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8. ttetratoikn Holnlan

In his capacity as Chief of the Shah's Personal Secretariat, a position he has
occupied since late 1366, Kolnlan has frequent access to the Shsh. Ha ss the
channel for Information froa govemsent offices at home and abroad for ihlch
the Shah has an Insatiable appetite. Holnlan Is both loyal and self-effacing,
he puts in 14-16-hour days and has alcnst no private social life as a result
!!a has a staff of four assistants and eight secretaries. Our biographic file
contains descriptions of him over tho years as "sbla. hard working, hisrrrless
exacting, and an excellent administrator. “ Kolnlan has s reputation for cosnfete
honesty. Educated In Political Science at Tehran University, he joined the
hallway Aominlstrution In 1944, then became assistant to too Diiaactor of (Publi-
cations and Broadcasting in 1953, later becoming Director. Jn that capacity hr
personally supervised the anti -Soviet propaganda cemoslgn in the 395° period
when his performance earned the Shah's respect and gave him the direct, access
he still enjoys. Hs served as Minister of Xnfonsatlcn and Tcarfas in the flap
and Mansur Cabinets (1863-1964} after a brief tenure as Minister of Hoads, it
was Alaa who reconaemted Kolnlan to the Shah for his current position.

9. Jaashld Atmuzagar

in addition to the Minister of Interior portfolio lio holds, Amouzagar also rep-
lesents trail at OPEC meetings. Thus lie co^hlnes political savvy (such as

'

successful handling of the June elections) with .scdnroile expertise. The Shah
ntes his iorceful, factual delivery of arguments supporting Koval policy
initiatives, Anouzagar's. strong, self-confident personality and his reputation
as » bright technocrat give him a strong position in gsrarns&int councils- and hs
has Iqnstlw network of protogas la his om end other ministries, lie
studied levs and engineering at Tehran University, than want to the US 3944
whore ha studied at Cornell end tha University of tiashiagton, receiving on
sanitary esigteerJng end Ph.D. in hydraulics. (Ha respects the US hit'ent alt".'
{/.d quits crltlea* of terican polkfes.) Back In Iran ha headed tha HID
onginshring departmsnt, then want on to becoraa Deputy Minister of Wn1at«*
or Uisor, and Minister of Agriculture, Asauaegsr deliberately avoided Minina ip
party politics until 1975, Shan he had no choice but to join tits Shah's' s-jr

"

ttasmueaee Party of tha Pecplo of Iran (itPFS) „ fats In, ho took on setiva n»rt
end ess mmi head of the "progressive wing" of tha Biirhy, pfclcft nut hv - in'
rriahdiy competition with Kusbasg Assary, Minister si Eccnewlc f,4r.1rs k>*
;-»R:naa and head of the other "King." Most ebstKrvare tee ftsncsr. ?*;> «rv; ,i->sr,r'»
as potential rivals for the Price Minister Job when Hevnyds la-r ••
vauttKttw role of tbs “wings" is so Melted that the sppj can; os'erevidn ;<iT"
''.r-'.i.i icr this competition. It is acre likely to taka piece within tr? Cstf'.'.ct,

too two strive each to ba nioro useful tc ti:o Sindi than t ;. r.
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10 . Haste-no Angary

Ti’.a Minister of Economic Affairs Finance is clearly a key official, all

tea core so now that Iran's cconosijlpSigresperlng yet needs to have /Its prior-
ities constantly reassessed, lie 1rw#t* known as a successful businessman, a
self-cads can who has also done sail because of good connections,: and as an

efficient burecccrat. tasary studied in England during Worlds' t/ar 11 while
repress;!ting a textile export fire. Ha moved v/ith the fire tftoftwp,allegedly
earned an It’s In business administration, and was already vraUltfem W8fl, when

ha joined Kjo Iranian Esiassy there as Press Attache. He later served as com-

mercial representative end then becaaa Economic Counselor at the recommendation
of Ambassador Area. (lr; 1355 ha divorced his Japanese wife and married Miriam
Panshl, who served as private secretary to Aram when he subsequently became
Foreign Minister.) Returning to Iran In 1SE2, Angary becaaia an Undersecretary

If. the Ministry of Ccsmrea.' Briefly resuming his diplomatic career, Ansary
was Ambassador to Pakistan and concurrently to Ceylon (1255-1966). He served

an Minister of infonration for less than a year ( 1 265-1 9G7 ) , during which time

ne revamped and improved nows broadcasts and launched national Iranian Tele-
vision. Frog 1397 to '(sag he was Ambassador to tbs US, where he assiduously
cultivated- high-level contacts and prompted IroMJS trade and Investment. In

usid-lded he bacons Minister of Econaey, then was named to head the combined

ministry la April 1274. Ansary, unlike Amouzagar, joined in party affairs
early on, tncooiing a founding isairbor of the Hew Iran Party In 1963. He heads

the “constructive wing" of the 8FPI, which took as its main campaign platform
tbs popular isscs of control of inflation (which later became a principle of

tfea itovolutlwi of the Shah and the People). Ansary picks bright assistants
and listens to their advice. . Stt has been described as "aggressive, ambitious,
Imaginative, and a. very hard worker." His future rola is clouded by recent
heart fibrillations, lie is apt. to curry favor with the Shah, just as he appre-
ciates judicious flattery from ills own subordinates, but ha makes sure he also
hnj She fasts and figures on whatever matter Is being discussed!

11. ur. 'Ir.iichehr Eqbal

Intense i yalty to tlie ili'h and jnti-CaBJdnist credentials are two of Eqfcal 's

prknxy rclrilmtas which give him influence with the Shsh. flow 66 years old,

tqbul b>:-. t'.cn poll tict.lly active 5r, recent years. He seems content to

s-.-ve Sis ccpr'.k.y er Cu-chsen of the Heard end Managing Director of tea
rl2viV;V r?».*1ar : Cor

»

2*?, a < •j&l position he hv; held siuco 1253, anrt In

V;..- if.- JT.
••

• ,\i tUeur* Aaoim.gsr, Hovsyda „ and even Ansarv probably
u-fi? •;

: • i. - ?,v .Tran's or policy then EqU’fl

,

the NICC Ckslrat f\ ftps, a

v?c* «r':v : *»?/; bui'CteUv;’: tic ecrariencs elite i sake* !r!u valu; :A s as an
r ' •

•
;, 4

- V-. a doctor ir. Fr - (Montpellier Uni vorr * tv

,

iX ! rc*
-

:• ic Iran to serve > i vari-vs vs ii cel positions, 5i2Sf»!a •ny

^XFIflfcfflAi.
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an Undersecretary In the Ministry of Health In 1 SM3 v Over the next seven years

he served In various Cabinets with different portfolios: Haalth, Education,

Communications, Interior, and PTT. In 134a Eqbal pushed through the Par liar,ant
a bill outlawing the Tudeh (Communist) Party. After a brief tour as Governor

General of Azerbaijan (1950-1951), Eqbal became a Senator in ISM and then
Rector of Tehran University in 1955. Ha removed troops stationed tbwa at the
request of his predecessor and paid attention to student gripsu ha thought ware
reasonable. Eqbal served as Minister of Court In ISS&g than was called upon to

form the Helltvai (Nationalist) Party the following year as a rival to Alan's
Mardcm (People) Party. His 1957-1960 term as Prime Minister ended In controversy
over the I960 elections, which were manipulated to receive the desired results,
but he believed at the time that he had boon sacrificed to Improved relations
with the USSR. (Mosratollah Holnlan,“mentioned earlier In this list, had bean
active under Eqbal in pushing an anti -Soviet line on Iranian Radio) Eqbal has
been described as “a hard worker , vain, publicity-conscious, haughty, honest

but shrewd, charming only if ha feels he Is appreciated" and as having "a good
share of Iranian amoral 1ty.“ Ha is of course totally loyal to the Shah and is

Inclined to be a “yes man.” Eqbal 's daughter married princess Asliraf's son

Prince Shahryar Shaflq, but only after she had almost turned him down in favor
of another suitor. (This Is rumored to lave resulted in tome friction between
Eqbal and Ashraf.)

12. Jajar Sharlf-Emami

Now In his thirteenth year as President of the Senate, Shari f-Emaial , like Eqbal,
has a sort of "elder statesman" status based on the variety of governmental
positions In which ha has served the Shah. He began his government service In

the Railway Department and then want on to have training in railway technology
and administration In Germany (1930) and in Sweden (1936). :;n 19JU ha switched
to the Ministry of Agriculture, where he headed the Irrigation Department for

four years before becoming deputy Director General of the Iranian State Railways.

Strange as It may seen In retrospect, Sharlf-Emami was Imprisoned by the Allies
from 1943 to 1345 on charges of pro-HazI sympathies. For the next five years
he was In private business, both in contracting for construction work and as an

agent of Krupp, an association which has lasted for many years. Both proved to
be lucrative activities. Sharlf-Emami became Managing Director of the Plan
Organization In 1953, but his tour lasted only two months because he tried to

maintain his contacts with National Front members and this was considered incom-
patible with his official position. Four years later he joined the Eqbal Cabinet
as Minister of Hines and Industries, and In August I960 succeeded Eqbal as Prime
Minister. He stayed in office only eight months, then returned to the Senate and
was elected President in 1963. Sharlf-Emsal has been described as a "quli-.t.

Intelligent* person who has made- dishonest money In business ovar the years but
Is not known corruption In direct connection £4th his official duties. In
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156? the Esi-assy considered Ma to be "probably the fourth cost important mn
la Ey his own acecunt, Sliarif-Eisaal is sufficiently respected and

trusted by the $hsh that ha can raise delicate issues or give the Shah

unpopular advice whan necessary.

13. Empress Faruh

The Essps-oss is not essy to rank in tenss of policy influence on the Shah. On

the one hand she is the mother of the Crown Prince and three children and has

the Shah’s blessing So fill ispscial roles such as Regent, patroness of tne arts

leader In social vet fare matters, representative abroad (In solo trips to the

USSR in 1S7Q and China in isl'i), and investigator of pragr ss in the develop-

sicr.t of various ar ias of Iran. On tiia other hand, she is still an ex-coamoner

and a Satan. She iisrself described the limited policy role she can play, when

Interviewed by Sally Quinn of the Washington Pott (May 19, 1375):

T try to talk to him, not as a qnehn talking to a king, but as a

wife talks to inr husband. .Swsattes .'though, J care so such about

Sisr.-athirg, I got so excites that I can't breathe. But I have to be

careful besausf If I 'si nut ».id I start raising w voice he will

think I aa biasing. Iris: for that's wrong and he'll get angry. So I

iry to be 1ogled and cool instead of nagging. And sometimes I try

to do it throng*, fflfsisters; try to talk to him through them....

C don't Kent to lrsufela hin with t& problems during the day, so the

only time f. can talk to hiss is at lunch or in bed and that's the
worst time to tj Ik wait your fs-obieas. Once in a while I have him

alone for five c" 61;; minutes (n the car. But generally 1 write to

him. If I talk to rio ho forgnts. So i write little notes to him

and send them to Ski' office so ha will read it with tlse rest of his
papers."

Iter aidn range of interests extends to woman's rights, proper child care,
housing projects, Isyro'/tfis oadfeine (possibly through creation of a version
of file rfcyo Clinic In j.roo) , crettlon of a dialogue between students and their

professors, academic 7.v.cf'.£!sge ("Adpen-Persapolis Conference rof 1975), concern

ew hobosty of govorrasnt officials and also of nabero of the Royal Family,
and 1n<juiv;St,1n prenotion of gsveitnuat officials only by merit. Farah's
iafU-cnce si' Court Is yartfolly United fey Princess Ashraf, who is considered
a riva'i, both Ir, inflv.ense on the Shah and in pursuit of Individual status for
Sfea future. <?-„» f.-V- of danuaiy 1875 for a complete account of this
ri'.rlrg ) s it x*. this rente of otitic, <. which prated F&ran to
ceoseitt in July Id?':.- “Vi.. higlitr r.e t- the 1ml lor one fcecstss, and
the four? ml ci > left, I. stesd. is currounried £y pettiness."

CO'iF. OElin/A.
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rarah's warm personality has baan a great, plus for the Shah's regies, for sfcs

is a "huaanizar 1
' who shows genuine concern for nor subjects, whereas lie tends

to rather stiff and formal in his contacts with the public. Sfca fs often
described as "charming , dignified but inarm, unpretentious and direct. born
in 1338 to a well-to-do family with ties to the previous dynasty. Farsi) was
educated at French schools in Tehran and then studied architecture in Paris
1957-1339. The Shah's daughter by his first itarritga, Princess Shahnaz, arranged
to h'jvs Farah meet the Shah in Paris after ha had divorced his second wife,
Sorsya. In Dsceseber 1959 they sere married, Sira was named Regent In 1SS7 end
as inch would head the Regency Council which is to assist Crown Prince P.asa If
he should assume the throes before the age of twenty. That sets year she was
crowned Br-press In the sane careeany in which toe Shah was fonts!ly crown rd.
Both steps ware startling breaks with the past because they elevated a hkssb
to previously unattainsd importance and showed a deterralr'tlcn to give a mean-
ing to twaan's rights In Iran.

14. Prlnoass Asbraf

The Shah's twin sister has been an important influence cn him, but It is gen-
erally be. lived that as ha has becea» more sure of himself he has Halted her
•inflssaai cn political and policy Matters, channeling hut- energies into women's
affairs, literacy concerns, and social services. Ashraf was a strong -willed
child whn was reportedly her father's favorite because she had the temerity to
stand up to him. Whan Roza Shah was exiled from Iran to Mauritius In 1341

,

Princess Ashraf accompanied him on toe first six months of his enforced stay
ifcira. iter strong -willed nature has cause;: aany Iranians to say that hud she
to:;; tern a rale, r-h* touid havr. easily d< :1nsted her brother. She is rzsorod
•*> Ffsva b.un In favor of repla'issint of her twin brother by anetetir fcrothsr,
. .i T'sza, a 1954, the year he died in a pitas erss!:. Princess Ashraf has long
to.’.;; surreuaded by intrigue end l inked tc nsny unethical business yositwaj. Har
•.-.IviSias caused Kesstosgli to criticize .tor opnr.ly in 1351, and he engineered

’• "
'-vlla In USd. She remained in Europe until early 1954, ropovtosly running

to liiigc gentling debts during that period. Ksr second husband, Aland dhtfiq.
;s at PfCpsian businessssn through whoa s -i tsccsso involved In various business
laHnas. SBso was iratey.'sihtol la haring his named a director of if* M

Cc:n^»,y. In 1 961 site diverted Zfcsfiq end aerried ifcndi lived -

i him b. tl;9. Asrortot contact ran in- Iron, and Bushr i i si n
r-Os-u. -Mb o»i5 f(»j’ 5 fC: ,"CHG&S 'iv i'

1

iara. Ashraf ell ego-.;H' to y.:i nr.

•hf-.es iVca Si ; acMnS fmfcsay to Isva- ;'« other b<u>ti)885 iatrtv.:
-

. , Si-Tr

:» C'-i ,'*< • stories alleging Sot she vc r. stopped In ;• to to-:
*;• .%;>•

. : t2 ;r 1£-C '<>r pc*c JOitClJi? 1 rt'QO <7UT»»ititito of drug.- is; h: • t- ;i. r •. T'i
::h r-m u=s a .Ivgadiy t?.rnsU *vvi ansopiuy :to ’ i fr r a short v..: -

' f
*

Alvh‘/d« jKi.t'f ad its oeaise « t;» i.jo-- Council as « wersa't. -»
'

CWI?1C.;
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casnmtvi.

r - 'J;ift -,-vj .?p ilVi :
*‘
r4 ;- v..if es; ifo
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member of Ills Cabinet ansi should normally report to the Shah through nlm, which
caused Zahedl to state In 1971 that the Shah would have to choose between the

two. Koveyda won, and Zahedl said ha would not serve in Tohran so long as
Hovayda remained In office. Another faster in his departure from the Foreign
Ministry was unhappiness about Princess Ashraf's 1971 trip to China, which he

felt was an intrusion on his turf. When Ashraf returned, she reported to the
Shah in writing on her trip and did not even send Zahedl a copy of the report.
Ambassador to the US since April 1973, Zt-hedi lias continued his highly active
approach to foreign affairs. An inveterate party giver, Zahedl Invites all
the great end near-great in ttoshtngton and makes a particular pofc£ .»? culti-
vating members of Congress. He has visited almost every state and is known
as a super-salesman for hi? country. He carefully arranges programs for Im-
portant American visitors traveling to Iran and ensures that they are enter-
tained and shewn around Iran at Government expense. Zahedl 's lavish parties
liave resulted in some Image problems for Iran, but the Shah apparently feels
that Zahedl 's contacts are worth the cost. Zahedl believes he has good rapport
with young Iranians and may plan to exploit this ability in the future, but
his track record does not show that he has been particularly affective In this
area. (During his first tour In Washington Zahedl told several students that
his rise to the position of Ambassador showed how much opportunity there was
for the young in Iran. One of the students replied, "Yes, but the Shah has
only ona daughter.") There are continuing rumors that Zahedl cay return to
become Court Minister when Alaa retires, or perhaps to become Foreign Minister
again. As head of Iran's most Important diplomatic mission, Zahedl seem
prepared to wait for a call to a higher position. Some have described Zahedl as
"an unprincipled political opportunist." He has shown that with total devotion
end loyalty to the Shah, even a man of only average intelligence can rise to the
highest levels of GOI service.

16. Others with Influence

Supplementing the foregoing list are other names that deserve e brief meetIon.
Some of them are In the security area. Nasser Moyhadaa, bead of J~2 and Director
of Iranian Military Intelligence since April 1973, Is Influential, (je was
brought Into SAVAK by Fardust In 1964. Abdol 'All Badreh-Lorlstanii Chief of
the Imperial Guard, is also Important, but only in his limited off1cialcapac1ty

.

Gen. Abbas Gharabaghl of the Gendarmerie also has an Important, but limited, role.
In economic matters, Hushang Ram Is Influential, and sufficiently trusted that
he runs the Bank Omran, the Pahlavl Foundation's financial Institution, Various
court cronies such asdsmshld Ala®, Jamshid Khablr, Dr. Yahya Adi (former personal
physician) , and Or. ALtlol Karim Ayadi (now the Shah's physician) are rumored to
have limited Influences on the Shah's thinking, but Ayadi is believed by sor« to
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The Royal Family

The image: projected by the Royal Family reflects to some
degree on the Shah, yet probably only a few of its members
influence his decisions. The attached airgram, The Iranian
Imperial Family , treats the principal relationships and
important political dynamics within the family.

in the intervening two years since this study was completed,
there have been only two significant changes. Empress Farah
has emerged as a public figure in her own right, and the
very positive public perceptions of her role and attitudes
has probably strengthened the regime. In September 1975,
the Empress politely but publicly disagreed with the Shah
for the first time at the Ramsar Educational conference.
Since then, she has continued to speak out (usually in
support of the Shah's position), mostly on issues related
to education, women's rights, housing and social welfare.
The Shah has encouraged this, and his confidence in her has
Evidently grown. There is a populist strain in Farah'

s

personality which, while dignified, has made her the best-
loved member of the Pahlavi clan. For example, upon hearing
that a municipality had paved several streets in anticipa-
tion of her visit, she pointedly remarked in June 1976
that she might have to visit several villages and suburbs
a day if that was to be the result.

Crown prince Reza, the Shah's long-awaited male heir, has
also begun to move toward center stage. In the past year
he was the official host for the visit of Morocco's Crown
Prince and paid a state visit to Egypt as part of Iran's
rapprochement with Cairo. </He is readily accepted as the
Shah's son, and is especially popular in the provinces, but
there seems to be little serious interest in his potential
as the Shah's successor. Publicly he is ascribed qualities
well beyond the normal 16-year old, but private comments
describe him in terms ranging from mediocre to modestly
above average student. There have been many rumors about
Reza’s future education, but the Shah has insisted repeatedly
that the Crown prince would be educated in Iran at least
through high school. Betting now favors his remaining in

Iran for university work, partly because of potential
problems with the Iranian student community abroad if he
were to leave the country for his college education.

Apart from the Empress and Princess Ashraf, the Shah's
twin sister, no other member of the family is know to have
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the Shah's confidence on policy, matters , though several are
relatively close to the Shah and apparently trusted by him.
His older sister. Princess Shams, is said to be a favorite
and, like her, the Shah’s half-sister Princess Fatemeh is
mildly active in organized charitable, educational and
cultural activities. Prince Qolam Reza is the only brother
given an active role. He is a Brigadier General, heads
the Iranian Olympic Committee, and often stands in for the
Shah in ceremonies both at home and abroad. He is conscientious
but does not command wide respect. Most highly regarded
of the Shah's siblings is Prince Abdol Reza. Age 50, he has
maintained a good image among the younger elite. Considered
a leading candidate to succeed the Shah before the birth of
the Crown Prince, he has since stayed completely clear of
political activity, devoting most Of his energies to his
interest in conservation and his love of big game hunting.

Several members of the Royal Family are thought to be, in
varying degrees, Corrupt, immoral, and largely uninterested
ih .Iran and the Iranian people. Their expensive lifestyles,
influence peddling, and involvements in both government
and private business have tended to encourage the popular
conception. Two of Princess Ashraf ’ s sons, Princes Sharyar
and Shahram, have reportedly been deeply involved in defense
contracting and corporate organizational politics on behalf
of various members of the Pahlavi clan. The attached chart
lists the Pahlavi family structure as known.
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Jntcaaely proud of his growing reputation as n» inter-
national statcEasan, tho £Snh has ur.naht to publicise
Iranian nccer, iJ.slsHonts ia irterrsatiosal fora, esc! Kcdi.a,
setting forth iiia oca views aad j 'jildncyhy und lecturing
otiiw satloop on- their doficiencos. A aiullnr attitude,
fired by his oil-prico victories find his cenecrs with a

greater iraiaica pine© in itss st-ii, has led hi.a to a

significant in Ms international political objec-
tives. Ho scions to i'orouoti tisa dinioutfoa of power in
tho POTiit and iia Sian to the fastens oil producers, I'o

believes that economic changes isfltiatscl fey G&SO aro
bringing about a ass world eccacaie situation in which the
producers of raw oatorials hove ths right to higher
prices, and world wealth and power will bo redistributed
in their favor.

In assessing tho Shah’s arsbitioiss public state-
sets it is wall to roseate? that regardless of his m*.
tirss inflated rhetoric fca has always noted in a cautions
fashion. In Iran, whora words aro often r.:crs important
'tbaa reality, a statement of intentions can sorre tho
'satib purpose as an actual program, at least in the short
run, regardlean of ossa's capacity to realise tho inten-
tions, It is in this spirit that iraa has announced
enormous aid and trade deals, sassy of which, on closer
inspection, turn out to ho little aero than sgreensnts
in principle with only an embryonic organisation to
administer a foreign aid program which is expected to
disbnvsa by Earcb 21, 19"5, aa estiKatod $2.6 billion
of the $9 billion of Iranian aid fends pledged in 1974,

.

Durir.:;; the past year tho Shah atoin displayed
this cautious and pragaatic approach whan he stood firm
against the oil-cessuaief; *

-

cst becense no was sure that
tho balance had tipped irrevocably is his favor.
Sii3.llar.ly, his reaction to tho original Soviet intren-
eiBOVP.e on natural gas prices was Jo a3i for only about
{»••< If of what Iran night have dooaiilod ia recognition of
e situation in which the Russians hold all the cards.

However, whoa a situation y,sr,s to 'threaten his
PsiQ or tho nation's prcstS.ro, tho soreting-s over-
reacts. He has denoastratsd these sorsitivities in
response to anti-Iranian. dfitonstrt.tions in Holland to
«80 of the torsi ’’Arabian >3v.lf ,” acJ to critical atatf .onts
toy t '

... . Jr.r*y riin-on aud other II, S. -officials. Uo would
tetpaet to ee:i this tendency coiitit.oa and perhapa ba
reinforced ns jtrssa’o inf'.usnco brim.
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be allow'd to dotcrais® ton cad by ntsea iKpnricl directive)
*#aM to Interpreted and adnlalotcred. ideally tto Shah
would csocwcisc naefc less centres. 0 ,0r ulnsto ds-sisioas
than to docs new. But la l«et the teaptatloa to ioterwtt*
at all tools would resain preat and the ostoat ol
iapsriai control would depend upon tto ptwaa aci inclina--
tloas o2 tto laouiiicat eomu-cit.

Such a eyotca, in corfricaiioa with continuing
ocononic r.fowth, could l» fr.rvS.blc Dnrarah <'o or, vo tho
survival oS tto Fo-'i’.cvi Dyss*ty following tto eheth of
tto pJtsc at Sbsb, whoifcr-r in ths hueds oi tto Ci;-vn Srlr»«
Qitoen i'r.T-.jh c-<c\ tilts llSsc-T.y Sa css* eylaion) « 113 a rcsr.lt
oi* a totowrer 'ey SI.® tes ei^Uriei raj/in slfitc# o:’ the Shah,
Sslrst st; i.ch:rai, V icoatSy . tlj Siif.h fc?.a noted that ho
a s n:.-;.ttr.r. hie ••ir-vilhica?. viSl.” llt'gto is kaora about
tto R8tw» o£ ti nt dussvaswit cava that pople* feavo beoa
dlstrlUv.rad to a cto-soa £< u r::.i the; isto.h boras that it
will d'isiis hie sttccssso? on sr ’.cons; sera to r.’t'ido Iran as
to ravuia tav®. i'.t is pro'rar*. :;

. eti t.o hr.o eiatai publicly,,
that r\t I'.c .o at tutu : 1 Srss is favor of
his cm, ratalhi:' tbo staitar oS a .sssrt -of older stattsr^a
e.r,d rirrt-y r’;a : i :.u ; in t S«>lp,. tto raw rra.e'u l©£Kj
to 1»> a irias.
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Teo oS tbs cost significant probleas be Stueq*
'!.a preparing for ifec isuccosaira ax's r.ttitttdlr.als tha
immoral cjraicitsn with which polities ks viewed in Iran
and t’a® fi’evaiii!^ Iranian concept cS! authority os a
cocstesist to ;w> challenged a.od eirentsveatsd where
possible. if fco io successful 2a ten^sgins elun-.t .geaning-
ful S.o’jsji'-iLVL.i politics?. participation, it® or Sis
successor will XilKCy find vlss> r.ntliW’l'Jy c£ ifeo tSi*«>as

challenged fey those tsrtsly eafi-j-ruchlssw for rsfe.aa Halted
participation will not fee encash, Sotos say t.feo fjfcaa's

Kwesral *«« fl» secso would cstae swsh an ep-weiZiag ttS

anti-ycsics (wilHjt that ctiocu vsuld result. Vo believe,
teww, that given* a reasonably trciiguil sucoeaaicn in
which the arwy scarantced stability, tbs fact of lifaa'e
economic development An which ee nacy have a oiai® would
u*3s» (OMOlntlra leas lihely. la a«y ease, it will re-
quire licit handling to itewiM political participation
and yet maintain the essentially unchallenged eiiwsetw
of tka Eouarahy

.

II i Ennrcsa garah s

Still tlia Shah's greatest fmaiJ.y asset and the
huaanlser of the Pahlavi Dynasty, Sssiftftm Farah has
developed fron an (ascertain yetssj woipiss whoso principal
tasita were patresosa of the turfs, w!I£f» ant! child-
b&ariags into aa oneswausly popular national Sigosfo con-
cerned nlth arany assets of :?!*ca'’s national resurgence,
although she still lasia oltfnii Scant iaflvence .in the
tasking of policy. SS?o ccntisr;;? to talus a sinnero internet
la the activities of her 24 cjiaritaii'.o eryaaisatieng which,
though not ee well Seeded as Chess of Briscoes &shraf,
overshadow and gaxsar Eire publicity than her rival’s,

'

The Shah has long tm.de 4joo c>2 her wars vapretestless
bearing aad her natural rapport with, people by sosUis;,-
h©r on visits to rerrato and long. dew: joyed regions of
the nation such as Baluchistan and KcstHstan, Bo has
also demonstrated kis faith An Lor afeilitica by ; ..Licg
her Regent, eatrnattes her with the education o:C the
Crown Frisco, and soKdtssy her alone oa state visits to
the Soviet Union (19/0) cad China (2U72). Vet ie 3.573,
Farah’s ctar eceesd to waaa. ...
®w» publicity d.ovotv.d to h«r assd her ehvrltable aetivltl&i
was oispaifi.cfistly tvdncsd—»sSo r-'.aci.<s c :o visit to
8vltsea’jU3aS which rt«oived a» covers..- © at all—while
Achraf's fjhlieity sms. By *00 1874, fcswevie, Fasah

boBgaps^yfT,136
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appeared to bare returned to Saves- Tier pab’ia appear-
ances increased and ao longer cere of at. ogelusivoiy
humanitarian nature. They togan ot;co a*mia to t.-dse on
distinctly political overtones, as with isor recoct seveK"
day trip to Iran's central desert legion.

This trip, and all of the publicity efts respires

,

appear designed to present 1'arah to the Iranian people
aa a eor.cer»®U , wise and capable leader Sit to direct
tb© destinies of tbs nation and eawa&d the loyalty of
tl» population should the rood irte»< la this vo judge
that the Shah and the GDI have boos only partially
successful. She is C3Csptit»:ally Toyalnr and widely
accepted, ovon by gtany avoir' iraa'a conservative relics ^as
hierarchy, but primarily aa tha boast rnd botrnse wife of.

the Shah v/Uo can he of holy is-imrlZy bscause sfe» can ata
that petitions and carjplaints reach his car. Farak has
not yot shown herself to bo a strong leader,. In a malts-
dominated society which rsnpaots aid dtwand*. strength in
its leaders, thoro would bo foroitii.ible obstacles to
obtaining widespread accojStano® of Farab ra jJapreaa or
Eegont In tor own right,

Aa Farah bus grown Into tor political rolo, she has
recognised the isolation of 3-iadorebips In 1BV2 she
observed, "TUo higher cco gets th© loaolier ossa becomes
and tbo feeor real friends are loft, Icstead, one is
surrounded by pettiness." Iter otivtos«Bts also often
reveal a high dogreo of porwral nations! lien cad a tinge
of the traditional Iranian nnspicion of foreigners. la

. _
1971 she ro&arSnd, **4ro will rot nils* tbs errors commlttc-d
by tbs Best to to repeated tore. Use day perhaps we stay
own servo as an eaaapio to the Went, Iran has a unique
opportunity end attempts fron curtain quarters to arreat
Iran's progress - will to frustrated.-'*

Easily tbo seat litoral of tbo iEpssrial family and
generally regarded as tbo sjKlsesaai: for the comma Ban
at Court, Farah shares tbo i.hsb's disdain for carping
Iranian intellectuals who thrall on retaining social Ills
while overlooking tisa progress that;' is' baieg red®,

Ffcilo tbo depress Sites in an f.ateesely ecawptitiws
political zailieu, aa idealistic. Instant spirit atens to
activate tor actions .("« 1®

r

.3 ns liarrony baa tot been
created fcotueoa politics and has!aaJi*a f nations of the
world arc unlikely ia achieve fcappi.rssa, hamay and
peaco”). This rather idealistic gtiatjUiniwa. which la one
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Fi ©ha?.V'\Y3 2p'.
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•

:*rj Ac***''** ' **«<* i

to g:a.' z.-..o a ci*'c

•G $12 fcO?

;iiraf bus Ccsso. a fact rhich e

i jr,,. vjitU prepls.,
VeOffGiVC aac2

2','iij £c •“•rvhW.’.civ; -

t bofix'i j ^rdmuv.tiw;
iiw'.i Cc-lisr*

XcJ ft.lvc Adjust.* ca

Cr^ o”?.x' tbero cl-ouid 8VMf be a couircniasion bstweoo

than {disoussvid below),

XXI ..
srincgT.-.p Acbraf t

SSbco the beginning of Aba pres-ont Saab it yei.ga,

princess Aafcro* has boon a rocsr to be recsosed with a.

Court, Strcivt-willod , iDKituoiss a»J deoWKlnsd,

beX--<3 to sf.i’ti'in Issr swyr.l better a btokaone curing

Me M*iy. uncertain ?oara on the throne , *ar

intffi^uao with tho Quooa Eotiwtf *8^^/ a
J®- .

tbo ehab'e wives -lid agaifflrt h« f^sStiaa
«ss.-o ones notorious, bat daring t.w dscaao Ox tbs sixties,

nil tho Shah found MassAS • and grew An oonSidwoe®, oe

curtailed her colitical aa<S parsons A activities whi-h

had helped to besmirch the Fahlavi iiaw».

Kneh oS Aabraf ’ s energies have ninee bee» channeled

into foninlot and huton rights eawsos. <>«e has lod tea

Iranian delegation to tho united Hattons several times

lad corvid m Sllw. Ot the.VI.H, Itain Rights Cession,
Additionally, through the Imperial Organisation o. eoeial

Services (SOBS) ,
which Is in constant cosspavitlon with

Ssproan FaraVn charitaMo organisations,

bor support of the Literacy Corps and tho / «

Orranisatioa- AsSref enponcie oonexo; .rahxw »W> a™
treasure on domestic welfare and development ssat-era.

Fonda to support bar good works com) in the rain iron

tbs Pahlavi Foundation r.jtd from tbo National Lottery

administered by tho IC33,

Ashraf is also occasionally given an ieportant role

in international political sitters, For es^ple, the

Shah cent her oa ice-broafcin? nisaioes to Inoia and

China both of which resulted in iri;.afovoci rotations

between these countries and Iran, paving tne way for

visits by tho Shah or the iSapross,

Despite the good they have dono, tebraf’o charitable

endeavors have done little to brighten her image with

ccfigmantAi.
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the Iranian jssopls, par'.-. i sjeep-

XBJ-’fir-aC-H'io t-.'i'ii.i -.;E3

*lr-‘.cat costie.ialy fro nit gr.wi'ii.-.,..

qecstlab&ble cev.Xteya, hi. has j;:«
ubeijIo to 3torJ tt.-js, CiK

I

mb
eoti.'vntlon driven . s!9 ecce^.-.fv.ialli;

tjso isssthicat fevslEons aciS-vAticf;
Prince SUutor&a. vrho baa wi shdrara
Rctivits.es toy trasslomss tbsa fa

catly ts> Jiis lao'shar,,

,v.i ii:v.v .'j.'Mvtov^a

ifii’ui.' : .: .•3,J2ia«; os'

L-i.-.'i!. astir
its c: •:. down oa
AsS:rs2*s cion,
•.» tiie threatened
sraraly or ysraaa-

As 3UShg as the tshah lives, AsbwcJ nml fc.tr control?©:?-
Kiel Xif© style ar® of little Anfojf'.isnoe except as as
ongoing enbanrassiteat to tba aablafa'i Dynasty, Stncswr,
if ho should die before tSo Crowa Sjriisoe w-aohos bis
njwitsr (October 32, 18S0) » is :«>i?.dy to tabs oa tb©
responsibilities «2 sonsrchy, Aah?»t'*s urg® for pawr.
her delight in intrigua and her ritnlsy. with Parch use
likely to oners® to tbs dcitniasist cs! a stable successioffl,

farah Vorsta Aahral s

The Machinations at Court are s;> cosplcz art! eoasrolated
that oee cannot predict who scold si .do with the Aaptress
and ebo with Asbr&f in a powor atrasstl®, She oust that
can be dons is to attest to nnr;o n few v:fco night bate
reason to support oas or the other :>f tbea,

a, Those Who Hlsht Support fehia?;

Oyer tbs years Mai has raid® Sh’taatis (as well
as ©Beales) oboes those ©be .-sight ajigis,1© to n role as
behiEd-th©-sceaes power brokors in a post-Shah situation-

JPria® Ulalstcr Ifoynyda, ®&3 is known to feel
that Farah’s frequent isterTOntier.s J.a Sf.vo.r of local
devel©p3sat proSocta iatraSsM with hie own grogmas *sd
iwsak and who atteopt3 to provoai t«tithese of a
political nature Jrca reacMas tho ix/wn. my be itusUtsd
toward aoiiraf, Howover, ho could rVeo bs> i.a.’iiinacsil
against hahrai by &i» broths:? , Fasjps.dctsa Hoyoyda, who,
:.a his sagacity as Tr.iii.r.a S-iiwssc:: i.at;.?o at tbs "Jaitcd
U; iM, fiilloa _£or,3. of '-ha r. ire: sc: li'jrs thaa usee.
Kk acy case, Hiriaitv .‘ieveydn As a captious rsa
and nay support bo sight !;<• able to cjiyo to either sidsi
wsU ha tendered oaly eftajrtP^ajBial aeaesensat of
the probable results of tbs contest, Pas •via Radji, a

C5t -.
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clever "graduate* of As’iraf “
>< stable «2 yeuag «?.», is

®29 of the principal advisors to BMrc Sinister noveyda.
Be might bo bwlls^ to urge tsla proseat boss to
support Asiir&i.

Jnffar Sfcwif-Swuai, President of the Senate and
fonsar Partes Hinist&ar, aad Tcihe? ZSai, influential
senator acts Choisxsa o.” tbo Sbraber ©£ Ocssam,
industrico «;>-i Bines, ara said' to be inolmd wits
Ashraf. in a naaber of lsuolnasa centime end probably
would be iEOilEsd to (tapper* her to protect their am
interests

,

General Kcmatallah Basiri, head' of SAVAK, ia
thought to b®’ closes to Ashraf with tifeir relationship
eteaaing fr©a tha Eoauadsgk period when both took fire
action in support of tbs hiiah,

Karim Pasha Enhadori , Chief of the aapresB 11

personal office, loads a group of emctiens said to lint's

boon placed tinder Sarah by Bovcyda tics Ashraf eo» to
koop watch ever tbo Queen anc< control tiia flow of infor-
mation to bar than to assist tor in ter duties,

Froainent tmeug her frisads ass tao Easiiidian
faaily who bare far-flung inreat&tnt.? in banking and
land development and who have bsou influential "arrangers’
for over 40 years.

All nosai, wealthy isdwstria list , would fcs likely
to support Ashraf in return for the Tfotsetlon which she
offered bin when ha wan accused of «; beg® corrupt land
transaction in Khusiistcn,

k. These Who Kiuht Sapnrrt Part.hl

The asjpress has shorn •&» sifjis of building up a
Court circle of important friends r.x;i eoaiacta ?;&>
could sustain her a*>ainat t':a oppcfYlti©;! of Ashraf and
her supporters. Parch "a cl;:~r; friozds and contacts,
such as Rill Aasir-ArSccasS, thrush Siorsoly lo~o2.- are
cot the sort to furctJoa r.c petssra behind the ti-.-.'oes or
purveyors of inflvc S'.. lit! this v-r. .Id tend to place
Fsi'nh aft an Initial 6£ssd?< &%&&»

,

sfcr. ia likely to
bsMfit frea the espsart cS a scsAs* ®2 high-level
figures who, for a variety of manias!),. ne:tld probably



opsaaa f.o!ia»% Chief - the in tbs rich nc:I powar-
.,. ccit'A £ Minister A'* iivilrh ,.aw, A/ :

‘ has bhu,*

critic:'! of cut i u .
:' prai ;

:

.r.-r profit!’.‘g frc* vko

dy 1
: irlrivtiC-’n O-.’ Grove ...vr's and once vci >: i drotf a

tractor inputs daai rath Asbrcf v.Uai) 6<s Slowd that aha

^3 involved in a E”r:*7. .7 of other dhalo- ’ is rec? "7 ao

j» vao rroroJttod toy Asbrsi iron entrcd-las hiss

authority in*. > tho .'rvo of t.ven Eliiaicuor of ..eiouc©

aii'.! Hlgbar hducatiou Hat id Sabnoua, an Aabraf win,

Mancuscbohr J3qba ).

,

211CC Massaging Diroctor ahd* a

(orow PtIgo Minister, bas been willing to work viib

Askraf but t&oy broke v-Eiosi JSubal ohose Brines K3.E1r.ud

Ecaa, tho Sbalt‘8 brother, raft-cr than Astaef's con

Stiahran as husband for bis dourhicr, In addition So

Hate'id Rasa. \rf» has not boon iorgAvoa S«» winning Aqbal-s

daughter, tbo Shah's brothsr, Abdorrssa, was tho object

ci’ tehraf's intrigues in tka lESOs, Acs’.vsiag coitasr

trios for tho Shrcno hirsolf - r ad thor© oo.'o no indication?

that either is thinking along these lines, they saisjht bo

likely to support Faxsk is order to frustrato Asi.'.IV: 1 (,

Many co-opted National Front, supporters such as

Minister of Covssarca Ferodoon Habdavi wo«M probably

favor Farah, Asshraf was culled lay tho late National

Front’ leader Mobaiarced l'osscdos’b and oho opxtcaiisea too

social ills which were the object of tho National Front

crusade twenty years ego, Fara'a, on tho other band,

can bo seen as raprosostative c;? » baaaaiaed version of

tho reforms which caused icany National Froaters to see

rsirit in the Shab'B regiE® and bccoun co-opted is tbs

first place.

Wo believe the rJLlitary, too, world support tha

Regency although tbo emergence of a strpir>£iau is always

possible, Avon if a Bilitasy strongaan • should cw>rg*»

and especially if bo cares froa the upper echelons of tbo

Eilitary establisbsont (such as General Xs-iataai) . ha

would be likely to want to solidify bis own position by

ruling through a WKsbcr of tho iiipoi'ial family, at

least in the early stages, Farah would toe tits logical

choice not only becai'so of her ii?gitisacp but because

she would bo nxpseted to prove roro anaciibSe to control

iron behind tbo scans* than the heatiatrong Ashrei,

c. Probable Catoosa ;

In tbo final analysis vs bsliova that Farab

would oBsrco tbo victor, ii* only in naitt, Ashraf vjtiuld

COlglBtCTCKiJ.
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amspizn-Mi sar is at is

have ail initial advantage bat the &wsae bas certain
advantages which set civjbt Aohraf could overcome short
of violence.

The Express 1
' greatest asset Is logltinacy. She

is the Bother of the Crown Prices and the constitutional
Recent* An orderly transfer of rower to her would help
to Kaintaia Iran "s political stability evsa though her
presumably weak hand at the Persian beia would have

doatabllirrisss iKstentiaU.tios, Givo-i .ice
livelihood of continued rapid Iranian economic growth
for the renaindor of the Shah’s reign, the major internal
power centers other than the Court (l.a, , the business/
industrial complex, the Iran Kevin Party and the
military) would probably see thoir interest in the con-
tinuance of (stability and tiiU3 give thoir support to
Farah,

Farah is genuinely popular naong the Iranian
people, the only esabor of the Pablavi faally who could
(sake such a claim, Aehraf , on the other hand, is the
rows controversial s.ssd least popular of bar lisa. Stop
is 19 years older than Farah ned cay have lost much of
her seat for power by the titan bar twin brother dies.
Indeed, she cay not survive hid at all.

From yet another point, of view, tins is working
against the Princess, Crown Prince Saaa will reach S»ls
raajority ia sis years and the Shah appears to be in good
health. If Prince Re.ta beconas Cbah, nnd particularly
if he ascends the throao through the voluntary abdication
cf hia father, Aabraf'-s chances of nsuatiag a successful
power play would >x> greatly reduced.

With the passage of tiro, the possibility that
Farah rather than Crown Prince Rosa would reign after
the Shah is diminishing, If Farah should bc-comr Regent,
however, her own hurata proc3.ivitios! probably would
Idad to a United reiusrgenco oi ooapttlas organs of govern—
Kent such as the Majles, to tho growth «i soma local
tribalism and increased influence for traditional
provincial families and religic-ua figures. Overall
stability would probably be jfssoryeJ but a period of
relaxation of the strict political controls imposed on
tho nation by the prevent Shr>. would naio it less likely
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tout Prince Besa would bo accorded tin* iiStiU5.stioni.nrf

obedience givoa bis father wfce.a he autsends tlio Pnblavi
tbroaa

»

Vt. Tha Crops 'vinca;

Iran’s future king is a fourteen year old boy who,

despite the official prElsc.3 lavished noon him, appears
to bo of aveiw.e talonts aba normal u.folosesat interests*
Almost fs*» bii-tb PritiCG R&aa has batia the object of a

studied campaign to portray bias to tiia Iraniaa people
as their future leader, From early youth ho has lived
in hist own hoist on tba grounds of Saadabaf Palaca,
separated from his paro«i3 anti broiliors and sisters, and
attended by a governess, Beginning with his sixth year
the birthday of the Cx-owa Pricco has increasingly become
an occasion of national celebration* He Bade his first
public appearance at ago seven during the 3hah’s 1867
Coronation but the effort to gain acceptance for bin as
the nation’s future lender was accelerated with the
2500th Anniversary Celebrations in 1071 , More recently
he has made the pilgrimage alone to the Shrine of the
lean Resa in Kashad and taken part iu naval maneuvers
in the Persian Gulf—activities which are apparently
intended to connote a more manly and mature image than
his earlier association almost exclusively with social
welfare activities.

The primary foreign influence and. philosophy in
(

Prince Roza's education have been French, although be
studies English as well. Largely for security, reasons,
the Shah has decided that his heir will complete his
education in Iran, emphasising military training and
economics and supplementing his education through
foreign travel. The Prince has traveled to Switserland
and France a nuobar of ticca nrd in 1973 made an eleven-
day trip to the baited States.

The Crown Prince is increasingly portrayed in Iranian
media as a younger version of his awesome father, but
it is too seen to say which of hia father’s strengths
and weaknesses he hna actually inherited.. The present
Shah took two decades to develop into the fis-

ra ruler
of today. Ho undoubtedly hopes that the educational
program he has planned, the early exposure to affairs
of state and bis own continuing tutelage, ns wall ;us

eoCTEsswmi.
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eSsa istabl* and prosperous nation to itspsa to teoueath
pa Tils eon, will snail® Kriaeo Bass <:•» rola witS
kuthority froa 4to tegS.Da.lKj of &ia toiga, iia long
aa his fatties? livsa a:«i advises behind tfco seems*
i}jo saw Shah should bars the uncontented opportunity to
improve bis jicattica and establish t«2 habit of obedionce
aiEong hia subordinates, Gives* veatinaed oooseoiic gre^rth
of tfco nation, it teessssa tsalibuly that any ol tie pa,toy
eleroats is the Ixeemal Iranian po-;o? structure will
fool aa iasMiats need to cuaileesp <;h* asp Koaarok.
Seeds? or later, however, given t5>» traditional
PoHiian attitude toward suthoriiy, ho will bs challenged,
sad bo crast then stow hir.sol£ to to a finz and cater-
mlnod ruler or aso hia power erode.

laxucs

opgiagagses.
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The Succession Problem

iSo^r^ca^folV" Iran
i
S ° f more than Passihg

present Shah. No Hatter^h,^^^
1"’;'^ personal role of the

ha or she cannot hope to exerci^thl -am
P
J
es - nt rconarct>'

economic
r

and°social

have the Shah's unique position' and' £ ^
oplz°n 'today will

brought back Iran flom LTbllnVol ILlster^Ie^irr
tion under Sosfadeg

"9
and ?inall

Y eCOnoraic ^integra-

^^^^^sps-x-ss.
influence on what happens next The”e

considerable

bfsls ss
1

? r ss°?.s«-v^si

in a'ny
wake of the Sblh ' s demise?

9 StrU«le for power in the

The Short: Term:

becomes "20 foltobel £ h**,E\the C™" ^inco
a s Regent in accordant with’lhfSnsIitStlon'^She^Iir^
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govern with the aid of a Regency Council composed of the
Prime Minister*, the heads of the Majles and the Senate, the
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court and four persons selected
by the Regent. Unless there were complicating elements, the
security forces and the rest of Iran's modernizing elite
would rally behind the legitimate succession. Government
policy would remain essentially the same, but the style of
rule would combine tradition with a stronger tendency to
democratic consultation and coalition building.

If the Regent and the new Shah were unable to build a political
coalition around an effective leader, a period of chaos would
most likely follow, permitting extremist elements such as
leftist radicals or fundamentalist Moslems to disrupt politics
and force intervention by the military and security services,
either on behalf of the dynasty or a new strong roan in the
Reza Shah tradition.

Successful evolution of the Iranian political system will
depend on how tightly Iran's middle class and technocrats
stick together and whether institutional support could be
developed for policies continuing along present lines. Key
factors here would be the emergence of the Resurgence Party
(Iran’s single political party) and the ability of the leader-
ship to rally a positive majority in the Majles and Senate.

A less likely, but possible, evolution would involve the
Shah's violent death under circumstances which would disable
or kill the Empress and/or the Crown Prince. Under such
circumstances , the Shah would probably be succeeded by a
strong man who either starts his own dynasty or abolishes
the monarchy and takes a title such as President of the
Republic. To mobilize public support, the new Chief of
State might be driven to extreme nationalistic appeals,
including the removal of foreign presences in Iran. If he
also moved to weaken Iran's ties with the West and edge
toward a treaty of friendship and cooperation with the USSR,
opposition within Iran would probably lead to violence and ,

the new government would be faced with retrenching or, in
extremes, appealing for Soviet "help."

The Long Term:

If the Shah's disappearance is delayed from 10 to 15 years,
the transition to a "Post-Shah" Iran should be easier and the
possibility of either a bitter prolonged power rivalry and/or
extended fumbling will be reduced. Given reasonable economic
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progress and political development, in another decade ortwo the political-economic-social structure will have hadtime t<x evolve further and those with a vested interest instability will have grown even stronger. The rapidlygrowing middle class will be more dominant, though it willwant a greater share of power and direction, than in the’earlier time frame. Moreover, the possibility of intriqueand maneuver on the part of the Court, especially PrincessAshraf, should be substantially reduced. The new Shah wil]have had some experience—and hopefully a certain maturity—which will make him less subject to manipulation and moreaware of the emerging limits on the monarch's role at a timewhen the pressures for shared power and particiDation willbe very strong. Another ten years of political' evolution
re(

?
uc® ev

?
n further the influence of fundamen-talist Moslems in Iranian public life.

Caveats

:

An important element in the power game which will follow theShah s departure will be the influence of foreign powers.
For the present, the U.S.S.R. seems prepared to play a waitinggame, but once the Shah goes, the Soviets may devote sub-

.

resources to exploit every sign of confusionuncertainty and divided counsel. We would hope that the U.S.would be able to use its influence in such ways and at suchtimes as to counter the Soviet efforts and allow moderatedomestic forces to exploit the possibilities of maintainingrelative stability under conditions of natural advantage.

Although the Shah has been an overwhelming figure in Iran, itwould be a mistake to assume that chaos will inevitably followhis demise. There are institutional forces and solid personal-ities within the present government establishment who could
ftrength to a smooth transition. Moreover, to the degreethat the Shah is able to ease domestic social tension byopening up more or less acceptable channels for dissent

—

perhaps through the Resurgence Party or more lenient inter-pretation of basic security legislation for those who are notinvolved in terrorist violence— the system itself will bo morecapable of making the adjustments which will be required inpost-Shah Iran.

The above assumes no fundamental changes in U.S. -Iran rela-
tions prior to the Shah's departure. If we should find our-selves at severe loggerheads over arms sales, human rights,or energy and economic development policy to the extent thatthis significantly weakens or changes traditional] y close tiesbetween our two countries, it may also alter Iranian
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perceptions of where Iran's future interests lie. This in

turn, under a successor government, might raise questions

reqarding our continued use of intelligence facilities; -

access to Iran's ports, air corridors, and gas and oils and

the future of Iran-U.S. trade. In this situation, our

ability to affect succession _ and transition arrangements

would not be as great as it is now.
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Iranian political system’s ability to adjust to
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5. eternally, tec baa begun to try and affect ity

external environment after decades of being acted

upon, Tbo Govlot Union remains Public ISnemy JTo. 1 ,

and the 0.3. is Iran’s primary big power supporter.

However, resurgent Iranian nationalism has made the

GOI aor® critical of its relationships with friends,
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2£ieu ca
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the process; will not S>s atisy, Oblioua •uopawHotin'fcioi)

,

not eesutvoBt&tion , will xeasin ihn •jusutaissantinJ.

Iranian political stylo, tad ovor the neat 5~i!) yearr

tho Shah will either fcliasjolS begin to share noli,tier.!

responsibility with other, naww groups or be feres*?

to, as his laser circle begins 4e retire or die.

Should t>, succaeslon crisis occur vit-hln ifra r.ext s-7

years, the E.ogancy Cow.il wecltf sr»hcb?jf hold ti.e
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gran's Modernizing Kofiarchy: A Political Asssssnes

SULESIRY; tea'a rapid economic expansion has not
produced a concomitant growth in political
participation, Stony groups, maintaining
enough ties with politicians to protect tboir
interests, lavs hold back from deeper political
activity because o* uncertainty or cynicisa about
the current political systems. The Shah completely
doiriicatee present Iranian politics, but existent
and emerging groups will have to ha successfully
engaged in the political process if Iran is to
continue developing in relative stability, Tbo
composition of Iran's elite in changing, cud stay
groups which basically support the regies — buaiui
step, Military officers, nidG'is class officials,
and cany intellectuals — night find their loyal-
ties seriously challenged, particularly In a
succession crisis which diluted elite unity boiween
two or more power contenders.

There is no strong overt opposition to tbs present
govorr-ueat . Religious conservatives are dissatis-
fied with cany aspects of uiodernisn Sion , yet
remain only potentially trcublssoHS. Terrorists
get publicity and aro- r- serious irritant, hut hero
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oii'jy marginal iapvot or, )"a:;’£j r-’ii t io-tl dyne \:r.

.

Ecroo
the COT hr;:.; reecr ly baci.) .‘at tb \ dtxvn v*:’ more
Toito students r.hO inioll'-cit.". lo , particularly tl.o,:o s!';V.i,
oppose t;:o rtgiBS, but it. ::y arc r,c'.’ co. gnatox to galu S;:'; j3'nu
public support, As leu.; as cocao hie cold itjots v vod'

(rival;/ good and tho Shah or a legitichto cues ostor reraiti in
power. those dir sidorts era unlikely to significantly r-.fi’cct

Iranian political evolution.

Persia » politics still depends' overwhelmingly civ personali~
ties sod oil tho influence of fatally atd friends. Despite
recant ccer, attic dote J.ov::cv >;

,

there Isas teen little inntitu-
tloan limation . Tho ISajles’ .powoi* Java declined ,

e.ad the new
Besurgsaso Party is net yet organizationally capable of play-
ing an iai’luential role although Its leaders, operating
throng!) tea Political Bureau, are having sene impact. Tech-
nological imperatives of modern society conflict with
traditional Iranian patterns of paternalistic authoritarian
leadership. Tho Shah, the government, and the Party cay they
want to change traditional values by decentralizing both
government and Party administration, but . implementation in
glacial. The success of this process will ba cne. measure of
tho Iranian political system's ability to adjust to managing
a modernizing society.

externally, Iran has begun to try and affect its external
environment after decides of being acted upon. The Soviet
Union remains Public 3nony Ho. 1, and the 0.8, is Iran’s
primary big power supporter. However , resurgent Iranian
national ism has made the GOI move critical of its relation-
ships with friends, and the temptation to blatsa emergent
ills of industrial and economic development 0o foreign
inadequacies is growing. Iran is attempting with rove suc-
cess to hotter its relations with its neighbors and to play
leading role in Persian Gulf affairs.

Sxeluding radical accidents such as. tho Shah’s sudden
departure, Iran will experience increasing difficulties
managing economic growth coupled with greater political
participation by developing Party groups which are likely
to criticize the GOI more . This will probably result is
boes limits on political activity couatorbalaaaod by naro
intense criticism of foreigners. Iran will rnabe the adjust-
ments in attitudes necessary to run its emerging society,
but tho process will not bo easy. Oblique accommodation,
net confrontation, will remain the quintessential Iranian
political stylo, and over the cost 3-10 years the Ghah will
either himself begin to share, political responsibility with
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ctBcr, ssnr groups or/ fct> fc-rced 4s, as his J.cncr circle
teglB ho retire ex die. Should a Llv.aa3ssi.c-a crisis scour
Wi thisi ttc r-c.;i S-7 years, ti-.s E: - “ 'ey Council voi;:.»-( prc&ably
iJoM the ccaatsy erd the laouarcisy together ivS.ii.aily,. hut
tower could (jaistSy .cose r.p Sox get&a 1? tha centrifugal
forces of change drove various greets to pat ttoix eta
interests • ahead of unity and stability.

,

Acsming the oMpoctcd evolution, l?.S. intexosts lie }.» sa3a-
taining close relations with Iras supsoi-tiv® ©f acdoraisius
dewjiopaaats. .This will rsouira. substantial diplaestic
finesse, fexskearaneo ia tha fsoo of ocesniessti hostility,
and n willingness to epoai; frankly and haas.itly to defttsa
pxobloss bsferp tha? threaten to disxspt -chat is essentially
bath an intei-apl asd esstoraal avolition gmeslly favorable
tc American iBtaraota, i2S> EtiMKAEf.

,

Vbht follows is an overview of whsra Iran sees* beaded and
cous! of tha factors which will oSc-po its future. it draws
togsthor a wisher of threads Sroa past 'reporting ar.d

references (W>) to Satassy sopaxtieg are included in the
teat for those who wish to esploxs individual aspects in
greater detail. This political atsessssnt looks Sixst St
Iron's discernible internal dynasiies and its external rola-
tloas, than at its likely future evolution and finally sakc-s ;

-SOS39 gscsral judgeoata oa wise?o 3.3. interests lie.

i. mmm. rnuppiea - ejosekitt at tbs eqbkhs of

Iran *s rapid eooaosaio developxent over the past several years
has not been accox.panisi.1 by parallel advances ia political
participation. As a result, Iran depends vary heavily oa
.one son — the Shah —- for political leadership and guidance,
nevertheless, forces as® at work which «sy -eventually cicate
a different political halance in the country. Develcpnsnt
has nvi yet progressed fax' enough to lay dawn with oven
reasonable certainty a soderatciy Icitg-ters predictica of the
path Iranian political devolopaoai io likely to tabs evo? tho
nest fivo to 15 years without uajor cavcf-.ts ' if the Shah
lives, if the araiy rocsiina apolitical, i.C tha Resuiyer-eo Party
booaaes an effective political device, etc. . Svoa Iranian
analysts retreat froa certainty when pressed to delineate
future trends. Western ebeexvaxs era at a double disKtivantago •

indicators arc confused and V’ostcra values, while of tea
accepted on the surface ia 2:n:i,, do set seam wholly appropriate
fer aa analysis of this asdoxalniag nor-arehy.
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oi* Xiv°-vi:lr-3
ICv'i\‘.r.r>A

Iras into a o'-'-0**r.z

Part? c
&b£h i;rlo a mere &
5rat isalili'. t;’3
il .ttiii -riA i ’rent ora
forces pre'neatly o

Th s:*c is nc doubt the Ssrrti :?.*2 is :?\i.lt

political. P'SWSSS (Tehran's A-1C at J:;a"«ry
A—SS3 of dove:”cr 3-0, 1373), ' bother e.v:e acoeutr ...e n f;

view that bo deUbarately dissentlcd the vvj>a iltv:.n portr*"
jlraa's firni n33j ^r.Ytjy -f.i.g* r . >.p " / r-

^ -

1

,b35aas9 it was bsoccis" toe strcr", it is class? ibr/; cfcrigiag
riy_ eiato iu April X£7S iad cso.iiiii;; tin

cvi'co politi-vcal role., r
t-j cii L"j^ IriXmrasl

,

1373) „

Vi ow *

the Stab's fcsicala #<w Iran's future is well tatess* Iran will
eo&tinua its oiX"rsvs.‘iv.®~tas0d devaXopssnt art! diversify. 'T-k*
Eefurganoo Party will carsyeoa- .ifco will cf its gocolo ana,
slob!!:; with til's Ka^lss (ParllMESBt) , fill gradually sbaj»>’ths
uat~cii c future, istsE the C'rc.vn triy-sc roach;*,a r. evitable r.-vn
probnbry in his lato S0's ( the Shot isas bo y; 1I2. aid - /.a bo
in bio. favor and guide liia tsatil he io able to rule with tie
necessary force and Victor. This scenario is based co tbn

S^, 8 <*»* J»o bats effectively ceateralised for.or arcandtbs institution of tts Eonarchy and has only to triinsasit it
carefully to his soa. la tbo fibals’s visa’, tfco tsesareby
ropreceata « haoio BtaUliBing ii.flaoaco ascssscry to bold
Iran together v,bila Iranians are tutored in tbo rsrofSv r«*-
ticipatc-ry ro.ifla,

' '

ffcs acst obvious alternative to this scenario is the pcss-1
feility that tbs Slob right leave the scone fey either aceid
cr oceiga ever tbo next tires to five years before tbo Csa
Fi’iaoe rssebes his sajority. Unless tbo Shah's fieriso occ
under exceptional or systertoBa ciroa-fstaacos t*"» n*?~t**y
Cornell herded by ttayvesa F.-.rah would probably oiser-e^itoi <

in lomi but la fact, as tSw raliag body, at leant fcr^tlis st<
tpi-a. fvolatica boyoiid ibis pslat -weaXd ficcsrd ucoa facto!
which have not yst stabilised tiousslvaa.

Spsealatiea is diffieo.lt beosssa mjor intoreal ati-aino i~.,
arisen is Iranian society lEi'iOiy as a secy It tJia irrpi-
ful <Jevelor~eat ffecass purctitii eUsea the 8?fi-Jseo"a a^"'"
swiftly aecelontefi by too oil «;ric; iacroasss of ^S73-is7 '

Iranian society, which bad scare el-

? Ler-.n to ^5<r'!at6
" '

politically f.s rasalte of earlier' growth. Vsnr"i inife' itcsTr

dealing with a tvs&ev of evolsins .factors 'wicss otror»tb »-••

diraotica of l .ypaet is taolsart

sat
BH
’Jl'JfSd

:.ni.T
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— a ehasging elite worStas within a cwsKsrv&tire Sareauoracy
Ir.tteKptir.jc to sasags an iaoscacisgly eesplas dsvalesaapBfc'
process.

— cose deEasda for political and sooacsic psrtlsipatica by
groups — students, busirsssuan, warSara, Kiddie class fuse-
tioEcrj.es, and even in ease casus, conservative religious
olesssta (Tc-bran's A—18 ci J&rcb 11, 1373 and A-229 of
Rovss&er 30, 1575),

— sois3T-iiat slower acouoxie growth than anticipated Ter the
lxnsedlate future, including r.a arrticipntsd budget deficit at
$2,1 billies for the present Iranian year, JAnrch 21, 1C73 to
Knrc’a 21, 1077 (Sbbran's A-35 of "ay 4, 1978 and A-D3 o£
13ay 2S, 107G).

— greater itvelvoEont in foreign affairs, partly by Iran's
can choice, and partly through oireuna lances..

Here thru nest ccuatrian , Iran finds itself facing a wide raEga
of futviro pswsibilltios that are difficult to Barren? down ia
advance.

Internal Sif.uaticia-3roup laf

i

v ancs

A nuaber of plus factors support sore stable options within
a changing institutional fraacworii;

Military elitoa are, or have fcseeno, basically apolitical
supporters o5"11;s present region (Te5>ra:i cs A«80, ISDSS, of
liay 6, 1S76) , The prossst guuoration of nilitary leadership
case to sorer at the pleasure of the Stab as a record for
Intense loyalty. It is counted among the strongest baeb.ors
of the present rsesorcblal systea and would undoubtedly provide
the linchpin for bolding the Regency Council tegsttar la the
event of a pxessaiure succession crisis. Point-, of concern
exist, boosvert The youactr generation cf officers, rks
technically qualified, ’’Eodsmised, 1 ’ end free a mob broader
strata of society than the aristocratic or upper class sens
who have staffed the officer corps since Bess Shah's tiao,
are leas tisd to the soaarchy,

la military ><ffairs, as ia asny otter aspects of Iran's
evolving society, .ocasplasity ncSss it impossible for the Stab
to control avsn sail decisions as ts need to do. Tea Shah's
increasing acquisitions of Ktdera we&p-cary arc begLaning tc
create strains which cro bluest cer-tala to prop, A nedesrn
ksw roquiras discrotioaary deciaioa-saking paver to r.u!-:o
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sajSem steep -.as eyatoas fane
cot granted, <>lsscstent

fc it there am oc-tsd ecoiole;
officer oo;.'j:ii ro—via <

eventually fcsssr'.o 'tha wris-a
civilian grcaps or olRiisaatt

Scot h?ai.a-:sgt'?i'i Lava er.joyjd "n.isrsc-idsnfctfd prey.-

oca:.-j»ie d-avolc; .xat 0 TJso j-a’ic.* control eoiuaij,:;::

pact yscr Save disiaiuhod their cstbssiera for SfcoM tiioy at‘* so* eg -road on ::ot; things should bo ch!
maSsor of ycrrgsr individuals oca *11air futaras y.
occncaic endeavors aud do no* scab personal fulfil:
political activity as readily to their cl-:or broth;
(Stebraa'c A-d3 cf SJarsfe 11, IS'AS).

7 in i' .:

:"liy in
•at in
did

Triton of Jraa, ctaays a paries eeusco of separatist or
BocsS’&aliaiaK tendencies in Iona, appear to bo fading as a
distinctive influence in politics. Soceat ocoaoaic ospassioa
hac enticed rany tribal figures into devolepzantal activities
lintod trith Iran's nodcroisins easier, Tribal leaders bavo
gena into business, asd asmy, if aot oast, tribal s,sabers
bava greater lisis to saro stationary urboa sad rural paoples
ttr,a bad been bolioved, TUo only cisaifleant tribal group
to pqce e»ea a potential threat to tbs g»vawts»a*' la tbs
Kurds, and for various reasons they do sat sees in a position
to do so (TabrltJ* A-5 of February 29, 10/S) . lib® Iccgar Iran
is at peace with itsolf bad tribossaa and ooaaa taaera
integrated into tbs oodern economic sad social fabric cat Iron,
tbs less tribes rgr no are liltoly to pass distinct* political
problems for Ibis or “any future regina.

Iran's aiddla class — snail ohopSespsrs , covornasat official?
professionsj»,“5so. —- all Sibvo a cabataatial stnUe in isaa's
preseat prosperity. Jiceopt for sues dissatisfied individuals
tbis group is probably tbs Saebbon© of lio soatwo.^ial syste»
as it functions today. Ocossionr.lly disgruntled at their
lecSs of civil liberties, these iudividuals at leant illicitly
accept tfca tradeoff of prosperity cad oeoaoaio trsll-tsias in
©schar.go for tbs sartailists* of eriiicisra. Aboej; this group
are sany fessor national SToateso vbo have accepted tbs Gb?.h~
Peopie Hevol'itien as aissd at the battsinssat of life for
Iranians. Ia fact, cas cf tbs Shsb’o mjcr achieversats of
the pact 12-12 years has boon to vena ioaar saleoaio&tft
into supporting positions. Bsshnps the boat osanpls of this
is foraer Minister of Otxsaarcs Foroidoun Hahdavl, vie is ten
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sl&ttst A--1M

Sinister of State ter fcwty A«*is*. *» «* t*» ccca of

bur^necratot* and resticrilRrly military o;ftfcc&?9, »«?*• a** Ci

t.hi« group io eeatiuspnt on porSerffifenes **? *5°*^*^
3clsv.lt i&s soo’S bass-ad ca '’Wfciit hares yen done fo* ^
Visile it would take disoffdar cr* sapreesiw oi an
- * * •»••- ** —?v27 tCWRPd tssroffasa CS* 0^3 n

-:> c-r-octed witbiB c::ifetiE3 iRutituti*
w./sv’£» is^ JLt:lc :<£,•!>» can sa:» wHi.wfc'ivi w^ <->

am? Hr* its as Iran’s oac-aoaic choices teseeaa clearer am cy.-aw

.fool relatively disadvantaged.

„1ays aisscst no independent political role in Iran, She

Msiry’o unions’ are run under Sin gov*ix*»t suporvtexca,

cad organised labor has boon cos of the sues ..saisial tew»-<-~.£

ariea oi tfco cccsacnio boos. jg*H?£%».» h<we»<»« “^“4
o'— i'a leaderships catJnaiasa ior we country =

^current eccn&ite policies. *•*»<*£««•>
inlying pooor, particularly over the past 13 coaV.^

iJ;

bor^ r,.-

bsco cocas local s
uspabliclsad uiicca«. sex

protest against the prico/nac-o s^cozo. ^j^J**-^**^
n?i4n<% control cact^al^n t;as s.a UouOripfc *,o v u^v
but it has not eliminated tbs problem, ana

experienced labor dasaBstratioaa over *afce quastio.*.. - i;^-- i

,i 0o ha*vily subsidizes basis consuxior staples

iu-^ar etc/ in addition to being costly* thin peegraa ac^s a-

a Sovoro disincentive to agricultural dovolopaaut ey. toai.it3

pv»ico3 art i£ iczilly lery •

While nroeparity aa:> eapansion coatiaue, bwwrcr, aa o»or-

vhslmteg porcaatas* of tto tai« lores will it In i~
oou interest to support * ft'- Iocs

;. ^ _rV'nr

In a succession crisis, particular-? cno uoicIj f^-~"_“

e-u-io'’ of rapit’ inflation, mopsosa coni., wo*! c-J—

,

with labor leadership an* fora nobs which cou.d ao oiroovou

tg&iast the goversxioat.

Tho Krtn^at isl .
j.od

»,.» era two eato-joriee of paopln which can bo ccssiOeres

"out" groups — reliaiuas eouservativeis and fcarrorrets ~
plus a third swap — studoavs am aatolle-tu---

f „

ie significantly wiv it’od 02 whether xc waste in °- C,J '-"

T-»rror«et rrouTW are the only orgaulzsci entities actively
~srrv^.-

Vi^njBaii ‘ s reglaa. vnaile tbay gate sues can,.al

iwbltetty piv-j dm as scap3scn.tr. for infringoKsnts on caaseia

concepts of civil rights, they aro, for tba prsbeuc, on t«*.
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3

ontEliixis <>£ 45 to Irr.aio.ia ejxtea (Tohvaa A-211 of licvc.'i'or S3
1S73). 7<;0 tt;o principal terrorist organisations (gsoaii'ly
two branches of ih-j sstao err;?, i.isitioji) Sisivs not' ited. vet?

ijiu.iiiil support fa : -i "tii-j psopls," iii fact, Rost of- tin
stecsat successful police opsyatios* ngniest than have rssaltad
fi’oa oitisoa assistance to the police.

With too unveiling of evidoaas that tho terrorist.-* era sup-
ported 'ey outside forces (Tehran's .A -100 of May ''/?, 1.373 aad
2035 of Cay 13, Xl'7;5) coupled with the sacottaiul r&undup of
several terrorist groups Suea i’acosbor 1973 - pi’eaimt, tho
Iranian govcntiaent lies' apparently put a ueuoro orlap in hath
tho terrorists • irego and organisation, Sever numerous
(between* 233-300 ia-sonatry setivists tro oetieat.oi to fee

etiii at largo, plus on tushnowa ascabar of sympathisers, par-
baps 3.-2 . COO)

j
ths terrorlots ara ct East a force in waiting

for a. serious gcvernssant&l cistahe or c distinct worsening of
Iran's sccneaie and political circumstances. Thlle they rsealn
a danger to military and security forces ant! dlplosats,
•specially Ac&ricnns, tbair iapact pa Iranian internal. poli-
tics has been minimal. They have succeeded in earning Iran a
modest bad press abroad through their anti-Shah activities

.

A more coiplcx prebioa for the regisva is the group ct
relig ious cons-Bryatiyos, both clergy and laity, which
atiacea *51:3 SIEST Iron the right of the political opoctrua
for yielding to "evil" BCdoreisiag influences, Koch is -mtio
of Iran’s development, its new elite aud tho ubiquity of
ebange. However, a sizeable cinority, perhaps even a slight
majority of Iranians, particularly in tho rural areas, have
neither changed their attitudes nor nro inclined to accept
"aodern" (Western) cores. They reject part of what tho Bhah
has dona <::ua!i an; giving voaea. tho veto) jig against tho will
of God and harmful to the true faith o? Iclr.a, University
students of this persuasion are the chief recruiting targets
for the "people’s Stragglers," (Hajahidc ln-e-Sbalq) ,

tbs
terrorist group closest to right wing Hcsloas,

Bora irsportant, respestaMo Basaar rarchaste, ordinary farmers
ana' pious iloela-as in all areas, hat especially those favoring
traditional lifestyles , fool tboeaolves alienated Iren the
rogiaa. Too recent events have underscored this — the Shah’s
decision to obaege Iran’s calendar Iron the Iclunic caljr.dnr
to ono based on tho beginning of tho Simian .Septra .

.
(the yen*

in Iran ia now 25SS rather than 1305); and the death of
Ayatollah Ehassa&adi', n popular religious figure in Xnfahnn.
(Tebran’c 5033 of K»y 19, 3.570). TlsofO are widespread
currents of discontent with the calendar change, despite the

S2CP1T
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sacasT 'io-hraa A—11U
Bag* 3

Stab's an're-*Boes»rt that rolisieuri celebrations e;;l:l rcsr.in
al the «ns6 daiee, end conservative ovllafcs are using this
suidsncs «2 Visa Stab's "gc-’issana:::;" So criticise fclra rv-gice
arliw. The death ci tha Ayatollah, OvaaCuv.lIy laid to s i;:>i

t

vans KooXoa fanatics (Mana's A-iOl of Say 27, 107(5), has
roLcrractSKl the icsaa of alleged fortign support lost anti-
itigioa Iraai&u religious groups uad J radars.

Should a situation -of collapsing public order and loos
a ivo leadership than presently •strata acre ah sat,' the

isullnfcs miJ tfceir followers, votvlthy nsrshauts
boils In Tehran asd the provisoes, constitute < locsoly
oi.-gauiuod fcico that could cca'.oaac around an l.rfsue or an
.Use ideat to offer a real challenge . This force la only,poten-
tial, and not roll organised — its activation would depend
os! oireanstasev-a, Tfc® vagina lias sr.:!o fjciso 'gestures toward
tlsiss group which liavo foiled to appaaeo it, c.id tbs 601
dourly recognises the aitnetloa's ssrsitivlty — confects
with religious fieufeo by foreigners -is discouraged and SAYAS
WBftB a great deal of effort nonltcr'ins religions activities
of evou those mullahs friar:! ly to iba regime . There ir.

prcbably leas in'cav-mtloa available to foreigners about tlia

dynamic.:; of this <iociolo3ic.nl strata than about say other,

S.a.tellac tuala — students, and faculty — fit into tho Iranian
eya'fea iis several ways, sore estroasly confusing. itaiyaraity
Students within Iran const it eta a pressure group on'‘uaivc.«;Ity-
ro£a*2e3“icssttoo of interest to them.. Sithln the country,
student activitisars is encouraged only within the besom of ths
H-jourgcaco tarty. About S,0C0 students have esriosaiy partici-
pated la the pries control campaign, cn affect which ha3 sosa
attract ivo features froa tin govoiuivsiit’c point cf view: it
places ths ctudsats a t odds with sox chants aad tbs business
cossnnity while isnpreviag at least slightly the student isr-ge
vio-a-vlc tbo average ci ticca.

Unofficial student activities, instudies standard riots and
dojeonstraticas, have continued over the past year (Tehran's.
12452 of Socot&er 23 , is?S) , tut these has fesas a noticeable
.dacfcenisjj recently as. the school year ended. Perceptive
Iranian sfocators boliora this reluiation to largely fortui-
tous and that the Iranian g.uvsrir.'.cnt tes not yet ronlly
doveloped an o2foct.lv® style for handling student diasont.
•tho G01 has a 1 tcr:.!i is«! baiv.asa harsh repression of riots ©n
one baud and abject surroafer to sta:nt dosacis cn tic other.
This bus greatly increased faculty oyniolsn without much
intact on student, dhavie?.. crccpt to eacosafage the sue©
imlllosso to prosr; their demands.. Ths 1675 2satar Ccafe-renos
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*?.o

apd coattasiisg: to iZouX vrit?i ffcis .-;ad v.anv tshh-vr
iw»ioss <w rapid educational eapansisc (4-sw oC Seotenhv %5.
J.?i'.'G) r *ut co operational <3eotrine Zee &&iiaiot»>t«***b "bl* "%*.«*

sissrgsd,
’ J "

Activities by Iran ian students abroad have j»bb « ierlo.'.* J.*j 1-
tafciou i-o the xugiEVi), Jr , i;..M Student •'It oo l:; uctiT, ?ticr
nod deacartratioas in the u„E.

.

src-Jin, Br'iaia and franca
fcavs contributed sisal*icaatlv' to r.uch bail as •£»•*
receive;’. The Shah's c^n roE<st5.cn to tfow®* activities hre'

"

boon pasalomsnt at. the lussatitixas of tboue individuals r.aaw
oZ whoa studied or arc studying oa gsMunent ecbolcrshipn.
Ko cannot uBdorotni'd why they era not reoro esatoSul for wia t
has done for Iran.

Difficulties in the Shab'c relationship to student acd faculty
intellectuals dates bad; to his return to power in 1P53. U»ay
of tbs rising niddlo class, including university people, sup-
ported llossadcqj rope Hut support was heaviest aeons traditional
groups, aristocrats and landowners, and royalist rhetoric

\
appealed to then, not to the Koderaiisexs. la tho intervening
years, tho Shah has changed his basic appeal, captured tbs
modernislu" revolution, and appealed to tho cnerglng elites
through tl-3 aachanism of the Shnh-Pocplo devolution (A -31 of
February ?4. 1975). His rhetoric even now dess not appeal to
cany students ai:d roro toaohors and a basic residue of tins-
picion rerains. However, oven earlier uauy Intellectuals
supported the monarchy, and easy core have ccmo to do so
since 1S33. The Resurgence Party baa keen designed, at least
in part, to draw on the sfcille of university sen ard wcv&n
and encourage their participation iu Party groups (ixncons)
and elsewhoro within tho Party's organisation structure,
Tho government has suoaoodod sotsawhut — tho ranis of the
RPPI and toy governsnnt ninictrioa are sprinkled with aca-
demics; since meet proforjsora in Iran hold at least two jobs.
\*»«y lav® Simply Included 3arty aofcivitiss go cno of thslr
"outside" efforts.

Fluid Institutionalisation

AnotLsr difficulty in describing, explaining, and predicting
the present Iranian sociopolitical constellation Is that
little political institutionalisation has taken place. That
which has occurred is so heavily based on porcotvci relations
that it Is difficult to gauge and project the relative powei*
of groups without an of-toiisiva knowledge of family ties",
historic craonitlss, and thn Shah's ourroai predilections.
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t;,;j lii'-'PI's ability to play an eifscbivo role, to establish
political oi'iic-'ji far i'-.c go” : v : i . r.T'l to direst X'evolt--
r, (Tofcran’s A-2S0 t~i Hovoob:: ’ 39/1375). Results on width
to Judge t; t :.s cwe-lut <•..•< ' wo tern -.'titipy but initially- oncow.*"
R£?.as <Tclu;*i’» A~i3 if h.ircii 2 •

, 1970) , but. It?.::, in a Xcng
way ?vca havis;; a dissiplirsd r.irgio party organization with
orfcctivc political infimace.

\liui powor/iaf luc nee of the ITaJXec has dcclirad scccwbet, This
is hardly eurprising, rluco 244 of 73E deputies and 27 of GO
senators were non in Sepioraber 1673. Scwcotwrs have spent
tbs post year kerning their jtfn cad foalis.g tbeir way into
relationships ‘.vita tho govestuvaui: cad tbs BSPI. Tba tiej las
roEirina, bcv.<avor, Iran's obief political legitiniuins body.

Roitbsr the RPPI no? the Hajlsa fcavs yet developed a distinr.-
fit's polities! stylo. Tba Hajlos regains o potential arena
iw groups to articulate fctair deaaads, but for tbs kresist,

root political activity is taking pises is tbs itPPI. Party
lectors are asking Euoh-h smldo-.i provincial trips to' stimulate
osjgv.iisatlon, evd held, town asetiegs to lie ton to cltison
cc?:;>iaiats. Tl-o national and proviso is! govsrausnia have
rooponded to cltlssn d«A:ids (su fcraaraittsd tbreugb tbo Party
xn tanjr lessor ease*. Tbs Shah iiiasolf encourages government

poBsivousss to tUa "will of the peepio” as expressed
cagh tba CIK'Z aud the iiajles, but there has bson r.o uajoy
uo yet on which tba public "•ill" has differed la cap
?.*so frt-a whet tha ntab wants to do.

Party nad tfco 'laj Ion do act uow -- tat Eight in tba
are — constitute organisatisas which would challenge tbo
is 'a out loo'-; and policies. E.’.s lafomi political control
r both groups is tests far giving hie tba best oS both
Us — control ever general policy os tucss thing’s
extant to hits, yet oncouragr-aant of roprusaatat&vo

ry per lot) will <

rcuxr.rxy, - ceuta pie.y a
succession crisis

.
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i/io fcataor.41
ccsnr^^.to colit jtc :;U years thi io/ai,
?iO/O v'dCl ur.d ; 'Z c-j> Yt£ :' air.* v:: .r.y.i

m ss *»ij • v *«-
ti-.3 ttogrs© be afttesv'ts &a instil
pri?iK? sisAotar’s role * Ks.-ieCf *

~
lie. is tbo" "Mg'

cf royal ideas, not a politics! oroaior. Esv;
"l» fe-j ueo

? !«> fcuj :iiu own r-ut c-: p-v.
»l.!w! eix tc :-!e;:o a cabinet Vi/lc-. k
tc,-> of his prinoirai rivalrs — lotas '

. »t«
*» ;i »iss-„as Misiiotor Asvnry -• and to k'becr,

Uilra post, at tho October a-rty Ccagrcus)

.

-iiGtorio.illy tho central ministries hays fcsen ntxam si’*'*»Stab reunified Iran la the late ZSPO's? toTwd
tb° soverivont baa eabartad on ’a deoei*-"

toaouroo allocation decision out of Yshki, to
fj^.3 preossci Is just beginning and, eiailariy with il

W« J- ts -k3 wveral ?ci» & bSSF"'v-ficiala lu.bj.tR ci lot&iirg to Toysan Cor ovorvihiaw. Ti-«rabavo been otco«rtEl«g ctarts la sacs of tbo oalw
-
a 115*® Pjf0ViB00 » fMr oasaplo, aaav'of tho nj*£j*

1975? ?»
a^h? d30*?traai!ad <****•-» ‘® A“280 of Beaemtar ir,A9/b; la lotaban, only oto or two ministries huwe fun ht.t i

e«Pl>o?t offteas, and la most otter proyiaces, EOveroaaataTiwreonneb have not yet assimilated cither tha basic eonsotV
wra-k?

6 bof)HVi,jral attitudes necessary to take decentralisation

Govsrnnient and Party loaders believe »m organising efforts
r? pawlKces viil aid tbe doeentxa ligation process ..... „«
t.bo Party lautoans develop cants, they will aeproacb iodr»goverasents and a "puli” tovand doe satrs a iaatioe firS
totton as well as a pnsb frea tha top nay begin'. This 'islikely to bo a long torn effort extending three to t«w%, usia
r
a Blaixia, but at least a aaobanisa is baiiv? nit i'-to'’place, Tho seat unjor step will be t*s «i«c««a o’ ,u°and local councils in October, IHVC. 3annmto”isPpfcigaulsaticn3 ftro b-jiug oetabllfjDlod

' ovo’^ t :
- a I

s
.

~

^

*

v -tbut it Is not clear whether, or how'naca of an 'overiaS ln“"
’

Bsnberohip with the village and rural council;.! there" will bs,

1

ea*t y08® or two at ,a ainlaaa. significant eevsrn--x>ntal oacdsioas evoa ia l&a Ycoai eooncaic enboiV}to
/^
3

,

l^rEcic;!
t if. not taken, by gevoraseat and isrti' e^",r.I=.

>.a .ohrjm. For tho fcrapeeable future, tho contra v seve^-atwill seke kU aajcr deeisicue under the nhnhk direction 1
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SSCKBI Tehn-a A-153
lags 1?.

Th la would ticat lilcoly bo the case even if a succession
problem Arinas prematurely, Auy successor rer;:bv3 will firoi
r.ova to htsert control ovs* gcvernacuinl organs at tho csstd?
aad in toy provincial areas. A succession situation v/b.\ch

clovelopod over the .ua.vi five to seven years would ulsoet
certainly halt and probably distantle tho decentralisation
effort, at least until the nsn Government assumed full poli-
tical control of tic country.

a. ieah Arm ns grrasmi. asymairaaiT

Vfbila Iran has bsan developing: and changing from within,
relationships with ito asternal environ'.asst fcava been under—
going important changes, too. For most of the last hundred
years until the lata SO's, Iran has either been, or Jolt it-
soil to bo, at the mercy of external powers . Frets 1900 until
tho ituaodlats pest-Vorld Vox II ported, the British and the
Russians exorcized osteusiva influence in Forexa. At tl-a

tics of tbs 1940-1047 Asarbaijea oriels, .tbs United States
replaced Britain as Iren's cost dependable great power support:
Since the late 104.0's, the D.S. hao been Iran's principal
ally and supporter vis-a-vis tho USSR. Iranian and U.E, vices
have retained very close on all nnjor and Boat seisor issues,
with tho exception of oil nationalisation during the KcssaOed
period and oil pricing during the current era (1573-present).

History baa convinced the Shah and most Iranians that Iran's
greatest throat cooioa from the Soviet Union. Despite tho
normalisation of ccmcarcial and political rclatici:s with tho
USSR, which began in 3.059 , that country is still cons id aval
Iran’s major enemy. rue rationale for Iran's extremely close
ties, early dopsudssioa upon, and corfexit military supply
relationships with, tbs U.S. follow caiorally. Dsgianing in
the late ISO!) 's, lit.waver, the Shah has been much acre active
in trying to chape Iran's external ouviroexent. This has
been accompanied, particularly since the 1973 oil price fcibas,
by a general increase in Fersian national pride which ban Bade
itself fait both cn the international scene and upon fc-raigaers
reddest in Iran. Visile Iranians ctili fear they nay be
manipulated by foreign powers (CIA control of Iran remains
an article of faith assoeg Iranian radicals abroad and,
unfortunately, tw ay others la Iron), the Shah is much rcoro /
willlag to assort Iranian Influence in the internallean1 arena,
and his follow citiaaus accept with pleasure such evidence of
Iran's growing prestige.

Iran hnc consistently tabsa the position within OfiSC that
Additional price increases in patrolonn should maintain
producer buying power by establishing. a relationship bc-troe-i
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-V 'j-.-v i.c ! cut 6 :"•! ;
-i ran;’ :

: r :

•

•

,, •; ;v',v1 . era t-s.-j at a-.r -.u-.a c.

1 - ru' a. : cc.rjlv: . '--’T. . if

• - ; ;j:.; tr:-.- . ii \r; dif.fieult to Ikv; .'.orrr.ie -

•

'-oi' 3 vc’ v ’• t.'ita Ira? to cco:. --tlon in per* c.tlnj earity

'tvs::; r:':*a, as tbr Ehab f j ..sees. 'xtoUiCilo
_

i:/ d;-y;:t, »xv- it i» ’-’.-a: •• in fciv-slntioa ba* wi p«--
::-J tb® 0:'.. < ;:r3ii:n a it.go. it tr> not s.’ou clear v/fticn

/sorhWiaa would bs included in the ssograpbical tern "Middle
». It

Br-f/ts tins iuprcciaion of these seultilaierr.l initiatives, aa

underlying tvaid is discoralblc: tea has bacon to giyo sov®

attention to its 1
*0 Ir. hiona wltfe areas is South ana iSnss Assn.

i 'i;ci''an Ocean Ccwoa ’’r.rtet proposal ic one esastple.

il'scthor lo Iran's stated intention to have a "blue wtssr"

navy which will ostercl the country’s stratazic Interests oat

•tut® tho India si Ocean. OErr.m,for ©5 Iran’s naval boad^jartors

fsoa XborrowsSsfcr eastward to JlaKise? Abbas in 1073 and its

intention to build a «aJor naval, taco at Cfiah Baliar era signs

of this development.) It appears that tb® Shab’o intent in

osKMMiag 6ieater interest ia South «*<• Snot Asia in to

nrodact an iivcige of groater strategic scope. Ke nay feel .hat

the rest of the world tends to thin’x of Iran as a count, y on

the frlcg® of the lilddlc Bast rather than as a country which

has othar broad strategic interests as well.

lens with the 'bos Iranian activism in forslgu affairs have

ess® stresses la Iran’s relations with the W.6. (Tehran’s

j.XPd-1 of Kovoafoer IS, 1375, and 0701, of June IS, 1975). Tor*'

j- -'3 ihs only i.iajcr point on vetch the II.£>« and Iran now
tijS vr-rc 3 -is the dsniaability of higher oil. paticcs. but tears

arV a raiaba? of lesser irritants ia cur bilateral relation-

rhir-‘ v/h'-cb reflect the Shuh’n (t.»’ Iran’s) increasing desire
Uj its rs? atior.c vith tbs U.6. in Itfi or:a cays 1) .Iran

rcr • rto our <::• l-.-.ao control over nUItary rales; tl-.o SL«sh

• to «•>:! hen ho y lobes; £1 initial or.r..- eteticae about

’J.s'l-lras; Joist CeetiftKloa activities l.r.v« rot boon fulfilled
. f> noccbt ’J, .9. belief tcv.eid Angola hr.r produced doubts
•: - f-o' Shah’S wind trat the 11.i. will he, or can to, ns firs

: :
fy ns it bee be;.’, in the pact. 12 unry yourgar ropro-

‘
. . -tivrg j- pi'ceseJ d:o U. .!„ Coegross tcv.ar.) a core qves-

f
- *'-i-v.’c;f » vs“-itVwt t Is;: • the ficrh has rsciproe itcd.
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the foreign cdu&snity, of which tiso rJ . 8 , coatiE^ent is the
largest, would prsbnbly fccooxe a target for increased xeno-
phobia and attacks,

.
particularly froa right "sing Haslea

groups Mid ouarcoat leftist factious (Tolirai) 11T44 of Korea-
bor 18, 1075)

.

m, ytreuRg kiosks rm rxc.m

Change is occurring In Iranian sfeaiety at all. levels, largely
due to rapid ecoasaic grrcth in tbs past two to five years.
Thin developacat is widespread} act only ia Tehran, but
important previseinX tcaaa aacb as Tabrias, Isfahan, Shiran,
Otiipr cities cueb as Almaz, Xeroanahab and Kasbad as well
are feellug the press of sociological change, l« saany years
the Shah baa Managed to generally ride hard on those develop-
treats and direct their eaia lints of advance. As tbs society
has gram increasingly. owplon ns tfco result of successful
industrialisation and agricultural exploitation, the Iranian
bureaucracy and political cashnniess of govemssnt appear
increasingly pressed to ;v or l the twin ct-allcrge of offactive
authoritative control aud tbs drive for expanded political
participation,, Koreovuv, cs baa happened historically in
many societies, expectations have arisen even faster than
jb'ospscts for iulfillsaat, creating a dangerous situation for
tfea guar,) ians of political legitimacy.

four far, problssm have been nanagoabls in tba context of
initial rapid growth, but ocoiiouic indicators suggest that
tbs period of gooaetrio growth io coning to a close, How-
ever, tbs ir.pact and expectations of the recent past continue.
Thin year’s budget will be ia deficit, end while tbo regiase
has opted for continued growth even at the coot of deficit
financing, the budgetary pinch its already being felt ia both
public and private sectors. Projects cnee approved in a rush
are now getting a careful second look and sons, perhaps sany,
azu boicy shelved. Whether this causes serious discontent

escnsT
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or only saiucr grjabli^v probably cSopesds ca tbo degree of
reduction in grcatb a^a how wall It is taaacod.

Tsp Rajor factors suggest both trouble sad opportunity afcoai
fok* societal sanagrapsit

The "p&blnvi toass," these intimates around tbs Shah who Sava
UsId varicra key pewitleas over the past 30 years, is gravin';:
older. This increases tfc® possibility of slippage ia cca.t-.-c,?.

Ocsrt Misiatsr AJsa r.;.-:; Imperial Secratoriftt Bivsctc?
tlosratolteb Heiainn, for example .• have fcaea reported in ill
health at various times in tbo recant past. Tho Shah’s
Chief of Staff, Goner;'. 5. Atsbari, ia old, cud reports circulate
trou tiro to tiro tint &AVAK Chief Hoaatcllab Kassiri has
ar.’-icd to ret Ire .1 Prime lliaistar aovoyda has already indi-
cated ho will giro up his post as Secretary General of the
RFJT at tho Octchar Party Ccagrcsa. There is a strong chance
that age, health and fatiguo will probably remove easy of
tbssa non frest their hoy positioca before five years cars
passed. This offers an opportunity to develop new blood,
but 'also the danger of disorganization. Senior replacements
will be relatively ieecsperioaocd ia the subtleties of exor-
cising taperial power and say not share thoir predecessors'
absolute loyalty to the royal fariily. A diminution, at least
temporary, of administrative and control coapetsucq ia
clearly to be expected

,

Tho second mjor problea ie tho lack of an cds.-junto institu-
tional fra&oworfc for further political development.' which
could absorb soaa of the pleasures likely to build, up oven
under tbs 'beet of circuustencss. The Shah deserves credit
for censing this problus and attempting to build, through
tho Resurgence Party a:;d decentralised governmental idsinie-
triition, an adainletsstive/poAitical framework to both manage
change and increase popular participation.

Unpredictable factors such ae tho Shah's survivability always
c&ist. The Best litoly path of dsvelopaont, ia the absence
of such eccentric factors, depends upon elements Coro amenable
to Iranian influence, Assutsing that the present gcvsrcsental
structure continues in being, the Eovsracsnt 'e successful
iaplscsatatiosi of its economic development proposals will
basically doper,t! on Its ability to is.uagc its presrase well.
Eitobss and bottlenecks will develop in administrative arrange*
sente. The CHJ7. and private ind.-st.vy will circumvent saute of
those; others rill fco the focus for political criticise.
Controversy over resource allocation is litoly to grow.'

1*0 y
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3 030 'r/jaaa of offsetting .tills negative impact, tfca GOT. is
i’tely to bias’s foreigners ’for tSioir failure to comctly
apart Western techniques tad natbcds. This is elrsadjr taking
Iceo — there arve charges of cowr.i'.“iat intrigue with u’cEJotic
P$on-'inta of tSo regime; acaorhioas that foroirjasra are poi-
nting Trac'c culturo; and Ipsseoqiug oJEwasssiociii of belief
hat Vcntorn technology te iueffcotivo acd not worth tbo
petal price being paid for its presence. To sorsa degree this
is natural: forsiga oor.ipajj.io3 aro showing less willingness to
invest iudiscriiiiaatoly in Tran, an! normal frictl css between
relatively cow trading partners — ci.suaderstai:din£s, Ir.te
paynant for goods , inadequate parforjcancs of contract arc
already growing. Iron has tees sheeted by rapidly escalating
prices of U„S. goods, particularly military hardware, hut also
othar manufactures, The inevitable critioiGsa of foreigners
means the reorientation of .Persian values that wist take place
if Iran is to operate its modern industrial structure will
have at least a nodopt anti-foreign anious.

Projecting soveral years of relative peaeo and stability
ahead, Iran i3 likely to ruddle throng<E'% synthesis between
traditional Persian society and the values and attitudes
necessary to operate a modern state with at least mininuM
effioioncy. In the process, the Stall will almost certainly
try to reduce criticism by limiting or strongly influencing .

emerging political participation and alienating many younger
activists woo ore now seriously beginning to participate
within the system. This could set the stage for a return to the
pro-1063 situation when tbo. Shah faced threats from both the
left — cx~Tudoh Party supporters and radical Ecderaiaero —
and from the right — traditional landlordc/busiifossaen and
religious coBsorvativsa. ilora likely, however, is that tho
newly cverging aiddlo clas3 — businessmen, academics, civil
servants, and even cany skilled laborers — will achieve coae,
perhaps significant, influence and control over policy through
control of the governaontul bureaucracy, the Party apparatus,
and economic allocation machinery. The political interplay
will bo fairly intense: The traditional lovo/hnte rolaticn-
sbip between ruler and ruled will show both cooperative and
confllctual aspects, but direct confrontation is not the
Iranian political style. Por euanplo, tho intellectual who
espressos deep hostility to the government ’o violation of
western norms of civil rights (Tehran :c A-5S of Earch 15,
1976) will bave 20 hesitation about taking an important
advisory or operational job in the government or Party,

Duleco the Hhah inexplicably loses hla ability to wheal and
deal within tbo Iranian system, bo will undoubtedly try to
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/manipulate othcro as they try to manipulate bin. In .tbo
process, ac his control ever an iscrocsisgly complex society
through older trusted advisers begins to slip, ha will ho
forced to tern to now son who will tins* acquire access and
lsifluonco, Both the Shah and his lieutenants nsy choose to
open up tho political process, either foroally or informally
or they ray fcavo it forced upon thou wbilo atteapiing to deal
with tho esargiug groups in Iran's Great Civilisation, The
Restirsonce Party Political Bureau, composed of 20 individuals, .

including 15 cloisters, is already showing signs of developing
lnfluanco along those lines through an essentially collabora-
tive relationship with the Throne.

Islanic philosophy ctrasnes that ovonto liappoh "InsbRllft” —
if God wills, Iran’s history chows the country has been roro
often victim than predator. This has brad a fatalistic
attitude toward accoaplishing established goals plus a dis-
inclination to accept rjeronsibility for difficult decisions/
actions which has lad to paternalistic authoritarianisa as a
basic leadership stylo. This ancient pattern of behavior is
bol.ng challenged at all levels by Iran's bovo into tho indus-
trial future.

;

No solution will please everyone — Iran's own internal values
ero anch too rich and divergent for that, Eocoociliag such
differences while developing the Kinimal adainistrat ivs and
orgtBizational values nocossary to Echo the system work
effectively to coeemc! tho political loyalty of its subjects
will not b® easy. It will take leadership, tine, favorable
circuEStcncos and political vision, not only from tila Shah,
but from Iran's emerging elites who will can the machinery,

IV. SK?.3CT 03 3„S. IHTERBSTS

What volo will the 3,". play la Iran's future? As a modernised
society, we have touch to contribute, but Iran ic fcscoair.g
Increasingly sensitive to taking advice and any not always
want our assistance, for esaisplo, 3.S. insistence on addi-
tional safeguards on nuclear c-sergy plants beyond IA&&
standards Is already chasing business into French and German
hands, besides irritating Iran, t’bnt is soon in Iran as
nanocossary press criticism of Iran on human rights questions
has irritated Iran's government (Tehran Glia of June 13, 1973).
Thera is considerable foaling in Iran that cogsants of U.6,
public and proas opinion have been taken in by radical, foroigs-
iaspirod criticisms of tho Shah's .regia®. Greater congressional
concern with tuma rights problems , ccuplod with increasingly
restristivc policies ca military solos, have raised doubts
about tho reliability of tho long-torn B.S. tia.
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70: DEPARTMENT OP S'ATE

from: Lamemsassy Tehran OATH: Z2 Feb 1977

PINT, PGOV, IR
THE RESURGENCE PARTY BEGINS PHASE II

A) 76 Tehran 10887 B) 76 Tehran A-133, July 22

C) 75 Tehran A-239, Nov. 30 D) 76 Tehran A-123,

July 8 E) 75 Tehran 10338

" SUMMARY : With the ' selection of a new Secretary General,

and other principal party officials, the Resurgence Part'

* (RPPI) is preparing to increase its organizational

activity and reach out for a greater role in Iranian

“politics. New Secretary General Jamshid Amouzegar has

installed people loyal to himself into key positions,

"and this new teas, has a distinct activist and modernist

flavor. The major challenge facing new Party leadership

"is translating Shah's desire for greater participation

by all Iranians from word to reality. Success will

"depend upon the Party's ability to cope with three basic

problems: a) provide inducements to participation for
- interested activists who are somewhat disillusioned

because the RPPI is not developing a governing party in

"traditional terms; b) create middle-level party organi-

zations to channel chapter views to national leadership

"and vice versa ; and c) smoothly develop the party's
ability to work with government echelons at all levels

"without either becoming part of the GOI's administrative

machinery or losing all influence. END SUMMARY

Some two months after the conclusion (Ref^A) of the
^

"Second congress of the Resurgence Party of the People

Iran (RPPI), the Party's new organizational structure is
“ beginning to take shape and the RPPI is beginning "Phase

ftUCCttTKO P*»TRI*UTiaMi Enclosures:
Party Manifesto
MemCon

CONFIDENTIAL

fARAKCS*
|

SRF (draft)
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II." The selection of former Interior Minister Jamshid
Amouzegar as Secretary General of the RPPI is believed by
observers to be a clear sign that the Shah expects the party
to play an active political and educational role. In the
intervening weeks, new personnel have been selected for key
first-level jobs and many more new faces are expected.
Some changes have been approved in organizational structure
which are intended to expand the Party's role in Iranian
grass roots politics. This aijrgram discusses changes in the
RPPI in terms of personnel, organization, doctrine, and
political dynamics.

New Personne 1;V New Secretary General Amouzegar is a dynamic,
experienced Wand in Iranian politics who had been considered
one of the leading candidates to replace Prime Minister
Hoveyda when the latter retires. His selection as Secretary
General makes him for all practical purposes the second man
ip government behind Hoveyda and, unless he unexpectedly
stumbles badly, a good candidate to become his eventual
successor. Amouzegar is American-trained and has studied
the American party system. As head of the Executive Board
of the RPPI for the past year, he was one of the principal
architects of the party organizational structure, as weil
as leader of the Progressive "Wing." He is considered a
driving worker by his colleagues; rather than a conciliator.
In the weeks since his appointment, he has moved energetically
to restaff key Party positions with those both loyal to him
and skilled in some phase of Party work.

Chief among his lieutenants is new Deputy Secretary General
Dariush Homayoun, formerly editor and publisher of the leading
farsi newspaper, Ayandegan . Homayoun is believed to be an
excellent choice by many party workers who feel he has the
public relations sensitivity and conciliatory, persuasiveness
which complement Amouzegar 's more forceful qualities.
Married to Ambassador Ardeshir Zahedi's sister, Homayoun is
well-connected in the upper circles of Iranian society, and
has been one of the leading activists on the RPPI Political
Bureau. He has increasingly shown himself adept and intelli-
gent in handling organizational matters, and is fast becoming
RPPI’s key organization man since he is directing the restaffing
of the Party organs.

#
The third key positon, chairman of the RPPI Executive Board
goes to Dr. Ahmed Qoreishi, also active for the past year in

CONFIDENTIAL
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the Political Bureau. lie is. a former Dean of National
University’s Lav? School, and a recognized Iranian expert on
U.S. politics. He spent 13 years in the U.S. studying and
teaching, returning to. Iran in 1966. The Qoreishi family is
one of the old 'wealthy . landowning families of Iran. Qoreishi
was a sometime-member of the group which drafted the RPPI
manifesto, and has long advocated paying Party organizers for
full-time. Party work.

Amouzegar *3 replacement as head of the Progressive "Wing" of
the RPPI will be Minister of State and Plan and Budget .

Director Abdol Majid Majid i , who had been earlier mentioned
as a possible candidate for the Secretary Generalship. Majidi
is another of the new Party leadership who has traveled widely
and taken graduate work in the U.S. (economics. Harvard)

.

He is not expected to make any major innovations in the
Progressive Wing, but will continue to keep discussion going
and use the Wing as a means of preparing and presenting
alternative policies to the Party governing bodies.

Although not technically at the level of the three officials
mentioned above, new RPPI Teasurer Ali Farshchi may be the
most important new appointment from the standpoint of func-
tioning party administration, and eventually in terms of*' power
as well. Farshchi replaced Ahmad Kashefi as treasurer, and
also took over direction of the financial affairs branch and
the RPPI- Secretariat (there replacing Ziaeddin Shadman, who
remains special assistant to the Prime Minister) . Farshchi
is a long-time confidant of Secretary General Amouzegar
who has been his undersecretary in the Ministry of Interior
sirtce August 1974, and according to close friends, has been
instructed by Amouzegar to "get control" of the party apparatus
from those who previously held office. He remains Interior
undersecretary (for which he received special Cabinet per-
mission) and will be one of the key links between the Party
organization and the executive branch of the GOI. Since no
information has been submitted on Farshchi previously, the
following biographic data is provided:

Born in 1925 in Tehran, Farshchi received a law degree
from Tehran University in 1950 and a B.A. in Business Adminis-
tration at the University of Pittsburgh in 1961. He served
as an assistant prosecutor in the Ministry of Finance;
deputy director of the Ministry of Education's Foreign Relations
Department; deputy director of procurement for the Ministry
of Finance; Director of Finance for Khorasan Province? Chef-

de Cabinet in the Ministry of Finance; and senior advisor to
the Interior Minister before moving to his present job. He
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policy that had been ir. effect. Four Party professional
secretaries have already resigned and the rest will be replace
within a few months'. This necessitates replacing many office:.*

who will not be able, or want, to give up their full-time
occupations. Homayoun- admitted he had been one of the
principal advocates of an all-volunteer Party organization
but that a year's experience and "perhaps my new position

"

had changed his mind. Homayoun projects about 100 paid
personnel at Party headquarters in Tehran, plus another 2,600
paid locals in the provinces. This would be supplemented by
about 10,0.00 volunteers throughout the country. Homayoun
noted he was having difficulty finding qualified people to
take the jobs, but the process was just beginning.

In December, the RPPI executive board approved a major change
in grass roots Party organization. Henceforth, Party chapters
(Kanoons ) will have between 50 and 100 people rather than 100
to 2~00 to permit greater discussion at party meetings.
Present Party figures give the RPPI approximately 5.4
million enrolled members in 51 thousand chapters, 3,868 of
which are in Tehran. Provincial organizations are still
lagging and the Kanoons have been grouped into 450 districts
for the time being, roughly along provincial lines, Homayoun
and several of Amouzegar's junior associates admit that most
Party chapters exist in name only. Neither direction from
the top nor organization from the bottom .has proved sufficient
to bring life to basic Party organization. This is an ex-
tremely sensitive point with Party officials and the cause
of much soul-searching. Part of the difficulty is that the
Party’s role in the present Iranian political structure is
poOrly understood. Homayoun has said in public and privately
that the Party is not a governing party which is part of the
administration. Many Party members have become disillusioned
because explanation of this point in the many recent meetings
has seemed to place limits on their personal expectations.
Party leaders want the Party's role to evolve as a watchdog
on government, a source of ideas for policy makers, and a tool
for educating the masses, but many, particularly activists,
saw the RPPI as a route to governmental power.

Homayoun and others, particularly more rank and file Party
members, are frankly puzzled by what sort of inducements the
Party can offer to politically-minded individuals to secure
their adherence and participation. One such inducement will
be tighter administration control over candidates for public
office. Homayoun has said in press interviews that party
candidates would be screened with respect to their Party
activities as well as interest in public affairs. Other ideas
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which may be tried wall include putting Party groups andunits into contact with policy makers and providing for a
.supervisory function for local Party organizations with
respect to village and rural councils. The proposed division
between Party and government is likely to break down or
change as the Party experiments with various types of
activity. This in turn could create tensions between
Party and government v.’hich could further handicap political
integration.

Centra l Headquarters : The RPPI Executive Board has approved
changes in basic Party committees at central headquarters.
The Public Affairs Division, headed by Assistant Secretary
General Sadiq Kazemi, at least on an interim basis, will
continue to be in charge of Party publications, but greater
emphasis will be placed on intra-Party exchanges of ideas.

Affairs Branch will shift its emphasis from concernwith Party policy to providing services to various Party
groups--students, union, youth. It probably will be signifi-
cantly involved in exchange of social ideas between central
headquarters and _ the provinces. It will also, at least

^GeP in touch with administrative departments atall levels to help eliminate bottle necks.

The Administrative Branch will remain in charge of adminis-
trative meetings, and chapter membership. It will also super-vise elections under the direct control of Party Treasurer
and Secretariat Head Farshchi.

The Foreign Relations Branch will focus upon organizational
work with Iranians abroad and will handle ties with foreiqn
political parties.

A new division. Plans and Research, has been created to take
over all research functions of the other branches and specifi-cally those assigned to the educational section. This group
will prepare teaching materials to be used in Party education
programs

.

The present inspectorate will lose many of the functions itwas supposed to exercise over governmental subunits and will
concentrate on supervising Party administration. In his
conversation with Embassy officers, Homavoun privately
admitted that the Party's massive attempt to monitor all
government performances had been a failure. Future efforts toplay the Party's watchdog role will be conducted primarily by

CONFIDENTIAL
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local .organs with fccpa'.z to the government *; 1 units they
parallel. Por e : :an 1 o , r. ' a r ty local council wou Id - foilov;

1 the evolution of city or rural district administrations

;

l
the Party personnel co:v:it.toi = s would perform similar functions
with respect to the Provincial Governor General and his sub-
ordinates. Most Party leaders agree with iiomayoun 1 s analysis
of prior failure, and several go even further, suggesting it
will be difficult for local Party groups to perform a serious
watchdog function until they are much better organized.

The Education Branch will be revitalized and stripped of its
research functions (see above) and focus on providing both
theoretical lectures and exposure to practical experience
at Party seminars. Over the past months, the RPPI has held
seminars for all provincial administrators, incoming .local
council officers (elected in October) ,

professional Party
leaders in 16 provinces, and a number of specialized seminars
for university professors, labor officials, etc. Amouzegar
and Ilomayoun have used these to impress their conception of
the Party upon Party officials. Auxiliary groups have been
commissioned by the Executive Board to study educational
programs and subjects to be brought up at educational sessions.

Other Party Activities : Despite the publicity attending
Majidi's election to replace Amouzcgar as coordinator of
the progressive wing, talk of the wings virtually dis-
appeared from public and private discussions until recently
when an announcement was made that wing discussions will be
held in public. It is clear that for the next six months,
focus will be on central Party activities and' efforts to
revitalize local Party administration. Homayoun believes it
will take at least two years to have a fully functioning
effective Party apparatus in place. Other estimates vary
from one year to five, depending upon conceptions of "effective

Resurgence Party Congress : RPPI’s Second Congress was held in
late October and was considered successful because it pro-
duced mass participation, elected new Party leadership (see
ref A) , and legitimized Party organization. Delegates from
all provinces were rallied to greater activity by the usual
paraphernalia of Party congresses-speeches, committee meetings,
etc* The primary rationale for the congress was to elect a
new secretary general (which it did) and to approve the new
ideological manifesto which had been under development for
over a year. It confirmed as permanent the interim Executive
Board and Political Bureau.
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Pa rty Doctrine; De.sp.its much fanfare and considerable effort
in preparation, the philosophy of the Iranian revolution has
become the major non-event of the past six months. (See (a)
attachment No. 1

• for the Embassy's informal translation of
the Party manifesto and (b) Qoreishi-Mills-Stempel MemCon of
May 10, 1976 which gives drafting committee.) The manifesto
itself discusses the origin of the White Revolution, the
central set or specific proposals which the Party supports.
The logistics of the Iranian's drive to modernize itself
under the monarchy, the need to revitalize mass units, and
the intellectual values of the revolution are treated at
length. The basic values as listed in the manifesto, are
1) elimination of- class mentality, in this instance the
conflict between peasants and leaders; 2) nationalization of
vital resources such as water, forests, and oil; 3) political
education to promote faith in the basic, social

, political
and cultural values and stimulate political consciousness to
defend the Revolution from plots and propaganda both from
within and without; and 4) evolution of democratic partici-
pation which seeks true individual freedom within democratic
discipline and distinguishes between liberty and unbridled
disregard for the law and public good.

This philosophy will provide the fundamental basis for the
Party's educational political program—which the Executive
Board has decreed will called "national" education, not
"political" education—over the next few .years. As published,
the manifesto offers few if any new insights and leaves
open to both the regime and the Party the possibility of
attempting various pragmatic approaches to specific issues.
This approach combined with the inherent cynicism of Iranians
toward national political pronouncements possibly explains why
there has been no overwhelming public or academic interest
in the manifesto.

The Shah himself was interested in this manifesto from the
very beginning. He met with the drafting committee at the
beginning of its work and near the end to review its progress.
One member of the committee told us in confidence that the
Shah stressed the need to accommodate conflict within the
Party system. The Shah even used the term "a natural dia-
lectic” between the opposing forces to describe the evolution
of Iran during his reign. This threw the committee into a
tizzy because of its hint of Marxian analysis. The source
thought this was one reason why Iranian publishers and book
sellers reported a distinct upswing of the works of German
dialectic philosopher, Frederick Hegel, over the past year.
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This is, about as close as Iranians in groups are allowed to
get to Karl -:ar:< without running a fc-ul of Iran's anti-
communism laws.

POLITICAL PV.iAMICS: The major question facing the RPPI
remains as "reported in ref .B: will the Shah permit the Party
to play an effective enough role so that Iranians will perceive
it as a .legitimate and effective channel for political
participation? Two sources who' have encaged in various dis-
cussions with the Shah on Party matters both say the Shah is
prepared for the Party to play an effective role and is
willing to accept the risk this would entail as long as he
perceives party leaders are a) loyal and b) competent. The
Shah told a group, of senior academics that he has no desire to
turn the RPPI and the country over to a group of second-rate
politicians who would be incapable of governing. The Shah
feels substantial political education and several years
practice will be necessary before people are sufficiently
knowledgeable to make a fully democratic system work. In
the meantime, he appears to have accepted the views of his
American-trained Party leaders that a gradual, incremental
approach to political development offers the best hope of
success.

Such a gradualistic approach offers both benefits and problems.
As Homayoun has noted, one major problem will be inducing the
always-skeptical Iranian citizen to participate in a party
which, at least initially, has no governmental role. Other
Ifcrty activists urge the Party to begin its watchdog and
supervisory function in the local’ levels where people will
be able to deal more actively earlier with issues that
interest them directly. This appears to be the approach the
new Party leadership is taking. If the government and the
Party can avoid stimulating too high-flown expectations, yet
still generate participation, this would permit an educational
process to go on for several years before the government has
to confront major differences between itself and the RPPI
at a national level—perhaps over such questions as the
relative allocation of development funds between provinces,
or the relative division between defense and civilian de-
velopment spending.

Now and for the foreseeable future, government-party coordi-
nation is being carried out through the RPPI Political
Bureau, v/hich have both government and Party representation
(see ref B and E) . New Executive Board Chairman Qoreishi

S
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The Xraaian One-Party ijtate
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» <A) A—10 of Jfuaoary 25) 1975; <B) Tehran 2039;

<CJ A—42 of Hfirch 5, !.»75; JO) Eascudero~8adr

HEHCQM of March 11, If T5; CS5 A-71 of April 11,

1075; <F5 Tehran 4150; <G> Tehran 4312

H.iHiitttv. thie import offers ,;;saXyaAs of the stotivatlom*

fcSKTnd i-AY' coasequreiKX'B of Sb: Shah ’« Hupeh 3 aaaswince-

B»at of th® traaoforiBSflo® of tra» lata a on*-party atats
ttiwa^ crsatioE of th* ao»Wis::jiic™ !?art7 of the Rsople

eg Xs-an (KPPf.) - We taJ.ieve tto action stSEHtsd large!?
fs-oa -the Shahs desire for greater e-oatrds sad reduced
internal criticls®, *van thee.-; fi one night consider ouch

u step umnscowsnry la a panot! of heirgaoaiag Iranian
aelf-coafideae® sad nrtlotaallfiJl, Bn also wasted to ln-
dude In th® political process atone capable Kraaiuae
who fait tbesawlvsra carcladod di» to their aenheroMp la
opposition partloo Sb addition, tl» now® Is In a»«5Slag

with tbs 3fouhe of4-etate;l otearactei-lsatinn of Beaters-
style deotoosracy aa pMcaioisl**>, inefficient sod uanwlted
to Iranian cultural efcd MotoKhcaS. espsrience. flbetre

ore nuuy Indications that the (treation of a eiagXn party

wao also a step by tbs SEanh to reduce th® groslag power
of bln ftrtne Sinister ant

,
refljirdXesTO of iateatioas,

this appears to bare bstsa esse of tfco reunite- She KP?X

ntlnnlatsd Interest and partlc: patloa la the June 30
general elections msohe: tlstaae iiho mis politically aware,

hut for the noassnt the. SMa'a rlwwpt volte-face In likely
to make little or ho dlffnenani’ to th* rna la th* otrs*t -

EncXoearartMss

1. Constitution of HastohhiK 'Tarty

2. Executive Bsard of th® EK>-

/&>r
frtiStecy.dsr© 5 Ej1
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J5t Men roattuir to the trend of uufast;ting institutional
rtevwlopswnt through evolution e2 soaaefcat independent in-
stitutions iub it signals tte Bfeah’a reisura to active
intervention at loser levels this Inhibits the pirocoae
fa? which political institutions can tai to function
without hie guidance. EXP SBtffiMH’ ,

limtltati'raal/Becurlfcy Tigwggigts

W<f> are inclined to accept at lace valos rejjsntsd imperial
o»d GO! statements that the malti-piyty eyiit</as„ mm It
functioned la Xran. failed to enlist too mor’fiaoa of many
capable individuals la Iranian rollticirH &&£<». The oae-
^iuptjr ajnstea will eliminate this gtfohgiKs*, although it has
'3et let shown such capacity to motivate public enthusiasm
Kosr Its activities. la addition, the Si (ait » distaste for
rwen the limited criticism permitted m«lor the aulti-party
iJS.'stBW; was a major factor iiti Mo decision to do
:«7Sy with Iran's tans opposition... Although he had publicly
said he preferred a emlti-party BWWUfSfHasat,, the Shah had
iwsi unable to develop an opposition ps:.“ty which was either
i^oavlnoiag or acceptable. His eattssrian® with the Mardam
.‘tarty’s last two secretaries' go raval - A.: Li Hacji Kanl and the
late Besaer Aawri- both of whom twns wcimmrlly dismissed
when their criticism irritated tha SbaE or Prime Minister
ftoveyda. evidently helped to cc-avinc* li.:tn that a tolerable
'^position party could not function in itean’s controlled
Political emrlxonsent.

Another factor in the Shah’s decision xny have been bis
wall hanwn view that Westers dcsosTacy is perulwsiwe,
inefficient and does met work too well uvea in those
on&atries where it was invented. Be s<f<je democracy as a
esEcept larsely alien to the cultural end political ©xp®r>-
Iosco of Iran which has oaly attained e;r«ataess under highly
centralised authoritarian regimes. In this context the
IfewursEBce Party of the Beopl© of Iran ({BPPS5 can be soon
ns another step in a trend towra-d imexw.iuw>d control of this
oociety. Additional indication® of a buraker attitude
toward those v'm operate outside of the Iranian establishment
include lest year’s dismissal <•£ Jours?. Usts with qaeetion-
i-.bla backgro'.-xda- the forcible closure -*f various small
acwsjp&pem and sagf -.tines - and the ’’get flotseh'

1' approach
inward the proleajjMs student ur-srast whiish lasted from the
beginning of Dseeefear 19M unti l Sfeo cal of March 1975.
is foot, the studeot gambles ard tSso IS'73 anti-Shah plot
®f Journalists and iatmllestufsla assy tesa® boom catalysts
fur the Shah "a decsioisn, as tfees® as® pinna for the creation
ot party oaoaatteess within each tsmavassity faculty, map
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whatever reason the Shah has sud© if plain that b® intends
fo expand bis controls to ail area* of Ireniaa life. <Ssay-
ing to intellectuals aad otters theIff tsaach-uaed tactic of
what one observe? has toned 5,oat©ntai;ioue aon-comtAtoeat
The RPP1 provides a asohaaiaa for ehoaiioliBg political
participation as sell as a legal basis for the Identifica-
tion of unwanted oppositionists * It enghneines the Shahs
stated determination that those oho refuse to accept Jraa
as he defines it asst choose either prison, exile or obscurity,

fks new party has ntomud the existing four parties into It,
This, coupled with frequent aoospapsr criticism of the old
parties for ae-toolsa and squabbling o';or artificial losses,
and of the Iras Kevin is particular ton failing to rally
the people, nay alienate none party stalwarts, However theEm will offer poeltlons to nauy national figures from
otter parties Hueh of Its organisation is likely fo to
based on that of the Iras Xovla so that there should to few
former apparatchiks who are not given a role to play, Beth
as individuals and as etatee of various organisations

,

Iranians are tlooking to join the DH and to declare their
faith in Iran"© new political trinity of Monarchy, Constitution
and the Shah-People Revolution, Stilt, we doubt that the
Shah believes their support lo totally sincere or that he
expects the RPP1 to be any acre effective than its predecessors
at inspiring the people toward political participation. Fol-
lowing bin traditional Persian approach, he mob prepared
to insist on fern without such regard for subetancs

Press reports to tte contrary, the Sbahs announcement
was received by soot of tte aabassy°o contacts with a
wavs of cyalclsa and ooafuaico whieh has not yet fully
subsided Tte arbitrary astute of tte aasouacanest tended
to reinforce tte prevailing Iranine need of ateptlclsu Bind

cynicisn shout virtually everything eensaaeted with polities.
To ordinary Iranians we have talked with—shopkeepers, nail
Merchanta, aad others——(as distinct fawn party activists
whose personal Internets were Involved) the previous
political parties were ineffective a a roans of political
expression aad so far they sees to aatlelpate a slailar
result tram tte new party.

Internationally , especially auoag those la tte Halted States
aad Xurope who tended to to critical of tte Shah’s rogino,
tte reaction tea tees nore negative, Although the aboli-
tion of Iran’s maltl—party systeu has unnecessarily streng-
thened hia foreign critics, we doubt that the Shah carwo.
Ho pawns to ass his own position had that of him nation
ado so strong by virtue of oil aad by hla own euecesairul
record of leadership that criticism of hla iSterne1 policies
will sitter he naffled or of no compkim. In this Iks

nay te right, although international resetlor nay lacrosse
tte difficulties of inducing (ooatieaed page 4)

’X
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skilled Iranian expatriates to return to Iran to help
alleviate the nation's shortage of trained manpower,

loss For Hoveyda g

It Is possible to interpret the creation of the RPPI as
<* Move by the Shah to curb the growing power of Prise
Sinister Hoveyda , The background for tills consideration
uad its affect on the Shah’s role in daily politics were
siiecassed in A-71 of April 11 and A-75 of April 16 Kora
IBd more it appears that a diminution «? Hovoyda "s
position has been an important result <*:? the formation of
;he HPPX if, as books likely, this sS-ppago was intended

the Shah, it would not be the first v.ime that he has
moved against a minister who appeared to be outstripping
the limits sot for him.

Historical Parallels ;

iia 1962 All Aalni, the last Iranian Prise Minister to
enjoy a degree of power Independent of the Shah, supported
n compromise between the Throne and the National Front
which would guarantee them more than one-fifth of the
seats in the Mnjles and at least one cabinet post. Despite
its disunity the Front believed that it need only wait to
have all of Iran fall into its lap, and the compromise was
rejected, The Shah seized upon this to dismiss his Frias
Minister, who was known to favor the redaction of the role
cf the Monarch in Iranian politics, and a ssries of more
pliable successors followed.

In 1962-1963 the Shah entrusted his land reform program,
which later became the core of tho Shah-:People Revolution,
to the ambitious and capable Hassaa Aane&ajaai , Through
skillful use of vidsljr broadcast speeches aud frequent
rural trips, Arsanjani identified himself with land reform
in the minds of the peasantry 0 Ho parlayed his swelling
popularity into political capital through the formation of
t!w Peasants’ Party, At that point the flhah called a halt
to Arsanjani °s ambitions. Ever a shrewd judge of character,
the Shah shipped Arsanjani off to Rome as-, ambassador with
an unlimited expense account. Although lie tovsd he would
return, Arsanjani soon succumbed to the blandishments of
Roman living and ceased to be a factor It. Iranian politics.

It is by no means certain that the Shah considered Hoveyda
a threat. He probably regards Hoveyda as a more useful
teal tban he did Aaini or Arsanjuni, which accounts for
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bis record ten nod a half years as Prim Minister. How-
ever, both the -Embassy and SHF have rojiorted evidence
that the strength and corruption at Hoveyda’a Iran Hovin
Party were major factors convincing the Shah that the
multi-party system was not functioning as he wished and
nest be replaced. As the RPPX took shape following its
Inaugural Congress April 30 to May 2, convincing evidence
accumulated which pointed to a Hoveyda loss .

In his March 2 speech announcing the row party system, the
Shah confirmed Hoveyda as Party Secretary General for two
years (later increased to four) , but ilia Shah made it
clear that Hoveyda would not have the power to appoint
his principal Party subordinates. (H . ?eyda has stated
that he hopes not to remain Secretary iSeneral for the full
tern. It is runored that he will retain the Prine
Ministership but be replaced as Secret ary -General by
Interior Minister Amouzegar soon after the elections.)

The BPPX Congress :

The shifting power balance within Iranian party politics
was perhaps signalled by the election it Hasrollab Sntozam.
a long-time associate of Hoveyda “s powerful rival, Court
Minister Assadollah Alam, as Congress Chairman. Further
evidence of Hoveyda 'a decline is offer-ad by the events
leading to the adoption of the Party's Constitution.
Working through the drafting groups, Hoveyda obtained a
draft constitution which, fro» the point of view of control
of the Party, contrived to have most of the power assigned
to the Secretary-General (hintic.lf) anti to a Committee of
Secretaries which he would appoint, Vi® Secretary-General
was given broad powers to delimit the authority of other
Party units, to control Party finances and appoint and dis-
miss various Party officials Moreover, tha draft Bade it
plain that his powers were not Halted to these- areas but
included whatever authority was aocesniry to administer
Party affairs. The Committee of Secretaries, obviously
intended to be a creature of the Secretary-General, was
to have virtually all the remaining policy-making, isp.le-
saentary and regulatory powers within the Party hierarchy,
including control of lower-level Committees of Secretaries
(headed by an Organisation Secretary also appointed by the
Secretary-General) 'for each cw? the rural SBVX area unite,

Duri<ig the course of the Party Coagresa. which was charac-
terised by soma of the fnhbmt criticism of gmrCTn—t
performance and policies beard in (»!* in recent. years.
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Interior Minister Jamshid Aitouzegar proposed an alter-
nate draft which would have reduced the power of the
Beeretary-General, with a great deal of power remaining
within various Party bureaus-. In the erd the Amouzegar
version was adopted with few important .barges {see
/Enclosure 1 for teat of final Party Constitution,,) It
gives power to both the Secretary-Genera 1 and Party bureaus,
particularly the Executive Board, and reflects the system
cf checks and balances based on persona? rivalries which
permeates the Iranian political scone,

in the final version adopted by the Congress, the proposed
i: yetem of Committees of Secretaries was abolished and the
focretary-Genaral, still the Party's hi sheet executive
official, retains the power to appoint p to three Deputy
Kecretaries-General and various other RPPI erecutive
officers- He will supervise allocation and expenditures
<;f Party funds, although the Executive Soar'd controls the
auditing function. The Secreta ry-Gener; 1 will appoint >;?o-
'/lacial 3f ,cretaries-General and, through them, will exercise
supervision over the Party's entire rura l network,

(,'a the other hand, the Executive Board fcas principal respon-
sibility for implementation of Party resolutions; review
sr.d approval of nominees for election tf> Parliament and to
the rural Party councils; approval of bj—lews , the agenda
f the Pas ty Congress .. and the Party bun get as proposed

fcy the Secretary-General; and establishment of a supervisory
i omaiasioa whose authority is limited tr- reporting to the
F'sccv.tive Board on any Party matter’,

Hh Prime Sinister, Hcveyda is also Chaismar. of the RPPji
Political Bureau which must coordinate Party and govern-
mental activities and review ''national v.uesti.ons” referred
So It by the Executive Board or Kovtjrda However, the
Executive Board electa a majority -of tb. Political Bureau-

Obviously, in order to assure himself oi control of the
Party Hoveyda would have to control tlu Executive Board
as w«3,A as the Secretary-Generalship. Put Jnsshfd
Aeousegtr, one of Hoveyda s rivals, was elected Executive
Btiard Chairman and Farhang Mebt Chancer lew of Pahlavi
University and generally as a roi.— e of Court
Minister Atom. was named to on-. *;? the Pep.ts Chairman
>oste- The other Df-jatj- Cferirrar *s Mr- Mediaan Afk»\»nA-
r, lacdinj; ft-ssiaist acd a oialki jr. : at ffc-r Princess Ashraf ,

Interestin';!*- • tot -wo Board . zrs Kebdl Ghatisemi ,

i-iraor r-.-ri-r r of fls- c cyitra. C f '-Oc outlawed
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Tadeh (Cosuunist) Party sad Dr, Hsseein Tajadod who,
according to SRF, baa close contacts with tbs Soviets.

Dr. Uuud Gboreehl. a asaber of tbs fixetritive Board, baa
imforswd os that personality conflicts did not eater Into
the creation of the REPI Constitution; anther, the delegates
war© Motivated by a desire to predace the Boat democratic
atai workable doaunent possible to erasure that tbe nee
Party baa a sound popular buss. While tills is possible,
it doss not square with oar understanding of Iranian
politics as a highly personalised eenpetitive affair.

Despite bis loosen, it is too scoa to wrjite off Hoveyda,
niw baa several advantages denied bis ri vals, Tbe Iran
Bovin Party Joined tbe RPPI en sasse, giving tbe nee organi-
sation instant expertise based ca a best of activists loyal
to Hoveyda. In addition, foruer Iran Bovin anabera la tbe
countryside ears In crucial positions for the adnlnlstm-
tive control of tbe national elections. This poser Ibices

transfer has net gone unnoticed, however,, and tbe KPPI
received Instructions, apparently from the Stub, to severely
lislt the participation of forser Iran .Bovin stalwarts in
tbe Party Congress .

'in any discussion of Hoveyda •a assets, the none Parvis
Sabetl keeps caning up. Sabetl ban been close to Hoveyda
all his adult Ufa and is presently Chief of Depertasnt
Tbres in SAVAK, in obarge of lntaraal security. Like
Hoveyda, Sabetl and his foully vsold support i reduction
of Isperial poser (nee A-75 of April 16) and it was Sabetl *s
office which, la tbe past, issued final clearances and
recoaaendatioas on all candidates for political office,
enabling Hoveyda to obtain clearance for several individuals
of questionable background whan be has installed in bis
Cabinet. However, it appears that tbe Sbmb entrusted
hio personal intelligence chief, I,t. Gen. Hossein Fardoaat,
wltb tbe clearance task for candidates in the Parliamentary
elect loss, a aove perhaps intended to undercut tbe Prise
Mlalster.

It neons that Hoveyda attempted where possible to st'd tbe
new political organlnatlon to suit blnself but enjoyed
only Halted suaeees. Hoveyda retains hi,* considerable
power base within tbe Prise Ministry and ills status could
rise or fall in the cosing sonthe, but at least for tbe
tine being, regardless of whether or not it was so intended
by the Shah, Hoveyda *s position vis-a-vis bin rivals eeeas
to have worsened.
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Election* :

Gsssiral elects.®®® $®®& place Jus® 20, rrene ^ ““*5®
Gas’liSiS’ ®haa SE>FaaE. TPbo xv ww ualtisl© oEadwatw S&v

all assets la Pwrllatssat „ all of ®ho» gR^asnicowed by P*>0"

vissial BPPI C®ar»4jj»„ the. Baseutiwo Btsati f,Edth®aeerarity

aGtSSESPitlGB Orwunaa 5029), Pertoua tesJtftiwd by tto Shall

Bsysoaal identifieetAan eifcb tto asm ffiarty, tb® Initial

Soap**® to tie elections was f»a> banns' tbaa maal and

sweff 10,030 psopl© declared tfe®BW»lw*0 cnadidatsw 2or th®

2£0 Eaji&a sad 30 tats eaate a® ieenr;, 3i>we ®41 of than®

aero acm'-sn^d aisd pesrraAtfcsd te caiEpaiijti but exactly half o*

tfe© iBcwstesrt HaJXffi* BeisbeMibSp and 11 oat of 30 Senator*

gg*>© s&fc aec©s»£0d ft® candidates*

fflaoagb laelcl'sster asaS bereft «*f isoaea by the regia* "

issetsmetiSMi that oil, f«reisJ! policy a®** th* Shah-Poopl*

a®volrat.ioa sore not onbJeetB for Se-?*t>o. tbe canpciga wa»

ssissi active than anything aeon in S*®*' i® *«*•* f®*™
3t fsotssfed tei&vioed atatemirta by oj.jdidnt®* (usually

iiBited to ceresr ourasotioaB uud pled;.J* of good inten-

tions) ,
poatena, car»ai®us»t«!d radio® oral, in Tearon , tho

orwatiou of rotisas blocs baaed ©>f the ' febroa Bu* Cmjpany
as sKffltorsJiip ia labor imfiomt an’, snAM*.

Raglstsfation was a« saoarly aaadeieny ft* tho yovesuneat

at«ald aaike it. Prise Hiniater lfev®ydn otfitod sovoral

tises that failure) to go to tiw poll* would bo conaidond
b difflBfeFvico to the ss?rw party aEd,* «oi?a iaportantly „ toote

wh© did plot up their electoral cards received ft «t«p in

their ftil-issportaat identity card® Su*» whoa® carta

Sacked the Bt&vzp were refused sreefe e£fa©ntial gownaent
services as. ©Kit v&eaeo In th© ©ad, ira®® 1 608 million

Xraffilanc registered to vote Q

aaswevar, as the Vmllotln& was sccs®t '5 hex® was aojmy this

GOK could ensure that all registrants voted and tb©

count, though probably 'larger thJisa an* other voter turnout

in Iranian history, w«s well b®3U’<&? hai.f of those regia*

teredo For the 244 8feaJ1.cs contents (:«t off 268) for which

we bar© data, 201 or ©2% of th® 1875 vtmmn received

f$w©r votes than did the vietor® in the 31971 national

electloas* la may cases the totals *?©r© «i to 1/5 of

the vote cast ia 3.9? 1, m Tehran tho lowest winning vot®

for any of th® 27 deputies elected ia 1871 was 517j,218o

Tb® biggest Tobrara winner in 1975 ccssKd garner only

238,294 vote® and th® l®w©»t wiaain® ^t© ms 40,835 OT

s<s^ewbat less thaa :/12 of tb® oawgasftbl© J1971 figure 0
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T*t the g®vers»3!£i: ants3un««sd that 5, 1 Billion people

voted for tits saadldatec as compared to
J»9

Btlllsa ia tfco 16VX elections, sad la Sact, wo believe

that peapl© tested la 1975 than la 1971 although

the S„1 sillies t:Aal Is obviously incorrect. la the

carefully rigged -ileetiora beginl»S la the aid-elaties,

virtually h«# oac- n’oted anti the electoral officials slnply

aaaouBCsd ssrbitrEi*y totate grossly Inflated to suit the

prcaatlge of tfe® f.=ta-sslsct«d wlnaar, la the 1975 eleo-

tioE3 „ which wore ysrhapc the freest ia Modera Iranian

history, accurate totals cero published for individual

contests aad they fall far short of the Alice ia

WoE3sE-laEd .tlgMrs :i dreaaati up by election officials for

jawt cofflteostjT
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;s9 Imam hove complained to us about

'lading the coagletloa by agents for
»«®a of ballots for illiterate rotors ,

•cs*e oast- agsHts with voters at the

y ballot boa (Stuffing, It is clear that

sat totally free; obviously a certain
.M tooSs place wtea the candidates aero

'lists*? of Interior official has informed

ik tte ©lections cere rigged through the
•j MSaistar AJasa. But reports of prosecu-

itlosrn ®f ballots following isproper

Idataa ami electoral officials testify

a d E-s;i2s"i to run a clean show, Hor®

elastics results suggest a miniraun of

,aa, Siaa Eqlral, leng time Deputy from
yvi'C yiifiagiag; Diroetoi' and former

icmoaotaf Sqbal, got only 40 votes and

tatus'OO ea th® parliamentary scene such

fubti ,
yrslollnh Sadr and Afaaad RnSii

• ;eat2 pesplo of sow atEEdiug is Tehran

'laity for their constltuentcieo and it
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Men patten*, if than are say, eaa be determined,

la may ereat, changes In the electoral process in no cay
alter the fact that the Parllasest, hoeever oowtltnted,
Is a rubber stamp bedy Tilth ao influence in aay significant
area of policy fenaOnttea or Ispleneiitet&on., The Iranians
ve talk to realise this and it raiafogress the cynicism
with which they vies polities in (ami, regardless of
shatter or net they gtnein the recent elections an fair.

Tbs Futares

It is possible that the SIPPI will turn out to be an
inefficient political catch-all Including every aspect
of national life and thereby he moaningIces an a political
organ. However, we believe the Shah intends that the new
party should serve to further estend his political control
throughout Iranian society. In either case it Is iia-

portant for the Shah that the new organisation not he
under the personal control of Hovoyda or any other
individual. Indeed, It Is highly unlikely that a single
i^asi could gain control of the HP,?! because the Shah, is
a typically Persian mw«ver, hasa created an organisation
with built-in confliotsi its Corsatitration esllitatexs
against one-man control and this tendency is reinforced
by the inclusion of asset; hlgb-raahlng personal rivals as
Hoveyda, Alan, Anotiawigar

,
Minister of Economy and Finance

Ansary and Itohran CniveiTsity Chancellor Hahavaadi. This
divided and competitive leadership assy diminish the
efficiency of the EOT by fcsatarsiBg internal factionalism.
Indeed, the Bhefe ssy have f©sr«3®o«s this chon fee forseftet
the fomstion of party 'winssa” o;;- factions la his Jfescfe 8
aaneniicaint . Given tta nature of Iranian politic© it
appears unlikely that a«y wings which esy forra within ftfe®

Fnrty will he based: cm ideological differences. Instead,
they will probably be Hd» np of the personal followers
of yssrorful otujtenc«B far position withiia the EB>PX itself,
just as contending ffz&tftm within Iran’s f«n»r ssolti-
party systee wore tosspoted of tSsu pssnsonsS swpjsos-tera of
tb®ir leaders, This divided 3itoietioa should esIs© it
nseeemry ta refer asst diepotee So the Shah for reeoletic*,
eaaurSBg isjarisl dismoUea of tho Party leadaaftilaip:.

fib ea»* eigtiiSacsK* aaj aet of tie ostab&is&asiBt of the
B9ei iwy feu-' saat it gcaaa to ttgml the eowwasal of the
Stsai)

1’® {alley of sates®J years steading of fescesiag less
active in tbo day«<4e*u3Esj aetiwitfveu of Ssaaiaa polities.
Ihies policy asa?, Sto ss;y?:;.! Esa.cs otf Iran’s donwlogstebt had
aided the ovaSatiet «S »uvm8»1 ougBMte peoer tmotom all
©f which had ns int-esasi to saiafeslaisg national jstefe’.sVli;
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(see Kef e; , Tho Iran Novlo Party was <xis of these bat now
has been replaced by a larger,, less boantjesseos orgarsina-
tloa which, at least Initially, will remain under the Shah’s
control and be less independent This miens USsly to
reduce the Party's capacity to contribute to stability
after the Shah leaves the scene.

initially the creation of a single political party will
have little effect on the avera; ;e Irania a, The fnvner
opposition parties were so ineffective tint Iran was already
a one-party state in all but usie, The Jhah rsade, and will
continue to make, ail Important policy decisions, In many
ways he has simply regularized the enisling situation. In
doing so, however, he has stripped away part of the fac?.de
of participation In power which is so ia.jiortaat to Iran and
Iranians, It is difficult to see what :/lvantages he hopes
to gain by doing so apart from increasing his own control
over the political forces at work in thE- society.

MIKLOS
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that eo«i-s& .. As Itis experience and self assurance bare
grown, and m reopeutod elder advisors such as General
Yazdanpanab have gradually left the scene, the Shah has
turned less frequently tc others for advice on policy
Batters. Soaa obsisrvers therefore have assumed that he is
isolated from reality; this is sot the case. Be has care-
fully maintained &amorces channels of direct access to
hiEself from a wide range of official and private individuals,
aud through this traditional, personalized network be
obtains the inioraution on which to base his decisions.
It is at the policy level that the Shah appears to make
decisions in isolation, in part because he feels there is
no one in the inner circle with his own breadth or depth
of knowledge, on whoa he can consistsntljr rely, but also
because it is doubtful that any remain, with the exception
of the depress , Princess Ashraf and Court Minister Alan,
who are willing to propose a course of action which the
Shah may act like or suggest to his that any of his
decisions may bo ill-advised, Now. largely as a result
of the success of the Shah 7 3 policies, Iran has developed
to a stags of complexity where no single individual, how-
ever gifted , can laaise all the day-to-day decisions required
to keep the society moving,, As a natter of necessity
various limited centers of power or vested interest have
evolved which, within their limited areas of operation and
in the context of overall, policy guidelines previously
laid down by t;hu Shah, esr.8rcise day-to-day control of their
own affairs , Through their often unfettered ability to
Implement the Shah 3 bread domestic policies, these groups
have acquired a froedott of action which, though limited,
tuitouats to the acquisition of power through implementation.
These changes in tLj internal Iranian power structure are
the result of national social evolution; the Shah did not
consciously delegate implementing authority to these power
centers but neither, until recently, has he opposed their
development . Its fact, for a time it appeared that be
approved, as the evolution of centers capable of Indepen- '

dent action seeas to fit with what we believe was his
intention to create- a more remote, conceptualizing, policy-
sssiMng rol« for future soaarchs. allowing for livelier
competition at lower levels- We do not believe that these
power cent «. tv ropreuent a challenge to the present Shah,
although in tut, cast of the Iran Hovin Party he may have
perceived a s,.teati,5,l future threat. In any case, he can
intervene uacas-s them ca specific matters as -he chooses,
ew» though ho. cannot sserciue total control over all of
the* all c:C tab tima.. (Eve;: before the development of
iador.i;;adapt power centers, Iran's traditionally unre-
sponsive and inefficient bureaucracy constituted ,g
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practical restraint on the Shah "a capacity to exercise
detailed control) „ This report briefly examines one
actual power canter big business aad industry, on©
former power center, the political party system, and one
potentially Independent power center, the military.

II. Power Cantors g

*• Big_ Business and Industry;

Ever since the beginning of the Shah s drive to
industrialize Iran in the 1930s, big business and industry
have benefitted in t host of ways from government policy
designed to encourage the accumulation of private invest-
ment capital. In a restrictive political climate many of
Iran® brightest and most energetic people have gravitated
to the economic sphere where individual Initiative, within
the loose parameters of national development, was often
highly rewarded.

This timed has reached the stage where big busi-
ness and industry have become so large aad complex that
day-to-day operations cannot be closely monitored by the
government and the owners and managers have begun to
wield considerable power in their own rigbt.

An example of the evolution of the independence
of this sector was the Lajevard i-DuPont deal for a $500
million fiber plant In Isfahan. The deal was negotiated
and signed without reference to or influence from the
Court, which would have been impossible only a few years
ago. Businessmen have commented seriously $o Embassy
officers that it is no longer necessary for them to
'own” a minister or senator to get things done—now thair-
names and positions (and wealth) carry the power and
prestige to make things happen. In addition big business
and Industry once supplied large amounts of money to the
.+u ,

Party and will probably continue such practices
witb its successor toe Iran Resurgence Party, creating
linkages and enlarging the parameters of Independent action
for both.

. .. . .
most important aspects of Iran's recent develop—

S
t.^Vei befe? with the result that big business
a?

<1

!f?
try

?f*8
beiiu “““S tbe chief beneficiaries ofthe Shah's policies. For this reason they have been amajor pillar of the present regime and, though they

b®v® tended to avoid politics in tbe formal sense,they could be expected to give valuable financial support

COHFIDENTXAL
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4® mss future ' ogirae which offered stability and similar
po_iciv»*,

ho The ffagftr 3y.ii.em :

The Iras* Kovi.u Party was not a mass political
pact's ia the Western s^nse nor was it likely to become
one.. However, it mo a mass organization of a kind and
s&me which, with the exception of the outlawed Tudeb Party,
had sever before existed in Iran, Its primary attraction
was as a route to the top for its members, but more im-
portantly, it also offered a vehicle for the expansion of
the influence and power of its lenders, particularly Prims
Minister Hoveyda,, With its nationwide organization tied
into local power structures, its contacts with big business.
Its close relationshi p with the security organization*:, its
patronage power and its success in filling virtually all
significant go ainmeitt positions with Party members, Iran
Movin wielded genuine power. It bad no Influence over
foreign policy but during its decade in power and in its
role as "guardian” of the Shah-People Revolution it defined
the Revolution through implementation of its broad list of
goals.

Stoat of the people in high places within the Party
oteiKsiots s'Bpd their positions to Hoveyda who, during his
sore than ton years as Prime Mininter, built a formidable
power batso ter himself within the Party, He institution-
alized his power base when he became Iran Novin Secretary-
General at the Party’s January 1975 Congress, He demonstrated
it through frequent trips to the provinces where ha encour-
aged ongoing developusat projects, authorized new ones and
received petitions from the people in the manner of the
Shams of old. Hoveyda is known to believe that an absolute
monarchy in Iran is in anachronism, but he is also a
realist she has founded a successful political career on
subservience and the careful restriction of his power to
a level not displeasing to the bh&h.

vTuis in evidenced by Hoveyda s close relationship with
powerful SAVAK Department Chief Parvis Sabcti and by the
twfK&c Party’s ability to aai.rit.ain people with Rational
front cr Tuden backgrounds in high Party office when
journalists ana others are being dismissed for similar
previous activities.

398
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has conferred great strength on the Shah in time of
trouble; it paid off taaadaoiaoly, for example , in 1963
ebon troops stood firm and fired on street nobs protest-
ing land refowl and voting rights for women.

However, liho the rest of Iran's dynamic evolving
society, the military h. a experienced, and is experiencing,
inevitable charges jointing toward possible differences
in attitude which may become more significant in the
future.

Fifteen years ago many more government posts
were in the bands of seconded or retired military officers
than is the case today. Upper class Iranian families,
which once saw the military as a route to the top for
their sons, do so nc longer, Many educated Iranian youth
find compulsory military service loathsome and go to
great lengths to avoid it, usually without success.

Ten years ago all officers promoted beyond the
rank of lieutenant colonel were personally approved by
the Shah and their promotions were based on some personal
connection with HIM, This instilled an intense degree
of personal loyalty within the officers, not toward the
institution of the tnnarchy but toward^the Incumbent
himself. As the military expanded it was no longer
possible to promote only those with a personal tie to
tbs Shah and promotions are beginning to be made on a
merit examination basis, although the Shah still must
approve all senior officer promotions. As Iran’s military
machine continues to grow in size and to acquire more
sophisticated equipment, it seems probable that Iran will
have to place greater value on the education and learning
capacity iioesssary to operate such equipment than on
security clearances oven though those most opposed to the
present regime are found among the students and educated
elite. Tbitt need aril competition for talent with the
private sector will also accelerate the trend to recruit
sducable young min f.-.-oa poorer, often rural, families
who would be less- likely to advance through civilian
channels and who, along with their close relatives, have
benefitted least ire it the Shah's reforms.

One coil: argue that these lower class recruits
would be grateful for the iaprovetant ia -Stair status—
VjirogreaB they could not have made without the Shah-People
Revolution---but often this has not been the case In similar
c5?.yeisss?tanc©o in other developing countries. Rather, we

COHF iUEJJTIAL
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believe that thin change Is producing a sizeable fraction
aaong the office? corjs who, though generally loyal to
the institution of monarchy, no longer see their primary
loyalty to the present monarch himself. In addition, a
anaHer number believes that the taoneurchy itself is out-
ooded but that there Is no practicable alternative for
Iran for the oonsnt.

We emphasise that this does not scan that the
Iranian ni litary aro .SiaSoyal. On the contrary, we believe
they would rally around the Throne in a confrontation with
any rival save perhaps one of their own. What it does
*»» is that the traditional system of personalized
controls, rewards and rivalries directed from above is
becoming less applicable to control of Iran’s increasingly
sophisticated and complex military structure. Just as in
other areas of society. If this trend continues the
tendency of the military toward independent action should
increase, particularly la uncertain circumstances such as
those which would prevail if the Shah were to die with
the Crown Frlmeo still a minor.

III. Conclusion;

With the exception of the Introduction of the single
psrty system, «w view this evolution of the Iranian power
structure ns a favorable development for U.S, interests.
As long as the Shah lives these power centers are likely
to play decidedly subordinate roles os the Iranian stage.
Inmedlately after hie passing however, in a situation
in which the new Shah will not at first have bis father 5 s
aagaastloasd capacity t® Intervene au he wills, the
power centers 1 ability to act may increase dramatically.
This will be especially so if they have enjoyed some
degree of independence prior to his death.

Host Iranians agree with the goals the Shah has set
for Iran, though coma dispute his methods, and the
power centers discussed in this report have benefitted
from bia policies to u greater extent than most. With
tb© possible exception of the IRP, these centers have a
vested interest its the status quo and would be HUoly tohelp aaxntaia stability during the transitional period

°f mbm/folca amoeamtsm. la tiisia the crosrii.au •

lS“ Esma H®c5Sf@©aee . ¥as4y appeals to have been a set2>a=pad© step IB that the new political organization is
t0 inefficient, overburdened by its own weight,

divided against itself and far less independent than the

COBFlPEHTIfil.
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!m ifoviss ms. Thus, it oeene unlikely that the IBP
wussid be able to provide tauch support for stability once
ESoSuussad Resa P&hlavi is gone.

However, given ,;jenerul agreement on the succession of
Crown Prince Rosa, tbich seess likely if the Shah carries
out his publicly announced plan to abdicate at sons point
in favor of his son^tbe continuing evolution of quasi-
independent pou®].>structures nay suggest at least a
partial solution to the problea of ensuring a stable
succession to an absolute ruler.

202
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GO I CABINET MEMBERS

Amir Abbas Hoveyda

* Hushang Ansary

Mansur Ruhani

Abbas Ali Khalatbary

General Reza Azimi

* Amir Qassem Moini

Gholarn Reza Kianpur

Manuchehr Azrooun

* Manuchehr Ganj

i

* Ebrahim Farahbakhshian

* Karim Pasha Bahadori

* Qassem Motam*di

* Shoj a-eddin Sheikh-ol zadeh

* Parviz Hekmat

* Homayun Jaber-Ansary

Karim Motamedi

Earrokh Najmsbadi

Prir.e Minister (MA, Brussels ;

phn Paris)

Minister of Economic Affairs
and Finance CMS: UK, US, Japan)

Minister of Agriculture and
Natural Resources (Tehran;
study, London)

Minister of Foreign Affairs
(PhD, Paris)

Minister of War (Military
Adademy, Tehran)

Minister of Interior (US; UK)

Minister of Justice (LLB, Tehran)

Minister of Labor (PhD, Germany)

Minister of Education (study,
Kentucky; Cambridge; PhD, Geneva)

Minister of Roads and Transpor-
tation (MA, Wisconsin; PhD,
Colorado)

Minister of Information and
Tourism (PhD, California)

Minister of Science and Higher
Education (MD, Tehran; study,
California)

Minister of Health and Sanitation
(MD, US)

Minister of Energy (MA, USC)

Minister of Housing and Town
Planning (study, US)

Minister of P.T.T. (Tehran)

Minister of Industries and Mines
(Manchester)
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* Mehrdad Pahlbod

* Jamshid Amouzegar

* Abdol Majid Majidi

Fereidoun Mahdavi

Safi Asfia

Hadi Hedayati

Zia-eddin Shadman

* Mohammad Yaganeh

Mohammad Nassiri

* Mrs. Mahnaz Afkhami

* U.S. Trained

Minister of Art and Culture

(study. California; Switzerland)

Minister of State (Washington;

Cornell)

Minister of State and Head of

the Plan and Budget Organization

(Harvard; PhD, Paris)

Minister of State (PhD, Hamburg)

Minister of State and Deputy

Prime Minister for Economic

Affairs (Paris)

Minister of State (PhD, Paris)

Minister of State and Parlia-

mentary Secretary to the Prime

Minister (Tehran)

Minister of State for Economic

Affairs (PhD, Columbia)

Minister of State (Aix-en

Provence; PhD, Paris)

Minister of State for Women's
Affairs (High School, Washington,

D.C.; BA, MA, Colorado)
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SBEJ ! teproosioa® of the Iranian KUttsiy. Offiear Corps

ES3IH SBHMAKY j The Iranian office? corps dess no* bow pose a
pSTiticul threat to tbs vagina. Tbs (jioi has taken steps throag!
security Erasures sad emtsl treatment - to assure ita loyalty.
Greater difficulty ia reciisitiag officers is changing the
character of the eosfga from what it was ia tfe» pact, and fcfeC3®

younger officers could prove to be sere troublesome its the
future if the economy or .political structure is subjected to
saver® testing. Ws acknowledge that o»:- uaderstandlsg of tbs
thought prccsssss of Iranian officers is Halted and holies®
that greater attention should bs paid to the acquisition of
information oa this isgportsat subject. rte reooraend that Farsi
training for advisors sent to Iran bo significantly increased
and that orientation progress ba redirected to bring into
batter focus U.8. interests in Iran, We intend to monitor ti
subject wore closely and will report periodically. JBSP gWKglar

1. MBBOilgSTlQB. This report suasarlscs what w® know of tha
Iranian officer corps with respect to its political orioata-
tion and professional qualifications. Id part because these
subjects era so important to tha security of Iran, there ass
few avallabis statistics or official data on which to base
our conclusions. Because ©f this sensitivity esd oar close
association with the GDI, few people in or^oBtside tha
ailitary speak frankly to us about its strengths and wsak-“
nesses. Furtbsr, our knowledge of p-i.vrocbli ties in the.
Iranian officers corps is generally limited to these who
speak Snglisb and Save regular contact with Acetycans.
Despite those reservations, ' w® foal thst ear- stapling ia
sufficiently adequate to allow as to fora a number of fairly
reliable opinions,

ctmzomm^smmi/t^msa

reehtsnjl AECSiISSillB'
spats, contributions sad concurrences were received froa DS7RBP,
JSE/KAAG, POh,’ SW. GH and DAO '
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2. C-wiC-fes , . "Ssoee Shell vfsts very ' g-road of tha airtod forces
of - i et’eatieB—eicd terribly stocked when they failed
to ci: effective ?63f,staacs to y&a EixtisB End Soviet
coltunis that ii?.?adc-d the county? fxt 5.841. ‘Zh&sa foreos
ffiei’e fcus.it* ap fry his Soy the pristoy garposo of establish-
ing and sniaiaiaisg iatersa J. sacority in Xrsat at first ?

they v-sra scores;ly ad-squato , aesericeXly, for that giiytN,
whiJ.o later on Slid? swollen wasfessa cosatite&ed a heavy
drain. on the ccaataqr’e revenues.

•Tor years no kept constant watch Ores* the erry: in-
spacting its units at Tehran, .visiting garrisons throughout
the country, attasdiss canauvere, yawing Jttiigaaafc on the
ccaspstenca of .its officers, aad- pitvidisg whatever funds
bo felt it ssesdsd, Ea its second"?? role tho arsed forces
wore to. protect Iras froa the afjgsssssioa of Esigbtorias
countries, act rot to ha thrown into international oaafllotB.
Although to realised that it was short of heavy arsaaasnt
cad fotoriasd s'sujpsaat , fca belie**”*' it was a modern,
efficient foi’eo. Botov®**, his basis for such a belief was
very limited." ,([!leaald H. Tfilfcar, Px-za Shah Pshlavi .)

Iran's officer corps ia tto 1020s and 10303, and to a
lessor extent throng* the early lS3Ca, was dram largely
from Tehran and tto Asnrhaijaa and iOuiiJish regions, areas
vjbeffo national caascioasaeas first developed' and where

J
national dsfeese stoned a patriotic function and one which J

could lead to personal advsacotoat , Since around 1955, j

score officers have beta recruited frea other areas of the
country, although Tehran' and the nortfcusst still probably
account for a stjority of tbe corps. Slailarly, ia tto
earlier period officers tended to co.to from distinguished
families, snrti-valarXy those clans which tad supplied the
military leadership in previous gcnei*iition3. {Bntil the
19293, military rani Could to lato?itc;d„) It was Corsica
for the psssrful families to put at least one son—for
"iiiatarance"-—ia the Army. Thus, there are still sore
rsgseosBtatives of tto yrelx-ostablishod old families in
the Iranian officers corps. There are, for exseple, five
J&hnatoffliGS on the list of generals and ms Colossi
Jatoatoai until recently bended tto saw Has-ise Brigade.
(riftna years ego the 525? EG Jcbaatoni v&a in the ejS3
of sore foreigners tto loading potential coup leader.
His father tod had close ties to tbs .Vs2$3. k2 Sahashaai's
survival testifies to the strength of fasily bias and com-
pstojses in overcoming suspicions of disloyalty.) Officers i

like Tice Admiral Ardalac and Bajos? GsEoral Kisaletbary \

wore usiOMbtedly assisted in their careers through family
i

concaefcieaa, distant cousins though they night have boon.
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*®i38a 0Sti» trass vary proof ef feiso arsed forces
Ssaa—airs er.i2-sie'?>'‘te:d terribly .tiJoctesd =;Sen they failed
<3.1/=;? effective s -.!' stance to rk:o British aad Soviet

oblsisna that iv.-ra.asd tea ccuntry 1341. Ibes© .forces
war© frails ajs ’-,- stia f«y tfca prisctry purpose of establish-
ing a:''- isaistiiiulsg internal saaos-ity ia liras: at first
they acar-sr ly httente.-? , uv'teteeter,ly. for that prirpos©^,*
while late? css tlsgfcp e&oUsa aaate-rs constituted a heavy
cSrsia oa tb© ecitstry’s revenues, .

1
;,'“

years ho Sept cosstaafwjtch ores* tbe awgrs in-
aptctf. •.*•; its unite at ,

?e!iraa, visiting oaK-isons throughout
the ccvjiJary, attending isacauvfcvs , -t-nsaic* jedgssat on tha
ccr

5:T :cl5 c? lt3 t-it-r.rs, 824 y. •
. idieg whatever funds

ho felt it Btede.d* 1; its second; ar-v role the aroad forces
tera io protect Iran fro.; the ao^ssiaion of neighboring
c<sjjk£s':<?3 , frut rr.jt to t.brcip ieSo international conflicts.
Althc:: h*o realised that it was short of hoavy arsaaxant

' *

»ttd reicrtssed he tcli»--<>d it me a nsodena,
efficient ferco, Uccrvrar, his basis for snob a belief van
very lisited.” (BonaId K, Wilt©?, SesSt Shah Pablavi .)

Iran's efi’itor corps in tiro lS20a and 1830s, and to a
lessor esrtoat threat* tbe early iSSCs, -ma dram largely
fym T.aJj.yaa and t!so Arh.rbatjan e'ud Kurdish i.v;;<lor.3 , areas
•nhssa national eaussietjasss first derolopsd and -where
natiannl defense eeossd a patriotic function and ®aa which
could itad to personal hdvsseossci , Since ar'cucd 5,955 ,
sore officers: bare ba-wj recruited frea other areas of tbe
country, althc-i-rS Tahawa and the sortbmst still probably
account for a s?.J«rity cf tbs terra, dSieilarly, in the
earlier paMed *?itc®«s tended to cos© froa distinguished
tasll-i'ta, sartiwslaray those elans •ahicb bad supplied tbe
nlSitary leadership in previous generations. (Sntil the
15203, saHitary rant could bo inherited.) ft was cos-sen
fer ti.3 gs-iarfyl fas!kites to put at least ons son—for
’•iusiaisea"--ia ti»_4SMy. Thug, there are still scab
?G f t; itati"

-<I =; Of tlio v.?1 1 ::d Old 1-xni in
the iraaiaa efficers corps. rA'bera ore, for eieaaple, five
Je.iiftahaaxss on the list of genmala and one Colonel
Jahaahsai wjt.U recently Lauded the new Hariaa Brigade.
{PiitFi a yp3®B ego the SI5? EE Jabastaai was in the eyea-i >

of Sosa zcxiv-.i.'uvxs the leading potential coup leader.
Hx.3 fatiior hue .had clans ties to tLa.i/SSS. S3 Jafeacbaai's
stavlrai testicle* to the strength of faraHy ties aad coa-
yatttms in otrreatsin:? pusniciors e£ disloyalty.) Cffic-ertf
lltes Vies idsirsl Ardalac and Hasor (feaaral Sbalatbery =

*srs ‘.’Tiei't-sc.diy assisted in theii' '.a.i-oorc tferorgb fanilyv
di3tun-. cotslns thou-; i . they sight have bees>|.







A groat aywadiu. r.tc* St-r'ccs;ys-ioat officers
4a j . 'u cutlets : ...• tL.si? ability within
t;hni v.:s have -d.;sci'i.!50:t "3 "iia isystca". ‘iii-T r.rigtet and

..dedicated yoaajj rager r:iy s’.tvi.i:c gres» test&sg t»is> talents
is cs\Sep to cas'usn tfcs cafe 53tS of edyscecisssst . Event-
ually ivo KAy liv'd that his taleafs fc&v® atroyhied

.

ISo Jranica eUitery ale© suffers 'fros tbs vices char-
r.ctsrisfcAe of assy jsaaootis'a art;y. Escspt for cioahao in
Cntajj- clbnjy the Zraei border; and, insti-l a decade ago,
with .tribal', grcare, tha Iranian ailitapy has rseoa no
coabat sizca tie World War XI period. As’ a cc-nssisuases

,

operational neadiaoaa doss rot have tie esae ssaaiag as
it does ia tiro A?i*s*icaB services. roHsfeisg and rigging
for.aa iEspsotlos^.a parade as* a field exercise (jeeasate
more adrsnalia tea the day-to-day fcasicess of preparing,
for evcstiioS. eoafeat. Seas Ajssricaa advisors have described
tie Iranian services as ."play-iaj soldier* acts ^ueetiosed
whether the '.services were indeed capable of fighting a
var^'i'SEs^re is -da elsaraat 'of truth ia this oriticlea, end
the leeis of a seaso of urgency -and of an isassdiately 'per-
ceived threat ia-nds to relieve an officer frets pressures
to develop his skills cr Aacre-asa Isis knowXcdgg in css
directions. With the application of pressure na in Bhofnr
iightisg, Iranian units have parforxad surprisingly veil,
though flawed fcy a teas of experience ia tactics and
Cczct.es! and, control. Orecties arsed Screes capable of
raintaiclss discipline- ,ia cushat has fcaea a constant
pspose^atisa of the Dhah. "Be* do you get year pilots,
'to fly ia the face of heavy Vietasssaea Aa Sit’d?" he case
asked a U.3. visiter. Hffcs saasy of Iranian military}
failure ia 1943L fees provided a stree-s -iec-atcs bohinilTjis
drive tfb change the fighting quality of 'tbs three Cervices-.

’"M-j pcrfontaac® of Iranian ofi’A
fosesMesa of a feadareatnl oa-vkusss i
evciwiy, for centuries 2od by wsafe
jje-ri to urjiivoidabie external Sorcoo
;,.«riws on the anticipation «ad pre
Vcset.sv.i survival is an istasettrs go
over iswiiosiss as a sr.-ill part of
tj cc ,

-v
' of ci'-liv.:'-- 1 ,:’'-:r

:

tht? i-.t. officer of tO O'

’: also suffers
:*asaic», Iranian
:orsn»nta ord oub-
:••» pls.’.t-.r.-d little
itj.oa of pi’CblCES,
:tj- t.'V:;- p.'.'scssc; ce
» v-w.'—C Ci/liVG -CvV"’

ir. tiir. i ^^3*^
sly affect bis j«u»
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i t&as
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tko

Xs.v£*so t»1:aS they wlsstf East in
.7 tisey twvs sspXJ.wJ , aSlra aaM*s a
.fa d fj.'o2as»iciS3i qisalift-
that aa c.fi'SiEo'-? -sfeoaxa fcxsw sezstisAsg
uaS ctrjtcaa sail. cjas^ tfco Xeasasage,
•ay, £3 ability to-<tt$fi$sa evea saspio
,a .3 ssip to dilias with Xsaaiaa

.,!-••> ass 1 sSvisdst as© saat! la tte
ujiaw.'o;.!3 ac3 afciSftty to deal as

?.a an advaa'c-ass. *Sfc*>' eeposiov
to ifT-viv/a testis, Hsvavca*,

Ct. . ..'.V;:: v.3 tswaw e2 other tfastesn
via ;.; .‘/c:a eoivi «2 sojsasa es tho

.* •;:
-.-a rivicssi as© aat stewards©

v.v.v.vv:'. . v vvi <;or.-jsaIIy ti.ni co view
v ia . .iv. . v. ...tvj , '..ivVivvi vvx.'." Ji:^ iaviians £3
-it-s t - fcbjwsslvcs ca zri’.l&iavy oiSicsra
v. .’ xos -ii’. 'oc'; t© tivi'Vi'";; aide ivy side

-v.biy raid: Ui£iS*S >,:•. iisii sfeite,

. . vi'vi i ' • •-".av© wa VI TV3 v;v .V”iiO'" Tj.i V.oia ,
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PAY. K3ancj|gs A5'0 An Sracian caBacSftr.fc
seoBlvos •it®..

l

eg^yai5?e6 «t n&ty. cants n day. Clearly, So
start Yros that .bass- 16 is not possibles to cay- s-s-aior
officers a very, high salary. 1'hs rlay of

.
a lieutenant

general,, for* OKWspI©, is arousd $2,fsfl0 par soath., To fcoep
tbo isost senior aits ai-oaisi’-o-j: .oS’iiooea 3ft6iaflc«J . tea
'-services years ego diveJop-*d ’« ’ system ©f "private" aliow~
esses and other obscure fersa of* ccspcwti'atica. For esacpla,
cos SZ*F geisera^. was ailojjsd as a colossi to hay land

. cfesaply and later rosjelrsif to soli it to the city at a
haodsoss profit! Sacy tjetsasals aad colonels, active nod
rotired, are Bern prosperous landlords la north Tabi-aa and
tbs Caspian on esrd distribirSad to t&sii in the Sixties.
Sfcis ' syetea &ca bass' tlsatoarl a? sad tfce hasher of .site-
ances reduced in reseat *eaiv, tut still there arc rays of
assarleg efacial cou.yt.'ssati.ois for the asilitary. Islet year
tfe»| Shah directed 6hst cilitsry -pay s.e raised to a level SO
psrdant higher than ccsparoblo civil service salaries.
However, the civil s j-ovi.ce r.fso baa a ay-stem of, private
allowances cad spsci&l forss cS ocspecgstion and, according'
to tallltsry officers, it has rot been possible to r.-oris oat
cub'

•

accurate differential. ‘i'j -iacrcnss their laccsss a
antar of tecbaic.allf»Qcali£i6d officers, especially
doctors, ir.ooHliBht 5.0 tha civilian sector with official
’toleration, Sebinag officers are frequently rewarded
with good ,jO&a tio civilian citato:.'

„

Because of Ji-ca’a inSlaSic-ravy pronoirma , we bear soti-ii

Erns:bi.;-L'.y; about pay. .it.sr" is r-iicis .•ioalcusy ia th3 x<G?
e.t 6 6s»»g: yrcvai-has :d 12.17 :

• rseaael tcfecr&e cfficsrs on
f lyisrs status flio car: is, :

o

up to $1,600 additional pay
par cuath. XilS nldOlo and :ni«? officers arcs upset over
t. :y sad difftienca .in 5:17 tr,f.--.-.-a ’Juti-aa, the Sarciaa
»'alf snd tie Cavy-isn—srippe • bioh ore bating addressed
tV the 1.7! Ccr-iE'idn::., E:\\' •rats in ciSit o are & fre^sest
aciip-iEiut t.r.d J.tut'.f,:.' affic,,::-- ..:::.- hard ri-C-L'CEC to find
ccci-svsdAtloss . esr.-ninlly :.

• 'Jit;:?, Bet the Elr---uCy
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|
aWiesc; a. . . with the civilian sector r.rs (Jsctoro
.Bying ia : .

.

-

. \]'.rc?y budgeie So higher levels .

Facts casyopSi-aa' are very hard to-^acortain ; rusere
el-ovicd,. 'S» gurr-ral, taeaoso of tae Bupsric?~disclpliu©
ftad control;; ,-J tbs' dj.ro threat o2 *5iral3h-."3nt , vs believe
there .is r~ iihiy- relatively loss eorrap'ion in the Bilitaty
.tbvsn'.in. tile .civilian >sc-«tor» Certain qaostionS&la practises
HV?vvs ijcaa '.toloxsJtsb ia 'SS3. pa«t r kuisvw, although the
•feOS <e attitude •sssrs id bo chassis*; tevards even tighter' .

controls. Jw ar:aepl®, tfca IB Cassaiidsr and his ijeputy
.core .wall i£iiov. ;a for (several jeers in business circles as
’t:;a racipisais o2 tribes? their arrest:, conviction and
puuishifjaa* apparently followed tbs' presentation of
ovidssana fcy a'scsciga firs. Esceatiy we have heard of
core ©.wests ia S-sa Ifcvy. On the other hand, HAS’ officers
who .‘are said to have accepted or invited, fvitu have baen
tjrateforr^s! t»- other .positions without as yet any pueish-
aefat, ‘ Suvostigatioii^i arc . coati.siu5.ag and have had the •

effect of croatisg « sreat deal of caution asd nasTcusaess
itr, tho &ijji>4ce»» Tbs prosaist (501 attitude toward
cors-aptic-a, fedfeVver, in not entirely dear,., and we auepact
that • there is a feeling; in thb' Coverawnnt that house
bisaaiug can *e pus'tsii only so tar before either weakening
.’wdXtt&ry Eiralo and capability, 'baysias the doverasstot's

'

.vejfistatioa, sir inviting trouble trass those who Eight decide
to fight j;,-.cfe-~tS9 latter a rather senate possibility.

7, . am&B gbibf. Affi) .-(HBOS C?F.T(35!3. pur knowledge cf
' C*f4c5*'*rEaie5~tlS~l€a'r&' «e£wul""iaf United, in general,
wa sieto assoaj* these yeseger officers, & set cf 'attitudes
that is nnnint diffos-aat free their ceniors; Kero

. fre-

'

queBtly Jfefcjr toad to be critical of the traditional rode
.of doing things in £«a. 'they also seen sosotinps 'to
ressmi tbs special position hold by foraign advisors,
fesiiag that 'Iran should ha independent of such outside '

i!iSll&Cfse-e. ‘ffeis attitude cay ha based' as'saseta on youth-
ful «sabeeaa?o. as on ndlatieai or ideological sotive%io&,

• tut -o tea proper eirouastasees it. could acquire, political
eastent. •

2b gonadal, v«i do not believe that tbs young officers
were Attracted to the military .Sot- political reasons.

'

Sian
,
has net ©sgsgsd. aa e'naay'ia a saticas! cause in

three deastios r.ad fens aa hostile atts.ttiica .towards.
ssighS'ors which can whip up intense patriotic Sealings.
S&sae yoss^f fcoa utc- .'S3at to wifese, tho politics! syctca
traiM be-anflilsely to 'Seclr a place in ailit-’esfy t-bicb .
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/.spaSeiU t© >:& a'tei.a?.?,;/ estrolled ay tli© secsolty
iaiiiaatiaas , -'- nutivcties o\' sfce b®e offiesss In

rsacrria «o fe» s<it>ct-*5io» As goted,
...^ 0K:

i'"*
ss‘a CJl'--* 4© «*o asssnrtca fares iacose groups that

file csSESstivs - £© tSo jarassas'es a? iMrSItilca, eiaortsges

Kr^ ;;;p. c’“c,ac
n'
ic i-^ali'xsfc-3 tgaat &?a» is caKtastly

&E^;sS‘i.iii;o:i.C2 , -- i:? aS tSi&z.iiza fitts*acted to tko office*
SC':’?? y to &?St•'?*>' thoU- station in life.
asiisa i” 2-~ ;* ostmoi tit tii'ict ynivKi*stty
(savea^ce i^nxxiyi-'ijssnts aa ce* edacatioa overseas
s
r‘?.

4-'° v offosa waiwrsity-li-vei traicia*. c

SsatfoNsaees usd t&o eisE-ast
; sea rugi:53 »s ecoaosic
•ofe&sasts yegalasrly

tfcack osr if the

Ls rose iswii&Sd 4c this* I'ey'tfeerss-SiKS than boss of
sGJ&csa -saw*) Sidiea tovo erect a- aft .asd cauada .hsard,

Siiaia tha office* jras-is t'low* is a distinctive
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with the *ysi©» witsis ea&stttfzrlv&S.} S.a iataj?-
«stiag poias is that assy «? tbs eosscfi.r.t jtSi-.'.c.'i's; asa
assigned- us t^sbnisal aai 3s:;2S.^.S iant- j ic: v.iio

Zs-v&ffial Xsr.3r.iaa S3.is.tasy A-saStuy. •&»£» stfsriOas ao
op; sstaoity iov t&ea to iaylaat ia aabtis ways tbsls-
p'iiiocoj'iiiifi! in t-is Sicily wsiTiis- uiacis c.3 tSi»
ssOais.. srsia osjKarteaity is isr-.a&tfieci fey assirjsr. -"i of
If’go asx&srs *2 eocssyipt ©SiliscsM as i.r-.ristiotoaj; Hi
tba cossesips caUstsi tjgfeiaiag eantass.

8. gBXi£ffSCA5» AsysgBMSS, ' Grir-sa is shi.- oasiui nUltarjr
aoaroSSes as© not ££& &i£$&2&m fssoa these fceaed ia all
&saaSS3. iics-o as© ccajslaiats ofc-aat .'pay, as3 scastiasa
about Cavc-i‘it*sa eSscwa to otlces' oSSiceSs. S'hs ZWT has
a gss-ticelarl? sensitisa psei-lsa is? the Sseea sssaatasnt
of som) off tie yeaESsa? gngn!< at '«te c&atiea and laofe
os? les&ieship. oi'. ti:® Ccissaisaing esstsal. sw com-
glaisits about bljjb seats {eesatisss® bXamet oa teasricaas)

,

aa;l aboas tfea jobless* o2 osrfcenisatiea in ’Sslwan, Bat
tfca gs*ievarjSG)3 <So ast cssa to bs eoaioss to cans©
saacoam. Hoc? do tfc-sy oaea to easy a political sassage.
TSa cases o£ eiZitary ssraoel&tica with e-.j'ii'ss-slvs gLjeups
bay© baein sescsfeably few in t'io .osat six jant, -isaytioa-
las'iy ia cotsr^isoa sitb the iaiiaavice tfeat t&» ‘SfoJett

Pasty ease fe.'-tS is tse Xtacisa aisitayy mareices. Recently,
tl'e.^etscii'ity eH’caaisstieaa Jaw bsesoaa esiicaritsKi afcsat
i*» yessibx© liiistco c2 . caivesaity-bassal terarosiGt open?©
(ffig&v and ioSt-vir?} tr.s-ieiS.ss) tiv4 yeaacev oi2lcsi*s.
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tka ifecout wok? positive trends o«ild Wslowa « arrested
by wnteve.vd ©«.»..<. Je one eerier (-WA-ral confided te
ub is fiscisssias: laia plats for pwribiy savin;'; to the
?J.S. after seteuKMUSt, “?cu base &Xiu aad yea i&ic» zany
tfcicga cssld .

v as?©. Vo have it- t» jtaojfai'&d fw
aayt&lcs to Uapjsai,"

X :& gga_ffr-3J^??^g..3gj,?. T.-> . As so c&.?JthsiS9d at
¥iio oat'seu, cm? vr^bt-ivatioa v/aTtna Simian ofii.csr corjr.3

Is such lass relit/.!® Sfcaa vo would lib® it to be. Be
play a isajor ailituiv role ia thia esuatsy arid can espoot
to waiataia oar yresosco boro So? ft® iudefiaits future.
?6 ia di.sssyina to ssaSSc© has SittX© attention so ia tSs®

BctSsd States eownanat feara paid tc? tl»» task eS usder-
stscdiisg tSo Jxas&aa officer, tfith so each invested ia
thin country, so singly caaaot afford -sot to h® hotter •.

iaSorssd. ‘i'boreScse, tfca Apteap.dor eocckbssess with
fall Country.Team support that an izstdiato effort bo

\
aada to prepare officara save thoroughly So? aasigaiseat
as adtifcit-aa ia Ssm. Brssaatly there ere aow oaljr *
a®U ha&dfol of officers anoag these assigned here who
cas sfmk nintssai Farsi. w® should bogie «lMt further
delay to »«£5ure that at least 25 of the 2&ae am#
offg-ctmi awaSgtsSsi to Iran each year bare .laogteag® qaalifi^.
cations. Ideally', tinsoa ofSioaso wonld be qualified
through laisguage aptitude testing asssl be selected from
the Junior rsste, e,s; captains and saajors, wh® can
aspect to have another tear in Iran or ia Irasiaa^releted
pregran® in tie V.ti. atirdng their cursors. it would be vs!

espseialiy useful to e-ssd to iaaguega training t%s«
officers who at» to have adviser? posts ia the pmut-uxMwdl
areas whes© little Snglish is spehsa. Further. w® s«gg@et|
that tbe '

gregraa cf orientation for officers* assigned to l*.,

Irea be rigorcjwsiy vsvieivsd by BGD officials; so as to assase.’f,
that it cchfcrr'- r.. ito requireaento that tS.'.s 'ijtG faces in
this country. So,.' assay officer® arrive fcsi-xs without real
teowledss c:? Xvauias history or caatcas. ?e can no,- io;:.gas?

live with the attitude that a !flAG cr airs advisor .dsbecld
6® Jiaitsd to technical cervices end rsmia ossoare of, the
Iranian voi-isticaj, precase sad cur relationship to iti

Be ia tb® Sfessioa are Ecaitoring this subject anr®
olessly and with greater regularity* leriodie reports
will' ha sabaittted.

TTPTAffS
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Tab A 9

.SUMMARY

NARCOTIC SITUATION REPORT

The role of Iran in the field of international narcotics has
increased appreciably in the last several years. Most of
the hashish smuggled into Iran from Afghanistan and Pakistan
is trans-shipped to Western Europe by Iranian traffickers
utilizing legitimate international truck shipments, which are
often accompanied by a "Transport International Routier” (TIR)
carnet. Equally important is Iran's inordinately large drug
addiction problem.

To solve its internal drug addiction situation, Iran must de-
pend upon international and regional cooperation - something
which has not been forthcoming in the past. While Iran has
had an active anti-narcotics enforcement program within the
National Police for the past 20 years, intragovernmental co-
operation with other law enforcement agencies has been non-
existent. The structure of the Iranian bureaucracy and the
rewards system for information and seizures of drugs have not
encourage cooperation between the police (urban)

,
Gendarmerie

(rural) and Customs (ports of entry and international airports)

DEA's operational activity in Iran is very minimal and limited
to certain bilateral actions conducted only with specific and
prior knowledge of the Iranian National Police Narcotic Admini-
stration (INPNA). DEA’s liaison program with the INPNA and
recently established liaison with the Imperial Iranian Gendar-
merie (IIG) entails the exchange of information and narcotic
intelligence, liaison and providing training and support ac-
tivities in furtherance of DEA's overall mission,

DRUG CONTROL IN TRAN/BACKGROUND

1* Drug Addiction . Iran has an illegal opium addict ioxi popu-
lation estimated at 400,000; in addition approximately 160,000
opium addicts are presently registered with the Ministry of
Health under the opium registering system. The heroin addict
population is estimated at 20,000 to 40,000. Abuse of barbi-
turates, amphetamines and hashish appears to be on the increase
but no quantitative figures are available. Most of the opium
consumed illicitly is being smuggled into Iran from the neigh-
boring countries of Afghanistan and Pakistan.
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Some of the opium smuggled into Iran is converted into heroin
in clandestine labs situated in the Hamadan/Rezayieh/Tabriz
area, Azerbaijan Province in the west and in the Meshed/
Nishapour area in the eastern part of Iran. The heroin is
then smuggled into Tehran where it is distributed to the ad-
dicts. Incidentally, Tehran represents approximately 90% of
Iran's heroin addict population.

2, Enforcement . Narcotic law enforcement in Iran is frag-
mented and lacking unified concerted action. INPNA and IIG-
Anti-Srauggling Directorate are the Iranian agencies primarily
responsible for drug law enforcement and suppression of illicit
traffic. Customs Service, whose jurisdiction is ports of
entry, including international airports, for all practical put--
poses seldom, if ever, exercises its investigative powers -in

narcotic enforcement.

A. INPNA is an investigative division within the Iranian
National Police concerned with the criminal enforcement
of narcotic drug laws. Its main headquarters- is in Tehran
with district offices located in various majbr cities of
Iran. The latter offices are directly under the command
of the chiefs of respective cities and do not report to
INPNA headquarters. There is no line command. INPNA man-
power is inadequate - approximately 45 investigators in
Tehran - its budget limited and resources lacking. How-
ever, it is the only professional narcotic law enforcement
agency in Iran. Considering its limitations, it has per-
formed well in the past.

B, Anti-Smuggling Directorate of IIG has no narcotic investi-
gative division, even though its jurisdiction encompasses
80% of Iran, including vital border and rural areas.
Throughout Iran there are 113 anti-smuggling units situ-
ated primarily on the eastern frontier and southern and
northern borders of Iran, 'fheir primary function is
interdiction of commercial fcommodities and smuggling of
arms, cigarettes, etc. Narcotic enforcement is minimal
and, in reality, represents the lowest priority. These
anti-smuggling units are comprised of uniformed officers
whose functions are carried out through regular patrolling,
performing search and seizure of persons/vehicles, insti-
tuting road blocks, etc.
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C. Customs Service is primarily an administrative organiza-
tion with uniformed officers stationed at border points
of entry and international airports. It is more inter-
ested in assessing and collecting duties on imported
goods than intercepting narcotic drugs. Control of in-
ternational vehicular traffic, including the TIR carnet
carrying vehicles, is vested with the Customs Service.

There is very minimal exchange of information or narcotic
intelligence and cooperative coordination of operational ac-
tivities at the working level between the three enforcement
agencies.

The existence of reward system inherent in these agencies
invariably discourages interdepartmental cooperation and,
in fact, encourages bureaucratic red tape.

With the exception of the INPNA
,
the enforcement agencies

involved with the suppression of narcotic traffic are not
adequately funded and properly trained.

3. Training . DEA Tehran, in support of its objectives to
strengthen the INPNA, is actively participating in the formal
training of Iranian narcotic police officials. In the past
two years, DEA Tehran has provided two incountry training
schools for approximately 80 Iranian narcotic police officers.
DEA Tehran also trained 18 officers in DEA Headquarters’
Advanced Training Program in Washington, D.C. Since the in-
ception of this training, INPNA has adopted conceptual en-
forcement techniques and has become more effective in con-
ducting enforcement operations. Above all, it has encouraged
greater cooperation betweeen DEA and INPNA. This training >

has contributed toward the development of a centralized nar-
cotic law enforcement agency - the INPNA. Presently, under
the auspices of the CCINC, DEA Tehran is conducting an execu-
tive observation tour for senior INPNA and IIG officials.

~~ This program is considered of paramount importance and is
part of the overall policy for attaining U.S. Government ob-
jectives more effectively and realistically. /

4. U.S, -Iran Cooperation . The DEA principal enforcement
efforts in Iran are comprised of (a) cooperative enforcement
and (b) enforcement assistance. These efforts are primarily
expressed in teiros of the exchange of drug intelligence.
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liaison and strengthening of Iranian narcotic enforcement
agencies. The latter provides for technical and equipment
assistance, formal training of INPNA and IIG officers and
cooperative enforcement, which to date has been rather
limited by virtue of GOI’s refusal to grant DEA greater
operational latitude. DEA Tehran continues to seek access
to investigations of mutual and international interest and
encourages the INPNA in the use of conspiracy statutes,
granting of immunity, etc.

In conjunction with the recent revisions of the Mission
narcotic country action plan, the following objectives have
been defined:

Diplomatio Initiatives

A. The Mission should encourage Iranian participation in
funding of regional narcotics control programs,

B. The United States Government should support Iran’s in-
itiatives within international organizations, specifi-
cally,. calls and programs for increased police cooper-
ation, greater exchange of timely information, and
better government-to-government contact.

C. The U.S. should support and encourage through appropriate
consultation and offers of expertise, cooperation between
Iranian enforcement units, such as customs, police and
Gendarmerie with their Afghan and Pakistani counterparts.

Training Programs .

1. The U.S. should continue to fund executive observation
visits to the U.S. for senior Iranian officials when
such officials are available.

2. DEA should offer additional police training at least one
and possibly two incountry schools for the training of
police and Gendarmerie officers in narcotics work.

3. The Mission should support the concept of a cadre of
narcotics specialists within the Gendarmerie through
officers of training, follow-on advance training visits,
and specialized management assistance if. requested.
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Operational Efforts

1. Iran has approximately ten million dollars available
annually from the sale of legal opium to be used for
narcotics control - rehabilitation, addict treatment
and law enforcement. The Mission should encourage the
Iranian Cabinet Committee for Narcotics Control to
earmark funds for the Iranian National Police Narcotics
Administration and the Iranian Gendarmerie anti-smuggling
unit for additional manpower, facilities, radios and
technical equipment.

2, Iran has taken its first tentative steps toward the
formation of a pilot task force utilizing personnel
from police and Gendarmerie organizations. In discus-
sions with these organizations, the Customs Service and
the Iranian prosecutor's office, the Mission should en-
courage extended use of this concept and urge the Govern-
ment of Iran to provide equipment, funds and official
backing to proceed with major investigations.

AMERICAN COMMUNITY REPORT

The incidence of drug abuse in the American community has
leveled off after a marked increase in the latter part of
1976. Recently, with the continued support and financial
backing of the Mission, particularly the Ambassador’s of-
fice, the Community Development Center in Tehran was inaug-
urated with the participation and support of the Armish-Maag,
American business community and the Tehran American School.
This week was the first case of overdose death (heroin/Valium)
reported in the American community. The victim, a 15-year
old high school student, was a dependent of a Grumman Air-
space employee in Isfahan.

DEA
Peter Dedich
Jack L. Greene
January 31, 1977



ORGAN1SAT ION/DEA

The' work of 'DEA includes the responsibilities of providing
expertise and assistance to foreign agencies in narcotics
and dangerous drug enforcement and control programs, assess-
ing significant drug abuse trends and trafficking patterns,
and development of working agreements with representatives
of foreign agencies for subsequent use as the foundation of
development and implementation of the narcotic country action
plan programs.

The Special Agent-In-Charge f s function is to serve as the
principal advisor to the Chief of Mission and the DCM on all
narcotic matters, conduct liaison with heads of Iranian nar-
cotic enforcement agencies, as well as chiefs of various
sections within the American Mission. The SAIC also has re-
sponsibility for liaison with the Persian Gulf countries.
The SAIC's work also covers th^ usual functions of administra-
tion of the DEA office Tehran xd/ carrying out all aspects of
actions, programs and policies set forth by DEA Headquarters/
Region and the Mission,

The Special Agent's major duties encompass trend analysis in
the illicit narcotic and drug traffic and production in Iran,
its implications, particularly in relation to the affect upon
the U.S., Iran and its neighboring countries. This officer
provides assistance and expertise to Iranian National Police
on narcotic and dangerous drug enforcement and control pro-
grams; participates and assists in investigations of inter-
national illicit trafficking; develops and reports on tech-
nical and strategic intelligence.

The DEA office has a full-time secretary and a local contract
employee (driver). The SAIC Tehran reports to Mr. John Warner,
Regional Director, Region 19, Ankara, Turkey,
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ROYAL FAfllLY PARTICIPATION IN IRANIAN BUSINESS

Royal Fanily interests range through a wide qantit frcn cement production
to pharmaceutical products. This is not to imply that they are the majority
stock holders in these diverse companies. In numerous instances, they
are silent partners with minority holdinqs or have front men hold their
shares for them.

Some members of the Royal Family have a clear personal interest in the
activities of their companies. PrinepAbdul Reza, as a larqe land owner
with a very real .interest in advanced aqriculture, is a partner in Iran
John Deere Ltd. which builds, imports, and sells farm machinery. He is

also very interested in conservation and wildlife and accordinqly is an
owner of Iran Safaris, Ltd., a firm which organizes shootliWf tmi#s.

There follows a merely illustrative list of some of the business holdinqs
of the members of the Royal Family other than the Shah.

Rthlav i Foundation:

This organization owns hotels, restaurants, and share holdinqs in

a wide variety of Iranian companies. Among these latter it is

particularly stronq in pharmaceuticals (the Daru Pakhsh Welfare
Organization), asbestos,' and cement. The ornanization controls
about SO" of Iranian cement production. The Foundation produces
a risinq flow of income much of which is devoted to the charitable
purposes for which the Foundation was ostensi bly established, but
an amount estimated at between 20 and AO per cent reaches various
members of the Royal Family. The Foundation is not efficiently
manaqed since it is widely used as a spurce of jobs for friends and
minor relations of the Royal Fanily. Since it has the Court behind
it, the Foundation enjoys an unfair advantage over its competitors
and thus distorts and depresses the development of Iranian business.

'W Wfch of the resentment expressed by Iranians
fit* business activities of the Royal- Fanily,

SECRET/LIHDI'SfflOFORM
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C0H7HSKTIAI,

Gatti Fa** 2

Mr. Gatti said the military support tha regime bat incxaaaingly reasnt th*
hug* amounts of aoney that are going into civilian bureaucrat** pockets,
divertad fra baaic purchases for the military* Further, they resent thair
low — comparatively - aalaoriee. Mr* Gatti fait that th* military will taka
an increasingly active role politically and coaid era* «mgimeer a coup after
tha departure of tha present Shah, maintaining his so* as a figurehead*

U) French Pswetrationt Mr. Gatti was impressed hr tha extant of French
penetration culturally, in tha ad— "Hon system* ted in tha miniatria**
Tha French, he said, are actively ssy1, aapcaially ia th* reorganisation
of gowernmamt ministries ( contractually}, and are providing means to sand
Iranian buroaaerats for study in th* "Grand** Eceles".

5) Sosas "nao-im-th* street" attitadaaa

a) The Shah aad Shahanom arm ah*va criticism, bat thare is increasingly virulent,
widespread criticism of tha excesses of tha royal family.

b) The maa-in-fthe-a treat looks to dictatorship, mot democracy, in Iran, even
if th* dictator is someone other than tha Shah. Thame seems to be littlo
interest in or hop* for dsmacraay in Iran.

o) Thare is deeply-felt, widespread anti-Soviet feeling rather than active
expressions of anti-communism. Mr. Gatti mentioned a schism in the Tndah party
based on Soviet claims on Iran.

ccs American Embassy Rome
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'
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January 5, 1»78

Daar Aslant

ttl* latter will oonfirn our understanding of thaarrangement* you have made for tha visit of tha D.S.
Delegation of six Sanators (COOK. WlUiaMi/Stevana)
January 9 -11. Hia Imperial Majeaty, tha shahanshah

f*??*
01* 1» Aodl«n«» at xx»January 10. This will ha followed at om p.m. by a

%• six Sanators arai

aaator Harrison A. Mllllaaa. Jr., Chairman
Sanator Tad Stevens, Co-Chairman
Sanator Howard Cannon
wiator Abraham Hlblooff
anator Ernast r. Bollings
Sanator Jacob X. Jarlts

Miar will bo accompanied for tha Audlseos and tbs
lanobaon by Aabassador Sullivan and aysalf.

With high aateem and wnruast personal regarda.

Slnearaly

,

Jaak c. Mlklos
Deputy Chief of Mission

•la BxoeUsnoy
Dr. talr-Aslan Afsbar

Stand Master of Ceremonies
Imperial court

POL/MIL: RAMartin : ag



Juwry S, 1*71

dm* Aslant

All 1attar will ooafira oar andaratandlng of tha
tnu*M**ti you hn« sate for tha rliit of ttw O.a.
Dolatitiao of Rapraaantativas (CODU lablock!) Jaasary
13 - 15. Bis laporial Kajaaty, tha Bhahanahah Aayaantor,
will raoaiva tha naaraaantatlvaa la Aoltaooa at naeo
Janaary 14. Chin sill toa followed at ooa p.n. toy a -

lunohaon.

Tha Bapraeantatlvoa arot

Bapraaantativa Clanaat J. Sablookl
Rapraaantativa Santa B. raaoall
Bapraaantativa Jonathan B. Blnphan
Rapraaantativa Lao J. Ryan
Rapraaantativa Salon B. Maynar
Rapraaantativa Donald J. Paaaa
Rapraaantativa John J. Cavanaofh
Bapraaantativa Million 8. Broonflald
Rapraaantativa Paul Findlay
Bapraaantativa Larry Mian. Jr.
Bapraaantativa Shirlay B. Pattla
Bapraaantativa Banjamin A. Ollnan
Bapraaantativa J. Barbart Barfca
Rapraaantativa Chriatophar Dodd
Bapraaantativa Dal Clavaon

Bis Enoallanoy
Dr. Amir-Aalan Afahar

Grand Haatar of Caraooniaa
Imparial Court
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SgggLZlfUg ,r* to b« included in the

fS* I^^^th^dpo^^ X“3*sr^vsss^r i—

^

5? °f *** HOU” o£ «*P^—»fti«e,

"*?„®f*£f
°ir*?tor of the House InternationalHalations Coamittea, Mr. John J. Brady itf

2*i5*!n **blocki's Kaeoutiv* Assistant,
Mr. George R. Bardes .

*

Ambtitidor Sullivan and nvaal f vlii
for the Audl.no. andttwlunoheon^

1 tOOOBV'nY th«

With high esteem and warmest personal regards.

Sincerely,

Jaok C. Miklos
Deputy Chief of Mission

PM:RAMartin.-ag
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SUBJECT! PRESIDENT'S TELEPHONE CALL TO SHAH

1 THE WHITE HOOSF eUNOAY AT A p ,0 . LOCAL TIME RELEASED

ire FOLLOWING *Ta TENE NT ! C.UOTE • THE PRESIDENT CALLED

tKI SHAH OF IRAN THIS MORNING A NO DISCUSSED THE PRESENT

' SITUATION IN IRAN. THE PRESIDENT REAFFIRMED THE CLOSE.

AND^ FRIENDLY RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IRAN AND THE UNITED

STATES AND THE IMPORTANCE OF IRAN’S CONTINUED ALLIANCE

WITH THE WEST. ( NEW PARAGRAPH) THE PRESIDENT

EXPPESC ED KIS DEEP REGPET OVER THE LOSS OE LIFE AND HI~

HOPE THAT THE VIOLENCE WOULD SOON EE ENDED. UE FURTHER

EXPRESSED THE. HOPE THAT THE MOVEMENT TOWARD POLITICAL

LIBERALIZATION WOULD CONTINUE. UNQUOTE. ,

? fyi , on background we are telling the press that the

PuFSTDENT CALLED THE SHAM FROM CAMP DAVID 0FFORE DEPART-

T NO FOP GETTYSBURG FOR A SIGHTSEEING TRIP WITH PRIME

MINISTER BEGIN AND PRESIDENT SADAT SUNDAY MORNING, AND

THfT THE TELEPHONE CALL LASTED If- 1 5 MINUTES.

t Ece WY 1'SE TH8 FOREGOING AS APPROPRIATE *tM
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Wathlngton, D.C. 20520

OFFICIAL-INFORMAL
SECRET-SENSITIVE

October 10, 1978

The Honorable.
William H. Sullivan
American Ambassador
Tehran

Dear Mr. Ambassador:

The author of the enclosure is updating the
CIA psychological profile of the Shah and would
like your help with answers to the listed questions
and any other thoiights you may wish to volunteer.
Should you wish, you may reply through SRF channels
or through me. (If the former, I'd be interested in
your answers so perhaps you could ask them to pass.)

Jerry Post will also be doing the analysis of
the Crown Prince and we are setting things up for
late October.

Sincerely,

Henry Prrffcht

Enclosure:

List of Questions.

SECRET-SENSITIVE
GDS



6 October 1978

In support of our assessment of the Shah's current
mental state and likely reaction, it would be helpful
if the Ambassador could address himself to the questions:

1. Concerning the Shah's episodes of depres-
sion, were they ever so severe as to significantly
interfere with his leadership? Did they seem dis-
proportionate to the circumstances or were rather
appropriate discouragement or frustration in the
face of severe political problems? What happens
to his decisionmaking at these times—does he ever
become paralyzed with indecision, tend to delegate
to others decisions he might otherwise make himself?

2. How does he pull himself out of these
downs? What is his decisionmaking like after a
down period— is he exaggeratedly decisive?

3. Describe the role of his wife, the degree
to which he relies on her.

4. Comments on his time frame would be
helpful. In terms of his plan to turn a stable
modern Iran over to his son, are there indica-
tions from him that he is slipping his schedule,
feeling he will have to remain longer in office
in order to accomplish his goals?

5. Any suggestions of increased external
military support demands during this period of
internal stress.

6. Although the Shah has indicated many of
his liberalizing policies are responsive to US
initiatives, his goals for a more democratic society
have been well delineated for many years. Please
discuss your views of the balance between Shah's
own concepts he hopes to implement and reluctant
compliance to external pressure.

Jerrold M. Post, M.D.
C/CAPPB/OSI
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September 27, 1878

The Ambassador opened the meeting by noting that we hay*
had a particularly active week. Ambassadors Atherton «t.<!

Sullivan had an audience with the Shah, during which
discussed the Camp. David Framework foi Peace. The Shah
supports privately the Egyptian- Israel i agreei-cni. because
His Majesty prefers vastly Sadat's presidency to that nf a

radical government, in Egypt. The Soviets have reacted
sharply to the accords causing a great deal of concern i:i

the Arab World.

The Tehran International Trade Fair continues. Mr. Hast fey
reported that more viewers were allowed in this week than
last, but security is still tight. American companies
report mixed results; some U.S. exhibitors seem to be
doing quite well.

The Bazaar was 'partially closed yesterday in protest, over
Ayatollah Khomeini's house arrest in Iraq. Since the
authorities have removed the soldiers front Khomeini's home
wjs 'expect the Bazaar to, v-esume. busi nessj as usual, ,'^tost.

tanks, have been remo.ved from Tehran's streets.

A 1 i Qoli Ardalan assumes the post of Minister uf the Court
today. Mr. Ardalan promptly blasted the Royal Family for
involvement in private enterprises. This is an indication
that the Court Ministry will have diminished significance
and the Cabinet increased importance in the new government.
The Ambassador then noted that the Ministry of Justice is

investigating the petrochemical industry, of which Ardalan's
nephew is a prominent member.

DISTRIBUTION:

AMB DAO CONS AMCONSUL ISFAHAN
DCM MAAG DEA AMCONSUL SHIRAZ
POL OR AMCONSUL TABRIZ
POL/KIL ICA NEA/IRN
ECON/COMM
ADMIN

SY INR/RNA
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The Ambassador, along with the respective Section Chiefs,
has called on two ministers this case weak: Agriculture
and Information. The current leadership in the Ministry
of Agriculture is quite impressive and is a big improve-
ment over previous administrations.

Mr. Shellenberger noted that the Hal Sauncier's interview
can probably be shown on local television. 1CA is also
preparing a "Q&A" style flyer for Iranian students
intending to study in the U.S. Mr. Shellenberger also
said that ICA is still trying to set up the dekooning
exhibit

.

Genera] Gast attended the 55th military- graduation
ceremonies yesterday. The Shah also attended.

His Majesty expressed concern over the MIG exercises to
General Rabii. The Ambassador noted that some Soviets
believe the recent trouble in Iron both prevents Irani an
interference in Afghanistan and stcpStha Iranians from
aiding Somalia. Rabii also told General Gast that the
Iranian military is concerned about their budget since
new funds will come from Cabinet authorization.

Some discussion of Harry Hutchins. and Brown and Root's
project prob'V'emS ' fo'VTbwed .

• Ch«h -Baha-A -is* hav'ing- su-pfll y
-

and personnel problems which wi i I affect their project
completion date, as well as tjheir budget.

Mr. Lamb'rak'is reported • that some foundations (phesuma'hly
no-t the .Pahlav-L -Foundation) are- under (n.vesti gatibo . Mr
Lambrakis also said that National University was beset
with problems yesterday, concerning examinations.

Mr. Greene’s recent conversation with General Toufanian
yielded some interesting information: it seems the Shah’s
favorite comment of late is ’’economize, reduce, and stretch
out." General Toufanian also told Mr. Greene that there
will probably be no major new FMS cases in the next U.S.
fiscal year.

ICA reported- that it is setting dp more student counseling’
facilities at the A’bba’sabad’ Cultural ‘Ce'nter. Registration
for English courses continues at a high level despite
cancellation of the Ezzam Test.

Mr..- Declich of tennis'and UFA ’fame wiVl be attending a

regional conference in Cairo and will continue on to
Frankfurt and Zurich.

S/A:LTracy :sw
10/2/78
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CfitA-
COUNTRY TEAM MEETING

October 25, 1978

*”*assa?°r °Pened the meeting with a discussion ofthe Embassy s numerous visitors. Codel Solary
^

Kel^SfSSS the^Countr
y
^Team^Meeting^

Ambassador Sullivan saw the Shah a couple of times sinceour last Country Team Meeting The shaiT.ee a

SSj’S'a/iii SSS.: -I".

Tomorrow is the Shah's birthday; this could turn out to

E££ ;s

Ambassador Sullivan then discussed some other short topics;

Under Secretary Cooper arrives Saturday evening MrCooper will have a luncheon meeting with Mr. Yeoaneh’Messrs. Mills and Taylor will accompany Mr. Cooperduring his meeting with Mr. Ansary.
cooper

has £ei
eaSS

i
ate T King Hussein ' s Questions & Answershas been postponed until the finish of the Israelicabinet session. Mr. Shellenberger will see that ourcopies are kept from public consumption until then.
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POL will handle our three early November visitors from
State: Messrs. Griffin, Clement, and Cohen.

Mayor Bradley of Los Angeles has decided not to
participate in the Tehran Urban Affairs program.
The whole seminar may be postponed.

The Ambassador asked Ms. Dearsman about the Tax Bill.
Ms. Dearsman explained that the Bill is actually
three separate bills. The new law has generated con-
siderable interest in the American community, par-
ticularly the provision on hardship areas.

Each Section Chief gave a report of major activities in
their areas:

Mr. Shellenberger reported on his visit to Isfahan
with Mr. Curran. The educational system in Isfahan
has its share of difficulties; most schools are
closed due to demonstrations and top administrators
are uneasy.

Mr. John Mills received a call from DuPont concern-
ing the possible outcome of the GOI's refusal to
provide DuPont with either loans or tariff protection.
Mr. Mills also noted that he and Mr. Taylor met with
the Minister of Plans. The Minister reported three
notable items: 1) The wage increases mean a rise in
both this year's and next year's budget; 2) A sixth
five-year plan will be produced; 3) The agencies who
have made strike settlements above the guidelines will
have to roll back their contracts.

Mr. Adler noted that the U.S. participation in the
Tabas fault survey received no publicity.

LT:sw
CIST; AMB/DCM SY

POL DEA
P/M DAO
OR SA
E/C ISFAHAN
ICA TABRIZ
MAAG SHIRAZ
CONS NEA/IRN
ADMIN INR/RNA
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COUNTRY TEAM MF.FTtmc
to

November 1, i978

rne Ambassador beaan
week’s events. Th?s hi?

meeting with a review of tHe
with Sunday, October 29

S

th®
n a very turbulent few dav<«f mmntroled demonstrators on^' 5

’here were hordST

Crown Prince yesterday 'and madii
ent

?*rter received thesupport of the Shah. I? tte ™ “r°n9 st*tement instatement is any precedent f
receptl°n to Dr. Owen’s

"d
C
Su?V

t0 the Presidents idla£ 3 Stron9
Sh
n
fh

S
h
UlUvan oontinned their fa?v^

Ambassadors ParsonsShah has more concrete political* -

th the shah. Theare no heroes in the
cal V1ews now, but there

support the Shari f-Emmam i"" c
ready to stand up and

!££•*•? - getting ^ry tSd^nd^- The
people in the Government few

The economic sector ,

Under Secretary Cooper visited*
1
'ts

uncertainties

.

Economic & Financial Aftai^ v
With Minister form the hospital, having suffj ?
3?^' Mr ’ yeganeh isa heart attack. The strikes

ed through pneumonia orimportant of which is the oil sttk^' the most
has seen Mr.ANasary a coupltntf- *’ The Amb'«sador
production has decreased t ??. tln,6s this week, oiltold Ambassador Sullivan that

1
Qna

3ntly ' but George Linkready to return to the
9 °* of the workers arethe other 10 %, who are trying 'to

*

effectiveness of- been somewhat undermined^ tJ

321 , 000^OOO^ial^out"

'

thtuniversities?
S the “mte^

recen^visit
:

5

Orf^ooner" Secretary Cooper’s'
happening to Iran and the Irani^

3 9°°d idea of what is°f what is happening to the dollar.

"

OW h3VS 3 better view
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Mr. Shellenberger paid a visit to Tehran University
yesterday. He found thousands and thousands of starry-
eyed youths attending sit-ins, lining up to pray at
the mosque, and chanting slogans and poems. At the
University Mr. Shellenberger visited an exhibit con-
sisting of detailed canvases depicting the regime*

8

excesses and privations. Nearly half the women were
wearing chadors. Although Mr. Shellenberger and his
companion were probably the only two foreigners on
campus, he detected no anti-foreign sentiment.

General Gast reported that the situation vis-a-vis
Iranian military payments to the U.S. is grave.
Armish/Maag has been asked to decrease the number of
visitors since the Armed Forces are suffering from a
budget crunch. They particularly feel the Program
Management Reviews are very expensive.

Mr. Lambrakis noted that the political difficulties
continue. There have been many teach-ins and sit-ins
reported, but the Communists are evidently a very small
portion of the speakers' list. About six provinces
are now governorless

.

Mr. Dedich reported that the situation in Isfahan has
been resolved and that Mr. McGaffey will submit a
report soon.

Ms. Dearsman said that the President still has not
signed the Tax Bill(s), but IRS has Committee print
copies. This creates a certain amount of confusion
because the filing deadline is only two weeks hence.

LT:sw
Amb/DCM SY
POL DEA
P/M DAO
OR S/A
E/C Amconsul Isfahan
ICR Amconsul Tabriz
MAAG Amconsul Shiraz
CONE NEA/IRN
ADMIN NEA/INR/rna
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SECRET PACE TWO 16262

RFF: STATE 29.3191 AND PREVIOUS SITRSPS

1. EMBASSIES ARE AUTHORIZED TO BRAS ON FOLLOWING INFOR-
MATION IN BRIEFING HOST 'GOVERNMENTS AT APPROPRIATELY
HIGH LEVEL 'ON HON OS VIEWS PRESENT SITUATION IN IRAN.

AS IS APPARENT FROM MEDIA SOURCES, INTERNAL STABILITY
JS IRAN CAME UNDER UNUSUALLY SEVERE PRESSURE, NOVEMBER 4-5
EXTENSIVE RIOTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS IN TEHRAN CAUSED MANY
CASUALTIES AND RIDES BREAD DESTRUCTION TO PUBLIC AND
OR1VATF PROPERTY. LATE CN NOVEMBER 5, PRIME MINISTER
SPARIF-EMAMI AND RIS GOVERNMENT RESIGNED.

3. EARLY ON NOVEMBER 6, THE SSAR ANNOUNCED IN SPEECH TO
.TP2 IRANIAN NATION THAT FE WAS NAMING A MILITARY GOVERN-
MENT TO TA'F OFFICE AT ONCE. FE MADE CLEAR THIS WOULD
FE A CARETAYER GOVERNMENT CHARGED WITH PREVENTING CHAOS
AND ASSERTING T»E GOVERNMENT'S AUTHORITY. THE SHAH TOOR
THIS ACTION BECAUSE IT HAD PROVEN IMPOSSIBLE TO GET
R7 PRFSENTATIVF.S 0* R£SPON c IBIS OPPOSITION ELEMENTS TO
JOIN XU A COALITION GOVERNMENT. HE PROMISED TEAT AS SOON
AS SECURITY PERMITTED, RF. WOULD APPOINT A NATIONAL GOVERN-
MENT 70 1 ESTABLISH FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS AND TO HOLD FREE

4. THE SECURITY SITUATION SINCE THEN HAS IMPROVED,
ALTHOUGH ISOLATED INCIDENTS CONTINUE.

5. TRY US3 MAINTAINS ITS STRONG BACKING OF THE SHAH'S
EFFORTS TO RESTORE ORDER AND, AS SOON AS CONDITIONS

f
KIT, TO CONTINUE HIS LIBERALIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT
GRAMS ICR T3? COUNT n. THIS WAS REAFFIRMED BY THE
AFTMENT OF STAG'S PRESS SPOKESMAN ON NOVEMBER 6,

IN THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT:

”V5 SUPPORT TPE SKA? IN PIS DECISION. THE SHAH
MOVED TO APPOINT A MILITARY GOVERNMENT UNDER HIS
AUTHOR!*! WREN IT BECAME APPARENT TEAT ANOTHER
'••’VILIAM GOVERNMENT COULD NOT BE FORMED TO RESTORE
V 3 PUBLIC ORDER FSSFNTIAL TO MOVING TOWARD
ELECTIONS,

FOR SOMF TIME PREVIOUS TO FIS DECISION, RE ACTIVELY
FmoRE" THE POSSIBILITY OF A NEW CIVILIAN GOVERN-
MENT, > w ELUDING one that would be joined by members
of THE OPPOSITION. WHEN THOSE PERSONS REFUSED TO
JOIN IN A COALITION CABINET, AND THERE APPFARED TO
3D NO ALTERNATIVE, THE SHA.fi ASKED THF MILITARY TO t;

FORM A CABINS!

.
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L T MriS

VERT FUNCTIONING CF GOVERNMENT . 'WE HOPE THAT TEE
FORMATION 7? THE NEW TEMPORARY GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCES. ON
I'OVB'MB .? 'ILL FACILITATE "“i P.ETCJN C AN ORDiBFD
ATMOS PFF : E ? "S-MTIAL TO THE BUSINESS OF GOVERNMENT IN

ANT SOCI'-T. ’015 IS PARTI cut ASET T#7f. IN' TBs' SITUATION
THAT EXISTS IN IRAN, V?E3? I#? SBAh ''AS PLEDGED PUBLICLY
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MEMORANDUM TO THE FILES

FROM: ECON/COM - Barbara L. Schell

SUBJECT: Audience with Shah, David C, Scott# Allis Chalmers

DISTRIBUTION: AMB , PCM, POL. BOON, NEA/IRN

David C. Scott, Chairman cf the Board,- Chief Executive and
President of Allis Chalmers Corp. , was received by the Shah on
Saturday, November' 25, 1978, at 11:00 a.m. The following de-
scription was provided by Mr., Don Dormer, the Iran representa-
tive of Allis Chalmers who accompanied Scott to the palace but
was not present during the audience,

Mr. Scott found the Shah in very low spirits. He perked up
somewhat when Scott complimented his children, and Ambassador
Zahedi.. Scott offered sympathy to the Shah and indicated that
American businessmen generally are firm in their support for
him. The Shah bemoaned the fact that he is receiving many ex-
pressions of support, but that this support tends to b'e verbal,
and of little help to him.. Scott (presumably in an effort to
demonstrate that he was in a position to offer more than mere
verbal support) described his recent visit to Argentina, and
told the Shah that he had succeeded in obtaining a reversal of
a decision to disapprove an application for ExTm loans for an
Allis Chalmers project in Argentina because of human rights
violations.

Scott then went on to describe Allis Chalmers' proposed joint
venture for the production of mining equipment in Iran (see
Airgram A-154, He indicated that he had sufficient confidence
in Iran to wish to proceed immediately with the project. At
this point, there was a long period of silence on the part of
-the Shah during which tears welled up in his eyes, and Scott's
discomfort grew. Finally, the Shah asked Scott what he thought
had gone wrong in Iran.* Scott replied that he was not capable
of replying, but that American businessmen supported the monarch
Contrary to usual protocol, Scott rose first, the Shah put his
arm around him and thanked him for the gift, something which is
apparently not normally done.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Following the audience, a Ministry of Court official whom Scott
knows commented that the Shah’s spirits had been low, and that
he had no real friends in whom he could confide. He suggested,
to Scott, that perhaps it would be beneficial if Zahedi would
visit Iran more often, since he is the only one who could play
the role of friend and confident, something the Shah sorely
needs. Scott was asked to brief Zahedi when he returns to the
United States.

ECON/COM : BLSche 11 : ccm
12/4/78
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E.O. 12065s RDS-4 2-10-99 (LAMBRAXIS, 5. B.)
TASS: PINS , PCOV , IR
SUBJECT: (C)REPORT OF SHAH'S PLAN TO RETURN

CHRGE:
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:

DRETD:
CLEAR

:

DISTRs

STATE 2-10-79
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POL : GBLAMBRAKI
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Mfc-TAMB BUM
fl'ON-2 PM USICS
OR SHIR TABR
IS? CHRON/14

1. (C - ENTIRE TEXT)

SUMMARY: ANOTHER ERSTWHILE LOTALIST
, WHO SUPPORTS

MFHTIAR, EXPRESSES ALARM AT DETEPIORATINC- T AW AND ORDER
SITUATION AND BELIEVES ONLY ACCEPTABLE SOLUTION IS THAT
IP AH ANNOUNCE HIS ABDICATION. HE FEARS SEAR'S RETURN TO
IRAN IN NEAR FUTURE. HE SUGGESTS POSSIBLE "VIGILANTE "

ARMED ACTION BY CONSERVATIVES I? TERRORIST CROUPS AND
COMMUNISTS CONTINUE TO OPERATE WITHOUT SANCTIONS FROM THE
AHOMEINI MOVEMENT. END SUMMARY.

A. SOURCE MANSOUR EQBAL ,WHO IS NOT HrT NOT CONSISTENTLY
RELIABLE, BUT WHO HAS GOOD ACCESS TOLD POL COUNSELOR RUMOR
IS GOING AROUND LOYALIST CIRCLES THAT S HAS PLANS TO RETURN
TO IRAN FEB 14. GEN NESHAT HAS FLOWN TO MOROCCO IN THIS
CONNECTION. WE ARE PRETTY SURE THIS IS GARBLE OF REPORT
THAT SHAH PLANS TO MOVE TO CAIRO ABOUT THAT DATE.

1. ONE REASON LOYALISTS CHOOSE TO BELIEVE SUCH A REPORT
IS THEIR INCREASING ALARM OVER LAW AND ORDER SITUATION AND
THEIR OWN PROSPECTS. EQBAL, WHO PARTICIPATED IN PRO-
BAKHTIAR "CONSTITUTIONALIST DEMONSTRATION YESTERDAY,
FEB 10, WAS APPARENTLY SHOCKED THAT GROUP WAS RAZZED AND
THREATENED BY YOUNG TOUGHS ON DEPARTURE FROM AMJADIEH
.STADIUM, AND MANY PARKED CARS HAD THEIR TIRES SLASHED.
HIS FRIEND AND NEIGHBOR, ONE ENGINEER MALLOUL, HAS JUST
FLED WITH HIS FAMILY TO ARAX AFTER HAVING HIS NEW CAR
BLOWN UP TWO NIGHTS AGO AND WARNING ISSUED THAT IF HE
PERSISTED IN PRO-BAKHTIAR STATEMENTS (HE HAD APPARENTLY
WHITTEN LETTER TO A NEWSPAPER ),HE AND HIS FAMILY WOULD BE
KILLED. WHERE IS FREE SPEECH, EQBAL ASKS.

*> . EQBAL HAD THE REPORT VIA DR. HEJAZI THAT SEAIUAT-
MADARI'S LETTER OF GREETINGS TO KHOMEINI ON LATTER'S
ARRIVAL OMITTED ANY REFERENCE TO KHOMEINI'S PREPONDERANT,,
POSITION IN ISLAMIC MOVEMENT OR ANY APPELLATION OF IMAM .

AS A RESULT, A COLLECTION OF SHARIAT-MADAKI 'S BOOKS FROM
ALL OVER WERE DUMPED ON HIS DOORSTEP RECENTLY HE
CONTINUES TO FEAR FOR HIS LIFE AND KEEPS SILENT.

I
BQSAL °AS REACHED TH: CONCtUS OK THAI 38x1 "'it 9.1 if: :

HU SITUATION IS FOR STUB TO ANNOUNCE Hit ABDICATION. HE
A N'T!AMS HIS SON AS SU.C tUS Jh IF HE WISHEo. WITHOUT SdCB

A STEP EQBAL FEARS LAiCHTiAR'S SIIRiT AND POSITION WILL

COSFIBEKTIA.L TEHRAN 291.6
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ERODE. PEOPLE ARE INCREASINGLY FOR HIM BUT BEING TERROR-
IZED BT THE UNWASHED MOBS WHO HATE SUFFERED A GREAT DEAL
UNDER SHAH'S RULE AND ARE ACTING EMOTIONALLY, AS EQBAL AND
HIS FRIENDS SEE IT. IF SITUATION RUNS ON LIFE THIS MUCH
LONGEPEOPLE WILL COME OUT ON THE STREETS WITH THEIR
WEAPONS-LIKE LEBANON. HE WOULD BE WILLING TELL THIS TO
THE SHAH IF HE CAN FIY UP A MEETING SOMEHOW, THROUGH
ZAHEDI . (COMMENT: ABDICATION IS MORE FREQUENTLY AND
OPENLY BEING MENTIONED BY LOYALISTS WITH EVEN BETTER
CREDENTIALS THAN EQBAL, SEE PREVIOUS EMBASSY REPORTING.)

7.

EQBAL'S FINAL WORD WAS TO HINT THAT ASSASSINATION OF
KHOMEINI IS BEGINNING TO APPEAL TO MANY AS PART OF A
SOLUTION. HE EKPRESSED PERSONAL UNDERSTANDING OF GREAT
PROBLEMS THAT WOULD CAUSE BUT SUGGESTED EVEN SOME IN THE
NON-KHOMEINI RELIGIOUS CIRCLES MIGHT NOT BE AVERSE TO
SEEING HIS EXTREMIST VOICE DISAPPEAR FROM THE SCENE.

8.

FINALLY, EQBAL REFERRED TO PUBLISHED STATEMENT BT
COMMUNIST PARTY ASKING KHOMEINI WHAT THEIR PLACE WAS IN
HIS MOVEMENT AND THREATENING TO "FIGHT" IF HIS ANSWER IS
NOT SATISFACTORY. WHILE ADMITTING SUCH OPEN ACTIVITY BT
THE COMMUNISTS IS BETTER THAN CRYPTO ACTIVISM, EQBAL
OPINED IT HEIGHTENS THE FEARS OF MANY CONSERVATIVES AND
MIGHT LEAL THEM TO THINK OF VIGILANTE ACTION AS THEIR ONLY
DEFENSE.

9.

COMMENT: A GREAT DEAL OF IMPORTANCE NEED NOT BE
ATTACHED TO EQBAL AS A SOURCE. HOWEVER, HIS IDEAS HAVE
A CERTAIN LOGIC WHICH IS APPEALING TO LOYALISTS AND OTHER
CONSERVATIVES AS THEY SEE NO EXIT FROM PRESENT SITUATION
WITHOUT A GREAT DEAL OF BLOODSHED. CONTINUING INSECURITY
AND TERRORISM MIGHT PROVOKE MANY PEOPLE WHO ARE NOW KEEPING
THEIR HEADS DOWN TO BECOME MORE ACTIVE EITHER POLITICALLY
(IF THAT IS PERMITTED) OR IN TERMS OF COUNTER-TERRORISM
ON THE STREETS. THIS IS NOT AN IMMEDIATE PROSPECT, BUT
ONE WHICH WE SHOULD NOT DISCOUNT AS INSECURITY BRED BY
DISTURBANCES CONTINUES. SULLIVAN
BT
#2016
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Serving tke Central Coast

1906 MAIN STREET, MORRO BAY, CALIFORNIA 93442 (805) 772- 1

December 7, 1978 >0

The Honorable William H. Sullivan
Ambassador
U.S. Embassy
Teheran, IRAN

Dear Mr. Sullivan:

In light of recent events' in your area, it occurred
to us that His Royal Highness might be interested in
purchasing a large parcel of land (with home) in this
country which is both centrally located, 'yet remote. in
its situation on our California Coast.

The enclosed brochure fully describes the property. If
appropriate, please do inform His Royal Highness of its
availability for purchase.

LYNN GRABHORN
ASSOCIATE

1906 MAIN ST. BUS. (805) 772-1231
MORRO BAY. CA. 93442 RES. (805) 927-4108
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AMMO GRANDE

Arroyo Grande
San Luis Obispo County
California

Encompassing over 9*700 acres near the shores of
Lake Lopez and nestled between the Los Padres
National Forest and the Pacific Ocean, this
magnificient ranch holds a rich heritage of
productive ranching since the days of the original
Spanish Land Grants.

Rancho Arroyo Grande . . .one of the last great parcels
of prime land on the central California coast.

Size; 9*750 acres
Price; $5,500,000
Terms: Min. 29% down,

balance negotiable,
or, all cash.
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RANCHO ARROYO GRANDE . 9,750 acres, is one of California.'

q

land grant ranchos ideally located half way between Los
Angeles and San Francisco, a little over 3 freeway hours from
each, and about 10 miles inland from beaches, boat harbors,
and a number of small communities -- Santa Maria, San Luis
Obispo, Avila Beach, Pismo Beach, etc. This is still within
the narrow strip of mild coastal climate and good rainfall,
before the first range of hills.

""

Present agricultural use includes grazing of up to 1,500
cattle (leased) but with main emphasis on farming of 500 to
2,000 acres of the valley lands in winter grain crops (oats,
barley, wheat) and summer bean crops (garbanzo^ pink). The
climate is excellent for many other cropB, such as tomatoes,
peppers, other vegetables, flowers, vineyards , almond and
walnut groves, apples, some avocado varieties, or citrus, all
of which are raised in the vicinity. There are several small
all-year streams originating on and flowing thru the property,
from which over 1,000 acre feet per year could be taken by
riparian right, for irrigation use. This resource has not yet
been used.

The ranch adjoins on the north Los Padres National Forest,
proposed as a wilderness area, and on the west the 4,000 acre
Lopez Lake Recreation Area, created in 1969 and developed for
varied camping, fishing, boating, swimming, etc., thru an
18 million dollar bond issue. It is the only California
recreational lake so near the beaches.

Those parts of the ranch adjoining the Lopez area are
designated "recreational," and there have been studies and
plans toward developing there private Resort Ranch facilities
(equestrian, tennis, swimming, boat storage, lodge, cottages,
campsites) for a member/owner group numbering up to several
hundred or more, who could also share ownership of the undivided
and centrally managed farming and ranching operation. These plans
are still open to further investigation.

The value of RANCHO ARROYO GRANDE was M.A.I. appraised, by
a potential buyer, at $4,020,000 in 1972, leading to the
$5,500,000 figure for the end of 1978. That amounts to $564/acre.
The Department of Agriculture reported in 1977 that California's
agricultural lands are averaging 14# per year value increase.

The Rancho ' s manager has lived and worked on the property for
many years, and it is probable he would be happy to stay in that
capacity.
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The ranch entrance is eight milee northeast of the City
of Arroyo Grande, fifteen milee southeast of the City of San Luis
Obispo, twenty miles north of the City of Santa Maria, and ten miles
from the Pacific Ocean at Pismo Beach State Park.

Bounded by the 4500 acre Lopez Lake Recreational Park on
the west, and by the 193,000 acre Los Padres National Forest
on the north and east, the Rancho comprises a uniquely secluded
network of valleys, streams, and foothills offering unusual
opportunity for recreational development.

ACCESS: Access is provided from U.S. Highway 101, via
a newly expanded level, high-speed county road.

The Rancho is 2i hours drive from Bakersfield or Fresno, 3 hours
from Los Angeles, and 4 hours from San Francisco. A total
population of almost 15,000,000 people reside within a four
hour drive.

LOPEZ LAKE

:

This major recreational development borders the
property for more than 3 miles. The lake created

by the $16,000,000 Lopez Bam has a surface area of 940 acres,
and a shoreline of 22 miles. Facilities are provided for swimming,
water skiing, fishing, boating, camping and riding. The park
is set up to accommodate 4,000 persons a day, and visitor dayB
are estimated at 660,000 annually. RANCHO ARROYO GRANDE is
.he closest privately-held land to the park entrance. It is
also the only land in the area which is sufficiently gentle to
be practical for extensive recreational development.

TOPOGRAPHY

;

The Rancho is entered from along the shore of
Lopez Lake at an elevation of 550 feet above sea

level. Approximately 1800 level, cultivated acres lie along the
Arroyo Grande, Saueeiito, Phoenix and Potrero Creeks -- all
year-round streams which run through the property. About 2,000
acres are in the gently rolling foothills and finger valleys
which slope away from the creek bottoms. To the north and east
are the more rugged mountains containing meadows, streams, and
abundant wildlife. The rugged outer perimeters shield the major
flatlands from inclement weather and seclude the entire area
from its surroundings. The highest point on the property is at
1853 feet, at the entrance into the Los Padres National Forest,

CLIMATE : Climate is close to ideal. The property is wholly
on the ocean side of the &nta Lucia mountain range,

yet it is just inland of the coastal fog belt. The air is clear,
clean, and smog-free. Gentle winds are usually present. Noon
temperatures are normally below 85 degrees in the summer, and
50 degrees in the winter. Average annual rainfall is 23 inches.
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WATER: Pour streams run year-round through the property.

Arroyo Grande Creek which flows through the main

valley is one of the two principal sources of water for Lopes

Lake. Rancho Arroyo Grande has full riparian rights to

water. A series of test wells have been drilled into the valley

ground water aquifers. Each well produces water in domestic

quantities. Numerous large springB flow year-round from the bases

of the anticlines and bluff areas.

LAND USE: 1400 acres of valley, land have been dry farmed in
barley and oats. Another 300 acres have been cul-

tivated in sudan grass. At ranch headquarters, about 30 acres
of permanent pasture are irrigated from Arroyo Grande Creek
waters. The balance of the property is used for graslng range.
Ai

:
present, the Rancho carries 1500 head of Stocker steers

through the fall to spring season and 500 head through the
summer. (Income from this leaBe is approximately $50,000 gross
in good, wet years, and $25,000 gross in dry years). Additional
permanent and semi-perminent pasture is presently being
developed. At least 1,000 acres have been proven suitable for
Zone 2 varietal wine grapes, or for orchard crops.

IMPROVEMENTS

:

The Rancho has a large modern owner's residence,
a smaller guest house, two modem homes for

employees, extensive bams, corrals, and other outbuildings. The
property is completely fenced and cross-fenced, and contains over
50 miles of roads and trails. Electrical power service is
provided by PG4E and telephone service by Pacific Telephone. A
U.3. Forest Service fire control station with rangers in residence
is located on the ranch property, A State ofCalifornia
experimental agricultural range is also maintained on which
foresters and agronomists conduct studies for improving
agricultural practices.

OTHER
WORMATION : The area abounds in doves, quail, deer, and wild

turkey. Lopez - Lake is planted regularly with
trout. Additional fishing ponds could be readily created on
the Rancho, along the Arroyo Crande Creek.

Southwestern San Luis Obispo County is one of the
fastest-developing areas in California. Estimated total
employment within 45 minutes drive of the Rancho .is 125,000.
San Luis Obispo has a population (not counting students) of
32,000. This represents a 10 year increase of 109S<, with a more
rapid growth expected. Major employment centers include
Vandenberg APB (which was recently approved as the West Coast
Launching Center for the new Space Shuttle Programs), Calif. Poly
State College, and a planned $1 Billion atomic fueled electric
generating plant.
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RANCHO ARROYO GRANDE

water
RAINFALL ; Average 23 inches a year, variation between 15*

and 40". Weekly records for the years ’63-*73 recorded.

SURFACE
STREAMS Four creeks... Arroyo Grande, Saucelito, Potrero, and

Phoenix. . .flow thru the main valleys, converging
near the SW corner of the ranch and flowing into Lopez
Lake. A gauging station located at the point of
convergence records flow daily. Over the period 1965
thru 1973, average outflow was 2260 acre feet a year,
with lowest year 609 acre feet.

STREAMS ; Several springs, in Arroyo Grande, Saucelito, and
Potrero Valleys are used for stock ponds.

WELLS

;

Seven wells of depths 50 to 100 feet were drilled
by a prior owner (Houchin) at locations along Arroyo
Grande valley near ranch headquarters. Wells were
cased (8" diameter) tested to show 30 to 50 galB a
minute capacity, but have not been used.

600 foot 10" dia. test well by Houchin in upper Arroyo
Grande Valley in 1960 tested at 120 gal/min, but did
not penetrate sandstone layer. Mot cased.

300 foot, 8" dia test well in Phoenix valley about 1968
tested at 15 gal/min, did not penetrate sandstone.
(Drilled by Floyd V. Wells, Inc., Jim Rouse).

HYDROLOGY

;

Studies by Paul Manera, Hydrologist, in 1966, using
electrical resistivity probes, concluded that"from /

the surface to a depth of 1500 feet are potential water
producing materials." Further studies, including the
300 foot test well, were conducted in 1968 with recom-
mendation that a number of shallow wells, 60 to 100 ft,
along the Arroyo Grande Creek, could tap its underflow.
Home-Stake Production Co. provided lianera with electric
logs of deep oil well tests Just south of the ranch.
For further information, contact Dick Break, Miles and
Cullington, S.L.O,

A legal opinion obtained in 1968 fror* Rowell, Laraberson
Thomas & Hiber, Fresno, indicates that "the entire
subject property .. .is riparian to this streams flowing
within it..." and... "the creation of small ponds
through which the water continues to flow would be
legally proper."
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Wa»hi«ctoi\ D.C. 20S20

March 6, 1979

CONFIDENTIAL

MEMO FOR THE FILES

SUBJECT: Shah's Travel and DGA

Les Janka of the DGA firm called on me March 6 for
background in relation to Don Agger's trip to Marakech
this week. DGA has in prospect a contract to provide
support (real estate, protection, legal services, etc.) for
the Shah should be come to the US.

Janka asked for my views. Speaking personally, I told
him that should the Shah come to the US it would be a disaster
for US-Iranian relations., for the Western position in the
region and would create a severe security problem for our
personnel in Tehran and USG officials in Washington. I was
not sure that we would be able to maintain an Embassy in
Tehran. I told him of the Iranian attitude toward the
Moroccans and the Egyptians and the probability of the PLO-
assisted effort to kidnap the Shah.

I said in my view the Shah would be ill- advised to come
here. His security could not be assured unless he were
kept in strict confinement and he would be subject to legal
and Congressional harassment. His assets could well be
attached

Janka asked whether the US could provide protection, at
least initially. I said I presumed that this would be the
case but that we had already told the Shah's mother that she
must look to private protection agencies.

Janka asked if the correct US position was that we would
welcome the Shah to the US. I said that had been the position
in December-January and it had been made public. I was not in
a position to tell Janka the US position now. Janka said
suppose the Shah asked Agger whether the US would welcome him.
I said I thought that Mr. Agger should reply that all questions
relating to the USG should be referred to Ambassador Parker.
I said maybe Mr.’ Newsom would have a different view on this.
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I told Janka that in my experience very little in
Iranian affairs had remained out of the press. It would do
the firm no good if the Shah were to come here and there
were reprecussions against the USG and its personnel. I
could easily imagine that the is might conclude that DGA
was responsible for whatever damage was done.

Henr£ Precht
NEA/IRN

Copies to:
P, M, NEA,
Amb. ami Embassy Tehran
Amb . am* Embassy Rabat
File
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'DEPARTMENT OP STATE

ACTION MEMORANDUM

April IB, 1979

CONFIDENTIAL

7917115

TO: P - Mr. Newsom

FROM: NEA - Harold H. Saunders V*'*''"’

SUBJECT: USG Attitude on Visas for the Shah's
Family and Immediate Entourage

We are receiving numerous requests from influential
Americans to provide some kind of legal status in the
U.S. or documentation for travel (asylum, parole, or
advance parolel^fef' Princess Ashraf and her family and
other members"of the Shah's entourage (e.g., ex-
Ministers Amouzegar, Ansary, General OveiBi, etc.).
We have taken the position with the visitors that it
would be contrary to our interest in drawing closer to
the new government to grant any of these requests.
There is no question, on the other hand, that any of
these people would be forced to return to Iran. All
of them can be sustained here in a voluntary departure
status or by extending their visas. They can even come
and go from the U.S. if we waive the passport require-
ment, which this Bureau would be willing to approve.
We have heard that the Shah's family has acquired
Moroccan passports. We do not think it is our responsi-
bility to provide documentation that will facilitate
entry into other countries.

A particular question centers on Princess Ashraf,
probably regarded in a worse light by Iranians than
the Shah himself. Ashraf 's unsavory past may possibly
render her ineligible for a U.S. visa. We have some
indication from a conversation with one of her sons
that she may not have abandoned efforts to restore the
former regime. As you know, the PGOI is intensely
fearful and suspicious of the efforts of pro-Shah
elements (allegedly with our support) to mount a
counterrevolution. We would not wish to create any
grounds that would support these charges.

We would appreciate your views as to whether we
are responding appropriately to inquiries about asylum,
parole, or other U.S. protection for persons from the I

previous Iranian regime,

CONFIDENTIAL
GDS 4/18/85
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Recommendation .•

memorandum^
011 8PPr0Ve 0,6 outlined In this

Approve Disapprove

Clearance: CA
HA

£*.

'

E. iHarper
F » Sieverts

Drafted : NEA/IRN : HPr?
ext. 20313:4/17/79
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UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE

FDr political affaire

WARRINGTON /

z±f

April 20, 1979

CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM TO: NEA - Mr. Saunders

with reference to your memorandum on our

attitude on documentation for the Shah- a family

^associates, I would make the following com-

ments.

Princess Ashraf and members of her family

asSwsMi-
this question and the attorney has been in touch

liSrSS »£^Vu”"ttw
mentation question.

Questions put by °ther Iranian. »hould be

handled on a ease by case basis. We are not

adopting a blanket policy on this matter.

0*“'

David D. Newsom

Copy to:
S - Mr. Raphel
CA - Ms. Harper
HA - Mr. Sieverts

CONE idential
055 i/lb/W
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) 0 2623S7Z JUL 79 ZFF4 ZDE DUE LACE M ACKNOWLEDOEMIN?
FM SECSTATE WASHDC
TO AMIMBASST TIHRAN IMMEDIATE 3712
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/

S 194782

SlBOIIEj^HrmALLT ZTES ONLY F0R CHARGE LAINGEN -

i l rCCU652> RDS-3, 7/28/89 (TARGOFF, PETER)
non TBE SECRETART
TAOS: PEPR

)

SUBJECT: SBAB'S DESIRE TO EESIDE IN TBI U.S.

11. WE ARE AGAIN CONSIDERING BOW TO RESPOND TO TBE SEAE'S
CONTINUING QUERT TO US THROUGH VARIOUS CHANNELS REGARDING
ESTABLISHING RESIDENCE POR HIMSELF, TBE SHAHBANOU, AND BIS

I EAMILT IN TBE U.S. (HI CAN REMAIN IN MEXICO AT LEAST
THROUGH OCTOBER.) I WOULD LIES TO HAVE TOUR PERSONAL AND
PRIVATE EVALUATION 01 THE EFFECT OF SUCH A MOVE ON THE
SAFETT OF AMERICANS IN IRAN (ISPICIALLT TEE OFFICIAL
AMERICANS IN THE COMPOUND AS WELL AS ON OUR RELATIONS
WITH THE GOVERNMENT OF IR*N.

2. WOULD TOUR ANSWER TO THE QUESTION POSED IN PARA 1 BE
DIFFERENT IF (A) THE SHA> RENOUNCED HIS CLAIM AND THAT OF
HIS HEIRS TO THE THRONE,; OR (B) THAT HE AGREED TO FORE-
SWEAR POLITICAL ACTIVITY OF ANT SORT ANP THAT THIS BE
CONFIRMED PUBLICLT.

3. WE CLEARLT UNDERSTAND THAT THE KIT TO MINIMIZING THE
IMPACT OF THE SHAH'S ADMISSION WOULD BE’IN BAZAHGAN AND
THE GOVERNMENT'S WILLINGNESS AND ABILITY IN SUCH A SITUA-
TION TO CONTROL AND COMMAND THE SECURITY FORCES GUARDING
OUR PEOPLE AND TO MINIMIZE ANT HOSTILE PUBLIC REACTION
AGAINST OUR PEOPLE OR OUR RELATIONS.’
SINCE THIS QUESTION IS BEING VERT CLOSELY HELD IN
'ASEINGTON, I WOULD APPRECIATE TOUR NOT SHARING THIS
MESSAGE WITH ANTONE ELSE ON TOUR STAFF. PLEASE SEND TOUR
REPLY NODIS/CEEROKEE , FOR THE SECRETART. WITH BIST
REGARDS

.

VANCE
BT
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SERCRET/NODIS TEHRAN 7930/1
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ZNY SSSSS ZZH
0 2809142 JT1L 79
Fit AMSMBASSY TEHRAN
TO SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 2904
BT
S E 0 S f- T SECTION 01 OF TEHRAN 07930

CLASS: SECRET-
CHRGE: STATE^/28/79
APBRV : CHAHGE :LBLA INGEN
DHFTD: CHAR GE:IBLA INGEN
CLEAR: NONE
DISTR: CHARGE

NCDIS

CHEROKEE - FOR THE SECRETARY

E.O. 12065: RDS-3 7/28/79 (LAINGEN, L. BRUCE) OR-M
TAGS: PEPR
SDBJECT: SHAH'S DESIRE TO RESIDE IN THE U.S.

REF: STATE 194782

1. YOOR MESSAGE ASKS FOR MY PERSONAL AND PRIVATE
EfALCATION OF THE EFFECT, ON THE SAFETY OF AMERICANS
IN IRAN AND ON OUR RELATIONS WITH THE GOVERNMENT OF
IRAN, OF THE SHAH BEING ALLOWED TO ESTABLISH RESIDENCE
IN THE UNITED STATES.

2. A JUDGMENT ON THAT ISSUE MUST INEVITABLY BE (AND
REMAIN) SPECULATIVE, CLOUDED BY THE ENORMOUS UNCERTAIN-
TIES OF THE CURRENT IRANIAN SCENE—WHERE THERE HAS BEEN
ALMOST NO PROGRESS TO DATE TOWARD RESOLUTION OF THE
ULTIMATE POWER STRUCTURE. SUBJECT TO THAT RESERVATION,

‘

I CONCLUDE THAT FOP THE SHAH TO TAKE UP RESIDENCE IN THE
U.S. IN THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE, BT WHICH I MEAN THE NETT
2-3 MONTHS, WOULD CONTINUE AS BEFORE TO BE SERIOUSLY
PREJUDICIAL TO OUR INTEREST? AND TO THE SECURITY OF
AMERICANS IN IRAN. ON THE OTHER HAND, I BELIEVE THAT
TBIS SITUATION COULD BEGIN TO CHANGE WITHIN THAT TIME
PERIOD TO MAKE THE RISKS MANAGEABLE BY LATE FALL. EVEN
THAT JUDGMENT, I MUST CONFESS, IS INFV ITABLY SPFCULATIVF
AND PRESUPPOSES A GOOD DEAL OF GOOD FORTUNE FOR ALL
CONCERNED. MY RATIONALE FOLLOWS.

3 ’

I BELIEVE THE NEAT 2-3 MONTHS REPRESENT TEE WRONG
TIME PERIOD TOR TWO BASIC REASONS: FIRST, THE HIGH’
DEGREE OF FRUSTRATION (AND THUS THE POTENTIAL FOR A
SEARCH FOR SCAPESoATS-) IN THE CURRENT IRANIAN POLITICAL
SCENE AND, SECOND, THE STILL SENSITIVE NATURE OF OUR
BILATERAL RELATIONSHIP.

4. IRAN TODAY REMAINS POLITICALLY ADRIFT, ITS "GOVERN-
MENT" UNDER BAZAPGAN 'STILL SUBJECT TO THE WHIMS AND
ULTIMATE CONTROL OE THE AYATOLLAH AND HIS ENTOURAGE AT
QOM. DAY-TO-DAT DECISION MAKING IS DIFFUSED, EEERC ISFD
MORE OFTEN THAN NOT BY REVOLUTIONARY GROUPS AND INDIVID-
UALS SCATTERED IN AND OUT OF THE FORMAL ADMINISTRATIVE
A PARATUS OF GOVERNMENT. THERE IS GROWING POPULAR
FRUSTRATION OVER THE FACT THAT THE REVOLUTION HAS NOT
CHANGED THINGS VERY MUCH IN IRAN; INDEED FOR MANY SEGMENTS
OF THE POPULATION, CONDITIONS ARE WORSE THAN THEY WERE
BEFORE.
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SECRET SECTION 02 OF 02 TEHRAN 07930 DISTR : CHARGE

NCDIS CHEROKEE - FOR THE SECRETARY

THERE MAT BE FOR OUR INTERESTS In DOING WHAT I BELIEVE
WE EVENTUALLY SHOULD DO-- ALLOW THE SHAH REFUGE IN
THE U.S.

8. THE NEXT 2-3 MONTHS ARE CRUCIAL AND POSSIBLY HOPEFUL
IN BOTH RESPECTS. INTERNALLY, BAZARGAN IS MAKING A
NEW AND STRONGER EFFORT TO GET KHOMEINI TO TRANSFER TO
HIS PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT SOME OF THE AUTHORITY NOW
EXERCISED BY THE REVOLUTIONARY AND COURTS
AND BY THE LOOSE HIERARCHY OF REVOLUTIONARY COMMITTEES
THAT STRETCH TO THE STREET LEVEL. GROWING PROBLEMS WITH
THE KURDS AND THE ARAB MINORITY IN KUZISTAN SEEM TO BE
REMINDING AT LEAST SOME OF THE REVOLUTIONARY ELEMENTS THAT
STEPS MUST BE TAKEN TO RESTORE THE STATUS OF THE MILITARY
IN TERMS OF BOTH AUTHORITY AND MATERIAL. BUT THE REAL
KEY TO STRENGTHENED GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY AND CONTROL
LIES IN THE SUCCESSFUL CARRYING OUT OF THE ELECTORAL
PROCESS (A KIND OF CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY IS TO BE
ELECTED AUGUST 3) WHICH IS SUPPOSED TO RESULT IN A
CONSTITUTIONALLY ENDOWED GOVERNMENT IN POWER BY AUTUMN.

9. IT IS OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE, IN MY VIEW, THAT WE
NOT INJECT OURSELVES IN THAT PROCESS BY ANY PREMATURE
GESTURE TOWARD THE SHAH, WITH ALL THE SUSPICIONS ABOUT
OUR ATTITUDES AND ABOUT USG INTERFERANCE THAT THIS
COULD AROUSE AND THE THE OPPORTUNITY IT COULD PROVIDE' FOR
THOSE REVOLUTIONARY HOTHEADS' WHO WOULD PROBABLY LIKE
NOTHING BETTER THAN A CHANCE To FRUSTRATE THE POLITICAL
TIMETABLE- AND TAKE A CRACK AT US AT THE SAME TIME.
10. SIMILARLY, I BELIEVE IT IMPORTANT THAT WE NOT
BURDEN OUR STILL THIN BILATERAL RELATIONSHIP WITH THE
REVOLUTIONARY LEADERSHIP HERE UNTIL IT HAS GAINED ADDED
SUBSTANCE AND DEPTH. AGAIN THERE IS PROMISE. DESPITE
CONTINUED PROBLEMS ON MANY ISSUES BETWEEN US, WE HAVE
SENSED IN RECENT WEEKS A GROWING APPRECIATION, AT LEAST
WITHIN THE BAZARGAN GOVERNMENT, OF THE IMPORTANCE OF
A BETTER U.S. RELATIONSHIP.* LAST WEEK'S CONGRESSIONAL
APPROVAL (IN THE DOD SUPPLEMENTAL) OF FUNDS TO PURCHASE
THE FOUR SPRPANCE DESTROYERS ORIGINALLY DESTINED FOR IRAN
HAS GIVEN US AND THE IRANIANS THE FLEIXIBILITY TO BEGIN
ALLOWING THE IRANIANS ACCESS TO MORE URGENTLY NEEDED
SPARES FOR THEIR AIR FORCE AND OTHER MILITARY FORCES.
THIS WILL HELP REMOVE LINGERING SUSPICIONS IN THE
BiZ-’imn GOVERNMENT THAT WE HAVE HAD ULTERIOR POLITICAL
MOTIVES IN EOLDING BACK ON SUCH SHIPMENTS.

11. ASSUMING THAT THIS MORE HOPEFUL TREND II OUR
BILATEKIAL RELATIONSHIP CONTINUES AND DEEPENS, AND
ASSUMING ALSO THAT THE CONSTITUTIONAL TIMETABLE HERE
RESULTS IS A SOMEWHAT STRONGER GOVERNMENT IN PLACE BY
AUTUMN , SITE ENHANCED AUTHORITY OVER IRAN'S SECURITY
FOP.CSS , THE RISKS IN A GESTURE ON OUR PART TOWARD THE
SHAH COULD BE MUCH MORE MANAGEABLE. I WOULD THEREFORE
HOPE THAT WF COULD DELAY ANY FINAL DECISION UNTIL WE
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PGOI SOS*! OICES A 3G0T TEi SEA3'

'SUBJECT: ,
PGOI SUSHIS! C%3 A3GIJT T.-.t SBA3

i r . (C - ENTIRE TEXT)

~Yp \

T RAN I AM CHARGE AT £ ; U.ALLED Ci'PO.FF JOLT 30 TO INQUIRE

WHETHER THE sRAH’WAS CDMINf TO THE US. AGAH

• jsirn aS HAD SOCn A R2PCST- ISOM t VFAT HEX. IAWE SJjjBCS
• *S5 PR. TAZTI HAD ASKED HIM TO l ST 'i N •

TOUCH WITH, THE

DEPA STMEN'T TO ETFRSSS THU PGOI 'S .ONCSRN. DEPDFF

/3FSCRIBED* UP POSITION AND SAID THAT AGAH WAS SURSLT AWARE
' 0/ INTENSE PRESSURES ON TIE EXECUTIVE BRANCH FROM uQ.ivjRi.SS

AND OTHER* ''CARTERS TOR A CHANGE IN THE /USC POSITION.

PEPOPJ' 2»JB HE COULD' ASSURE AGAH THAT THESE HAD BEtlfeNO

CHANGE IN THE US POSITION AND HE SHEW OF NO M,«ASjjflE W
SPAH TO COKE TO THE US. DEPOFT ADDED THAT HE ASSUMED

THAT AGAH WAS AWARE WAT TBS THREE PAHLAV I CHILDREN WERE

IN THE us: A" A3 SAID HE KNEW THAT.. VANCE

%

Ji
BT
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1. IRAN-C TOU FOR TOUR GENEROUS MESSAGE AND THAT FROM
TKI. SECRETARY AS Will.

i.
'

V message ae-ei FOR my views on the question of
A : :1 I*.J AN A VBA E SAEOr H FRF, ROTH WITH RESPECT TO
JlRJi.5 .’

t "L • A MCE PHFRICS . "T SHORT ANSWER IS TO SAY
'••AS i i. F. I EVE C"R INTERESTS IN IRAN WO’JII BE SERVED *Y

V n?iim PCSSIIIE NOMINATION OF A NEW AMBASSADOR,
i ?LY EVLCC : ATT IBS than the timetable YOU SUGGEST.

.
• o;. GEr. ANSWER TALES ACCOUNT OF YOUR UNDERSTANDABLE

,.V,CFRN THAI THE ATMOSPHERE IN WHICH WE TAKE THIS ACTION
'iJST 3E SUCE AS TO BE SUPPORTIVE CF THE POLICY ENDS WE
SEE',. THIS ATMOSPHERE WILL TELL US A GOOD DEAL ABOUT WHAT
•HE PC 01 IS PREP -RED TO DO IN WHAT MUST BE A MUTUAL
HOC ESS OF BEFUIiDING A RELATIONSHIP.

0. HAVING SAID THAT, ONE MUST NOTE THAT THE PGOI IS

AISC LOOSING FOR SMOKE SIGNALS FROM US. WE ARE THE ONLY
MAJOR POWER OP. IMPORTANT IRANIAN NEIGHBOR WITHOUT AN
AMBASSADOR HERE. IT IS APPARENT FROM QUESTIONS WE GET
rr.CPl VIRTDAILY EVERY QUARTER THAT THE TIMING ANE PERSON
Cf 532 NFV AMERICAN AMBASSADOR FIGURE PROMINENTLY IN
ATTITUDES TC.ASD ”S AMCNC THE PGOI LEADERSHIP. WHATEVER
>.£ MAY THIN: About THE pool's RESPONSIBILITIES FOR TEi
CDTIER AFFAIR AND THE PRESENT STATE OF OUR RELATIONSHIP.
KOST OF THREE IEANIANS SE&IBE CCNTINUEL ABSENCE OF AN
AMASS AMR AS EVIDENCE THAT WE HAVE YET TO COME TO TERMS
WITH THE NEW REATITIES OF IRAN. TEE VERY ACT OF NAMING
AN AMBASSADOR, THEREFOP.X , WILL BE SEEN AS A VOTE OF
CONFiriNCZ FROM US.

4. THERE IS A SPECIAL INTEREST AMONG TWO OTHER QUARTERS'
Ri GARDING OUR INTENTIONS. THE FIRST INCLUDES A NUMBER"
CF OTHER GOVERNMENTS, ESPECIALLY CUR WEST EUROPEAN ALLIES
WHO WILL READ A GOOD DEAL INTO OUR ACTION ON THIS AND
/HO EXPECT ANE KCPE WE WILL ACT SOON.. THE SECOND IN-
VOLVES THE AMERICAN BUSINESS COMMUNITY WITH INTERESTS
AND FIOLLEMS IN IRAN. THAT COMMUNITY IS ESPECIALLY
STKflTIVE TO CUR INTENTIONS CONCERNING AN AMBASSAEOR.

•

IRTClUY ALL OUR CONTACTS IN THAT QUARTER INDICATE TO US
u
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.... , r , v , KOI YET ACTED IS A FACTOR OS’ -TBS

n -ivt is BALANCE O' IKE PROS .
AND CONS

’

Vv5i*i lKG*L?8isici»S 'is TO FUTURE OPERATIONS IS IRAN.

REASONS I. CONTINUE TO BEDIEYE IT IMPORTANT
f. ;.r TnESE -EASONS 1 to

DELAYED

is*«*«t!is sS«MTBB IN TOUR MESSAGE

l,
1

- n ‘is ppSbablt REALISTIC IN TERMS OF The

itsSIphsmm t’i balance o? this carte concerns tea.

ASPIC J .

_ ^r<r. ctvctat mgKI’h? B SRI t ILL BE PKIOCC'JPlSr

electoral 'process designed TO put A constitu-

onyPHN-'N* IN PT 4CF I T LATE T A II • Tt:.

I^C&Ph^S ?0 p! MisST ANO THE OUTCOME USS R I

-01 BOIK THE POOI AND THE AYATOLLAH HEA’/I-T

4mmI-IE JoTEP PROCESS ANL. BARRING A MAJOR UPSET. A

. SeS AND HOPEFULLY SIR0N3ER GOVERNMENT WILL- «NSU»;

S
L T D.-yv nc PRESENT REASON TO THINE ITS ATTITUDE 1

I a

^itFER SIGNIFICANTLY FROM TEAT O^TH^PGOI .^I^-AVE

IMPLIES EVEN MORE SO TO Ait: M-iLliARY LEr-DE.-SHIP .

.. aiwain ^nriMPOR,iE
a
£i$’ R?

uys^^rm
IemIe'S NE* ISbASsIuo! S; ^.^-^^vLaGX
lI^irSpENUG

5

!i
S
NORMAI%?sS'KACciIiTJES Will PROVIDE

us'.

5. TEE ASSUMPTIONS OUTLINED ABOVE ARE *ITF RESPECT TO
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THE miTDESS OF TEE SECULAR GOVERNMENT MACHINERY.
THERE IS ALSO COM. AS YOU POINT OUT. THE PUBLIC COMMENTS
OF TEE ATATCiILAE ARE HIS E'.'TOPP.AOE HAVE 3B*S MORE MODERATE
(IN RECENT WEE/S. RUT I MOST EMPHASIZE THAT HIS ATTITUD-S
BEST ON WHAT WE BELIEVE TO BE,A FUNDAMENTAL DISTASTE F35
The sj.s. mart c? those around him- appear to be ever
(MORE SUSPICIOUS OF OUS INTENTIONS. THIS E"TOUR?.OE TENDS
TO EE FACTIONAL AND SHALLOW IN ITS APPROACH TC
TOESUN AFFAIRS-. SINCE, THIS CIRCLE HAS IMMEDIATE ACCSS
TO AN? IMPACT ON THE AYATOLLAH'S DAY-TO-DAY STATEMENTS
TF5RB, IS A CONSTANT KISS OF OUTBURSTS FRCM THAT QUANT'S
THAT IS UNPEEDICTAILF AND TEAT COULD SET US BACH IN THE
TIMETABLE YOU SU38KT. SB Will- SIMPLY HAVE TO WATCH
THS CLOSELY AS TIME COES ALONG.

2*0. THERE IS ALSO TEE CONSIDERATION , AFFECTING PCTH
P TIMING AND ATMOSPPEPE, OF 002 POSTURE TOWARDS THE SEAT.
-IN MY VIEW IT IS HIGHLY DESIRABLE THAT THE SHAH NOT
COME TC TSF C.S. BEFORE •*? HAVE AN AMSAS SAPOR IN, PI ACT.
THE ADDED STREN3TH AND DURABILITf IN CUR BILATERAL ?2LA-
TIONS TEAT CAN FOLLOW FROM NAMING AN AMEASSAIC; WILL

i .KFL? COFY. WITH THE INEVITABLY A""EK3E .REACTION TC
'

" .

•GESTURES ON Our. PART TOWARD THE SHAH, ESPECIALLY JH..I :

IROM TEE AYATOLLAH.

,11. THERE IS FINALLY THE QUESTION 0? RECIPROCITY; I.F.,
THE CORRESPONDING LEVEL OF IRAN'S REPRESENTATION IN
WASHINGTON. WE NEED NOT ATTACH PARTICULAR SIGNIFICANCE
(TO THIS FACTOR. VE SHOULD APPOINT AN AMBASSAICP EEFE
(WHEN WE CONCLUDE SHIS ODR INTERESTS REQUIRE IT, BATH IF
'THAN LINKING IT DIRECTLY TO ACTIONS THE PGOI TRIES

.

jAT THE SAME TIME WE CAN' AND SHOULD CONTINUE TO MA~E
•CLEAR TO THE PGOr THAT THE BUSINESS OF REBUILDING A
RELATIONSHIP IS L TWO WAT PROCESS THAT REQUIRES A COK-

1
jTINUING INPUT FROM BOTH SIDES.

j ;

J

I 12 THE SECRETARY'S MESSAGE SUGGESTED CONSULTATIONS IN
||LATE AUGUST OR EARLY SEPTEMBER. I AM INCLINED TC LATTER
PERIOD.

jl3. WARM REGARDS. LA IN GEN
(BT
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SUBJECT: INQUIRY FROM PGOI CONCERNING SHAH
<

.....
REF: TEHRAN 9133

1. (S) ENTIRE TEXT.

2^—*S-«*ftS^NAAS INFORMED THE PRIME MINISTER IS^.MAY. /)
<fTEHPAN_A§§S))j THE FOUR PAHLAVI CHILDREN ARE EXPECTED TO
I ATTENji—SSwir IN THE U.S. THIS YEAR. TEE THREE YOUNGER
CHILDREN ARE NOW IN THE COUNTRY. REZA CAME TO THE U.S.
LAST WEEKEND FOR A BRIEF STAY IN ORDER TO TAKE THE
REQUIRED TOEFL ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY ’EXAMINATION.
HE NEEDED A 7ISA IN ORDER TO COME HERE AN D

OBTAINED IT At oOF TMBASSTTn MEXICO CITY.

3. REZA DID NOT INQUIRE OR MAKE AN APPLICATION FOR A

VISA FOR HIS PARENTS. (FYI: WHILE WE SUGGEST YOU NOT
INFORM THE PGOI OF THIS FACT, YOU SHOULD KNOW THAT THE SHAH
ACQUIRED A YISA BEFORE HE LEFT IRAN AND IT IS STILL VALID.
END FYI.)

4. YOU MAY INFORM THE IRANIANS, AS WE HAVE RECENTLY DONE
IN WASHINGTON,.THAT THERE HAS BEEN WO CHANGE IN THE USG
ATTITUDE TUHAHPS A TRIP BY THE SHAH TO THE U.S. CHRISTOPHER
BT
#4861
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FOR UNDER SECRETARY NEWSOM

E.O. 12065: RDS02 10/21/99 (LAINGEN, L.i.) OR-M
TAGS: PEPR, IR, US
SUBJECT: SHAH'S ILLNESS

REF: ''STATS 275001

1. (SECRET-ENTIRE TEXT.

}

2. I TOOK OPPORTUNITY OF SCHEDULED APPOINTMENT WITH
AMBASSADOR ENTEZAM IKIS MORNING AT 10:00 O'CLOCK
(INTRODUCING HENRY PRECHT) TC ADVISE HIM OF MY INSTRUC-
TIONS AND TO AST HIM TO ARRANGE IMMEDIATE APPOINTMENT
WITH PRIME MINISTER BAZARGAN (GEORGE CAVE LEFT TEHRAN
OCTOBER 19). AFTER DISCUSSION WITH ENTEZAM. VE WALKED
NEXT DOOR WITH HIM TO CALL ON BAZARGAN. FOREIGN MINISTER
YAZII JOINED US SHORTLY THEREAFTER.

b 2. IN CONVEYING TALKING POINTS CONCERNING OUR HAVING
ft -CONCURRED IN MEDICAL JUDGMENT THAT SHAH'S CONDITION
-

, -REQUIRED ADMISSION SOONEST TO U.S. MEDICAL FACILITIES.
I SAID THAT OUR DECISION WAS MADE ENTIRELY ON HUMANITARIAN
GROUNDS . I EMPHASIZED THAT WE RECOGNIZED AND IEAIT WITH
THE PGOI AND THE PRIME MINISTER. THAT THIS REFLECTED OOF.

ACCEPTANCE CF THE CHANGE IN IRAN. AND THAT WE WERE ANHC-US
'TO WORK TOGETHER IN EVERY WAY POSSIBLE TO BUILD A NEW
RELATIONSHIP WITH IRAN.

A. I SAID THAT I HOFED THAT THE PGOI. WHICH WE ASSUMED ALSO

[
'GENUINELY SOUGHT TO BUILD A NE'< RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OUR
TWC COUNTRIES, WOOL! WCPE ,'WITE IJS TO ENSURE THAT THE POLITICAL
FALLOUT PROM THE SHAH'S ENTRY INTO THE U.S. WOULD BE MANAGE-
ABLE EORBOTH COUNTRIES. I ALSO STRESSED OUR HOPE AND
CONFIDENCE THAT TEE' PGOI WOULD TAKE WHATEVER STEPS VERF
NECESSARY TO ASSURE THE SECURITY OF OUR COMMUNITY IN IRAN,

|
J SHOULD ADVERSE PUELIC DEMONSTRATIONS OCCUR.

!

5. TEE REACTION FROM OUR THREE INTERLOCUTORS WAS MIXED
BUT GENERALLY SUBDUED. REACTION VARIED FROM- ENTEZAM 'S

IMMEDIATE EXPRESSION OF CONCERN OVER THIS NEW OBSTACLE
, 'TO EFFORTS THAT HE SAID HE AND OTHFR FRIENDS OF THE U.S.

IN IRAN WERE CARRYING CUT TC TRY TC IMPROVE CUR RELATION-
; SHIP, TO BAZARGAN 'S QUIEJ BUT CONCERNED ACCEPTANCE OF
*’

! REALITY, TO YAZDI'S ' WHO-DOMINATED THE DISCUSSION)
EMPHASIS ON THE PRCELE"S THAT THIS WOULD CREATE FORTHE

> „ U.S. IN IRAN,
jfc *

VZCZC 242
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1 e. A FAIRLY EXTENDED DISCUSSION CULMINATED IN YAZDI 'S
SUMMING 0? WITH THE FOLLOWING POINTS-

1 - A. THE P30I WOOir STRONGLY PREFER THAT THE SHAH,
ASSUMING HIS CONDITION GENUINELY REQUIRED MEDICAL
EXAMINATION CUTSILE “EXICC, SEEK SUCH ASSISTANCE ELSE U

* WHERE THAN IN THE U.S. YAZDI CONCEDED READILY THAT SUCH
FACILITIES WERF NCT AVAILABLE IN MEXICO BUI HE SAH THE
P30I COULD NOT UNDERSTAND WHY THE REQUIRED ASSISTANCE

• COULD NOT BE FOUND IN WESTERN EUROPE.

B. SHOULD THE U.S. NONETHELESS PROCEED TO ADMIT THE
1 SHAH, YAZDI FELT THAT TREATMENT OUTSIDE OF NEW YORK CITY

VCUID BE "MARGINALLY 3ETTER" IN TERMS OF PUBLIC OPINION
HERE. AS HE DESCRIBED I.T , NEW YORK CITY IS SEEN BY IRANIANS
A? A CENTER OF ROCXFFEILFR AN! ZIONIST INFLUENCE. AND THIS
WOULD COMPOUND THE PROBLEM. HE SUGGESTED THE M'.D. ANrFRSON
INSTITUTE IN HOUSTON AS BEING FULLY CAPABLF OF PROVIDING
THE SIND CF II A3NCSIS THAT APPEAREr TC BE NEEDED. 'YAZDI
SPEAKS FROM PERSONAL PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH BOTH
KETTERING ANT ANDERSON INSTITUTES.)

C. TO HELP TH-E PGOI TO REASSURE THE IRANIAN PUBLIC
AND KHOMEINI THAT THISWAS NOT SIMPLY A. "RUSE'' ON THE PART
CF THE SHAH TO GAIN ADMISSION TC THE U.S., THE PGOI
WOULD HOPE THAT AN IRANIAN DOCTOR WOULD BE ALLOWED TO
CONFIRM THE VAIIDITY CF THE MEDICAL FINDINGS. f IT WAS
UNCLEAR WHETHER HE WOUID BE EXPECTED TO EXAMINE THE
SHAH.) IN RES DONS E TO OUR CUESTION, YAZDI SAID THERE WERE
A NUMBER OF CAPABLE IRANIAN DOCTORS RESIDENT IN THE U.S.
WHO COULD BE SO TASKED RATHER THAN SENDING SOME ONE FROM
IRAN. YAZDI AISO PRESSED US AS TC WHETHER SHAH WOULD
REMAIN IN THE U.S. IF DIAGNOSIS SUGGESTED EXTENDED
CHEMOTHERAPY OR OTHER TREATMENT. I ANSWERED THAT WE
COULD NOT PROVIDE ANY ASSURANCES ON THAT SCORE AT THIS

, POINT.

D. FINALLY THE PGOI WOULD EXPECT THE USG TO OBTAIN
FROM THE SHAH A PRIOR ASSURANCE THAT HE WOULD NOT
BT
#1132
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PARTICIPATE IN POLITICAL ACTIVITY WHILE IN THE II. S. NOR
WOULD HE ENGAGE IN PRESS INTERVIEWS TO FURTHER HIS

1

POLITICAL INTERESTS. WE SAID THAT HIS ADMISSION INTO THE
U.S. COULD NOT BE KEPT SECRET, THAT WE COULD NOT PROVIDE
ANY ABSOLUTE GUARANTEES ABOUT CONTACT WITH THE PRESS,
BUT THAT WE WOULD UNDOUBTEDLY EMPHASIZE TO THE SHAH OUR-
TES IRE THAT HE AVOID ANY POLITICAL ACTIVITY. EITHER
WITH THE PRESS OR OTHERWISE.

7. THROUGHOUT THE DISCUSSION, PARTICULARLY FROM YAZDI

.

THERE PREVAILED A SUSPICION THAT THE SHAH'S CONDITION IS

NOT REALLY SUCH AS TO REQUIRE THE MEDICAL FACILITIES NOW
SOUGHT. V EMPHASIZED THAT I COULD NCT SPEAK TO HIS
CONDITION BEYOND THE INSTRUCTIONS THAT I HAD BUT THAT I

HAD NO REASON TO BEIIEVE TEAT HIS CONDITION WAS NOT CP
IMMEDIATE CONCERN AND SERIOUS. I ASSURED THE FRIMF MINISTER
THAT WE WOULD KEEP THE PRIME MINISTER INFORMED ON A PRIVATE
BASIS ON THE COURSE OF THIS MATTER. LAINGEN
BT
#1133
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CLASS: CONFIDENTIAL
CHiGE: STAT 10/24/79
t?PRV • CHARGE : LBLAINGEN
TRFTD: POL:VLTOMSETH:GO
CLEAR: ST : A30LAC INSKI
DISTR: P0L2 CHG ICA

ST CHRON RF

DEPT FOR NEA AND A/ST/OPS/FOi KARACHI FOR RSS

E.O. 12065: ADS 10/24/30 (TOMSETH, VICTOR L.) OR-P
TAGS: PEPR, ASEC , IR
SUBJECT: THE SHAH IN THE U.S.

1. (C - ENTIRE TEXT).

I 2. THE REACTION TO THE SHAH'S ARRIVAL IN THE U.S. HAS
I BEEN MINIMAL. MOST PAPERS, FARSI AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE,
•CARRIED THE STORT IN A STRAIGHT-FORWARD MANNER USING
' WIRE SERVICE REPORTS AND STATEMENT BT MINISTRT OF FOREIGN
£ AFFAIRS SPOKESMAN IBRAHIM MOKALLA. MOKALLA WAS QUOTED
? BT THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEHRAN TIMES AS SATING THAT "IT

I IS OUR (THE PGOI'S) UNDERSTANDING THAT THE DEPOSED SHAH

| HAS GONE TO THE UNITED STATES FOR TREATMENT ONLY AND
I THAT HE AND HIS WIFE DO NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO CONDUCT
8 POLITICAL ACTIVITIES OF ANT KIND IN THE UNITED STATES ."

• HE DESCRIBED THE SHAH AS SUFFERING FROM "TERMINAL
.CANCER'. THE NATIONAL IRANIAN RADIO AND TELEVISION
ORGANIZATION ( NIRT ) HAS IGNORED THE SUBJECT ENTIRELT.
NEITHER NIRT RADIO NOR TELEVISION NEWSCASTS LAST NIGHT
(OCTOBER 23) AND TODAT HAVE MENTIONED THE SHAH'S TRAVEL.

DE RUQMHR #1273 297 **

ZNT CCCCC ZZH
0 2413 57Z OCT 79
EM AMEMBASST TEHRAN
TO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 444S
INFO RUSBKR/AMCONSUL KARACHI 0545
BTCONFIDENTIAL TEHRAN 11273

3. THERE WERE SEVERAL DEMONSTRATIONS AROUND TEHRAN
TESTERDAT, INCLUDING SEVERAL GROUPS WHICH PASSED BT THE
EMBASST BUT WHICH DID NOT ATTEMPT TO STOP HERE. SOME
PARTICIPANTS SHOUTED ANTI-AMERICAN SLOGANS AND CARRIED
BANNERS DENOUNCING THE U.S. AND PRESIDENT CARTER.
HOWEVER, THESE EXPRESSIONS OF ANTI-AMERICAN SENTIMENTS
APPARENTLT WERE ONLT SECONDART TO THE MAIN PURPOSE OF
AT LEAST SOME OF THESE DEMONSTRATIONS WHICH WAS TO
COMMEMORATE THE ANNIVERS ART OF TIE DEATH OF KHOMEINI'S
ELDEST SON SEVERAL TEARS AGO. (COMMENT: IT IS WIDELT
BELIEVED HERE THAT MUSTAFA KHOMEINI WAS POISONED BT
SAVAK AND CIA AGENTS. THE ANTI-AMERICAN MANIFESTATIONS
THUS SEEM MORE LIKELT CONNECTED WITH POPULAR MTTH
REGARDING THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF MUSTAFA'S DEATH RATHER
THAN THE ARRIVAL OF THE SHAH IN THE U.S. END COMMENT;)
THERE WERE OTHER DEMONSTRATIONS AS WELL, BUT THESE
CONCERNED EDUCATIONAL ISSUES RATHER THAN THE SHAH OR
US.

4. A DEMONSTRATION IS PLANNED FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26
AT TEHRAN UNIVERSITY. THIS ONE HAS BEEN CALLED BY THE
ISLAjfflC REPUBLICAN PARTY TO EXPRESS SUPPORT FOR THE
LEADERSHIP OF AYATOLLAH KHOMEINI. ONE OF THE MARCH
ROUTES TO THE UNIVERSITY WILL PASS BY THE EMBASSY, AND
WE ANTICIPATE THAT PARTICIPANTS MAT USE THE OCCASION

284 CONFIDENTIAL TEHRAN 11273
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TO DEMONSTRATE AGAINST THE U.S. AS WELL PEBTTAPS

PRESENCE
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P
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E.O, 12085! RDS-2 IB/26/99 CTARNOEE, PETER)

TAGSt PEPR, SOPN, IR, US

SUBJECT! THE SHAH IN THE U.S.

REE! STATE 279 IS5

1. (S - ENTIRE. TEXT)

SHijaargswiVk-issre .r

THE SHAH.

DfAL^rn ^“proS
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. Mffrrt ME WITH FARHANG WAS FRIENDLY IN TONE. ’
r ARH**i

_, 1 .

OTTEReS Sn t5e
H
n!c1Is1TY FOR THE GO! TO BE SEEN TO BE

DOING SOMETHING ABOUT THE SHAH BEING IN THE U. S.

ASKED WHETHER GOI HAD .BEEN IJfJJJJ
0

Iw^uOHLD if the' ‘

EMBASSY HAD INSTRUCTIONS TO INFORM MFA AND WOULD AT TH .

LATEST DISCUSS MATTER WITH EONMIN YAZDI OCTOBER 27.
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IRANIANS CONCERNING THE’SHAH, • AND CITED AS EXAMPLE DEMAND'-:.
BY IRANIAN EMBASSY STAFF. HERE THAT' EMBASSY BE ’ CLOSED

: OCTOBER 2S SO THEY COULD, DEMONSTRATE IN FRONT OF EMBASSY S

AGAINST THE SHAH'S PRESENCE IN THE U.S.

«. FARHANG AND AVA RAISED PRESS STORIES INDICATING THAT
THE SHAH WOULD NEED TREATMENT IN THE U.S. FOR A YEAR.
DEPTOFF URGED THAT TNF.Y NOT JUMPTO CONCLUSIONS ON BASIS
OF PRESS STORIES. ' LENGTH OF SHAH'S. STAY WOULD PE BASED
ON MEDICAL NEEDS, TO BE DETERMINED IN DUE COURSE BY
COMPETENT MEDICAL EXPERTS. DEPTOFF TOLD FARHANG THAT IT
WAS HIS UNDERSTANDING THAT MEDICAL EXPERTS WERE NOT YET
IN A POSITION TO MAKE SUCH DETERMINATION, AND THAT
FURTHER TESTS WOULD BE REOUIRED.

7.

AVA ASKED ABOUT SHAH'S PASSPORT AND WAS INFORMED
THAT PASSPORT REOUIREMENT HAD BEEN WAIVED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH PROVISIONS OE U.S. IMMIGRATION LAWS. DEPTOFF
EXPLAINED THAT SUCH WAIVER WAS NOT UNUSUAL.

8.

THE TUO U.S. RESIDENT IRANIAN DOCTORS CONTACTED
DEPARTMENT'S MEDICAL DIRECTOR LATER ON OCTOBER 25. THEY
REOUESTED TO (A) EXAMINE SHAH, AND (B) REVIEW RELEVANT
MEDICAL RECORDS AND PATHOLOGICAL MATERIAL IN ORDER TO MAKE
AN AUTHORITATIVE REPORT. IN PARALLEL DISCUSSION WITH
DEPTOEE, HOWEVER, IRANIAN EMBASSY OEEICER DID NOT REPEAT
NOT REQUEST EXAMINATION OF SHAH, ONLY REVIEW OF MFD I CAL
RECORDS BY THE DOCTOR?

.

9.

FYI: MEDICAL DIRECTOR IS EORAIjtDING REQUEST FOR
MATERIALS IN <B I TO SHAH'S DOCTORS IN NEW YORK BUT, IS NOT
REPEAT NOT FORUARDING REQUEST TO EXAMINE THE SHAH, SINCE
THAT IS OBVIOUSLY INAPPROPRIATE AS WELL AS BEING WELL
BEYOND OUR PROPOSAL IN REFTEL. END FYI.

CHRISTOPHER
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E.O. 12065:
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SUBJECT: THE SHAH INTHE U.S.

REF: TEHRAN 11323

1. (C-ENTIRE TEXT.)

8 2. A NEGATIVE REACTION TO THE SHAH'S pa^ENCE I N THE

lu.S. HAS BEEN GRADUALLY BUILDING. OVER

A KHOMEINI TWICE MADE CRITICAL REMARKS , ON ONE OCCASION
® cjvTwn that “THF ENEMIES OF ISLAM* •• HAL RECENTLY

SHAH INTO'teI U.S
.

” AND ON ANOTHER USING THE

^ BHaPI PRESENCE AT the LEAD-IN TO A LONS ATTACH ON OUR

I PAS? RELATIONS WITH IRAN. DURING THE LATTER HE SUGGESTED

*|||? HIS AMISSION TO THE U.S. MIGHT BE A PLOT.

13 ACCOREING TO PRESS REPORTS, OIL WORKERS WARNED OCTOBER

^27 THAT IRAN MIGHT RESORT TO ECONOMIC RETALIATION IF THt
=
U.S. REFUSED TO EXTRADITE THE SHAH.

i. FINALLY, NIRT FINALLY BROKE ITS SILENCE ON THE

sirnTFCT FIRST FEATURING A CRITICAL AND VITRIOLIC

EDITORIAL COMMENT FROM THE NEWSPAPER JOMHURI-YE-ESLAMI

,

THEn° A REPORT OF DR . MOHAMMAD BEHESHTI S WARNING DURING

TFF OCTOBER 26 UNITY RALLY AT TEHRAN UNIVERSITY THAT

IRAN WOULD NOT TOLERATE THE SHAH'S BEING A GUEST IN THE

U S AND LASTLY ITS OWN COMMENTARY (FBIS LONDON <:7134dZ

OCT *79) TH IT OUTDID IN VENOM ANYTHING WE HAVE SEEN

RFCENTLT FROM THAT QUARTER. (COMMENT: DURING OCTOBER 27

’charge *?D CEPTOFF PRECHT FORMER

SFTMED MUCH LESS CONCERNED WITH THE SHAH S PRESENCE IN

THE dTs. ^ERSE THAN WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF ROYAL

COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES.)

e WT , TTT T HAVE THE GENERAL IMPRESSION THAT THE PGOI

IS NOT INCLINED TO MAKE AN ISSUE OF THE SHAH'S PRESENCE

TN THE OS SO LONS AS IT IS REASONABLY SATISFIED

TEAT HE WILL BE THERE FOR A LIMITED PERIOD OF TIME FOR

TREATMENT HE CANNOT GET ELSEWHERE AND THAT NEITHER

try .[AD n I S ENTOURAGE ARE ENGAGED IN EFFORTS TO UNDERMINE

THE ISLAMIC MOVEMENT. WHILE TECHNICALLY A GOVERNMENT

A^FNCY NIRT HAS FREQUENTLY ACTED IN INDEPENDENCE OF .HE

isST 0» PGOI AND VARIOUS SENIOR GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS HAVE

MASSED THEIR DESPAIR OF BRINGING ITS CHIEF, SADEGH

SoMffltoEfl UNEER CONTROL. THE PGOI 'S PREDISPOSITION

NOTWITHSTANDING, IT REMAINS QUITE POSSIBLE THAT IT WILL

BF
T
p’SEee INTO A POSTURE IT MIGHT NOT OTHERWISE ADOPT

h rI&iSnAH? RADICALS, UNSOPHISTICATED CLERGYMEN

C 0 nfidfntial TEHRAN 11371



p. PARSA K I A SAID THAT PGOI LEADERS WERE WILLING TO HAVE

Che shah in Mexico but the u.s.^vas a eieeerent case.

THE PGOI WAS CONVINCED THAT THE SHAH WOULD USE HIS

RESIDENCE IN THE U .S . AS KHOMEINI HAD IN PARIS TO CONTINUE

Subversive efeorts against the pgoi. parsa kia pointed

DUT THERE ARE 200,000 IRANIANS IN THE U.S. AND THAT THE -

SHAH HAS LIMITLESS FUNDS AT HIS COMMAND (HE USED THE. FIGURE

WHICH IS NOW BECOMING COMMON USAGE OF 20 BILLION).

PARSA- KIA POINTEE OUT THAT IRAN WAS A POROUS RUMOR MILL

[BUT THAT THE PGOI LEADERS HAD NEVER HAD ANT RUMORS THAT

-The shah had cancer, for this reason they were vert

SUSPICIOUS OF THE SHAH'S ILLNESS. THEY ALSO DID NOT

UNDERSTAND WHY THE SHAH HAD TO HAVE HIS
(

MEDICAL CARE IN

SHF. /Ok. '

.
•

S'., PARSA KIA SAID THAT THE LEADERS OF THE PGOI, BY WHICH
HE' PLAINLY MEANT KHOMEINI AND HIS ENTOURAGE .WERE NO m

'POLITICIANS AND DID NOT UNDERSTAND THE DTPLOMATIC PROCESS.
THEY DID NOT LOOK TO THE FUTURE RESULTS WHICH ANY DECISION
MIGHT BRING. PARSA KIA SAID THAT THEY (THE LEADERS IN
30M) WERE WATCHING VERY CAREFULLY ,TO SEE WHETHER OR NOT
THE SHAH WAS PERMITTED TO STAY IN THE U.S. IF HE WAS,
THEY WOULD IMMEDIATELY MOVE. (HE DID NOT SAY HOW, BUT
CHE INFERENCE WAS TO BREAK RELATIONS.)

I?. DURING CONVERSATION, PARSA KIA ALSO POINTED TO SENATOR
JACKSON INTERVIEW ON MEET THE PRESS WHICH, HE SAID, HAD
PIT THE UPPER LEVELS OF THE FOREIGN MINISTRY LIKE A
BOMBSHELL. (STATE 11445): YAZBI HAD IMMEDIATELY SENT FOR

'

jlHE FULL TRANSCRIPT WHICH THEY NOW HAD TO SEE THE CONTEXT
OF JACKSON'S REMARKS. YA 3D I -REGARDS JACKSON AS A VERY
POWERFUL U.S. LEADER AND WAS WONDERING IF JACKSON'S
(REMARKS COULD HAVE BEEN INTENDED AS SOME SORT 'OF MESSAGE
FROM THE USG . EMBOFF ASSURED PARSA KIA IT WAS NOT.
LAINGEN
feT
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AND THE GENERALLY IRRESPONSIBLE CAPTURE THE MOMENTUM
ON THE ISSUE OF THE SHAH'S PRESENCE IN THE U.S.
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lE.O. 12065: RDS-4 10/31/39 (LAINGEN , L.B.) OR-P
TAGS: PEPR, IR, US

SUBJECT: SHAH IN U.S.

jl. '(C-ENTIRE TEXT.)

2. DURING EMBASSY POLOFF CALL ON ACTING CHIEF OF MFA
8{FOURTH POLITICAL DIVISION FARSA iCIA OCTOBER 31 ON OTHER
^SUBJECTS, PARSA TIA RAISED SUBJECT OF SHAH IN U.S. AND
JflADE AN EMOTIONAL, UNOFFICIAL, AND PERSONAL PLEA TO
2J5MBOFF (FOR 45 MINUTES) TO EXPLAIN TO USG WHY SHAH MUST
(&EAVE U.S. PARSA XI A MADE FOLLOWING POINTS.
"li

1
(
3 . HE AND DIRECTOR GEENRAL FOR EUROPE AND .THE AMERICAS

lETESAM WERE WORIING HARD TO TRY TO AVOID A CRISIS IN
SRELATIONS WITH THE U.S. BUT IT WAS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE.
IIHEY HAD NOT WANTED THE PGOI TO SEND AN OFFICIAL NOTE ON
gTHE SHAH AND HAD WATERED IT DOWN AS FAR AS POSSIBLE, PUT
“OUTSIDE PRESSURES ON THE- FOREIGN MINISTRY WERE TOO STRONG.

*ll. PGOI LEADERS (I.E., BAZARGAN AND YAZDI ) WERE POWERLESS
AND DECISIONS ON HOW TO ACT ON THE SHAH'S CONTINUED
PRESENCE IN THE U.S. WOULD NOT BE MADE BY THEM. THL
(FOREIGN MINISTRY WOULD BE ABIE TO REPAIR THE DAMAGE DONE
TO U.S.-IRANIAN RELATIONS IE THE SHAH LEFT IMMEDIATELY
’AFTER HE IS RELEASED FROM THE HOSPITAL; OTHERWISE TBEBE
WILL BE A CRISIS. PARSA XI A POINTED TO HOW DECISIONS HAD
(BEEN MADE BY SHOMBINI ON OTHER FOREIGN AFFAIRS ISSUES SUCH
(AS RELATIONS WITH 'EGYPT, AND INTIMATED, BUT DID NOT

^ DIRECTLY STATE, THAT THE SHAH'S CONTINUED PRESENCE IN THE
MJ.S. HIGH? WiLI RESULT IN A BREAKING OP RELATIONS BETWEEN
iIRAN AND THE U.S
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